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Abstract

This thesis concerns hydrogen fuelling stations from an overall system perspective. The study investigates the thermodynamics and the energy consumption
of hydrogen fuelling stations for fuelling vehicles for personal transportation.
For this study a numerical library to model the components in a hydrogen fuelling station has been developed in Dymola, which is a commercial software
package. The models include the fuelling protocol (J2601) for hydrogen vehicles
published by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE), and the thermodynamic property library CoolProp is used for retrieving state points.
The components in the hydrogen fuelling library are constructed following the
same procedure for each component. This enables components to be connected
in any random order when building systems. The systems are made in a graphical interface, where components from the library can be directly added and
connected by dragging a line from their input or output port.
A system consisting of one high-pressure storage tank is used to investigate
the thermodynamics of fuelling a hydrogen vehicle. The results show that the
decisive parameter for how the fuelling proceeds is the pressure loss in the
vehicle. The single-tank fuelling system is compared to a cascade fuelling system. This shows that the mass ﬂow and the thermodynamic development in
the vehicle are independent of the station design, when the fuelling is according to the protocol published by SAE. Further, the study show that a cascade
system is preferable compared to a single-tank system, considering the energy
consumption of the fuelling procedure.
Models of cascade systems, consisting of between 1 and 8 tanks, have been
used to analyse the eﬀect of the number of tanks at the station with respect to
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energy consumption. An optimisation using a parameter variation of the tank
volumes and pressures is performed in order to reduce the energy consumption further. The study showed that the energy consumption at the station
approaches an exponential function of the number of tanks. The energy saving
is highest going from one to two tanks in the cascade system, and the saving
levels out when more than four tanks are used. Decreasing the tank volumes to
a minimum or decreasing the pressure to a minimum, contributes to the overall
savings with approximately 4-5 %.
Two alternative system designs to the cascade fuelling system have been suggested and analysed with respect to thermodynamics, energy consumption and
exergy destruction. The ﬁrst system uses a compressor to fuel the hydrogen
vehicle. The second system uses a compressor followed by a small buﬀer tank.
The system fuelling directly from a compressor does not follow the fuelling
protocol, though it does not exceed the safety limits. The system using a compressor and a buﬀer tank does fuelled in accordance with the fuelling protocol.
The analysis shows that it is possible to eliminate all the high-pressure storage
tanks from the cascade system, using one of the other fuelling systems. The
energy consumption of the direct compression system is 18 % lower than for
the two other systems. The exergy analysis shows that the largest exergy destruction was in the vehicle tank, due to compression. The compressor and
the heat exchanger at the outlet of the compressor also show high exergy destructions in all three systems. The reduction valve, which is eliminated in the
direct compression system, has an exergy destruction corresponding to more
than 0.75 kWh which is 11-17 % of the total exergy destruction in the two
other systems. The direct compression system is the least energy consuming
and has the lowest exergy destruction. The cascade system has the highest
exergy destruction, while the energy consumption is approximately the same
as for the direct compression system with a buﬀer.

Resumé

Denne afhandling betragter brinttankstationer med fokus på hele systemet.
Termodynamikken i en brint tankning og energi forbruget for tankning af en
brintbil undersøges og analyseres. Til at lave analyserne er et komponentbibliotek til brinttankning blevet udviklet i den dynamiske software Dymola.
Komponentmodellerne inkluderer fyldningsprotokollen (J2601) udviklet af Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) og de termodynamiske egenskaber ﬁndes
ved brug a biblioteket CoolProp.
Komponenterne i brint påfyldningsbiblioteket er bygget op efter samme procedure, dette gør det muligt at placere komponenter og sammensætte komponenterne i vilkårlig rækkefølge når et brinttankningssystem skal designes.
Systemerne opbygges i en graﬁsk brugerﬂade hvor komponenterne kan indføres
direkte fra biblioteket. Modellerne forbindes ved at tegne linjer mellem deres
porte, der repræsentere strømning ind og ud af modellen.
Et system bestående af en enkelt højtrykstank for brintlagring på tankstationen
er brugt til at undersøge termodynamikken af en brintpåfyldning af et køretøj.
Resultaterne af undersøgelsen viste at bilens tryktab er den bestemmende
parameter for hvordan en brintpåfyldning forløber. Brinttankningssystemet
bestående af en højtrykstank er sammenlignet med et kaskadetankningssystem
bestående af tre højtrykstanke. Resultaterne viser at massestrømmen og termodynamikken i bil tanken er uafhængig at brinttankstationsdesignet, så længe
påfyldningen følger protokollen udgivet af SAE. Endvidere viser sammenligningen af de to systemer at kaskade systemet er at foretrække når energiforbruget
af brintpåfyldningen af køretøjet tages i betragtning.
Modeller af kaskadesystemer med mellem 1 og 8 tanke er brugt til at undersøge
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hvordan antal tanke i kaskadesystemet påvirker energiforbruget på stationen.
En parameter variation hvor tankenes volumen nedsættes til et minimum og en
optimering hvor trykkene i tankene reduceres til et minimum er udført for at
se eﬀekten på energiforbruget. Analysen viste at energi forbruget på stationen
nærmer sig en eksponentiel kurve som funktion af antal tanke i kaskadesystemet. Den største energibesparelse var når man gik fra at have en højtrykstank til to højtrykstanke i kaskadesystemet og energibesparelserne ﬂadede ud
når man tilføjede mere end ﬁre tanke i systemet. Minimeringen af volumen of
trykket i tankene gav en yderligere energi besparelse på 4 -5 %.
To alternative tanksystemer til kaskadesystemet er blevet foreslået og undersøgt med hensyn på termodynamiske egenskaber, energi forbrug og exergi destruktion. Det første system består af en kompressor der påfylder biltanken
direkte. Det andet system består ligeledes af en kompressor, men den er efterfulgt af en lille opsamlingstank. Systemet der fylder direkte fra kompressoren
følger ikke brintpåfyldningsprotokollen, men den overtræder heller ikke de fastlagte sikkerhedsgrænser. Systemet der fylder med en kompressor og en lille
opsamlingstank følger brintprotokollen for påfyldning. Undersøgelsen viste at
det er muligt at eliminere højtrykstankene i kaskadesystemet, ved brug af de
to alternative systemer. Energiforbruget ved at fylde direkte med en kompressor var 18 % lavere end for kaskadesystemet og kompressorsystemet med en
opsamlingstank. Exergi analysen af de to systemer viste at den største exergi
destruktion var i tank, dette skyldes komprimeringen af gassen. Kompressoren
og varmeveksleren efter den havde også en høj exergi destruktion for alle tre
systemer. Reduktionsventilen som er brugt i kaskadesystemet og systemet med
en kompressor og en opsamlingstank havde en exergi destruktion på 0.75 kWh
svarende til 11-17 % af den totale exergi destruktion i de to systemer. Dette
exergi tab er elimineret for systemet der fylder direkte ved kompression, da
kompressoren levere brinten direkte ved det ønskede tryk. Systemet med direkte kompression havde det laveste energi forbrug og exergi destruktion imens
kaskadesystemet havde den højeste exergi destruktion. Energiforbruget ved
kaskadepåfyldningen og kompressoren med en opsamlingstank var stort set det
samme.
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Roman
A
a
c
d
e
E
f
g
h
k
kv
kp
L
ṁ
M
n
Nu
p
Q
R
r
Ra

Area of tank, m2
Thermal diﬀusivity, m2 /s
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Introduction

1.1

Motivation

The history of fuel cell powered vehicles is relatively short as the ﬁrst commercial hydrogen vehicle was introduced in 1992. The technology gained more
attention as climate change, security of supply and fossil fuel depletion became
well-known issues at the end of the 20th century. At that time the fuel cell
powered vehicles did not have the attention of the public and the research committed within the ﬁeld was limited, although the development of the proton
exchange membrane fuel cell accelerated during the 1990s. At the same time
as the vehicle manufacturers started gaining interest in hydrogen vehicles the
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) started developing protocols to assure
the safety of hydrogen fuelling and to provide guidelines for speciﬁc components and system designs. This was done in close cooperation with several of
the larger vehicle manufacturers in the world. In 2008 some of the major car
manufacturers released the early stages of a fuelling protocol in a paper [24]
and the SAE released a protocol on how to connect a hydrogen vehicle to a
fuelling station [35]. In 2010 a protocol describing a fuelling procedure was
released [34]. A result of the close cooperation between manufacturers and
the SAE is that nearly all vehicle manufacturers produce their vehicles according to the SAE guidelines, and almost all new hydrogen fuelling stations are
built according to the fuelling protocol. The early protocols have given fuel
cell vehicles and hydrogen fuelling stations a good basis for further integration,
assuring that hydrogen fuelling stations and vehicles can be produced independently and still function together worldwide. These standards serve to promote
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the technology for funding, as there are no competing hydrogen fuelling technologies. Another large cooperation among those promoting hydrogen vehicles
was formed in 2009 when Toyota, Daimler, GM and four other car companies
signed a statement of intent to produce 100000 hydrogen vehicles by 2015.
The protocol for hydrogen fuelling is called "Fueling protocols for light duty
gaseous hydrogen surface vehicles" and it is a technical information report [34].
The goal of the report is to achieve a safe, costumer-acceptable fuelling, meaning a fast fuelling without exceeding the limitations of pressure, temperature
and density. The protocol is still under development, and a new improved protocol is expected to be released by the end of 2013. The protocol is based on
tests conducted by Power Tech and simulations done by Wenger Engineering.
The safety and fuelling requirements for the fuelling stations are high, and the
fuelling station manufacturers have been struggling to fulﬁl the requirements
satisfactorily. Though some of the newly introduced stations have shown satisfying results.
The research conducted within the ﬁeld of high-pressure hydrogen fuelling is
primarily done within industry, and it is therefore not accessible to the public. The speed of development within hydrogen fuelling stations is fast, and at
the moment diﬀerent companies are at the moment competing to get the early
market shares. The information available from the manufacturers is limited as
they keep their research internal so their rival companies cannot use it. The
work in this project has been carried out in collaboration with H2Logic who
builds hydrogen fuelling stations, but in order to keep their technology secret,
the study does not include speciﬁc technology from their stations.
The basic understanding of the thermodynamic development of hydrogen during a fuelling process and which components inﬂuence the process of the fuelling
are still unexplored in the literature even though this information is commercially known. Without the basic understanding of hydrogen fuelling, it is impossible to address problems within the system. Further, the understanding
of how the fuelling protocol aﬀects the fuelling is needed in order to improve
station designs and fuelling methods.
The hydrogen fuelling stations today all use a cascade system to fuel the vehicles. The process of getting the system to perform satisfactorily has been
the main priority until now, and little concern has been given to the energy
consumption of the station. The number of tanks in the cascade system and
the eﬀect of volumes and pressures in the tanks have not yet been investigated
with respect to the energy consumption of the station. Potentially there could
be a large energy savings by optimizing the cascade systems.
Other system designs for fuelling hydrogen vehicles have been discussed, in-
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cluding fuelling directly from a compressor. While cascade systems are widely
used, the advantages and disadvantages compared to other systems have not
been investigated. More eﬃcient fuelling technologies could potentially still be
revealed.

1.2

Literature review

Even though the procedure for hydrogen fuelling is on the way to being standardized, the subject of hydrogen fuelling is relatively new from a scientiﬁc
point of view. Literature within the ﬁeld of hydrogen fuelling is limited to the
speciﬁc analysis of the behaviour of the compressed hydrogen on-board and the
heat transfer through both Type III and Type IV tanks. In addition, a few
analyses have been conducted from a broader system perspective, though only
Maus et al. are using the fuelling protocol [24]. The paper by Maus et al. is
the ﬁrst paper describing the fuelling protocol released in 2010.
Some of the ﬁrst comprehensive studies on compressed hydrogen fuelling were
carried out by Dicken and Mérida, [7]. They placed 63 thermocouples in a
Type III tank while fuelling to 350 bar. The study showed a non-uniform temperature distribution with up to a 6◦ C temperature diﬀerence. Further, the
study showed that the main contributor to the heat development in the tank
was the compression rather than the Joule-Thomson eﬀect.
Although the study of Dicken and Mérida showed a non-uniform temperature
distribution during the fuelling, it is generally accepted that in mathematical models the temperature can be assumed uniform, according to the research
conducted by Monde and Woodﬁeld. Further they showed that new tanks have
a distributor at the inlet to ensure a more uniform temperature distribution
[27] [26] [37].
Work similar to that of Dicken and Mérida has been carried out by Kim,
who found that the temperature at the upper part of the cylinder was higher
than in the lower part due to the buoyancy eﬀect, and for their experiment the
maximum allowed temperature of 85 ◦ C was exceeded [19].
Monde and Woodﬁeld have made diﬀerent models of both analytical and numerical transient heat transfer from the hydrogen through the tank wall, and
to the ambient. Depending on the nozzle design in the tank (e.g., advanced or
straight nozzles) the average local hydrogen heat transfer coeﬃcient inside the
tank during a fuelling can vary between 150 and 500 W/(m2 K) [27] [38]. For
discharging vessels, Daney’s relation has been shown valid for a large range of
Rayleigh numbers [38].
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The thermodynamics of ﬁlling a hydrogen tank has been investigated through
exergy analysis, and it has been shown that increasing the initial pressure increases the exergy eﬃciency and the ﬁnal temperature in the hydrogen tank
was lower [14]. Similar work has been conducted by Ozsaban [29].
Galassi has conducted experiments on the life-time of the tanks, and the local
temperature inside the tank has been measured and compared to the outside
temperature. The results were used to validate a CFD model of the tank during
fast ﬁlling [12]. Similar work has been carried out by Heitsch [13] and Abhilash
[1].
Li has done investigations on the temperature rise inside the hydrogen tank.
Fuellings using a constantly decreasing mass ﬂow rate were compared with
fuellings using a constantly increasing mass ﬂow rate. It was found that the
lowest temperature increase was obtained when ﬁlling with constantly decreasing mass ﬂow rate[23].
Farzaneh-Gordi has done a comparison between cascade fuelling and fuelling
from a single tank. The results revealed that the ﬁlling time of the single tank
was faster than for the cascade system but, it was also accompanied with a
much higher entropy generation. The study also revealed that ﬁlling the single
tank and the cascade system tanks again after a vehicle fuelling, required less
work for the compressor for the cascade system [10].
Zhao has conducted research using numerical simulations to predict the temperature rise in the hydrogen tank during ﬁlling. The results showed that with
increased mass ﬂow rates, the temperature would increase and with an increasing initial pressure, the temperature decreases [40]. Further he has developed a
CFD model with an analysis of the thermodynamic response to diﬀerent pressure rise patterns and ﬁlling times within a Type III cylinder [41].
The fuelling time due to the thermodynamics in the tank has been investigated by Yang. The fuelling time is compared to the upper and the lower
limit of the tank properties for both adiabatic and isothermal conditions. The
fuelling time was shortest under adiabatic conditions [39].

1.3

Thesis statement

The overall aim of this research is to contribute to the understanding of hydrogen fuelling from an overall system perspective. This includes thermodynamic
understanding of the whole system, energy consumption in the system and optimisation of the overall energy performance of fuelling systems. As mentioned
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in the motivation, most research is done in industry and not published. In
order to developed better fuelling systems, the basic understanding of fuelling
systems and the diﬀerent parameters that inﬂuence the fuelling process need
to be determined.
More speciﬁcally, the research aims to:
• Develop a component library for thermodynamic modelling of whole hydrogen fuelling systems including; tanks with heat transfer, diﬀerent pressure losses, heat exchangers, compressors and other needed components.
Further, the model should enable simulations using the fuelling protocol
developed by the Society of Automotive Engineers.
• Investigate the thermodynamics of hydrogen fuelling and how the diﬀerent components inﬂuence the fuelling process.
• Optimise the fuelling process of a cascade system with respect to the
number of tanks, volumes and pressure of the tanks.
• Compare the cascade system to other alternative fuelling systems, with
respect to thermodynamics, complexity and energy consumption.
• Point out the components in the fuelling systems which have the largest
inﬂuence on the energy consumption and provide suggestions for improvement.

1.3.1

Methodology

The applied methodology for the present research study above can be divided
into six steps.
• Develop of a thermodynamic component library for hydrogen fuelling.
The model should be able to simulate diﬀerent hydrogen fuelling systems
and show the thermodynamics in each component and for the overall
system.
• Perform a thermodynamic analysis of a simple hydrogen fuelling process
from one high-pressure tank to the vehicle tank following the fuelling
protocol, and show the eﬀect of using a cascade system instead.
• Conduct a parametric study of the energy consumption in a cascade system with variation in the number of tanks, the pressure in the tanks and
the volumes of the tanks.
• Compare diﬀerent fuelling systems and analyse the thermodynamics of
each system. Analyse the energy consumption of each system with respect
to the main energy-consuming components.
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• Implement equations for exergy analysis in the components in the library.
• Perform an exergy analysis on the diﬀerent fuelling systems, point out the
components with the highest exergy destruction and discuss how these
can be reduced.

As mentioned, the aim is to improve the thermodynamic understanding of a
complete hydrogen fuelling system and to optimize the system with respect
to diﬀerent parameters, but the scale of the component library could be more
extensive for future use in other projects or by industry.

1.4

Thesis outline

The thesis contains 8 chapters and 2 appendices besides the published papers.
Chapter 1 is the introduction containing the motivation for the study, the
literature review, the thesis statement, the methodology and the thesis outline.
Chapter 2 contains the basic principles of the hydrogen fuelling method, station designs and a description of the fuelling protocol developed by the Society
of Automotive Engineers.
Chapter 3 contains a description of the numerical model formulations used in
all the models for simulation of hydrogen fuelling systems. For critical components like the tank and the compressor, the diﬀerent technologies are discussed.
Chapter 4 presents the component library made in Dymola, the methode
used and a veriﬁcation and validation. It explains some of the principles behind the modelling of ﬂows and enthalpies. The veriﬁcation and validation are
comparisons between the Dymola model and a MatLab model developed by
industry and test data from a fuelling station.
Chapter 5 summarises the important and general assumptions for the analysis. First the thermodynamic assumptions, second assumptions regarding to
the fuelling protocol and third assumptions regarding the ﬂow where Turbulent
ﬂow and tube dimensions are discussed.
Chapter 6 analyses hydrogen fuelling from one tank to the vehicle and from
three tanks to the vehicle. The two systems are analysed thermodynamically,
and correlations between components and the procedure for the fuelling are discussed. At the end the two systems are compared with respect to energy usage.
Chapter 7 is a parameter variation study of the tanks in a cascade system
with respect to energy usage of fuelling a vehicle and afterwards recovering the
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cascade system. The energy usage for compression and cooling are shown in
detail. The diﬀerent parameters are the number of tanks in the cascade system,
the volume of the tanks and the pressure in the tanks.
Chapter 8 analyses and compares a cascade fuelling system, a direct compression system and a direct compression system with a buﬀer. The analysis is
done with the cascade system as the reference. First, a thermodynamic analysis
of the system is done, analysing and explaining the principles and diﬀerences of
the fuelling systems. Afterwards an energy analysis is carried out to see which
system uses the least energy. Then there is an exergy analysis of each system,
pointing out the largest exergy-destructive components.
Chapter 9 summarises the most important ﬁndings in the thesis and gives
suggestions for further work within the ﬁeld.
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Chapter

2

Introduction to hydrogen
fuelling

This chapter describes the basic principles of a hydrogen fuelling
station and how it functions, including the basics of hydrogen
fuelling using the pressure diﬀerence in a cascade system and the
storage of hydrogen at the station. Then there is an explanation
of the fuelling protocol used for hydrogen fuelling to obtain a
costumer acceptable, secure and fast fuelling of a vehicle.

2.1

Introduction

The objective of this chapter is to provide an understanding of hydrogen fuelling. First, the simplest way to ﬁll a tank is introduced, followed by the
complications that are associated with the fuelling of hydrogen tanks. This
sets in perspective why a standardised fuelling protocol is needed. The parts
of the fuelling protocol that are of interest for this project are explained. The
fuelling protocol is very important for the dynamic simulations done later in
the thesis, as they all apply to the protocol. Further, the fuelling protocol is
integrated in the library for hydrogen fuelling introduced in chapter 4. The last
part of the chapter contains general information about today’s fuelling station
design and operation strategy.
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The basics of hydrogen fuelling

This section describes the simplest systems for fuelling a hydrogen tank and
the complications of hydrogen fuelling, when done within a reasonable time.

2.2.1

Procedure of a simple fuelling

Fuelling into a tank can in principle be done in two diﬀerent ways, either by
compressing directly into the tank or by having a tank at higher pressure.
Considering a tank at higher pressure, the pressure diﬀerence is used to force
hydrogen from the higher pressure to the lower pressure tank. The most common way to fuel hydrogen vehicles is by using tanks at higher pressure. The two
diﬀerent systems are shown in Figure 2.1 When fuelling from a high-pressure

Figure 2.1: Sketch of the simplest way to ﬁll a vehicle hydrogen tank. Left:
Compressor fuelling from a low-pressure tank to high pressure. Right: pressure
forced fuelling between a high pressure and low-pressure tank
.
tank to a low-pressure tank, the hydrogen needs to be pressurised in the highpressure tank using a compressor. The advantage of the pressure levelling
fuelling is that it can fuel at high mass ﬂow rates. For the compressor system
the mass ﬂow is limited by the capacity of the compressor. The two systems
shown would be able to fuel a hydrogen vehicle, but due to the properties of
hydrogen and compression, the fuelling would take a long time in order to be
done safely.

2.2.2

Complications of hydrogen fuelling

Hydrogen fuelling is not as simple as shown in Figure 2.1. First, hydrogen is
explosive and needs to be handled with care. Second, the properties of hydrogen
and the high working pressures of hydrogen, complicate a safe fuelling process.
The pressure for storing hydrogen needs to be high. If a decent driving range
is to be obtained, the hydrogen should be stored in the vehicle at 350-700
bar. The primary reason for the high-pressure storage is that hydrogen is
stored as a gas and not as liquid. Storing it as liquid would require it to be
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cooled down to beneath -253◦C. Further more, hydrogen has the lowest density
of all elements, 0.089 kg/m3 , at atmospheric pressure and 0◦ C. Therefore it
requires either a large volume or high pressure to store between 3 and 7 kg
of hydrogen in the vehicle. The large volume is not an option in a vehicle for
personal transportation. The hydrogen is therefore stored at 350 or 700 bar in
cylinders of up to 0.172 m3 , corresponding to 7 kg at 700 bar. When hydrogen
is fuelled into a vehicle there are several factors to account for during the
fuelling. The temperature of the hydrogen is, for safety reasons, not allowed to
exceed 85◦ C. When hydrogen is compressed into a cylinder, the temperature
of the hydrogen increases due to the heat of compression and if ﬁlled fast,
the temperature exceeds the limit. Fuelling a hydrogen vehicle just using a
high-pressure tank with a valve reducing the pressure into the vehicle, would
take hours if a suﬃcient amount of hydrogen is to be transferred between the
tanks, without exceeding the temperature safety limit. Therefore the hydrogen
needs cooling before entering the vehicle. The size of the vehicle tank varies
depending on the vehicle type and manufacture. It is therefore necessary to be
able to do a safe fuelling independent of the volume of the vehicle tank. This
is done using an average pressure ramp rate that fuels with a constant pressure
rise at the station’s exit. In this way all tanks can be fuelled safely because
the pressure rise in the tank is controlled; hence, the mass ﬂow is automatic
adjusted for the volume of the tank. If the volume of the tank is known the
mass ﬂow rate could also be set according to it, and the average pressure ramp
rate would not be necessary. The most critical part when fuelling a tank with
hydrogen is to assure that the pressure and the temperature do not exceed
the safety limits. Following the fuelling protocol published by the Society of
Automotive Engineers, the safety of the fuelling is met and all vehicles can be
safely fuelled when knowing the type of tank, the ambient temperature and the
initial pressure in the tank. The following sections explain the important part
of the protocol with respect to the work in this thesis.

2.3

Hydrogen fuelling protocol

The hydrogen fuelling protocol is an industrial technical information report
describing how to fuel diﬀerent vehicle tanks with regards to volume and maximum allowed pressure. The protocol is called "Fueling of light duty gaseous
hydrogen vehicles" and has the journal number J2601 [34]. The protocol is often referred to as "SAE TIR J2601" or just "SAE J2601". This section outlines
the most important guidelines regarding safety and measurements of the mass
fuelled compared to the reference state.
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SAE TIR J2601

The purpose of SAE J2601 is to achieve a consumer-acceptable fuelling which
does not compromise safety. The "consumer-acceptable" fuelling refers to the
time it takes to fuel the hydrogen vehicle. In order to convince people to use
new technologies like hydrogen vehicles, the technology needs to be equally or
more convenient to use than the existing technology. The hydrogen fuelling
should therefore happen within a reasonable amount of time; hence, the time
equal to fuel a petrol vehicle. The fuelling should not exceed the safety limits of
temperature, pressure and density during or after the fuelling period. The SAE
J2601 for industrial implementation contains guidelines for hydrogen fuelling
at two net working pressures (NWP) 35 MPa and 70 MPa and for four diﬀerent
pre-cooling temperatures of the station dispenser; A, B, C and D. The NWP
of a station is limited by the pre-cooling in the station dispenser. The fuelling
stations are categorised depending on their net working pressure and dispenser
cooling capacity. Table 2.1 shows the diﬀerent maximum allowed NWP depending on the pre-cooling temperature of the hydrogen in the dispenser. The

Type
A70
A35
B70
B35
C35
D35

Table 2.1: Hydrogen fuelling station categories
NWP [bar] Dispenser pre/cool temperature [C]
700
-33 to -40
350
700
-17.5 to -22.5
350
350
-2.5 to 2.5
350
Ambient ±5

two protocols with dispenser pre-cooling to 0 ◦ C and ambient temperature are
not recommended to use, though they are useful in the case of a breakdown of
a cooling facility, as backup protocols. The maximum storage capacity of the
vehicle for the two target pressures is 10 kg for stations categorised "70" and
7.5 kg for stations with a "35". For a "70" the common target is 7 kg as 10 kg
requires the vehicle to have multiple storage tanks. The maximum mass ﬂow
allowed during a fuelling is 0.06 kg/s. The protocols for fuelling at the different categorised stations contain lookup tables for an average pressure ramp
rate which depends on the ambient temperature and the initial pressure in the
vehicle tank, the target pressure in the tank and the target state of charge of
the tank. The average pressure ramp rate assures that the fuelling proceeds
safely within a given time. The target pressure is the pressure the tank should
have at the end of the fuelling in order to be ﬁlled to the maximum capacity.
The state of charge is a measurement of the actual ﬁnal density in the tank
compared to the target density. The target density is the density of the net
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working pressure at 15 ◦ C. State of charge is calculated by eq. 2.1.
SOC =

ρ(T, p)
100%
ρ(15◦ C, N W P )

(2.1)

For an "A70" fuelling (-40◦ C and 700 bar) the target density is 40.2 kg/m3 . If
the fuelled tank by the end of the fuelling has a lower density than the reference
density it is under-ﬁlled, and if the density is higher it is over-ﬁlled. Figure 2.2
shows the target density for an "A70" fuelling as a function of the ﬁnal pressure
and temperature in the vehicle tank with the boundary conditions of the maximum allowed pressure and temperature. Considering Figure 2.2, if the vehicle
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Figure 2.2: Fuelling window from 80◦ C to 100◦ C though according to the SAE
J2601, fuelling is not allowed at temperatures lower than 40◦ C [34] [16].
has a ﬁnal pressure and temperature resulting in the density being below the
reference density, the tank is under-ﬁlled; if the properties result in a higher
density it is over-ﬁlled. The target is therefore to get as close to the target
density without exceeding into the overpressure or overheat area. Typically
the hydrogen in the tank is between 50 and 80◦ C when the fuelling ﬁnishes,
and the pressure is lower than needed for a 100% state of charge; thus the vehicle is under-ﬁlled. The diﬀerent fuelling protocols take into account the heat
up of the hydrogen during fuelling, and thus the target ﬁnal pressure in the
tank is higher than the net working pressure, to compensate for the heat up.
Figure 2.3 shows an example of a lookup table for fuelling at an "A70" station;
the values have been modiﬁed in order not to break copyrights, although the
trends in the table are valid. As the lookup table in Figure 2.3 shows, the average pressure ramp rate depends on the ambient temperature. This is because
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Figure 2.3: Lookup table for the average pressure ramp rate for a 1-7 kg A70
fuelling. The values in the table have been modiﬁed and are thus not the same
values as in the SAE J2601.

the protocol assumes that the temperature inside the tank is the same as the
ambient temperature. Further more, as the ambient temperature decreases,
the ﬁnal pressure decreases as the ﬁnal temperature in the tank is going to
be lower; hence, see Figure 2.2. With an increasing initial pressure, the ﬁnal
pressure decreases, and at temperatures below −40◦ C or above 50◦ C and for
some pressure/temperature combinations above 50 MPa, the vehicle can not
be fuelled.
Depending on the vehicle and the station, the fuelling can proceed either with
or without communication between the station and the vehicle. The fuelling
without communication measures the pressure and the volume of the tank by
sending an impulse of a known mass into the tank to measure the pressure
increase. The fuelling is done following the tables from the protocol, and the
fuelling ﬁnishes as the pressure at the exit of the station reaches the target
pressure. This often results in under-ﬁlling of the tank, as the pressure in the
vehicle tank is lower than at the exit due to pressure losses in the vehicle.
Another contribution to under-ﬁlling is the gas temperature inside the tank
that is higher than expected resulting in a lower density for the ﬁnal pressure.
If communication is present between the vehicle and the station, the vehicle
can be fuelled to the reference density as the pressure and temperature of the
vehicle are transmitted to the station. If either the pressure or the temperature
reaches the maximum allowed limit, the fuelling can abort, before reaching a
state of charge of 100%.
This thesis considers hydrogen fuelling of type "A70" as it is the most demanding fuelling protocol to meet, and if an "A70" fuelling can be done successfully,
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the other protocols can also be met. Further more, the stations constructed
today all aim to comply with an "A70" fuelling as it enables fuelling of all hydrogen vehicles. In Chapters 6 and 7 there is analysis for fuelling systems without
communication and in Chapter 8 for fuelling systems with communication.

2.4

Hydrogen fuelling systems

This section explains how hydrogen fuelling systems are designed and operated.
The ﬁrst part contains information on how fuelling stations are made today with
respect to the SAE J2601. The second part explains how hydrogen is stored at
the station and gives an example on how it can be operated utilizing a large
amount of hydrogen.

2.4.1

Hydrogen fuelling stations complying with the
SAE J2601

Hydrogen fuelling stations complying with the SAE J2601 are in principal designed as the system shown in Figure 2.4. The hydrogen is stored in the cascade

Figure 2.4: Sketch of the principles of a real hydrogen fuelling station complying
with the SAE J2601.
system consisting of "tank 1", "tank 2" and "tank 3". The pressure of the tanks
is typically between 400-600 bar for "tank 1", between 600-800 bar for "tank 2"
and 900-1000 bar for "tank 3". The fuelling proceeds by levelling the pressure
between the tank in the vehicle with tanks at the station, starting with the
tank with the lowest pressure, and when the pressure across the reduction gets
too low to keep the average pressure ramp rate, the station switches to the next
tank in the cascade system. The average pressure ramp rate is maintained at
the outlet of the station; this has the eﬀect that the reduction valve needs to
compensate for pressure losses between it and the outlet. The reduction valve
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is controlled by measuring the pressure at the outlet of the station. Before the
hydrogen leaves the station it needs to be cooled down. This is done in a heat
exchanger placed after the reduction valve. The reason it should be placed after
the reduction valve is that hydrogen heats up when throttled, and the protocol
requires the hydrogen out of the station to have a precooled temperature at
the exit of the station. Typically the hydrogen fuelling station is split up into
two parts, a storage part and a dispenser part. The storage part consists of
the cascade system and the related components, such as the compressor and
bank as shown in Figure 2.1. The dispenser module typically consists of the
heat exchanger, the pressure gauge for controlling the reduction valve and the
nozzle for connecting to the vehicle. The reduction valve can be placed in either
part of the system. It should be noted that this is a design question. Some
fuelling stations have a separate dispenser module placed away from the rest
of the station while others have everything in the same unit, and the diﬀerent
systems can not be distinguished by sight from the outside.

2.4.2

Hydrogen supply and storage

Storing hydrogen at a fuelling station is done at low pressures compared to the
target pressure in a vehicle fuelling. The hydrogen is typically stored at 200
to 300 bar in steel cylinders that are either ﬁlled externally and then trucked
to the facility or an on-site electrolysis facility delivers hydrogen at 10 to 20
bar which is compressed to 200 to 300 bar. The storage for a station with
hydrogen trucked in has to be larger than for a station with continuous on-site
production, as the continuous on-site production can cover the demand partly
or fully. Today’s hydrogen fuelling stations usually have hydrogen trucked to
the station at high pressure from time to time, although some of the facilities
have on-site electrolysis for hydrogen production but the production is typically
lower than the demand for fuelling vehicles. An example of hydrogen storage
at a fuelling station could be as follows. A bundle of tanks are delivered at 300
bar. The fuelling station empties the tanks to a pressure of 200 bar. From a
compression point of view, it would then be energy-wise to split up the bundle
into two: one used for recovering the fuelling station cascade system and one
used to maintain the pressure in the storage; see Figure 2.5. In this way the hydrogen utilization for the storage is enhanced. The following example explains
the principle in more detail. A 100m3 storage at 300 bar is delivered to a fuelling station. The storage contains approximately 360 kg of hydrogen stored
between 200 and 300 bar; this corresponds to more than 60 vehicle fuellings.
When the storage reaches 200 bar 90m3 is dismantled and used as supply for
the other 10 m3 . The 10 m3 is then kept at a pressure of 200-300 bar while the
90 m3 decreases in pressure as it ﬁlls up the 10 m3 . If the minimum pressure
allowed in the 90 m3 to supply the 10 m3 is 40 bar, there is another 632 kg
of hydrogen available corresponding to more than 100 fuellings. In total the
100 m3 of delivered hydrogen can fuel more than 160 vehicles. The volume
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Figure 2.5: The storage system of a hydrogen fuelling station.
of the storage and the total mass are proportional, so if the volume decreases
with 50 % the total mass decreases accordingly. For 25 m3 of delivered storage,
approximately 40 vehicles can be fuelled. This is only valid for stations without
on-site production, as the on-site production increases the capacity and if the
capacity is large enough, trucked in hydrogen is eliminated.
In this study the hydrogen supply is not considered, and the analysis in the
later chapters assumes that hydrogen stored at between 200-300 bar is available
at the station.
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Chapter

3

Component model
formulation

This chapter explains the fundamental mathematical equations
used for the main component models that are implemented in
Dymola, which is an software built with the Modelica language.
The chapter provides a background to the model formulation and
theory, necessary for the further investigations of hydrogen fuelling
stations. The chapter works as documentation of the modelling
formulation.

3.1

Introduction

The object of the modelling is to predict the behaviour of hydrogen during a
fuelling process to a tank storing high-pressure gaseous hydrogen at temperatures between −40◦ C to 85◦ C. The model can handle pure ﬂuids. The model is
capable of handling mass ﬂows, pressure drops and energy changes. The equations chosen are based on real gas equations. The approach for pressure drop
models has been chosen on the basis of equations used by industrial partners
and component manufacturers. Pressure drops cover tubing, mass ﬂow meters,
ﬁlters and valves, including the control valves of the system. The models for
energy balances are based on the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics. Mass conservation is applied to all models, assuring mass balance throughout the calculations
of a hydrogen fuelling. The tank in the vehicle and the tanks at the stations
are dynamic so that they model the hydrogen migration between them. The
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heat transfer is also modelled dynamically, taking into account the change of
hydrogen properties as heat dissipates through the walls. Quasi-static model
formulations are used for the pressure losses and the compressor.
The chapter describes all the mathematical models. For each model there
is a short introduction followed by general information and properties of the
component and then the model description. Focus is on the tank models with
1-dimensional transient heat transfer. The chapter provides a basic understanding of the pressure losses, the compressor and heat exchanger.

3.2

First principles

The component models used for the simulation of hydrogen fuelling systems are
based on the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics, Newton’s second law for force and
the mass-conservation statement. The three laws are used for energy balance,
momentum balance and mass balance, respectively. The ﬁrst law of thermodynamics is stated in eq. 3.1.
d
V2
dE
= Q − W + (m(u +
+ gz))
dt
dt
2

V2
+ gz))in
+
(ṁ(h +
2

V2
+ gz))out
−
(ṁ(h +
2

(3.1)

For all the components it has been assumed that the gravitational potential
energy is neglected, and the kinetic energy is simpliﬁed through compressible
gas ﬂow relations. The gravitational potential energy has been neglected as
there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence in height. The kinetic energy is included in
the enthalpy as the speciﬁc stagnation enthalpy has been used throughout
the system; see Section 3.3 for further explanation. This leaves us with the
energy balance for an open system, where the speciﬁc enthalpy is the stagnation
enthalpy.

d(m · u) 
dE
=Q−W +
+
(ṁh)in −
(ṁh)out
dt
dt

(3.2)

For steady state which is used in the quasi static models, the change of energy
is zero, hence dE/dt = 0. Newton’s second law states that the change of
momentum can be expressed through change in pressure as shown in eq. 3.3.

p1
p2
F = A1 − A2
(3.3)
dt
dt
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Where A1 = A2 and knowing that p = F/A, the momentum balance yields a
pressure diﬀerence.
dp = p1 − p2
(3.4)
The mass balance which originates from the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics states
that the change in mass for an open system is

dm 
=
ṁin −
ṁout
dt

(3.5)

In general eqs. 3.2, 3.4 and 3.5 are present for all the models. The guideline
for drawing the control volumes of the components is that only the energy
contributions from eq. 3.2 which are possible are included. If there is no
volume, the internal energy is not included, while heat and work contributions
are included, but not necessarily present for the component.

3.3

Compressible gas ﬂow relations

The compressible gas ﬂow relation considers two kinds of enthalpy and kinetic
energy. The two kinds of enthalpies are stagnation or total enthalpy and static
enthalpy. The stagnation enthalpy (h) is the static enthalpy of the stream (hs )
added with the kinetic energy of the stream [8] .
1
h = hs + v 2
2

(3.6)

The kinetic energy is included in the stagnation enthalpy. Figure 3.1 shows a
very simple hydrogen system with the respective enthalpies and velocities. The
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Figure 3.1: A simple system with mass ﬂow from left to right. Both the
stagnation enthalpy and the static enthalpy are shown.
speciﬁc stagnation enthalpy in the high-pressure tank is h = hs + 0.5v 2 but as
the velocity is negligible h = hs . The speciﬁc enthalpy ﬂow out of the tank is
assumed to be the stagnation enthalpy. The valve uses the stagnation enthalpy
at the inlet and outlet, and thereby includes the kinetic energy. In the receiving
low-pressure tank the stagnation enthalpy is entering and used for the energy
balance; hence, it is assumed that all kinetic energy is transformed to enthalpy
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once inside the tank as the velocity is assumed to be zero. The set of energy
balance equations for the ﬁgure is thus in the tank h = hs out of the tank
h1 = hs,1 + 0.5v1 and after the valve h1 = hs,2 + 0.5v2 . In the receiving tank
the change in speciﬁc enthalpy is dh2 /dt = 1/M (ṁh1 ). Thus the real speciﬁc
enthalpies and velocity change across the valve, but the stagnation enthalpy is
the same.
Using the stagnation enthalpy instead of the static enthalpy can cause a difference in the thermodynamic properties of the hydrogen if the kinetic energy
composes a signiﬁcant part of the stagnation enthalpy, though in this thesis it
never composes more than 2% during a hydrogen fuelling. Thus, the diﬀerence
between using static or stagnation enthalpy is negligibly small.

3.4

Tank

This section covers the modelling of the tanks with ﬁrst an introduction with
some general information about hydrogen tanks and then an explanation the
modelling theory.

3.4.1

Tank types for storing hydrogen

There are four diﬀerent types of tanks for storing hydrogen; they are categorized
as Type I, Type II, Type III and Type IV. As a general rule of thumb, the
higher the type number, the higher pressure it is capable of storing and the
more expensive the tank. Type I is made of stainless steel and can typically
handle 200-350 bar pressure, but it has been made for pressures up to 500 bar.
Type II is made from aluminium, it is lighter than Type I and can handle the
same pressures. Type III is a composite tank, made with a thin aluminium
liner wrapped in carbon ﬁbre. It is lighter than Type I and Type II and can
store hydrogen at pressures up to 1000 bar. Type IV is a composite tank with
a plastic liner wrapped in carbon ﬁbre, it is lighter than the other three types
and can withstand pressures up to 1000 bar. Type I and II tanks are typically
applied for hydrogen storage when pressures are below 350 bar and weight is
not an issue, e.g., as buﬀer tanks at the hydrogen fuelling station or as lower
pressure tanks in a cascade fuelling system. Type III and IV are used when
the pressures exceed the limitations of Type I and II and when weight is an
important parameter, e.g., high-pressure tanks in a cascade fuelling system and
tanks used in the vehicle’s storage system.

3.4.2

Tank model

Figure 3.2 shows the control volume around a tank. The walls are in-compressible
and no work is done to the tank, therefore W = 0. The momentum balance is
p = p1 = p2 so that the pressure into the tank is the same as in the tank; hence,
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there is no pressure loss at the entrance. The thermal boundary condition for
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Figure 3.2: A tank with the deﬁned control volume, there are two entrances
into the tank where mass can enter or exit.
the actual tank is deﬁned by the heat exchange with the surroundings, but the
general tank model is adiabatic with the possibility of adding heat transfer.
The mass balance for the control volume is
dM
= ṁ1 + ṁ2
dt

(3.7)

Introducing M = V ∗ ρ and assuming a constant volume of the tank, eq. 3.7
can be expressed as
dρ
= ṁ1 − ṁ2
(3.8)
V
dt
The thermodynamics of the tanks can be stated from the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics for an open system without any work added. The energy balance for
one tank is the change in internal energy as mass leaves or enters the tank and
the heat dissipation through the tank wall. The change in internal energy can
be found from eq. 3.9.
dQ
dm1
dm2
dU
= h1
+ h2
+
dt
dt
dt
dt

(3.9)

where dU/dt is the change in internal energy of the system h1 and h2 is the
enthalpy leaving or entering the tank at each opening, dm/dt is the mass ﬂow
rate and dQ/dt is the heat rate entering or leaving the system, where entering
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is considered positive. Using the rewriting from the mass balance to eq. 3.9,
U = M u = V ρu gives
dQ
dm1
dm2
dρu
= h1
+ h2
+
(3.10)
dt
dt
dt
dt
Two diﬀerent rewritings of eq. 3.10 have been used in the simulations. The ﬁrst
expresses the energy balance through internal energy with time derivatives of
pressure and enthalpy and partial derivatives of density. The second rewriting
is into enthalpy change in the tank, but also with time derivatives of pressure
and enthalpy.
V

Internal energy
Introducing u = h − pv, the internal energy inside the tank where v = ρ−1 can
be described through derivatives of enthalpy and pressure [17].
dh
dρ dp
dU
= V (ρ
+h − )
(3.11)
dt
dt
dt
dt
where h and P are the enthalpy and the pressure in the tank, and ρ is the
density. V is the volume of the tank. The time derivative of ρ can be expressed
through the derivative of enthalpy and pressure
dρ
dp ∂ρ
dh
∂ρ
=
|h ·
+
|p ·
dt
dp
dt
dh
dt

(3.12)

Enthalpy
Rewriting and substituting internal energy with enthalpy u = h − pV into eq.
3.13 gives
dh
1
dp dQ
dm1
dm2
=
· (h1
+ h2
+V
+
)
(3.13)
dt
M
dt
dt
dt
dt
The two diﬀerent expressions of the conservation of energy give the same results, but rewriting the equation in terms of enthalpy instead of internal energy
enables the possibility of ﬂow in both directions using the same model of a tank.
Using internal energy, the ﬂow of the hydrogen is deﬁned by the model formulation which uses either the enthalpy of the tank (mass ﬂow from the tank) or
the mass ﬂowing into the tank; hence, the tank can only operate with ﬂow in
one direction during a simulation. The formulation using enthalpy enables the
possibility of changing the ﬂow during a simulation, and only one tank model
is needed as it can both receive and release hydrogen.

3.5

Heat transfer model

The main heat transfer formulation used in the thesis is conduction through
a wall. This formulation is valid for both the tanks which store the hydrogen
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and for the tubes in which the hydrogen ﬂows. For both the tanks and the
tubes the heat transfer is unsteady. In the tanks the temperature changes due
to the heat of compression or expansion as the hydrogen ﬂows to or from the
tanks. For the tubes the hydrogen changes temperature as it ﬂows through
the tube. The second observation concerns whether or not a lumped model
or a 1-dimensional model of the heat conduction should be used. Studying
the tanks used for high-pressure hydrogen storage, one sees they are made of
composite material with low heat conduction properties and that the walls
are thick. From experiments at Saga University, the thermal conductivity of
the liner and carbon ﬁbre wrapping of the tanks have been measured and the
properties are shown in Table A.1 in Chapter 4. For the tube the Biot number
was calculated, and it showed that a lumped model is insuﬃcient. Therefore a
1-dimensional model is necessary for both the tank and the tube model.

3.5.1

1-dimensional unsteady heat transfer

The heat transfer through the tank is assumed to be 1-dimensional unsteady
heat conduction (the temperature of the gas changes when gas is leaving or
entering the tank). Figure 3.3 shows the control volume around the walls
setting the heat exchange with the surroundings on each side as the boundary
conditions. The general heat equation and the boundary conditions of heat
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Figure 3.3: A control volume around the wall of a tank, the only exchange of
energy to the wall from the surroundings is heat.

exchange through the wall are given in eqs. 3.14, 3.15 and 3.16.
d2 Ts
1 ∂Ts
=
∂x2
α dt

(3.14)
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k

dTw
|x=0 = αg (Tg − Tw |x=0 )
dx

(3.15)

dTw
|x=L = αa (Tw |x=L − Ta )
(3.16)
dx
where Tw is the wall temperature, Tg the gas temperature in the tank and Ta
the air temperature outside the tank. k is the thermal conductivity, and αg and
αa are the heat transfer coeﬃcients of the gas in the tank and the air outside
the tank, respectively. A numerical solution to eq. 3.14 can be obtained with a
capacitance resistance method which corresponds to a ﬁnite small-volume analysis [18]. A node system can be deﬁned with i as the subscript identifying a
node where the heat transfer occurs, Figure 3.4. Assuming a uniform temperak
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Figure 3.4: Diagram of heat transfer through a wall section
ture distribution, and a wall acting like a plain wall, the resistance capacitance
method can be applied to the hydrogen tank using eqs. 3.17 and 3.18.

QA,i =
Qk,i−j = (Qk )i, i−1 + (Qk )i, i+1
(3.17)
j

and

dTi
+ ṡi ΔVi
(3.18)
dt
where the subscript i is the node where the temperature is calculated, and ṡi
is the rate of surface energy conversion. The resistance capacitance method
simpliﬁes the partial diﬀerential eq. 3.14 into an ordinary diﬀerential equation,
QA,i = (ρcΔV )i
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eq. 3.18. The heat transfer (Qk )i
eqs. 3.19 and 3.20.

to i−1

and (Qk )i

to i+1

can be found from

Qk,i−j =

Ti − Ti−1
Ri, i−1

(3.19)

Qk,i+j =

Ti − Ti+1
Ri, i+1

(3.20)

where R is the thermal resistance of the volume, R = dx/(Ak). The boundary
conditions for eqs. 3.17 and 3.18 are given by eqs. 3.21 and 3.22.
dTi
αg
|x=0 =
(Tg − Ti |x=0 )
dx
k

(3.21)

αa
dTi
|x=L =
(Ti |x=L − Ta )
(3.22)
dx
k
Equations 3.19 and 3.20 are linked to the temperature change in time through
eq. 3.23.
dTi
= Qk,i−j + Qk,i+j
(3.23)
Adxρ ∗
dt
where A is the area of the tank, dx the thickness of the tank layer considered,
ρ the density of the material and dTi /dt the change of temperature over time
at the point.

Tank
For ﬁlling a hydrogen tank there is no known mathematical correlation between
the tank design and the heat transfer coeﬃcient. The heat transfer coeﬃcient
depends on the tank design, the mass ﬂow rate into the tank and the nozzle
at the inlet. The heat transfer coeﬃcient for a speciﬁc tank design can be
estimated using CFD software. For deciding the heat transfer coeﬃcient in the
tank, several experiments have been carried out and they show that the heat
transfer coeﬃcient αg varies between 150W/(m2 K) and 500W/(m2 K) [27] [38].
For emptying a tank, experiments have shown that Daney’s correlation gives
an acceptable approximate value [38]. Nusselt’s number for Daney’s correlation
is given by eq. 3.24 [6].
(3.24)
N u = 0.104Ra0.352
where the Rayleigh number (Ra) is given by eq. 3.25.
Ra =

gβ(Tw − Tg )d3
va

(3.25)

where g is gravity, β is the thermal expansion coeﬃcient, d is the inside diameter
of the tank, v is the dynamic viscosity of the gas and a the thermal diﬀusivity
which is a = k/(ρcp ), the thermal conductivity (k) divided by the density (ρ)
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and the speciﬁc heat capacity cp . The outer tank wall is in contact with the
ambient environment, and the heat transfer coeﬃcient for the outside surface
of the tank depends on diﬀerent parameters, such as air ﬂow, direction of the
cylinder and if it is free or forced convection. The tanks are typically stored
inside or on top of the station, where natural convection is common. The
heat transfer coeﬃcient is thus typically between 5W/(m2 K) and 30W/(m2 K)
depending on the conditions.

Tubes
Hydrogen ﬂowing through the tubing conducts heat through the tube wall.
The heat transfer between the hydrogen and the wall is forced convection as
the ﬂow is turbulent. The heat transfer number is found from the following set
of equations [15].
Nu · k
(3.26)
α=
dh
N u = 0.023Re4/5 ∗ P r0.3
cp μ
k

(3.28)

dh
Across μ

(3.29)

Pr =

Re = ρ

(3.27)

V̇

where α is the local heat transfer coeﬃcient, N u is Nusselt’s number, P r is
Prandtl’s number which is a property parameter and Re is Reynolds number.
dh is the hydraulic diameter, k is the thermal conductivity coeﬃcient, cp the
speciﬁc heat, μ the viscosity, V̇ the volume ﬂow, ρ the density and Across the
cross-sectional area of the tube. The heat transfer coeﬃcient for the outside of
the tube may be approximated using the same value as for the outside of the
tank.

3.6

Pressure losses

This section covers the diﬀerent components which cause pressure losses when
hydrogen ﬂows through. The pressure losses considered are either general pressure loss equations or equations given by manufacturers. Pressure losses in
hydrogen fuelling stations are not diﬀerent from pressure losses of any other
gas ﬂow system. The components used are the same as for other high-pressure
systems.

Pressure losses

3.6.1
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General pressure loss model

There are three diﬀerent pressure loss components which have the same energy and mass and momentum balance, but the ﬁnal equation for calculating
the pressure loss is diﬀerent. Figure 3.5 shows a pressure loss with a control
volume drawn around it. In the pressure loss components, there is no work
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Figure 3.5: Control volume around a pressure loss
added (W = 0) and the process is adiabatic (Q = 0). The mass entering the
component must be the same as the mass leaving (ṁ1 + ṁ2 = 0) and the
enthalpy is constant (h1 = h2 ). The momentum balance yields a pressure difference dp = p1 − p2 , where dp is the pressure loss for each component. The
changes when hydrogen undergoes a negative change in pressure are the pressure and the properties of the hydrogen. As the enthalpy is constant across
the components and the pressure changes, the hydrogen changes temperature,
density, etc. When hydrogen is throttled, the temperature increases due to the
Joule-Thomson eﬀect, which has a negative coeﬃcient for hydrogen. Unlike
most gases, hydrogen heats up when throttled at temperatures higher than 200
K. The diﬀerence in temperature is approximately 0.04◦C per 1 bar pressure
drop. Figure 3.6 shows the Joule-Thomson coeﬃcient for hydrogen. During
hydrogen fuelling the Joule-Thomson coeﬃcient is within the window called
the HRS range.

3.6.2

Valves

The pressure loss through a valve is calculated in diﬀerent ways depending
on the type of valve and the information which can be obtained from the
manufacturer. Valves without information on their pressure loss constant can
typically be calculated as a length equivalent pressure loss using the formulation
for pressure loss through a tube. If the pressure loss constant (kv ) of a valve
is known, a more precise pressure loss calculation can be obtained using the
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Figure 3.6: The Joule-Thomson coeﬃcient for hydrogen as a function of pressure and temperature [16].

following equation [4].
Δp =

ρ
ρw ( kV̇v )2

(3.30)

where kv is the pressure loss constant, and the lower the pressure loss constant
is, the higher the pressure loss. The density of water ρwater is found for water
at 15◦ C. kv is given for water and therefore the ratio between the hydrogen
density and the water density is present. In eq. 3.30 V̇ is in m3 /h and the
pressure loss is in bars.

3.6.3

Filter and mass ﬂow meter

Pressure losses in mass ﬂow meters and ﬁlters in the system are calculated
diﬀerently from pressure drops for valves. The pressure drop depends on a
pressure loss constant kp and the cross-sectional area in the mass ﬂow meter or
ﬁlter; as the cross-sectional area is constant the pressure loss constant can be
obtained from the manufacturer. Equation 3.31 gives the pressure loss through
a component with a constant cross-sectional area and a given pressure loss
constant [20].
(3.31)
Δp = 0.5kp ρV̇ 2
The volume ﬂow rate (V̇ ) is in m3 /h and the pressure loss in bars. The higher
the pressure loss constant in eq. 3.31 the higher the pressure loss, and if the
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mass ﬂow is increased by a factor of two, the pressure loss increases by a factor
of four.

3.6.4

Tube and length equivalent pressure losses

Pressure losses in the tubing and in components that are not covered by eqs.
3.30 and 3.31 can be found using the general pressure loss equation. The
pressure loss depends on the friction factor and the length to diameter ratio.
Pressure losses such as bends or ball valves are given in length equivalent. The
pressure loss for tubes is given by eq. 3.32.
Δp = (f

ρv 2
L
+ k)
d
2

(3.32)

where k is the length equivalent of a component; for a straight tube k = 0, but
if there is a bend or a valve, the approximate length equivalent value can be
added. The length equivalent factor also enables the possibility to add many
pressure losses together by just adding another pressure loss equivalent to eq.
3.32. Length equivalent values for diﬀerent pressure losses can be found in
textbooks. The friction factor f is given by eq. 3.33.
f = (−1.8log((

3.7r 1.11 −2
6.9
)+(
) ))
Re
d

(3.33)

The friction factor is a function of Reynolds number (eq. 3.29), the roughness
of the tube and the diameter. The roughness r depends on the material of the
tube and should be given by the manufacturer, or approximate values can be
found in textbooks.

3.7

Compression of hydrogen

This section covers the compression of hydrogen. The equations used are real
gas equations, and the eﬃciencies are found by general ﬁrst estimate equations
as eﬃciency curves for compressors are dependent on the type of compressor,
the design of the compressor and the manufacturer. General ﬁrst estimate
equations have therefore been chosen in order to make general considerations.

3.7.1

Compressors used for hydrogen

How to compress hydrogen is an on-going discussion and several traditional
compressor types are on the market while new compression technologies are
undergoing extensive research. The main concerns for hydrogen compression
are the explosion danger and the leakage of hydrogen through gaskets. Therefore hydrogen compressors have to be explosion-secure and the gaskets need
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to be speciﬁcally tested with hydrogen in order to make sure there is no leakage. The range of compressor types that is used for hydrogen compression is
extensive. There are three overall categories of hydrogen compressors, each of
which contains several diﬀerent compressor types. The list below shows the
subdivision of the compressors in the three main categories.
• Positive displacement compression
– Reciprocating compressors
– Membrane/diaphragm compressor
– Ionic liquid compressor
– Cryo pump
• Dynamic compression
– Centrifugal compressor
• Thermal and electrochemical methods
– High-pressure electrolysis
– Electrochemical compressor
– Metal hydride compressor
The above list does not cover all the compressors that are used in hydrogen
fuelling stations. The most common compressor type is the positive displacement compressor, which works by decreasing a closed volume with hydrogen in
order to compress it. The main diﬀerences between them are that a reciprocating compressor uses a moving piston in a cylinder, the membrane uses a ﬁxed
membrane with hydrogen on one side and an incompressible liquid on the other
side, and the pressure on the membrane is pushing the membrane towards the
hydrogen decreasing the area of the hydrogen volume. An ionic liquid compressor is in-between the reciprocating and the membrane compressor. It pumps an
incompressible ionic liquid into a cylinder which contains hydrogen, hence like
the membrane compressor without the membrane. The volume of the hydrogen
in the cylinder is decreased by the liquid, hence a ﬂuid piston. The hydrogen
cannot dissolve into the liquid. The positive displacement compressors can be
used for pressures of more than 1000 bar. The cryo-pump uses liquid hydrogen
which it turns into high-pressure hydrogen using a pump with liquid at the
suction side and gas at the discharge side; the gas is then heated to the desired
temperature and pressure. The centrifugal compressors are typically used for
compressing to medium pressure, 500 bar. The thermal and electrochemical
compression methods are still under on-going research and have not yet been
seen in hydrogen fuelling stations. The high-pressure electrolysis compression
produces high-pressurized hydrogen by electrolysing water at high pressures.
An electrochemical compressor uses a membrane to split the hydrogen using
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electricity to transport the proton through the membrane before merging with
the negative loaded hydrogen atom at high pressure. A metal hydride compressor absorbs hydrogen at low pressure and temperature, and then afterwards it
is thermally heated releasing the hydrogen at a higher pressure. It is beyond
the scope of this thesis to discuss the compression methods thoroughly and
do comparisons; therefore a more general approach has been made. The two
compression methods included are reciprocating compression and centrifugal
compression. The equation used might also be valid for other types of compressors but this is not veriﬁed.

3.7.2

Compressor model

The compressors considered are either reciprocating or centrifugal; for the reciprocating compressors the heat loss is dependent on the type and manufacture, but it is typically 5% or less; the compression has therefore been assumed
adiabatic. Figure 3.7 shows the control volume around a compressor. There
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Figure 3.7: Control volume around a compressor.
is a mass balance through the compressor (m1 + m2 =0), the compression is
adiabatic (Q = 0), and there is work done on the hydrogen in the compressor
corresponding to
(3.34)
W = ṁ(hout − hin )
The pressure at the discharge side of the compressor is naturally higher than at
the inlet so the momentum balance yields the pressure diﬀerence dp = p1 − p2 ,
where dp is the pressure increase from the compression. In order to ﬁnd the
enthalpy out of the compressor, the mass ﬂow and the discharge pressure need
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to be known. The mass ﬂow of the compressor is calculated deﬁning the volume
of the cylinders (Vcyl ), piston strokes per second (n) and a deﬁned function for
the volumetric eﬃciency ηv .
ṁ = Vcyl · ρin · ηv · n

(3.35)

The volumetric eﬃciency is highest at a low-pressure ratio across the compressor and decreases close to proportional as the pressure ratio increases. For this
model the volumetric eﬃciency has the highest eﬃciency of 90% at a pressure
ratio of one, and it is decreasing with 5% per increased pressure ratio across
the compressor. The energy balance of the compressor is the energy ﬂow into
the compressor, the energy ﬂow out of the compressor and the work added in
the compressors shown in eq. 3.34. Depending on the type of compressor, the
enthalpy out can be found from either an isentropic eﬃciency or a polytropic
eﬃciency estimate. The enthalpy of the discharge of the compressor is found
from eq. 3.36.
hout,η − hin
− hin
(3.36)
hout =
η
where η is the isentropic or polytrophic eﬃciency and hout,η is the enthalpy for
an isentropic or polytrophic compression.

Isentropic compression
The isentropic eﬃciency is used when considering reciprocating compressors.
A ﬁrst general estimate of the isentropic eﬃciency is given by eq. 3.37 [36].
ηis = 0.1091·log(

pout 3
pout 2
pout
) −0.5247·log(
) +0.8577·log(
)+0.3727 (3.37)
pin
pin
pin

where pin is the suction pressure and Pout is the discharge pressure. Equation
< 5. The pressure ratio never exceeds 5 in
3.37 is valid in the range 1.1 < Ppout
in
the calculations.

Polytropic compression
The polytropic eﬃciency is used when considering centrifugal compressors. The
polytropic eﬃciency is diﬀerent from the isentropic eﬃciency as it is a function
of the volume ﬂow rate. Typically the polytropic eﬃciency has very little
variation for a compressor. An estimate of the polytropic eﬃciency can be
found from eq. 3.38[36].
ηpoly = 0.017 ∗ log(V̇ ) + 0.7
where V̇ is the volume ﬂow of hydrogen.

(3.38)
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The following section considers diﬀerent types of components that have not yet
been described. The components include heat exchangers, ﬂow mixers and the
exergy equations.

3.8.1

Heat balance model

The model of the heat exchanger is done as a heat balance equation transferring all the heat from one side to another. The only thing that is calculated is
the cooling capacity needed for the hydrogen to reach the desired temperature.
This simple approach has been chosen although other projects at DTU have
worked with the refrigeration of high-pressure hydrogen; however they are conﬁdential and thus cannot be included in the thesis. Further more, the inclusion
of a total refrigeration facility would be extensive and beyond the scope of this
thesis. The cooling capacity is calculated by eq. 3.39.
Q = ṁ(hin − hout )

(3.39)

where Q is the cooling demand.

3.8.2

Mixer models

The mixers are components with three connections allowing two streams to
meet into one or splitting one stream into two. Figure 3.8 shows the control
volume around a mixer. There are two diﬀerent kinds of mixers: ideal mixing
in a point and ideal mixing in a volume. Ideal mixing in a point mixes the
streams in a black box, only considering the mass ﬂow in and out, the enthalpy
in and out and the pressure. The ideal mixing in a volume considers the mixing
inside a small volume which corresponds to a tank with three entrances or exits.

Ideal mixing without a volume
The mass balance of the streams entering the mixer is m1 + m2 + m3 = 0. The
pressure of the streams must be the same p1 = p2 = p3 . The energy balance
for the mixer is as from eq. 3.40.
dE/dt = ṁ1 h1 + ṁ2 h2 + ṁ3 h3

(3.40)

The mixer is described by the mass, energy and momentum balances for the
three ﬂows.

Ideal mixing with a volume
The mixer with a volume corresponds to a tank with three entrances. The
diﬀerence between the described tank model and the mixer with a volume is
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Figure 3.8: Control volume around a mixer.

found in the mass balance eq. 3.8 and the energy balance eq. 3.13. The mass
and the energy balance equation for three entrances is given by eq. 3.41 and
eq. 3.42, respectively.
dρ
= ṁ1 + ṁ2 + ṁ3
V
(3.41)
dt
1
dp
dm1
dm2
dm3
dh
=
· (h1
+ h2
+ h3
+V )
(3.42)
dt
M
dt
dt
dt
dt
The equation for the derivative of density is the same as eq. 3.12. The volume
of the mixer is considered very smal;l thus heat transfer has been neglected.
The pressures at the port and in the mixer are all the same, p = p1 = p2 = p3 .

3.9

Energy optimization

The optimization of hydrogen fuelling stations with respect to energy usage
can be done in diﬀerent ways. Studies of diﬀerent parameters, such as the
number of tanks in the fuelling stations cascade system, the pressure in the
tanks and the volume of the tanks, can outline the best setup of the station.
The energy savings obtained in the compressor and heat exchangers by adding
another tank or changing the pressure or volume can be directly found, and
the trade-oﬀ between investment cost and running costs can be used to ﬁnd
the best setup for the manufacturer of the station. Another way to optimize
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a system is to perform an exergy analysis on the fuelling system. The exergy
analysis reveals the components with the largest destruction of energy.

3.9.1

Exergy

Exergy is a way to express the quality of the energy in a system with respect
to a reference state. It can be used to point out degradation of useful energy
in components in a system and thereby identify which components are the
most critical in the system. There are four diﬀerent kinds of exergy: physical, kinetic, potential and chemical exergy. Physical exergy is the change in
thermodynamic properties such as temperature and pressure. Kinetic exergy is
bound to the velocity of the ﬂuid. Potential exergy is usable energy due to the
height diﬀerence and chemical exergy is the energy due to chemical reactions.
This section only considers the physical and the kinetic exergy as there is no
chemical exergy destruction in a hydrogen fuelling system, and the potential
exergy has been neglected as there is no signiﬁcant height diﬀerences in the
system.
Considering physical exergy, there are diﬀerent methods to apply depending
on if the component contains a volume or only has a ﬂow passing through. For
a volume the general exergy equation is shown in eq. 3.43 [2].

dVcv
dEcv
=
(1 − T0 /T )Q̇ − (Ẇcv − p0
)
dt
dt

+
ṁin ∗ ein − ṁout ∗ eout − ĖD

(3.43)

where dEcv /dt is the change of exergy in the volume, (1 − T0 /T )Q̇ is the
contribution from the heat transfer using the Carnot eﬃciency to express the
quality of the energy and (Ẇcv − p0 dVcv /dt) is the contribution from the work
done by the volume. The speciﬁc exergy entering or leaving the volume is
expressed with ein and eout , respectively. Multiplying the speciﬁc exergy with
the mass ﬂow gives the exergy entering or leaving the volume. The exergy
destruction, which is the lost exergy or energy, is ĖD .
The exergy of a control volume can be found by eq. 3.44.
E = (U − U0 ) − p0 (V − V0 ) − T0 (S − S0 )

(3.44)

where U is the internal energy, V the volume, S the entropy, p the pressure
and T temperature. The subscript 0 is the reference state to which the exergy
is measured. Typically it is the ambient properties around the system. The
speciﬁc exergy of a stream of matter is shown in eq. 3.45.
1
e = (h − h0 ) − T0 (s − s0 ) + v 2 + gz + ech
2

(3.45)
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where (h − h0 ) − T0 (s − s0 ) is the physical exergy, h is the speciﬁc enthalpy and
s the speciﬁc entropy. 0.5v 2 is the kinetic exergy, gz the potential exergy and
ech the chemical exergy. The potential and the chemical exergy are disregarded
as there are no height diﬀerences and no chemical reactions taking place. The
kinetic exergy is assumed to be a part of the energy balance for the speciﬁc
stagnation enthalpy as the h is the speciﬁc stagnation enthalpy of the stream,
which corresponds to the speciﬁc enthalpy at a point in the stream added with
the kinetic energy h = hs + 0.5v 2 , as explained in Section 3.3. When considering eq. 3.45 it can be seen that this is an assumption, as the kinetic energy
in a system can be directly converted into exergy without any losses, while the
physical exergy consists of losses due to entropy generation. The assumption
results in a slightly lower exergy, as there is a loss connected to kinetic exergy
when including it in the physical exergy.
The exergy destruction across a component is expressed as in eq. 3.45, while
the exergy destruction is expressed in eq. 3.46.
ED = mf low,in ∗ ein − mf low,out ∗ eout + W + Q(1 − T0 /T )

(3.46)

The exergy destruction is a measurement of the useful energy which is lost in
the system through the speciﬁc component. Another way to express the energy
destruction in a component is through its exergy eﬃciency as shown in eq. 3.47.
ηE = Eout /(Ein + W + Q(1 − T0 /T ))

(3.47)

In general exergy is a useful tool to analyse systems for optimization as it takes
enthalpy and entropy generation into account, giving an energy expression that
includes the quality of the energy. Exergy can be considered as comparable to
electricity as electrical energy can be directly converted to exergy without loss.

3.9.2

Exergy in hydrogen fuelling stations

Using exergy analysis on a hydrogen fuelling system can reveal where the signiﬁcant exergy losses are. However, considering a fuelling system, some exergy losses are easier to optimize than others. The pressure losses throughout
the system result in increased temperature of the hydrogen due to the JouleThomsen eﬀect, increasing the thermal exergy when decreasing the mechanical
exergy. In hydrogen fuelling systems the mechanical exergy is worth more than
the thermal; therefore lower pressure losses result in lower exergy destructions.
Further, if there were less or lower pressure losses in the system, the cascade
system could operate at lower pressures. This would decrease the exergy destruction in the compressor due to a lower pressure ratio which also results in
less heat up of the hydrogen; this is again directly related to eq. 3.45 as the
enthalpy of the hydrogen would be lower, eq. 3.36. The pressure losses that
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can be hard to improve from an exergy destruction point of view are the reduction valve and the pressure loss in the vehicle. The reduction valve reduces the
pressure according to the average pressure ramp rate and the pressure out is
therefore speciﬁed. The exergy destruction is speciﬁed by the pressure reduction across the valve; so in order to reduce the exergy destruction, the pressure
reduction should be smaller or work should be produced during the expansion.
The hydrogen being compressed or expanded inside the tanks changes temperature due to the heat of compression/expanding. These are exergy losses
which can not be avoided. Lower temperature changes inside the tanks would
decrease the exergy destruction. Longer fuelling times would allow a higher
heat dissipation through the tank wall resulting in a lower heat up. A lower
temperature results in a higher density at the same pressure, decreasing the
exergy destruction in the tank during fuelling due to a higher mechanical exergy which is worth more than the thermal exergy. After the fuelling the heat
dissipation through the tank wall results in an exergy loss, as the pressure
decreases, though longer fuelling time violates the average pressure ramp rate
given by the fuelling protocol.
In order to asses diﬀerent hydrogen fuelling systems, an exergy analysis can
be used to compare the system performance from an energy point of view. In
this case the individual exergy destruction is of less interest because it is the
systems which are being compared. When comparing systems it is important
that the boundary conditions are the same and the fuellings proceed as similarly
as possible. This includes the same total mass ﬁlled in approximately the same
time interval, the same pressure loss constants and the same properties of the
tanks in each system. The comparison between the systems reveals which system has a better energy usage, and in general, the lower the exergy destruction
of a system, the better the performance and the less energy is required.
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Chapter

4

Hydrogen fuelling library

This chapter provides the rationale behind of the choices made
with respect to the Dymola programming, namely, the stream
concept, the choice of thermodynamic package and a short introduction to the hydrogen fuelling library. A model of a fuelling
station is compared to another model of the same fuelling station
developed in MatLab by H2Logic to verify the model. Then test
data from a real fuelling is compared to a model made in Dymola
of the same system.

4.1

Introduction

The object of the model for hydrogen fuelling is to have a tool that can be used
when designing and dimensioning hydrogen fuelling stations. The model is designed with four main criteria in mind. The model must be dynamic, ﬂexible,
user-friendly and open to further third party development. The hydrogen fuelling library can be found at: GitHub in the group "DT U _T ES". The direct
link to the library is:
https://github.com/DTU-TES/Hydrogen-Fuelling-Station.
The two most important features regarding the results of this thesis are the dynamic modelling and the ﬂexibility of the model. Hydrogen fuelling is complex
with constantly changing mass ﬂows, pressures and temperatures, and therefore
it is vital for the model to be able to predict these developments in order to design and optimize fuelling stations. The possibility of easily varying parameters
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in the components, changing the layout of the hydrogen fuelling station and
adding or removing components enables the possibility to explore endless designs and gain understanding of the inﬂuence of each component on the system.
Though the other two criteria regarding easy layout and availability for use
by people other than the developer, are not the priority of this thesis as are
dynamic and ﬂexible modelling, the vision is that the library should be the ﬁrst
dedicated library for hydrogen which can be used for research at universities
and by industry when designing and optimizing fuelling stations. Therefore a
lot of eﬀort has been put into streamlining the component and model design.
Further more, the interactions between the components have been kept simple.
Even though in this study particular attention has been given to compressed
gaseous hydrogen storage systems, the developed fuelling station model is valid
(and can be simulated) for all storage systems which require high-pressure fuelling in the gas phase, with no interest in the phenomena occurring inside the
on-board tank [30] [28] [21]. Only the tank model must be changed accordingly
and the same input and output be used.
The ﬁrst part of this chapter gives a short introduction to Dymola, the ﬂow and
stream concept, and discusses external libraries used in the hydrogen fuelling
library. The user is assumed to have prior knowledge of Modelica or Dymola
and to have a basic understanding of hydrogen fuelling in order to be able to
use the hydrogen fuelling library. The second part of this chapter considers a
veriﬁcation of the Dymola model by comparing it to another model developed
in MatLab by H2Logic. Then the dymola model is compared to data obtained
from a real hydrogen fuelling of a vehicle, in order to demonstrate the the close
similarity between a real fuelling and the model developed.
In addition to this chapter, Appendix A is a manual for the library containing detailed description of the components modelled in Dymola. Appendix B
contains a validation of each component based on parametric studies and is
complementary material to the veriﬁcation in this chapter.
For further information on the Modelica language and modelling concept, literature such as Modelica’s own "The Modelica Language Speciﬁcation" [25] or
Fritzon’s textbook "Principles of object oriented Modelling and simulation" [11]
are available.

4.2
4.2.1

Introduction to Dymola and Modelica
History

Modelica and Dymola are dynamic modelling software. They originate from
the same programmer, Hilding Elmqvist from Sweden. Dymola was ﬁrst re-
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leased in 1978, but has since undergone several extensive changes. In 1992 it
was transformed into C++ programming language in a similar form as known
today. Modelica was ﬁrst released in 1997; the goal was to develop an objectoriented language for modelling dynamic systems where the dynamic models
could be exchanged and reused in a standardized format. Modelica is developed with the Dymola software, but other modelling languages have been used
to improve the Modelica language. The ﬁrst edition of Modelica was for implementation in Dymola, and for some years Dymola could run both the Dymola
and the Modelica language before it fully transitioned to Modelica in 2002.
Now Dymola is a front-end user-interface to Modelica with more options in
addition to the Modelica standard library.

4.2.2

Building models in the Modelica language

The language of Modelica is a uniﬁed object-oriented language for physical
system modelling; the approach is non-casual and uses true ordinary diﬀerential
equations. The language enables graphical editing so that component models
may be used graphically to create systems, similar to the interface of Simulink.
Building a model in Modelica requires decision-making in diﬀerent stages. First
the type of model has to be decided, then the data types which should be in the
model and at last the kind of equations that should be used. When designing
a component model, the model classes are either Model, Function, Connector,
Block, Record or Package. In the models the data types can be deﬁned as
Real, Integer, Boolean and String with additional specifying keywords, such as
Parameter, Constant, Input, Output, Inner and Outer. All data types used
in a class are to be declared. The declaration of the data types is done at
the top of the class. Other important declarations of data types which are of
dedicated usage to the connectors are the concepts of Flow and Stream. With
the data types declared, the equations describing the class can be declared.
The equations can be declared as Equations or Algorithms.
Equations
Using equations the equation written does not describe assignment, but equality of the variables written on both sides of the equal sign, eq. 4.1. Using
algorithms assigns a value to the left-hand side, eq. 4.2.
a+x=b∗c

(4.1)

y := ax + b

(4.2)

The options of using if-expressions, if-clauses, when-clauses and for-loops are
also supported in Modelica. The if- and when-clauses are used only in algorithms, while the if-expressions and for-loops are used in equations.
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Flow and stream
Two concepts which have been used throughout the modelling are the assignation of ﬂow and of stream to a data type. The two assignations are used in
connectors but inﬂuence the model concept of all models. The ﬂow speciﬁes
the material ﬂow between models, through the ﬂow connectors. If the mass
balance is written correctly, it assures that the ﬂows are assigned the right direction in and out of the component. The programmer does therefore not have
to assign negative or positive mass ﬂow to the ports, as the ﬂow command
assures this. Stream can be assigned to a variable which is carried by the ﬂow,
such as chemical composition or enthalpy of a ﬂow. The stream concept makes
it possible to have zero mass ﬂow in components without having trouble solving the energy balance. Without the stream assignation to the enthalpy, the
energy equation for a valve ṁ1 h1 + ṁ2 h2 = 0 would create singularity with a
mass ﬂow of zero, as the enthalpy out of the component cannot be determined.
The enthalpy is given by the previous component which would have the same
problem. Assigning stream to the enthalpy in the port, the enthalpy in a component is assigned the value the enthalpy would have if the mass was ﬂowing
out of the component, regardless of the real ﬂow direction. This is convenient
as it is possible to have zero mass ﬂow, but inconvenient as the programmer
has to handle enthalpy from both directions, even though there is only one ﬂow
direction. Figure 4.1 shows an example of a simple system with the enthalpies
at the diﬀerent entrances and exits. h1 exists inside the tank to the left and at

       


















      
Figure 4.1: Simple system showing the enthalpies in the ﬂow direction and the
enthalpies which are present in the point due to the stream concept.
the exit of the valve; this is the actual enthalpy of the mass ﬂow, h2 is present in
the receiving tank, which is correct but it is also the enthalpy in the connector
at the entrance of the valve, which is incorrect according to the ﬂow direction.
This has to be taken into account not only when formulating the mathematical equations in the components, but also when analysing the results. When
modelling it is possible to retrieve the correct enthalpy at the entrance of the
valve by calling the enthalpy using the command instream. instream uses the
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entering enthalpy, so it is the opposite of the enthalpy which is carried into the
component by the ﬂow connector as it assumes the ﬂow is leaving.
It should be noted that the ﬂow and stream concept has been used in all
the models. Therefore all component models naturally work with ﬂow entering
from either port.

4.2.3

Thermodynamic properties

Modelling and simulation of thermodynamic systems, such as hydrogen fuelling
stations, requires access to thermodynamic properties. There are several different thermodynamic property libraries available for Modelica/Dymola. The
most common is available through the licensed TIL package [31] the models
have to use components from the TIL library. An alternative is to use RefProp [22] which requires a license as well, though it can be used with multiple
software as it is a standard .ddl library ﬁle which then needs a wrapper for
integration into the platform used. For Modelica there is a wrapper called
RefProp2Modelica which is free to download and use. The Refprop2Modelica
wrapper uses the Modelica standard library. One alternative to avoid using a
third party licensed library for Dymola is to use CoolProp. CoolProp is opensource and 100% free to use. Free wrappers for diﬀerent software packages
are available; for Modelica it is called CoolProp2Modelica. Coolprop is like the
Refprop library which can be used with multiple software packages, and it is
a cross-platform software for Microsoft Windows, Linux/Unix and Mac OSX.
The results of CoolProp have been successfully validated by comparison to both
TIL media and Refprop. The calls for the thermodynamic states can be very
time-consuming; especially in larger systems the simulation time depends on
the speed of the thermodynamic calls. Coolprop has shown itself to be faster
than the Refprop solution and comparable to TIL Media in calculation speed
[3]. The purpose of HydrogenFueling library is to be a stand-alone library for
Dymola; therefore CoolProp has been chosen for the thermodynamic calculations. Furthermore, CoolProp has the potential to become much faster than
TILMedia, but as it is still under development it has not been implemented in
the wrapper for Modelica yet.

4.2.4

Modelica standard library

The Modelica standard library has many of the predeﬁned components within
the ﬁeld of engineering, built-in units for most properties and many predeﬁned
constants. The predeﬁned models have not been used in the library for hydrogen fuelling, as the components needed for the hydrogen fuelling station are
speciﬁc. The Modelica models were too general and complicated. However, it
is worth noting that the predeﬁned units are useful when designing a component, as Modelica does unit checks on all equations before simulation. If some
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equations do not match in units a warning is given, and thus this helps securing
that the equations add up.

4.2.5

Library descriptions

The library for hydrogen fuelling has a simple structure compared to the Modelica standard library and the TIL library. The speciﬁc deﬁnition of the library
purpose enables the possibility of an easier component structure. Multiple layers and hierarchical composition of components have been avoided for a clearer
library structure. Each model is complete in itself and avoids several small partial models. Exceptions are the connectors and the thermodynamic properties
that are used in every model; they are retrieved from their original placement
in the library for each model. The heat transfer model is built up in three layers reusing models from lower layers. Though the lower layer models could be
used instead directly in the systems, the heat transfer models have been made
to simplify and ease the implementation of heat transfer in the systems. The
library consists of folders or packages where each folder represents a speciﬁc
kind of component. The diﬀerent categories are as follows:
• Ports
• Tanks
• PressureLosses
• Compressors
• Mixers
• Switches
• HeatExchangers
• HeatTransfer
• Controls
• Functions
• Templates
• Models
All the models have been made from scratch, and the standard Modelica library has only been used to retrieve units for the data types and to retrieve
constant values, such as π and gas constants.
The models in the library are explained in detail in Appendix A. Here more
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general information about the models is given with respect to the implementation in Dymola. All the diﬀerent packages which can be found in the hydrogen
fuelling library can be found in Appendix A, and the code from Dymola is
shown for each component in Appendix C.

4.3

Veriﬁcation and validation of the model

This section compares the Dymola model to a Matlab model made by H2Logic,
and it also compares the trends of a model with experimental data from a 700
bar hydrogen fuelling. The results are compared with respect to temperatures,
pressures and mass ﬂow rates at diﬀerent places in a fuelling station. In Appendix B a validation of each model is made on the basis of a parametric study.

4.3.1

Comparison of models

The two models compared are the Dymola model developed during this Ph.D.
and a MatLab model developed by the company H2Logic. Both models fuel
vehicles according to the fuelling protocol, the SAE J2601. The results shown
here are for an A70 fuelling of a 0.161 m3 tank with an initial pressure of 20
bar. The three tanks in the cascade system at the station are all pressurised
to 950 bar. The pressure losses are calculated with the same equations in the
two models, and the same pressure loss coeﬃcients have been used. The tanks
are dynamic in both models, and the same materials and dimensions were used
in both models, though the heat transfer model in the Dymola model is more
advanced. The average pressure ramp rate for both systems was set at the
exit of the station. Figure 4.2 shows a very simpliﬁed sketch of a fuelling
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of a fuelling station pointing out where the pressures and
temperatures shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4 are taken from the calculation.
system in order not to show any conﬁdential information. Pressure losses have
been collected in two places. The real station modelled had more pressure
losses and a lot more parameters, which will not be mentioned as they are
conﬁdential. The numbers on the sketch correspond to the temperatures and
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pressures shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4. Point (1) in Figure 4.2 is in the
tanks in the cascade system, point (2) is before the reduction valve, point (3) is
after the reduction valve, point (4) is after the heat exchanger and just before
the outlet of the station, point (5) is after the receptacle in the vehicle and
point (6) is inside the vehicle tank. In the following ﬁgures the data from the
MatLab model is noted with a (M) and the data from the Dymola model is
labelled (D).
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Figure 4.3: The pressure throughout the fuelling station during a fuelling. The
pressure is shown for both the MatLab and the Dymola model together with
the deviation between the two models.
Figure 4.3 shows that the pressure development during a fuelling is almost
identical for the two models. The largest pressure diﬀerence between the two
models is 7 bar, which is acceptable when considering the large pressure losses
that are present in the system. The vertical lines going down for the MatLab
simulation is a result of changing the tank in the cascade system at the station;
the value of the pressure drops to zero bar at this point. The vertical lines
should therefore be disregarded. The temperature calculated for the fuelling
from both models can be seen in Figure 4.4. They are very similar for both
models, and the largest diﬀerence is in the vehicle tank with approximately 3
C ◦ diﬀerence at its peak. This was expected as the heat transfer in the two
models is calculated diﬀerently. Comparing Figure 4.3(a) of the pressure and
Figure 4.4(a) of the temperature, it can be seen that when there is a pressure
drop the temperature of the hydrogen rises, due to the Joule-Thomson eﬀect.
The mass ﬂow of the two simulations is shown in Figure 4.6(a). The matlab
model has a slightly higher mass ﬂow rate for the ﬁrst 120 seconds before the
two curves cross and the Dymola model has a little higher mass ﬂow rate. Considering the deviation it is approximately 1 g/s, which is less than 2 % of the
peak mass ﬂow rate at just over 50 g/s.
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Figure 4.4: The temperatures throughout the fuelling station during a fuelling.
The temperatures are shown for both the MatLab and the Dymola model
together with the deviation between the two models.
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Figure 4.5: The mass ﬂow rate of the fuelling simulated. The mass ﬂow rate is
shown for both the MatLab and the Dymola model together with the deviation
between the two models.

The two models, which are mainly developed independent of each other, give
very similar results. The deviations between them are small, and both models
perform as expected. The two models have been used to verify one another.
Furthermore, the model from H2Logic has been successfully veriﬁed to other
models developed by Wenger Engineering, who does calculations for the development of the fuelling protocol SAE J2601, and H2Logic has performed a
number of tests which have been compared to their model with success.
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Comparing to test data

The following section considers data from a real hydrogen fuelling of a 350 bar
tank. The data was extracted in 2011 from a H2Logic fuelling station; since
the design of the fuelling station is conﬁdential, the design will not be further
discussed. Pressures and temperatures were measured at diﬀerent places in the
system. Unfortunately the thermocouples at the exit of the tanks at the station
were broken; therefore, the temperature obtained is limited to before and after
a heat exchanger placed after the reduction valve in the system. The pressure
was measured at the outlet of each tank and before and after the reduction
valve. In addition, a mass ﬂow meter measured the mass ﬂow rate in the system. The data from the test is compared to a simulation which follows the
fuelling protocol, hence constant average pressure ramp rate and -40 C ◦ out of
the heat exchangers. The model used for the simulations is a copy of the real
station, where pressure losses are collected were appropriate. The purpose of
comparing test data with a simulation is not to get the exact same values, but
to see if the trends are the same, as there are too many unknown parameters
at the real station not taken into account in the simulation. One important
parameter is the control of the real fuelling station which does not function
ideally as does the simulation. Furthermore, not all data was given for the
tested fuelling station so assumptions about pressure losses had to be made for
the simulation. The simulation has been ﬁtted as close to the measured data
as possible, while completing an A70 fuelling according to the protocol. The
tanks at the station are the same size as is the tank in the vehicle. The pressure
losses in the simulation have been ﬁtted to the data from the test. The tested
fuelling station had two heat exchangers, whereas only information on the second placed after the reduction valve was available. The model also had two
heat exchangers which both were working ideally, hence cooled the hydrogen
to -40 C ◦ . The average pressure ramp rate used in the model was changed, so
the average ramp rate for both the model and the test were the same, when
a complete fuelling is considered. Figure 4.6(a) shows the measured pressure
out of the tanks at the fuelling station compared to a simulated pressure of an
ideal fuelling. The tanks have the same initial pressure for both the test and
the model. The ﬁnal pressure in each tank is also approximately the same. The
change between tanks at the hydrogen fuelling station is diﬀerent, since the test
data’s average pressure ramp is not constant as it is for the simulation; however,
the ﬁnal pressure in each tank is the same, and hence, the same amount of mass
is removed from the tanks for both the test and the simulation. Considering
Figure 4.6(b) which is the pressure on both sides of the reduction valve, it can
be seen that the average pressure ramp rate is the same for both the test and
the simulation for a complete fuelling. The fuelling stops during the test at
each tank shift, which results in a break and some waiting time which is not
present in the simulation. The shift between the tanks at the station happens
at approximately the same pressure in the test and in the simulation. The tem-
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Figure 4.7: The temperature into and out of the heat exchanger for both the
test data and a simulation of an ideal fuelling.

perature, shown in Figure 4.7, into and out of the heat exchanger follows the
same pattern. As the hydrogen is cooled down before the reduction valve, the
temperature of the hydrogen is a result of the Joule-Thomson eﬀect across the
valve, hence the pressure diﬀerence. In the simulation the hydrogen is cooled
down to -40 C ◦ before the valve, and for the test the inlet temperature to the
reduction valve is unknown. The comparison shows that the pattern of the
temperature before and after the heat exchanger is similar for the test and the
model. The diﬀerences should be found in the cooling capacity of the hydrogen
in the test, which is lower than needed by the demand for cooling to -40 C ◦ .
The mass ﬂow of the test and the simulation can be seen in Figure 4.8. The
mass ﬂow rate seems a little higher for the simulated fuelling; this could be
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Figure 4.8: The mass ﬂow rate for both the test data and a simulation of an
ideal fuelling.

due to an inaccuracy in a tank dimension or the pressure loss in the vehicle is
set too low. The two mass ﬂow rates are similar in curve shape, despite the
test results have the fuelling break when switching tanks in the cascade system.
The comparison between the test data and the simulation shows that the trends
of the simulation are similar to a real hydrogen fuelling. The pressure drops,
the Joule-Thomson eﬀect and the temperatures seem to behave similarly in
the simulation and in the test. Furthermore, the pressure in the tanks at the
station end at the same pressure as for the test data as does the outlet of the
reduction valve. The comparison shows that the model for hydrogen fuelling
can simulate hydrogen fuelling close to real-life hydrogen fuellings.

4.3.3

Remarks about veriﬁcation and validation

The comparison of the MatLab model with the Dymola model showed almost
identical results. The diﬀerences were negligibly small taking into account
that the models use diﬀerent equations and diﬀerent solvers. The comparison
between the data of a real hydrogen fuelling and the model showed that the
model’s ideal fuelling is quite close to how a real fuelling station operates.
The largest diﬀerence between the data and the model, was that during a
real fuelling there is a break when changing the tank at the station. The
temperature into the heat exchanger followed the same pattern for the model
as for the data, though the temperature out was diﬀerent as the station did
not cool down to -40 C ◦ . The mass ﬂow rates were similar too, for the model
and the data. The comparison between the MatLab and the Dymola model,
the Dymola model and the data from a real fuelling and the validation based
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on a parametric study in Appendix B, shows that the Dymola model works as
expected. It can therefore be used for dynamic simulations of hydrogen fuelling
stations.
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Chapter

5

Assumptions

This chapter summarises and collects the important assumptions
used in the analysis of hydrogen fuelling stations. Most of the
assumptions have been mentioned in the previous chapters. The
chapter also has some general explanation of the ﬂow of hydrogen through the three diﬀerent pressure loss models described in
Chapter 3.

5.1

Introduction

This section has been divided into three parts: thermodynamic assumptions,
assumptions regarding the fuelling protocol and assumptions regarding ﬂow
characteristics. The three diﬀerent sections summarises assumptions which are
made throughout the thesis and for the ﬂow characteristics considerations that
are relevant for the analysis in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 are discussed.

5.2

Thermodynamic assumptions

The assumptions made in the component model formulation are for the ﬁrst
principles equations, that potential energy is neglected and the kinetic energy
is partly taken into account through the stagnation enthalpy. There is no noticeable height diﬀerence between the fuelling station storage and the vehicle;
therefore, the potential energy has been neglected. The kinetic energy is partly
included in the stagnation enthalpy used throughout the calculations. The dif-
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ference from using the real enthalpy and the kinetic energy compared to the
stagnation enthalpy is that the thermodynamic properties would be a little different as the properties should be found using the real enthalpy. Using kinetic
energy and the real enthalpy results in an iteration, since the kinetic energy
depends on the thermodynamic properties and the enthalpy would depend on
the kinetic energy. The stagnation enthalpy has been used to avoid the iteration process between ﬁnding the real enthalpy and the kinetic energy, as the
kinetic energy accounts for a maximum of 2 % of the total energy in a hydrogen
stream. The assumption is also based on that all kinetic energy is transformed
to enthalpy when the hydrogen enters the tank in the vehicle. See Chapter 3
for further explanation.
Considering the exergy, the same assumption about the kinetic energy and
the stagnation enthalpy has been made. The kinetic exergy is therefore partly
included in the physical exergy, though the kinetic exergy is considered as pure
exergy, while the physical exergy has entropy generation, and therefore an
exergy loss when undergoing a change in pressure and temperature. This assumption has been made on the same basis as for using the stagnation enthalpy
for thermodynamic properties, as the kinetic energy accounts for a maximum
of 2 % of the total energy in the stream. See Chapter 3 for further explanation.
The ambient temperature is assumed to be 20 C ◦ if nothing else is given.
The ambient temperature is also the initial temperature of the hydrogen in
the tanks and the tank walls. The heat exchangers are assumed to have the
capacity to cool down to the given temperature during the whole simulation,
hence constant temperature out of the heat exchanger which is independent of
the mass ﬂow rate. The volume of the vehicle tank is assumed to be 0.172 m3
corresponding to a total mass of 7 kg. The tanks at the station are typically 1
m3 or less.

5.3

Assumptions from the fuelling protocol,
SAE J2601

The assumptions which have been made on the basis of the fuelling protocol
[34] are primarily the boundary conditions for the simulations, securing that
the fuelling proceeds according to the protocol. The boundary conditions for
the pressure losses during a fuelling are that the maximum pressure loss in the
vehicle can not exceed 200 bar. Another boundary condition is that the ﬂow
can not exceed a mass ﬂow rate higher than 0.06 kg/s, which is obtained if the
pressure drop in the vehicle is low. These two boundary conditions have been
used when deciding the pressure loss coeﬃcients used in the vehicle. Section
5.4 has further explanation of the hydrogen ﬂow in the system.
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The hydrogen fuelling stations which have been simulated, all have hydrogen available in their banks at pressures between 200-300 bar. The hydrogen
is assumed to be trucked in, and the work done to pressurise the hydrogen
in the banks has not been considered. Only the work done at the station
is taken into account. This does not inﬂuence comparisons between diﬀerent
fuelling station designs as they all have premises for the hydrogen storage bank.
Hydrogen fuelling of a vehicle can be done with and without communication.
For Chapters 6 and 7 the fuellings are simulated without communication. The
fuelling does therefore end when the pressure out of the fuelling station reaches
the ﬁnal pressure given in the protocol. The ﬁnal pressure is for the tank in
the vehicle, but when a fuelling proceeds without communication, it is not possible to know the pressure inside the tank or the pressure drop in the vehicle.
Therefore, the vehicle tank is assumed to have the same pressure as at the exit
of the station, in order not to compromise safety. In Chapter 8 the fuellings are
assumed to be with communication, and the fuelling proceeds until the target
density of 0.0402 kg/m3 is reached. This could be either below or above the
ﬁnal pressure depending on the temperature of the hydrogen. With communication the safety limits of both the temperature and the pressure are taken
into account, and therefore it is possible to deliberately exceed the ﬁnal pressure given, as long as the tank is not overheated or over-pressured according
to Figure 2.2.
For the simulations the average pressure ramp rate is assumed to be followed
strictly, though the protocol allows more ﬂexibility during fuelling so it is possible to stop the fuelling while changing the tank in the cascade system at the
station. In the simulations the tank shift is assumed to happen immediately
without any interruption of the fuelling.

5.4

Flow assumptions

The assumptions made about the ﬂow of hydrogen are related to the assumptions made on the basis on the fuelling protocol, SAE J2601. Though when
considering the ﬂow through a component, the assumptions are more speciﬁc
than considering the fuelling protocol.
The three pressure losses given in eq. 3.30, 3.31 and 3.32 are for valves, mass
ﬂow meter/ﬁlter and tubes, respectively. The three equations are very similar
as they can be rewritten into eq. 5.1.
Δp = KρV̇ 2

(5.1)
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where K is a constant which for eqs. 3.31 is K = kp /2 and for eq. 3.30 is
K = 1/(kv2 ρw ). For eq. 3.32 K = (f L/d + k)/(2A2 ), this is not a constant as
f is a function of the Reynolds number; but when turbulent ﬂow is present,
the value can be assumed to be constant. The diameter, the length and the
area are all constants during a simulation. The three diﬀerent equations used
can therefore be ﬁtted to give the same results by altering the constant value
K; hence, the three equations are the same but due to the diﬀerent constant
parameters, they can be used for diﬀerent applications. In Chapters 7 and 8
the pressure losses for each part of the system have been added together to
one pressure loss expressing the total pressure loss. This assumption is valid as
the pressure loss equations only diﬀer by the constant values used; hence, they
all have the same shape and peak at the same time. Considering an example,
where ﬁrst the pressure loss constant kv , kp and the length L are for a volume
ﬂow of V̇ = 0.001 and a pressure loss of 100 bar found to be kv = 0.07721,
kp = 0.33548 and L = 30.21299 m. The obtained pressure losses values are
inserted into the equations, and the pressure loss for the three equations are
found for volume ﬂows between 0.0001 and 0.002, which have been chosen as
hydrogen fuellings typically have volume ﬂows in this range. Figure 5.1(a)
shows the three equations compared to each other. The diﬀerences between
the equations are shown in Figure 5.1(b). The deviation between the pressure
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Figure 5.1: Comparison between the three pressure loss equations.
losses as a function of the volume ﬂow shows that there are almost no diﬀerences
in the equations as the diﬀerences are less than 10−5 bar.
All the ﬂows are assumed to be turbulent; for hydrogen there are four diﬀerent
sizes of tubes which currently are used by the fuelling station manufacturers.
They range by inside diameter of; d1 = 0.00517 m, d2 = 0.00793 m, d3 =
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Figure 5.2: A simple fuelling system, the Reynolds numbers are calculated at
the highest and lowest pressures of the ﬂow, namely, before pressure loss 1 and
at pressure loss 2.

0.01193 m and d4 = 0.01427 m. These are from Maximator’s catalogue for
medium-pressure applications, up to 1500 bar, but the sizes can deviate a
little between diﬀerent manufacturers. Figure 5.2 shows a simple system for
the simulation of hydrogen fuelling. The Reynolds numbers have been found
during a fuelling where the pressure is highest in the system and where it is
lowest, pressure loss 1 and pressure loss 2, respectively. The Reynolds number
of the ﬂow at the two diﬀerent places in the system and for all four diameters
are shown in Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b) for a vehicle with a high pressure loss, as
the Reynolds number increases as the pressure loss in the vehicle decreases. The
mass ﬂow rate of the fuelling is shown in Figure 5.4. The Reynold numbers
are only laminar when the fuelling begins, but in less than 0.2 seconds the ﬂow
is turbulent at both places in the system and for all tube sizes. The tubing
at the hydrogen fuelling station has not been taken into account in Chapter
6, but in Chapters 7 and 8 the pressure losses have been collected into one
loss for each part of the system, where the tubing is assumed included in these
losses. For the vehicle it does not matter if the pressure losses are due to valves,
ﬁlter, ﬁttings or tubing as the maximum allowed pressure loss does not specify
components. It is the manufacturers of the vehicles who are to make sure that
the system does not have a higher pressure loss than 200 bar when fuelling
according to the protocol. At the fuelling station pressure losses are critical
as higher pressure losses result in a higher storage pressure of the hydrogen.
During all the simulations, the tubes have been assumed to be 0.00519 m
in inside diameter, thus the smallest tube with the highest pressure loss. The
pressure loss is a function of the volume ﬂow or velocity squared, thus increasing
the cross-sectional area by a factor of two would decrease the pressure loss by
a factor of four. Figure 5.5(a) shows the pressure loss during fuelling for the
four diﬀerent diameters; it is obvious that increasing the diameter decreases the
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Figure 5.4: Mass ﬂow rate for fuelling of a vehicle with a high pressure loss
(200 bar).

pressure loss. Figure 5.5(b) shows the ratio between the pressure losses for the
diﬀerent diameters. It shows that going from the smallest to the largest tube
diameter can reduce the pressure loss with a factor of 200, though it should be
noted that the largest tube has a pressure limit of 1050 bar, while the other
three tubes have a maximum pressure limit of 1500 bar. The pressure losses
related to the tubes vary a lot depending on the diameter, and choosing a large
tube dimension will result in a small pressure loss through the tubes, thereby
improving the system as the stored hydrogen at the station can be at a lower
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mass ﬂow rate corresponds to Figure 5.4.
pressure.
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Chapter

6

Thermodynamics of hydrogen
fuelling

This chapter contains a thermodynamic analysis of a hydrogen
fuelling using one high-pressure tank to fuel the vehicle. The fuelling is done in accordance with the fuelling protocol, SAE J2601.
The eﬀect of using cascade fuelling is analysed and discussed with
respect to the system only having one tank at the station. The
chapter provides an basic understanding of the thermodynamics
of hydrogen fuelling and which components inﬂuence the fuelling
process.
The presented results are also discussed in Rothuizen et al. [32].

6.1

Introduction

The documentation on hydrogen fuelling is limited and no full thermodynamic
analysis of hydrogen fuelling applying the SAE J2601 has yet been published.
Understanding the thermodynamics of the fuelling process and the inﬂuence of
the fuelling protocol is the ﬁrst step toward designing and optimising hydrogen
fuelling systems.
The ﬁrst analysis considers an A70 fuelling station with one high-pressure tank
fuelling a 7 kg vehicle tank with an initial pressure of 20 bar. The ambient
temperature is 25 ◦ C, and the fuelling is done without communication; see
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Chapter 2 for further explanation. The pressure loss in the vehicle peaks at
200 bar, which is the highest allowed. The analysis shows the pressure and
temperature development in the system, together with the mass ﬂow and the
cooling demand. This provides a thermodynamic understanding of hydrogen
fuelling.
The second part contains a parameter variation of the pressure loss in the
vehicle. This is relevant as diﬀerent vehicles have diﬀerent pressure losses. The
inﬂuence of the vehicless pressure loss on the fuelling process is shown on the
ﬁnal temperature in the vehicle tank, the ﬁnal pressure in the vehicle tank, the
mass ﬂow of the fuelling process and the cooling demand during the fuelling.
The purpose of this part is to clarify the inﬂuence of the vehicle on the fuelling
process.
The third part contains a thermodynamic analysis of using multiple tanks at
the station instead of one tank. The system is analysed with respect to pressure
and temperature development in the system during the fuelling. The energy
consumption of the system with multiple tanks is compared to the implementation with a single tank. The thermodynamic analysis shows the diﬀerences
between fuelling from a single tank and multiple tanks.

6.2

Thermodynamics of hydrogen fuelling

A hydrogen refueling station is a high-pressure system in which the pressure
and the temperature of the hydrogen change over time within the diﬀerent
components. A diagram for a conceptual hydrogen fuelling station is shown in
Figure 6.1. It is a simpliﬁed model made to show the thermodynamic evolution
over time.
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Figure 6.1: Simple hydrogen fuelling station, reference model.

The model has one hydrogen tank with a pressure of 90 M P a at the hydrogen
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fuelling station. The APRR is controlled at the station’s outlet. However, the
pressure reduction valve is placed before the heat exchanger; hence, the reduction valve compensates for the pressure losses across the components between
itself and the nozzle. The pressure loss in the hydrogen storage system is given
by the same equation as the pressure loss in the mass ﬂow meter, eq. 3.30.
As the pressure loss in the hydrogen storage system is diﬀerent for diﬀerent
vehicle models, it is impossible to predict it in general, though it is not allowed
to exceed 20 MPa at any time [34]. The thermodynamics of a full fuelling event
according to J2601 are shown in Figure 6.2. The temperature and the pressure
at diﬀerent locations are plotted and they correspond to the numbers in Figure 6.1; the tank outlet of the hydrogen fuelling station (1), before and after
the reduction valve (2 and 3), after the heat exchanger (4), at the inlet to the
tank in the hydrogen storage system (5) and in the tank in the hydrogen storage system (6). These points were identiﬁed as critical locations in the overall
system. Figure 6.2(a) shows the temperatures throughout the system. The
temperature out of the tank (T1) at the hydrogen fuelling station is decreasing as mass is removed. The temperature increases across components where
there are pressure losses present. This is due to the negative Joule-Thomson
coeﬃcient of hydrogen; it is especially signiﬁcant across the reduction valve
(points 2-3). The temperature rise (poinst 4-5) is parabolic as the pressure
drop is a function of the mass ﬂow; the temperature rise is therefore due to
the Joule-Thomson coeﬃcient. The hydrogen gas temperature into the tank at
the hydrogen storage system is much lower than the hydrogen gas temperature
inside the tank; this is due to the heat of compression inside the tank. Figure 6.2(b) shows the pressures through the system; the pressure out of the tank
at the hydrogen fuelling station decreases as mass leaves the tank. Conversely,
the pressure increases in the hydrogen storage system tank due to mass being
transferred to it. Figure 6.2(c) shows the mass ﬂow of the hydrogen and the
cooling demand to cool the hydrogen to −40◦ C. As the system is fuelling with
an APRR, the mass ﬂow varies depending on the back pressure in the hydrogen
storage system; this will be explained in more detail in Section 6.3. The cooling
demand is a function of the mass ﬂow and enthalpy. It is very similar to the
mass ﬂow curve, though it peaks earlier due to a higher enthalpy. The enthalpy
is highest at the start and decreases during the fuelling as mass is leaving the
tank at the hydrogen fuelling station, reducing the pressure and decreasing the
temperature. Figure 6.2(d) shows the gas temperature development in both
the tank at the hydrogen fuelling station and the tank in the hydrogen storage
system during a period of an hour starting with a fuelling. The temperature
either increases or decreases rapidly during the fuelling. The thermal conductivity of the carbon ﬁbre wrapping is low [27], and therefore it takes a long
time before the tanks are back at ambient conditions after the fuelling (with
no mass leaving or entering). Steel tanks would have a higher heat conduction
and therefore faster return to ambient, but due to the high pressures of > 500
bar, it is not possible to use steel tanks.
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Figure 6.2: The thermodynamics of hydrogen fuelling.

6.3

Eﬀect of pressure loss in a hydrogen
storage system on the hydrogen fuelling
station

As shown in Figure 6.1 the system consists of the hydrogen fuelling station
and the hydrogen storage system. J2601 prescribes the outlet conditions of the
hydrogen at the hydrogen fuelling station: the pressure increase should be the
APRR, 28.2 MPa/min and the temperature −40◦ C for an A70 station at an
ambient temperature of 25◦ C ﬁlling from 2 MPa to 70 MPa. This means that
the pressure losses in the hydrogen fuelling station do not inﬂuence the fuelling
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fuelling station
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of the hydrogen storage system. The pressure losses of the hydrogen storage
system, however, have an inﬂuence on the hydrogen fuelling station.
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Figure 6.3: The eﬀect of the pressure loss in the hydrogen storage system
(vehicle) on the hydrogen fuelling.
The tank in the vehicle and the pressure losses between the hydrogen fuelling
station and the tank in the hydrogen storage system determine the mass ﬂow
rate and the fuelling time. Figure 6.3 shows the pressure, temperature, mass
ﬂow and cooling demand for four diﬀerent pressure losses in the hydrogen storage system. The pressure loss is calculated from eq. 3.31, where kp values have
been chosen to show almost no pressure loss across in the vehicle resulting in
the highest allowed mass ﬂow rate of 60 g/s and to illustrate the highest allowed
pressure loss of 20M P a in the hydrogen storage system. Both limits are ac-
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cording to J2601 [34]. The dimensionless pressure loss values are kp,1 = 0.035,
kp,2 = 0.19, kp,3 = 0.35 and kp,4 = 0.55; they express the total pressure loss in
the hydrogen storage system and have been chosen to show the boundary limits
according to the SAE TIR J2601 and two fuellings which are in-between the
boundary conditions. Figure 6.3(c) shows the mass ﬂow for diﬀerent pressure
losses in the hydrogen storage system. The ﬁgure shows that the peak mass
ﬂow is lower at high pressure losses; the total mass when fuelling to the same
pressure is slightly less than fuelling with low pressure loss (not shown here).
This is due to the temperature inside the hydrogen storage system tank shown
in Figure 6.3(a) which increases relatively to the pressure loss increase shown
in Figure 6.3(b). As the fuelling ends at the same pressure, the density of the
warmer hydrogen will be lower, resulting in a lower total mass. The fuelling
time is also increased with increased pressure loss in the hydrogen storage system. Intuitively, one would expect it to be the same because the APRR is
the same. However, due to the increased pressure loss in the hydrogen storage
system, the pressure rise in the tank is slower, as shown in Figure 6.3(b). The
APRR is set at the nozzle and so the pressure loss in the hydrogen storage
system will aﬀect the pressure rise in the hydrogen storage system tank. Figure 6.3(d) shows the cooling demand as a function of the pressure loss, it is
worth noting that the peak cooling demand is lower as the peak mass ﬂow rate
is lowered. In this example, the peak cooling demand becomes 35% lower for
the highest pressure loss. Such change is signiﬁcant, because it can lower the
refrigeration requirements in a facility for high pressure loss vehicles (though
it most likely will have to service vehicles with lower pressure loss as well).
The pressure drop in the hydrogen fuelling station only aﬀects the tank at the
hydrogen fuelling station. The pressure and the volume of the tank at the
hydrogen fuelling station have to be dimensioned so that the pressure is always
higher before the reduction valve than after. The pressure at the end has to
be high enough to overcome the back pressures in the system.

6.4

Eﬀects of using cascade fuelling

This section describes how the model can be used for energy and time optimization for the fuelling of a hydrogen vehicle. The two systems which are
used to show the optimization can be seen in Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.4. The
only diﬀerence between the two systems is the number of tanks at the hydrogen
fuelling station. In the system in Figure 6.1 there is one tank at 90M P a, and
in the fuelling station in Figure 6.4, there are three tanks at 45, 65 and 91
M P a, respectively. The second system is also generally known as a cascade
ﬁlling.
The thermodynamics of the cascade ﬁlling system can be seen in Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5(b) shows the pressures in the system. The pressure out of the tanks
at the hydrogen fuelling station is lower for the two ﬁrst tanks in the cascade
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Figure 6.4: Cascade fuelling station.

ﬁlling, which naturally results in a lower pressure decrease across the reduction
valve. Comparing to Figure 6.2(b), it can be seen that the pressures after
the reduction valve are the same for both one tank and three tanks. As the
pressure diﬀerence between the tank at the hydrogen fuelling station and the
hydrogen storage system tank is lower, the heat up of the hydrogen due to the
Joule-Thompson eﬀect is lower. This is shown in Figure 6.5(a). Comparing
the pressures, temperatures and mass ﬂow in the hydrogen storage system with
the ones in Figure 6.2, it can be seen that the cascade ﬁlling has no eﬀect on
the hydrogen storage system; this proves the point from Section 6.2 that the
design of the hydrogen fuelling station does not inﬂuence the hydrogen storage
system. Figure 6.5 generally shows the cascade ﬁlling and the thermodynamics;
it can be seen that multiple tanks lower the pressure losses and the heat up of
the hydrogen without compromising the fuelling of the tank in the hydrogen
storage system. Figure 6.5(c) shows the mass ﬂow and cooling demand for
the cascade ﬁlling. Comparing to Figure 6.2(c), the size of the peak cooling
demand is the same for both ﬁllings, but for the cascade fuelling, it peaks much
later than for the one tank ﬁlling, even though the mass ﬂow is the same. The
reason is that the pressure and the temperature when shifting to the last tank
in the cascade ﬁlling are higher at that time than for the one tank ﬁlling. The
enthalpy is therefore higher, and a higher cooling demand is needed at that
time with three tanks than with one tank.

6.5

Optimization using cascade fuelling

Fuelling the high-pressure tanks at the hydrogen fuelling station is necessary;
this is typically done from low-pressure tanks at 20M P a using a booster to
reach the ﬁnal pressure. Figures 6.6(a) and 6.6(b) show the two diﬀerent scenarios. The fuelling of the tanks is done in order to receive the same mass as
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Figure 6.5: The thermodynamics of a cascade ﬁlling.

before the fuelling of the vehicle started. So the total mass ﬁlled back into the
three tanks and the one tank case is the same. The compared parameters are
the energy consumption of the booster and the fuelling time. The fuelling of
the tanks is started when the fuelling of the vehicle has ﬁnished. The total
volume of stored hydrogen is the same for both systems, 3m3 distributed with
1m3 in each tank for the three tank system. Table 6.1 shows the diﬀerence in
energy consumption of a booster (high-pressure compressor) and the running
time of the compressor. The total mass which needs to be stored in order to
do a 7 kg fuelling of a vehicle is 138.85 kg at 90 MPa or 112.3 kg distributed in
three tanks of 45 MPa, 65 MPa and 91 MPa pressure, respectively. The fuelling
only requires approximately 6 kg. This means that the rest of the hydrogen
only has the function to keep the pressure up in the tanks and can therefore
not be used for fuelling. The savings in the total hydrogen mass between one
and three tanks at the hydrogen fuelling station is thus 26.6 kg, approximately
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Figure 6.6: Sketch of the fuelling setups of the tanks at the hydrogen fuelling
station.
Table 6.1: Comparison between energy and time consumption
1 tank 3 tanks Savings
Total mass [kg]
138.85 112.3
26.6
Power [kWh]
1.22
1.01
0.21
Time [s]
508
485
23
Total cooling [kWh] 1.93
1.70
0.23
Peak cooling [kW]
61.7
65.1
-3.1

20% of the total mass stored in the one tank system. The power needed to run
the compressor for fuelling the three tanks instead of one is approximately 17%
lower. The time diﬀerence of fuelling one or three banks is 23s corresponding to
saving 5% time when fuelling the three-tank system. The refrigeration facility
is also inﬂuenced by the number and the pressure in the tanks at the hydrogen
fuelling station. Using three tanks gives a savings of 12% of the cooling capacity needed for one tank, though the peak cooling demand is approximately
5% higher using the cascade ﬁlling. From a cooling perspective it is worth
noticing the lower total cooling capacity. The peak cooling demand is diﬃcult
to compare as it depends on the back-pressure in the hydrogen storage system
as shown in Figure 6.3(d) and therefore depends on the vehicle.

6.6

Summary

A model of a fuelling station has been made with the hydrogen fuelling library
for Dymola. The model has been used to show the thermodynamics of a simple
system fuelling a vehicle. Pressure, temperature and mass ﬂow have been
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analysed, and it has been shown that the pressure loss in the hydrogen storage
system has a signiﬁcant impact on the hydrogen fuelling process in terms of
mass ﬂow, cooling demand and storage dimensioning. The cooling demand is
35% lower with a high pressure loss than with almost no pressure loss in the
hydrogen storage system. The pressure losses and the design of the station
do not inﬂuence the fuelling into the hydrogen storage system as long as the
protocol J2601 is fulﬁlled by the station. The diﬀerence between fuelling from
one tank and three tanks in a cascade setup at the hydrogen fuelling station
has been shown from a thermodynamic point of view. The time used for a
whole cycle at the fuelling station, fuelling a vehicle and afterwards fuelling of
the high-pressure tanks at the hydrogen fuelling station, is 5% lower with the
cascade ﬁlling. Furthermore the cascade ﬁlling used 12% less energy for cooling
and 17% less energy for compression with the given compressor equations.
Additional components can be added to the model, in order to simulate and
predict a complete fuelling event (e.g., heat transfer and pressure losses from
the interconnecting tubing and components). The current model can be used
for design optimization of hydrogen fuelling stations. Dynamic models of the
main components in a hydrogen fuelling station and the vehicle’s storage system
have been made in Dymola. The models can be connected in order to simulate
a complete hydrogen fuelling station.

Chapter

7

Optimization of cascade
fuelling systems

This chapter contains an analysis of cascade fuelling with respect
to energy consumption. A parameter variation of the number of
tanks in the cascade system is performed, including the volume of
the tanks and the initial pressures. The energy reduction between
the diﬀerent parameter variations is analysed with respect to a
reference system.
The presented results are also discussed in the conference paper
from SEEP2013; Paper IV in Appendix, and in Rothuizen et al.
[33]: Optimization of the overall energy consumption in cascade
fueling stations for hydrogen vehicles.

7.1

Introduction

Hydrogen fuelling systems at the present time typically consist of a cascade
system fuelling station where hydrogen is stored at diﬀerent pressure levels.
The number of tanks and the volumes of the tanks are typically designed for
one vehicle fuelling, as high-pressure tanks have a high cost to volume ratio.
Analysis of operational energy savings by adding more tanks to the system and
analysis of the sizes and pressures of the tanks have not been conducted.
The ﬁrst part of this chapter explains the principles of a full fuelling cycle.
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This includes fuelling a vehicle from the cascade system with subsequent fuelling of the tanks in the cascade system from hydrogen storage at low pressure.
This gives an understanding of the complete system in a hydrogen fuelling station. The primary focus is on the hydrogen storage system at the station, and
less attention is paid to the fuelling process which was the primary focus in
Chapter 6.
The second part explains the analyses that are conducted and shows the values
used for the parameter variations. Furthermore, the section also considers the
thermodynamics of a complete fuelling cycle.
An energy analysis is conducted on the basis of the parameter variation of
the tanks. The ﬁrst study contains an analysis of the eﬀect of the number
of tanks on the energy consumption for a whole fuelling cycle. The second
study shows the additional energy savings by decreasing the tank volumes in
the cascade system. The third analysis considers the pressures in the tanks at
the cascade system. The pressures in the tanks are optimized by having the
same pressure ratio between each tank. The energy savings is shown as additional energy savings in the study where the number of tanks were considered.
This section shows the inﬂuence of the cascade systems tanks on the energy
consumption of a whole fuelling cycle.

7.2

System design

The model used for simulation of hydrogen fuelling complies with the protocol
by the Society of Automotive Engineers, TIR J2601. The fuelling system that
is modelled is shown in Figure 7.1. The system is separated into two main
sections, the fuelling station and the hydrogen vehicle. The hydrogen fuelling
station is divided into two parts, the fuelling system used for fuelling the vehicle
and the compressor system used to fuel the tanks at the station. The main
fuelling system consists of a number of high-pressure tanks set up in a cascade
system for fuelling the vehicle and the components used to assure the fuelling
comply with J2601. The compressor system consists of a medium pressure
bank of tanks, a compressor and a heat exchanger that removes the heat after
the compression. A short walk-through of a fuelling follows. The vehicle pulls
up to the station and is connected at the nozzle. The fuelling station measures
the pressure of the hydrogen in the vehicle before it sends in a pulse where the
mass is known, the pressure in the vehicle is measured again, by knowing the
pressure rise and the mass which was in the pulse, the size of the tank can be
determined. The pressure in the tank and the ambient temperature are then
used to set the average pressure ramp rate that is to be used for the fuelling.
The volume of the tank indicates how much the reduction valve should open
when the fuelling starts, and during the fuelling a control system decides the
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Figure 7.1: Sketch of a hydrogen fuelling station with three tanks in a cascade
setup and a compressor section to fuel the station.

valve opening. The system now opens for tank 1 and lets the hydrogen ﬂow
to the vehicle tank. At the same time the compressor starts up and delivers
hydrogen to the stream going from tank 1 to the vehicle. If the mass ﬂow from
the compressor is larger than needed for the fuelling, the excess hydrogen is
stored in the tank. When the pressure across the reduction valve reaches a
certain limit, the station changes to tank 2 which is at higher pressure than
tank 1 and the fuelling continues. The compressor ﬁlls tank 1 back to starting
mass/pressure before it starts ﬁlling tank 2. When the pressure in tank 2
becomes too low to keep up the average pressure ramp rate, the station changes
to tank 3 which is at a higher pressure than tank 2. When the outlet of the
station reaches the ﬁnal pressure, the fuelling of the vehicle is aborted. The
compressor keeps running until all the tanks at the station are back to starting
mass/pressure. The process of fuelling the vehicle and bringing the tanks at the
station back to starting pressure, is referred to as: a complete fuelling cycle.
As one may have noticed, the pressure losses in the system are collected at
four diﬀerent strategically selected places. There is a pressure loss before the
reduction valve (pressure loss 1) which takes into account the tubing and valves.
This pressure loss inﬂuences the pressure into the reduction valve and thereby
when to change tank in the cascade system. Decreasing the pressure loss before
the reduction valve increases the time before shifting from the ﬁrst tank. The
second pressure loss (pressure loss 2) is between the reduction valve and the
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average pressure ramp rate (APRR); this takes into account the pressure loss
in the heat exchanger and some valves. This is the pressure loss the reduction
valve needs to adjust for in order to have the average pressure ramp rate at
the nozzle. The third pressure loss (pressure loss 3) is the pressure loss in the
vehicle. Pressure loss 3 inﬂuences the mass ﬂow of the fuelling; low pressure
loss gives an earlier and higher peak in mass ﬂow. When increasing the pressure
loss in the vehicle, the peak mass ﬂow rate is decreased and will peak later in
the fuelling. This has a large inﬂuence on the station as an early mass ﬂow peak
results in more mass being drawn from the tanks at lower pressures, and with
a late mass ﬂow peak more mass is drawn from the tanks with higher pressure.
The last pressure loss (pressure loss 4) accounts for the pressure losses between
the compressor and the mixer. The compressor has to make up for this loss
when delivering hydrogen. The mixers are ideal mixers where the ﬂow from
the compressor can mix with the mass ﬂow for the fuelling of the vehicle. The
ﬂow distributor controls the ﬂow; only one ﬂow can pass through at a time.
The heat exchanger at the outlet of the fuelling system cools the hydrogen to
the desired temperature set by the fuelling protocol J2601. The heat exchanger
after the compressor cools the hydrogen to the same temperature as ambient.
For the model the station can have up to eight tanks in the cascade system.
The extra tanks are connected like tank 1, 2, and 3 in Figure 7.1.

7.3

Analysis and discussion

The following section presents and discusses the results obtained from the energy optimization of the cascade system at the hydrogen fuelling station. Table
7.1 contains the volumes used for the tanks and Table 7.2 contains the pressures used. For the parameter variation of the tank sizes and pressures, the
given volumes and pressures are the ones for which it was not possible to go
further down in volume or pressure.

7.3.1

Simulation comparisons

The three diﬀerent scenarios that are compared in this section are ﬁrst, the
eﬀect of adding more tanks to the cascade system at the station. This analysis
is done for both the maximum allowed pressure loss in the vehicle and for a
low pressure loss in the vehicle. Second, the volume of the tanks is changed,
decreasing the volume as the pressure increases. Third, there is a variation
of the pressures in the tanks, lowering the pressures to a minimum in order
for the fuelling to take place. The ﬁrst parameter variation shows the eﬀect
of adding another tank to the cascade system, the second parameter variation
shows the eﬀect of decreasing the volume of the tanks, and the third parameter
variation shows the gain by having the minimum required pressures in the
tanks. The trade-oﬀ between power consumption, tank size and tank pressures
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is interesting not only from an energy point of view, but also from an economical
point of view, as the investment cost of the tanks increases with increasing
volume and pressure. Though, it is up to the manufacturer to judge where the
best trade-oﬀ is between energy consumption and investment costs of tanks.
This paper shows the trends and can therefore not be used for the ﬁnal sizing
of fuelling stations in industry. The pressures and sizes reached in this paper
are speciﬁc for the pressure losses at this station, and all stations should be
evaluated individually to ﬁnd the best tank size/pressure setup. However,
the energy savings should be of the same magnitude for all stations with a
similar layout. When adding more tanks to the fuelling station, the volume
of each tank is 1 m3 and the pressures are as follows: when only one tank
is present, it is 950 bar; for two tanks it is 400 and 950 bar, and for more
than two tanks, the pressure is distributed in between 400 and 950 bar with
equal pressure diﬀerence between each tank; this is shown in Table 7.2. The
parameter variation of the tank sizes allows four diﬀerent sizes to be used 0.25
m3 , 0.50 m3 , 0.75 m3 and 1 m3 . The variation is done by decreasing the tank
volumes to a minimum starting with the highest pressure tank, then moving
down gradually decreasing the volumes until the fuelling of the vehicle just can
succeed. The ﬁnal volumes can be seen in Table 7.1. The third parameter
variation with constant volume of the tanks of 1 m3 allows the pressures to
be set between 350 and 950 bar. The main constraint is that the pressure,
when the fuelling of the vehicle is ﬁnished, is between 10 and 20 bar across the
reduction valve. Furthermore, all the tanks in the cascade system have to be
used. The pressures for this variation were tested using both the same pressure
diﬀerence between each tank and then using the same pressure ratio between
each tank in the cascade system instead. Having the same pressure ratio gives
a decreased pressure diﬀerence between each tank step in the cascade system.
It was found that using the same pressure ratio between tanks next to each
other, gave the lowest energy consumption. Therefore all results shown are
with the equal pressure ratios.
Other system assumptions
The pressure loss in the vehicle is the highest allowed, according to the SAE
TIR J2602, which peaks at 200 bar during the fuelling. This pressure loss gives
the most demanding fuelling of the vehicle for the station in terms of pressures
and sizes of the tanks. Using a lower pressure loss will ﬁll a larger mass to the
vehicle, but the mass ﬂow will peak earlier and be lower towards the end of the
fuelling. This results in more mass being drawn in the beginning of the fuelling
from the tanks at lower stages in the cascade system; thereby the demand for
hydrogen from high pressure tanks is lower, the decrease in pressure is less
and hence less mass is drawn from these tanks. So if the station can fulﬁl this
fuelling of a vehicle with high pressure loss, it can satisfy all fuellings. This will
be explained further in Section 7.3.2. The two heat exchangers in the system
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Number of tanks
at station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Scenario
1, 3
2
1, 3
2
1, 3
2
1, 3
2
1, 3
2
1, 3
2
1, 3
2
1, 3
2

Tank
1 (m3 )
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.25
1
0.25

Tank
2 (m3 )

Tank
3 (m3 )

Tank
4 (m3 )

Tank
5 (m3 )

Tank
6 (m3 )

Tank
7 (m3 )

Tank
8 (m3 )

1
0.75
1
0.75
1
1
1
1
1
0.50
1
0.25
1
0.25

1
0.50
1
0.75
1
0.75
1
0.25
1
0.25
1
0.25

1
0.5
1
0.25
1
0.25
1
0.25
1
0.25

1
0.25
1
0.25
1
0.25
1
0.25

1
0.25
1
0.25
1
0.25

1
0.25
1
0.25

1
0.25

Table 7.1: Volumes of the tanks. Scenario 1 is increasing number of tanks,
scenario 2 is decreasing tank volume and scenario 3 is decreasing the pressure
of the tanks.
Number of tanks
at station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Scenario
1, 2
3
1, 2
3
1, 2
3
1, 2
3
1, 2
3
1, 2
3
1, 2
3
1, 2
3

Tank
1 (bar)
950
925
400
550
400
350
400
350
400
350
400
350
400
350
400
350

Tank
2 (bar)

Tank
3 (bar)

Tank
4 (bar)

Tank
5 (bar)

Tank
6 (bar)

Tank
7 (bar)

Tank
8 (bar)

950
925
675
650
583
551
538
503
510
475
492
455
479
441

950
875
767
712
675
630
620
582
583
548
557
522

950
840
813
737
730
674
675
629
635
594

950
825
840
753
767
699
714
658

950
820
858
761
793
715

950
815
871
765

950
810

Table 7.2: The pressures used for the comparisons. Scenario 1 is increasing
number of tanks, scenario 2 is decreasing tank volume and scenario 3 is decreasing the pressure of the tanks.

are connected to a refrigeration facility, which for the heat exchanger after the
compressor (HEX2) has a COP = 2 and after the reduction valve (HEX1) has a
COP = 1.5. The COPs have been conservatively chosen using the conﬁdential
work of J. Jensen [16]. The compressor has a peak mass ﬂow capacity of 0.015
kg/s, which is obtained when the pressure ratio is close to one. The peak
mass ﬂow corresponds to the largest hydrogen compressors which are presently
available.
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To explain the properties of the system further, a complete cycle for a threetank cascade fuelling station is used as an example. Figure 7.2 shows the mass
ﬂows for a fuelling with a high pressure loss (HPL) and for a low pressure
loss (LPL) fuelling. It is clear that the mass ﬂow peaks later when a large
pressure loss is present in the vehicle. Furthermore, the total mass fuelled is

0

Figure 7.2: The mass ﬂows and total mass for a fuelling of a vehicle with both
low and high pressure losses.
less with a high pressure loss than with a low pressure loss; this is because the
fuelling ﬁnishes when the pressure at the outlet of the station reaches a certain
value. Therefore the pressure is higher in the tanks when the pressure loss
in the vehicle is lower. The mass ﬂow through the compressor decreases as it
shifts the tank to fuel. For the station to recover after fuelling a low pressure
loss vehicle, it takes longer time as more mass has been fuelled to the vehicle.
It may seem contradictory to consider the high pressure loss fuelling as more
mass is fuelled with low pressure loss, but when considering the pressures in
the tanks at the station, it becomes clear why the higher pressure loss fuelling
is of greater importance. Figure 7.3 shows the pressures in the system at
the reduction valve, at the compressor outlet and at the nozzle (the average
pressure ramp rate). The pressures into the reduction valve have two changes
in pressure (the vertical parts of the lines); this is due to the change of tank
in the cascade system. Considering the pressure into the reduction valve, the
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low-pressure tank ends at lower pressure for fuelling a low-pressure vehicle
compared to a high-pressure vehicle, and it changes to the medium-pressure
tank earlier; hence, more mass has been drawn from the low-pressure tank.
The medium-pressure tank delivers approximately the same amount of mass as

1000
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800

Pressure [Bar]

700
600
500
400
300

Reduction valve HPL
Comp HPL
Reduction valve LPL
Comp LPL
APRR

200
100
0
0

50

100

150

200
250
Time [s]

300

350

400

Figure 7.3: The pressures for a fuelling of a vehicle with both low and high
pressure loss.
they end at the same pressure. The high-pressure tank for the low pressure loss
vehicle ends at a higher pressure than for a high pressure loss vehicle fuelling;
hence, less mass has been drawn from it. When deciding the pressures in the
tanks at the fuelling station, it is most energy-eﬃcient if the pressure into the
reduction valve is close to the outlet of the reduction valve when the fuelling
ﬁnishes; hence, the compressor has not used more work to compress hydrogen
to a higher pressure than necessary. Figure 7.4 shows the pressure losses in
the system with reference to Figure 7.1. The pressure loss, pressure loss 3
HPL, uses the second y-axis in Figure 7.4. The sudden changes in pressure
loss 2 are due to the change of tank at the station for the fuelling. After 152
seconds the only place there is a pressure loss is between the compressor and
the tank it is fuelling, as the fuelling of the vehicle has ﬁnished. The fuelling
in Figure 7.3 is therefore not the most energy-eﬀective, as there are more than
100 bar diﬀerence between the reduction valve and the average pressure ramp
rate, and the pressure loss between the reduction valve and the nozzle is only
17 bar.
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Figure 7.4: The pressure losses for a fuelling of a vehicle with high pressure
loss and for a vehicle with low pressure loss.

7.3.3

Results

The ﬁrst simulation has a constant volume of the tanks of 1 m3 and the tanks
vary in number from 1 to 8 tanks. This is the reference case for further comparisons with variable tank size and with variable pressure. The energy consumption of a complete cycle is shown in Figure 7.5(a) for fuelling of a vehicle
with a low pressure loss and a high pressure loss. The energy consumption
is decreasing, approaching an exponential function as one more tank is added
to the fuelling station. It is clear that using a cascade system compared to
one tank is favourable from an energy consumption point of view. The hydrogen which is fuelled to the vehicle has an energy content of approximately
240 kW h, and the largest amount of energy used for a full cycle with a high
pressure loss vehicle is 5.97 kW h, which is 2.5 % of the energy fuelled. Figure 7.5(a) also shows that the energy consumption for a complete fuelling cycle
with a low pressure loss vehicle changes from being more energy consuming at
three tanks to being less at four tanks. This fact proves the point that even
though more mass is fuelled for the lower pressure loss case, it is taken from the
lower pressure tanks. The distribution of the energy consumption between the
components is shown in Figure 7.5(b). The compressor accounts for more than
50 %, and the refrigeration facility for the heat exchanger after the compressor
for approximately 30 %; the lowest energy consumption is for the cooling of
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(a) Energy consumption as a function of (b) Energy distribution between the comtanks in the cascade system, shown for a pressor and the cooling facilities.
low pressure loss (LPL) and a high pressure
loss (HPL) in the vehicle.

Figure 7.5: The thermodynamics of hydrogen fuelling.

the hydrogen at the exit of the station accounting for approximately 20 %.
Figure 7.6 shows the energy savings when adding more tanks to the cascade
system; the savings are shown for each component as well as the total savings.
The savings from going from one to two tanks is 18 %, and the savings for
the compressor which accounts for more than 50 % of the total energy used
is 20 %. The energy savings by adding another tank to the cascade system
approaches an exponential equation. Figure 7.6 shows that the energy savings
is signiﬁcant until three tanks are reached in the cascade system. From four
to ﬁve tanks the savings is approximately 5 %, and after going from four to
ﬁve tanks the energy savings by adding an extra tank is less than 3 % for each
extra tank. It should be noted that for the cascade system using 6, 7 and 8
tanks, the high-pressure tank of 950 bar was not in use for the vehicle fuelling,
as the other tanks could satisfy the demand. This will be examined further
when studying the eﬀect of reducing the tank sizes and changing the pressures,
so the pressure diﬀerence in the cascade system does not necessarily have an
even pressure diﬀerence between them. Decreasing the sizes of the tanks will
have an eﬀect on the energy consumption of the fuelling. First, by lowering the
volume, the ﬁnal pressure in the tanks will be lower after having fuelled the
vehicle, which gives a lower pressure ratio for the compressor at the beginning
of refuelling the cascade system. Second, by decreasing the volume of the tanks
and thereby decreasing the pressure faster during the fuelling of a vehicle, the
cascade system will change tank earlier. This results in more mass being taken
from the higher pressure tanks, which increases the energy consumption when
the compressor has to fuel the station. The minimum size of tanks which can
be obtained with the given pressures can be seen in Table 7.1. For four and ﬁve
tanks, the second tank has to be 1 m3 which might seem strange comparing to
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Figure 7.6: Energy savings by adding an extra tank to the fuelling station
three tanks where the medium-tank is 0.75 m3 , but that is because the pressure
is lower in the medium range tank comparing with three tanks and the highpressure tanks are smaller; see Tables 7.1 and 7.2. Figure 7.7 shows the energy
savings compared to the corresponding system with 1 m3 tanks. For cascade
systems up to ﬁve tanks, the energy savings is between 1 % and 2.7 %; when
having more than ﬁve tanks in the cascade system, the energy consumption
increases. This is a result of not all of the tanks being used in the reference
case with a constant volume and linear pressure distribution. The compressor
never had to fuel up to 950 bar, but by decreasing the volumes, all the tanks are
taken into use, which results in an energy increase between 1 % and 1.6 %. The
third parameter variation is the pressure in the tanks. This is done for tanks
with a constant volume of 1 m3 . Figure 7.8 shows the energy saving compared
to the reference scenario. The energy savings are for all the cascade systems
between 4 % and 5 %; for a single tank, the savings is lower than 2.5 %. It is
obvious that the largest savings is gained from the compressor section; this is
because the pressures have been lowered. It results in a lower compression ratio
and a decreased temperature out of the compressor, meaning that less energy
is required for compression and there is a lower cooling demand. The pressures
in the tanks were both lowered using the same pressure diﬀerence between each
tank, but with diﬀerent boundary pressures and by having the same pressure
ratio between each step with diﬀerent boundary pressures. It was found that
using 350 bar as the lower pressure when there are three tanks or more in the
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Figure 7.7: The energy diﬀerence for decreasing the tank volume.
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Figure 7.8: The energy diﬀerence when optimizing the pressure in the tanks.
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cascade system and having the same pressure ratio between each step in the
cascade system, gave the lowest energy consumption.

7.3.4

General considerations

The results show that the design of the hydrogen fuelling station inﬂuences the
energy consumption, and thereby the operation costs, but it also inﬂuences the
investment costs, as the high-pressure tanks are expensive and if the volume
of the high-pressure tanks is decreased, the investment cost decreases. The
trade-oﬀ between tank volumes, pressures and costs must be considered for the
speciﬁc station taking into account the daily demand. With small tanks at the
station, the mass stored is low and the possibility of doing another fuelling before the station has completed the cycle might not be possible. The larger tanks
allow for more ﬂexible use and the possibility to set the pressure in the tanks
to cover more than one fuelling before recovery is necessary or the pressure can
be lower in order to decrease energy consumption. The number of tanks at the
station should be selected carefully, as the energy consumption approaches an
exponential function. Too few will result in high energy consumption by the
station, and too many does not have a signiﬁcant energy savings compared to
the investment costs of adding more tanks. It is therefore important to consider
each station individually with respect to number of tanks, the volumes of the
tanks and the pressure in the tanks. Having three or three tanks at the station
in a cascade setup optimizing the pressures is probably the best solution. The
energy savings by increasing the volume of the high-pressure tanks to 1 m3 is
approximately 2.5 %, but it also allows for more ﬂexible use. Going from three
to four tanks has an energy savings of 5 %, and it should be considered whether
or not a fourth tank is worth it.

7.4

Summary

The thermodynamic models of the fuelling systems have been created using
the hydrogen fuelling library. The models take into account the heat transfer
from the tanks, the pressure losses in the system, the cooling demands and
the compressor work, and the models comply with the protocol for fuelling
hydrogen vehicles for personal transportation. The analysis was done in three
steps, with ﬁrst studying the eﬀect of numbers of tanks in the cascade system
with respect to the energy consumption of the individual component and the
overall consumption. When going from one tank at the fuelling station to
eight tanks, the energy consumption decreased, approaching an exponential
function with the largest energy savings of 18 % per complete fuelling cycle
going from one to two tanks at the station. The energy consumption starts
levelling out when more than four tanks are present in the cascade system. The
second analysis with varying tank volumes showed that decreasing the volume
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of the tanks, with the largest decrease in the high-pressure tanks, gave a small
reduction in the energy consumption when ﬁve tanks or fewer were used for the
vehicle fuelling. By lowering the volume in the lower pressure tanks, more mass
was drawn from the higher pressure tanks, which in principle mean a higher
pressure ratio for the compressor, but because the volumes were decreased, the
pressure ratio was decreased and the overall energy consumption lowered by
2.5 %. The third analysis showed that by having a constant volume of 1 m3
in all the tanks and then changing the pressures in the tanks, starting from
350 bar and then increasing with an equal pressure ratio between consecutive
tanks and ending at a pressure diﬀerence across the reduction valve between 10
and 20 bar, lowered the energy consumption by approximately 5 % compared
to having ﬁxed pressures between 400 and 950 bar. The analysis shows that
an optimal number of tanks in a cascade fuelling system is three to four tanks
and that it is important to consider the pressure loss in the station in order to
determine the pressures that are used in the tanks. Furthermore, the hydrogen
fuelling station should be designed according to ﬁlling a vehicle with a high
pressure loss even though the mass fuelled is considerably lower than when
fuelling a vehicle with a low pressure loss. This is because the mass ﬂow curve
is dependent on the vehicle’s pressure loss. A lower pressure loss results in
an earlier mass ﬂow peak, and the extra mass which is fuelled is taken from
the lower pressure tanks at the station. This results in every fuelling station
that can handle a vehicle with a high pressure loss, being also able to handle
a vehicle with a lower pressure loss. The results from this analysis can be
applied to fuelling stations, but the values set as pressures and volumes are
only valid with the pressure losses of this speciﬁc case. Therefore all hydrogen
fuelling stations should be examined individually in order to obtain the optimal
pressure and volumes of the tanks in the cascade system.

Chapter

8

Diﬀerent fuelling station
designs

This chapter analyses three diﬀerent systems for fuelling hydrogen
vehicles: a cascade fuelling system, a direct compression fuelling
system and a direct compression system with a small buﬀer. The
cascade system and the direct compression system with a buﬀer
are following the fuelling protocol and the direct compression system is using an average mass ﬂow instead. The cascade fuelling
system and the direct compression system are both known technologies, but the direct compression with a small buﬀer is a new
design.

8.1

Introduction

This chapter compares three diﬀerent fuelling systems for fuelling hydrogen
vehicles. The cascade system until now has been analysed in detail regarding
thermodynamics, energy optimization and dimensioning of the tank volumes
and pressures. In the literature, cascade systems are also the most common for
the analysis of hydrogen fuelling systems [14] [9] [24] [29]. This is because it is
the most common technology used by industry.
This chapter considers two alternative fuelling station designs to the cascade
system. The two systems are direct compression and direct compression with a
buﬀer. Each system, including the cascade system, is explained and advantages
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and disadvantages are listed for each system with respect to the other two systems. This is done to outline the diﬀerences and similarities among the systems.
The thermodynamics of each system is explained and some repetition of the
cascade system from Chapters 6 and 7 cannot be avoided. The thermodynamics of the two alternative systems is explained thoroughly, and similarities
and diﬀerences to the cascade system are considered. Furthermore, the thermodynamics also explains how the fuelling is done with the speciﬁc system design.
The systems might work thermodynamically, but how do they perform from
an energy point of view? The three systems are compared by ﬁrst examining
the energy consumed for a complete fuelling cycle and second by performing an
exergy analysis to point out the components with the highest energy destruction.

8.2

System designs

The three systems considered are a normal cascade fuelling system that will be
the reference case, a mixture between using a compressor directly and a small
buﬀer tank, and a direct compressor fuelling. The cascade system and the direct
compression system with a buﬀer both fuel according to the SAE J2601 [34].
The direct compression system uses an average mass ﬂow rate. The analysis
of the diﬀerent designs has the goal of determining if other fuelling methods
could be alternatives to cascade fuelling. The energy usage, the complexity of
the systems and the complexity of the fuelling process are all considered.

8.2.1

Cascade fuelling

The fuelling process of a cascade fuelling system has been described in Chapter
7, but a short summary with respect to Figure 8.1 is described here. The
vehicle is connected to the station, and the pressure and the size of the tank
are registered by the fuelling station either mechanically by sending a mass
ﬂow into the tank and then measuring the pressure increase or by infra-red
communication between the vehicle and the station. The fuelling of the vehicle
proceeds by ﬁrst opening between the bank and the vehicle until the pressure
across the reduction has reached a certain value, e.g., 20 bar, then the station
changes tank to tank 1 and proceeds the fuelling until the pressure across the
reduction valve reaches its limit. The station then changes to tank 2 and
proceeds the fuelling until the fuelling has ﬁnished. Either while the fuelling
of the vehicle proceeds or afterwards, the compressor at the fuelling station
ﬁlls up the tanks in the cascade system from the bank, before the next vehicle
fuelling can be done. Typically the high-pressure tanks are limited in size and
the "real" storage of the hydrogen is therefore in the lower pressure bank. The
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Figure 8.1: Sketch of a hydrogen fuelling station with three tanks in a cascade
setup and a compressor section to fuel the station.
advantages of the cascade system are:
• Well known technology
• Simple operational strategy
• Continues availability of high-pressure hydrogen(operational during a power
outage)
• Smaller compressor
The technology is at the moment used for all hydrogen fuelling stations being
built and it has shown itself to work eﬀectively. The operational strategy can
be simple as the reduction valve controls the whole system, and the tanks at
the station are changed according to the measurement from it. The cascaded
system also has the beneﬁt of having high-pressure hydrogen stored at all times,
which means that if the electricity fails it is still operational to fuel a vehicle,
though it should be done very slowly if no cooling is available. The compressor
for fuelling the cascade system can be dimensioned according to a speciﬁed
allowed recovery time. The downsides of cascade fuelling are:
• Compression of hydrogen to pressures higher than needed
• Complex system with many components
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• Recovery time between fuellings
• Storage of high-pressure hydrogen

The compression of hydrogen to a higher pressure than needed results in an
increased energy consumption. The concept of cascade fuelling is that the tank
at the station ﬁlling the vehicle, always has a larger pressure than the vehicle
and the pressure is thus reduced through a reduction. The pressure reduction in the valve represents the extra work of the compressor. The system
is quite complex and requires multiple tanks at diﬀerent pressures and many
open/close valves for the control. The recovery time between each fuelling of a
vehicle depends on the size of the tanks in the cascade system and the size of
the compressor. If the tanks are dimensioned to do one fuelling before recovering and the compressor only delivers 25 % of the vehicle’s fuelling mass ﬂow,
then the time before the next fuelling would correspond to the time of three
to four fuellings depending on how the recovery of the station is done. Storage
of high-pressure hydrogen has some safety issues, and the tanks for storing at
high pressure, tank Type III and Type IV, are expensive compared to Type I
and Type II.
The wide use of cascade systems is due to the simple operation and design.
As the present hydrogen fuelling stations only serve small ﬂeets of vehicles and
the research and experience in building stations are still in a developing phase,
the main goal until now has been to make stations that work.

8.2.2

Direct compression

The direct compression system consists of a bank with medium-pressure hydrogen (200-300 bar) and a compressor, as shown in Figure 8.2. The fuelling
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Figure 8.2: Sketch of a direct compression hydrogen fuelling station that does
not follow the SAE J2601.
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proceeds as follows. The vehicle connects to the station and the properties
of the tank are measured, like for the cascade system. The fuelling starts by
taking hydrogen from the bank through a valve to the vehicle tank. When the
pressure drop across the valve reaches a lower level, the compressor starts. By
knowing the pressure and the volume of the tank, the compressor regulates its
rotation to deliver an average mass ﬂow corresponding to the average mass ﬂow
of a fuelling with the average pressure ramp rate. The compressor then ﬁlls the
vehicle until the desired pressure. When the fuelling has ﬁnished, the station
is ready to commence a new vehicle fuelling immediately. The advantages of
using a direct compression system are:
• No recovery time for the station between vehicle fuellings
• No need for high pressure storage or a cascade system
• Storage of hydrogen accomplished by Type I and Type II tanks
• Less complex system compared to a cascade fuelling station
• Compression of hydrogen by the compressor only to the needed pressure
No recovery time of the station enables continuous fuelling of vehicles, securing
the station for future demand for a larger vehicle ﬂeet. No high-pressure storage
and no cascade system reduces the number of components and the complexity
of the system. Compared to the cascade system, the three tanks are eliminated,
but the compressor size has increased. The bank should be the same for both
systems as it is where the large mass of hydrogen is stored. The pressure loss
that is present when using a reduction valve in the cascade system is eliminated
as the compressor delivers directly to the needed pressure. The disadvantages
of the direct compression system are:
• Compressor with an average mass ﬂow of approximately 40 g/s to ﬁll a
7 kg tank from 20 to 700 bar in 156 seconds
• Complexity of the compressor control
• Cannot fuel a vehicle without power
• Does not follow the average pressure ramp rate
The compressor needs to be able to deliver the average mass ﬂow for the fuelling, whereas the compressor in the cascade system can be smaller as the
fuelling does not depend on it. Furthermore, this requires a high power usage
during operation, but a lower operating time. The control of the compressor
needs to be quite accurate so the mass ﬂow is balanced with the vehicle tank
size; hence, the compressor should have frequency control. If there is a power
outage, the vehicle can only be fuelled to a maximum pressure corresponding
to the bank pressure. The system by deﬁnition does not follow the average
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pressure ramp rate, as the compressor delivers an average mass ﬂow deﬁned by
the size of the vehicle tank.
The reason such a system has not been implemented is because the compressor
is very expensive, the necessary control might be hard to achieve and the largest
commercial hydrogen compressors on the market only deliver approximately 20
g/s. This means two compressors should be used.

8.2.3

Direct compression with a small buﬀer

The direct compression with a small buﬀer is very similar to the direct compression system, though there are two important diﬀerences. First, the system
contains a small buﬀer tank after the compressor. Second, the fuelling is done
using the average pressure ramp rate from the fuelling protocol. The system
is shown in Figure 8.3 The fuelling proceeds in a similar manner to the di-
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Figure 8.3: Sketch of a direct compression hydrogen fuelling station with a
small buﬀer, fuelling according to SAE J2601.
rect compression system. First the bank fuels to the vehicle, but in this case
through a reduction valve keeping the average pressure ramp rate. When the
pressure across the reduction valve is too low to maintain the mass ﬂow rate,
it shuts oﬀ and starts drawing from the buﬀer tank. The buﬀer tank is at
high-pressure. When the pressure diﬀerence across the reduction valve reaches
a certain limit, the compressor starts ﬁlling into the buﬀer tank, securing that
the pressure of the buﬀer tank is higher than needed out of the reduction valve.
In this way the fuelling can be done in accordance with the fuelling protocol.
The advantages of the system are:
• Fuelling according to the protocol with an average pressure ramp rate
[34]
• No recovery time for the station between vehicle fuellings
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• Only one very small high-pressure tank is needed
• The average pressure ratio across the compressor might be lower than for
the cascade fuelling
The station complies with the fuelling protocol that secures a safe fuelling of
the vehicle [34]. However, there are no guidelines for the buﬀer tank, though
temperature and pressure limits are comparable to the vehicle’s tank given by
the SAE J2601. As the compression is direct, the system is ready for a new
fuelling instantly, securing the station for larger hydrogen vehicle ﬂeets. There
is a reduction in the number of components needed as only one small highpressure tank is used instead of the three larger tanks in the cascade system.
The energy consumption of the system is unknown compared to the cascade
system, but as energy is wasted across the reduction valve, this system must
require more energy than direct compression fuelling. The disadvantages of the
system are:
• Compressor with an average mass ﬂow of approximately 40 g/s to ﬁll a
7 kg tank from 20 to 700 bar to keep the average pressure ramp rate
• Complexity of the compressor control including the buﬀer
• Cannot fuel a vehicle without power
The arguments are the same as for the direct compression system. It requires a
large compressor or two compressors. The mass ﬂow of the compressor needs to
be controlled precisely and a vehicle can only be fuelled to the bank’s pressure
during an electricity outrage.
The system has not yet been seen described in the literature, and it is therefore
not known if it has been considered before.

8.3

Assumptions

When comparing the three diﬀerent fuelling systems, they should be as identical
as possible. The control of the diﬀerent systems cannot be the pressure at
the outlet of the station, because the direct compression does not follow the
fuelling protocol. By using the pressure at the exit of the station one might
risk diﬀerent ﬁnal masses in the vehicle which would give misleading results.
Therefore the fuelling uses the density in the vehicle tank as the control, as
this gives exactly the same fuelled mass for all the systems. The fuellings all
proceed until a density of 40.2 kg/m3 is reached. This is the target density
of the fuelling protocol [34]. In reality this can only be reached for a fuelling
with communication, and the normal procedure is to stop when the target
pressure is reached at the exit of the station. Furthermore, for the cascade
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system, tank 1, tank 2 and tank 3 are each 1 m3 and the pressures in the tanks
have the same pressure ratio between them, starting from the bank pressure at
300 bar and ending at 950 bar. In order to compare energy consumption and
exergy destruction, the cascade system does a complete fuelling cycle, fuelling
the vehicle and then recovering the tanks at the station. The bank in all
three systems is inﬁnite and 300 bar in order to make the systems comparable.
The buﬀer tank in the direct compression system is 25 litres, and its starting
pressure is between 850 and 950 bar. The volume of the vehicle tank is 0.172
m3 which corresponds to approximately 7 kg of hydrogen at a density of 40.2
kg/m3 . The pressure losses in the system have the values shown in Table
8.1, and the tubes have a diameter of 0.0052 m. The heat transfer coeﬃcient
Table 8.1: Pressure losses for the three systems. Pressure losses 2 and 3 have
been added together in the direct compression system’s "pressure loss 2". "Pressure loss 4" is given for both a low pressure loss (LPL) vehicle and a high
pressure loss (HPL) vehicle
Pressure loss
Type of loss and values
Pressure loss 1 Tube L=25, k=22.5
Pressure loss 2 Tube L=10, k=15
.
Pressure loss 3 Tube L=25, k=22.5
Pressure loss 4 Valve kv=0.60 and kv=0.06
Valve
Valve kv=0.2 (only direct compression)
for the tank charging is h = 350W/(m3 K), and for the discharging, Daney’s
correlation has been used. The compressor in the cascade fuelling system has
a maximum mass ﬂow rate of 15 g/s, and for the direct compression and direct
compression with buﬀer, the compressor has a nominal mass ﬂow of 40 g/s but
can be frequency-controlled to deliver between 30 and 50 g/s.

8.4

Thermodynamic analysis of the three
systems

The following section compares the three systems. The ﬁrst analysis is of the
cascade system. A similar analysis can be found in Chapter 6, though this one is
more complex. Second is the thermodynamic analysis of the direct compression
system, and last is the analysis of the direct compression system with a buﬀer
tank. The thermodynamic analysis is done for a high pressure loss (HPL)
vehicle and a low pressure loss (LPL) vehicle. The pressure loss of the HPL
vehicle is 200 bar and for the LPL vehicle, the pressure loss corresponds to a
maximum mass ﬂow of 0.06 kg/s, as given as maximum pressure loss and mass
ﬂow rate by the SAE J2601 [34]. The ﬁgures in this section can be related to
Figure 8.1, Figure 8.2 and Figure 8.3 as the components have the same names
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Table 8.2: Abbreviations used in ﬁgures
Name
Abbreviation
Compressor
Comp
Pressure loss 1
PL1
Pressure loss 2
PL2
Pressure loss 3
PL3
Pressure loss 4
PL4
Reduction valve
RV
High pressure loss HPL
Low pressure loss LPL

in the system sketches and in the thermodynamic ﬁgures. Note that some of
the names are long and abbreviations have been used. The abbreviations and
original names are shown in Table 8.2 together with two other abbreviations
used in the ﬁgures to explain the type of the vehicle pressure loss. In the
analysis a vehicle with a low pressure loss is abbreviated to "LPL" and a vehicle
with a high pressure loss is abbreviated to "HPL". This is done in order not to
confuse the fuelling analysed with what is going on in the explanation of the
thermodynamics.

8.4.1

Cascade system

The explanation of the thermodynamics of a hydrogen fuelling using a cascade
system can be found in Chapter 6. The system also consists of a compressor
which fuels the tanks in cascade at the station. The compressor starts ﬁlling
when tank 1 in the system has ﬁnished fuelling the vehicle; hence, the mass
ﬂow from the compressor does not mix with the ﬂow for the fuelling. The
mass ﬂow of the fuelling and the compressor can be seen in Figure 8.4. The
fuelling of a HPL vehicle takes a longer time than for a LPL vehicle. Furthermore, the compressor needs more time for the cascade system to recover.
This can be explained considering the pressures during the fuelling. As the
average pressure ramp rate is set at the outlet of the station, the HPL vehicle
fuelling has a higher outlet pressure at the reduction valve than the LPL vehicle fuelling. With a higher pressure loss in the vehicle, more mass is drawn
from the higher pressure tanks; see Chapter 6 for further explanation. The
compressor therefore needs to ﬁll more mass to a higher pressure, and due to
the volumetric eﬃciency it takes a longer time. When using the target density
for fuelling, it was found that the highest pressure tank in the cascade system
needed to be 1000 bar in order for the system to complete a fuelling of a HPL
vehicle. The pressures of the cascade system during the vehicle fuelling are
shown in Figure 8.5; the labels correspond to Figure 8.1. It is shown that in
fuelling a LPL vehicle, the tanks in the cascade system change later than for
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Figure 8.4: Mass ﬂow rate and total mass in vehicle storage for a cascade
fuelling.
a HPL vehicle fuelling. This combined with the mass ﬂow rate shown in Figure 8.4, results in less use of the tanks at the highest pressure in the cascade
system. The pressures of the cascade system and the compressor are shown
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Figure 8.5: The pressures of a cascade fuelling for a high and low pressure loss
vehicle. Pressures are shown at strategical places (PL = pressure loss, RV =
reduction valve).
in Figure 8.6 for both a LPL vehicle fuelling and a HPL vehicle fuelling. As
expected the pressures in the cascade system decrease during the fuelling of
the vehicle and increases as they are ﬁlled by the compressor. The bank at the
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Figure 8.6: The pressures related to ﬁlling the tanks in a cascade system shown
for a high and a low pressure loss vehicle.
station is not visibly inﬂuenced by the fuelling, but with consecutive fuellings
the pressure will decrease. The corresponding temperatures for Figure 8.5 and
Figure 8.6 are shown in Figure 8.7 and Figure 8.8. It is worth noticing that
the temperature of the tank in the vehicle in Figure 8.7 does not exceed 85
◦
C, which is the safety limit, and that a LPL vehicle fuelling has a lower ending temperature. Figure 8.8 shows that the tanks in the cascade system start
and end, at the same temperature. Furthermore, the temperature out of the
compressor is between 100 ◦ C and 160 ◦ C. The pressure losses in the system
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Figure 8.7: The temperatures of a cascade fuelling for a high and a low pressure
loss vehicle.
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Figure 8.8: The temperatures of the tanks and compressor in a cascade system
during a vehicle fuelling with subsequent fuelling of the tank in the cascade
system.
are shown in Figure 8.9 for the fuelling of a HPL vehicle and a LPL vehicle,
respectively. The pressure reduction in the reduction valve is very similar for
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Figure 8.9: The pressure losses in the tubes and valves in the system.
the high pressure and the low pressure vehicle fuelling. The pressure losses in
the system follow the mass ﬂow rate shown in Figure 8.4. The vehicle’s peak
pressure loss is quite high for a LPL fuelling; this is due to the high mass ﬂow
rate that peaks higher than for an HPL vehicle fuelling. The pressure loss in
a HPL vehicle is above 100 bar during most of the fuelling, whereas the low
pressure loss vehicle’s pressure loss is beneath 100 bar at all times and 2/3 of
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the time lower than 50 bar.

8.4.2

Direct compression fuelling
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The thermodynamics of the direct compression fuelling are interesting as the
fuelling cannot follow the average pressure ramp rate, and the behaviour of
a fuelling might not correspond to the analysis shown in Chapter 6. The
mass ﬂow rate of the fuelling, ﬁrst through the valve and afterwards from the
compressor, is shown in Figure 8.10 together with the total mass in the vehicle
tank. The large diﬀerence in the mass ﬂow rate between a HPL vehicle and
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Figure 8.10: Mass ﬂow rate and total mass in vehicle storage for a direct
compression fuelling.
a LPL vehicle fuelling is due to the diﬀerence in pressure loss in the vehicle
system. For the LPL there is a higher pressure drop across the valve when
fuelling from the bank, resulting in a higher mass ﬂow rate than for the HPL
vehicle. The shorter fuelling time for the LPL vehicle is also because of the
higher mass ﬂow rate in the beginning. Furthermore, the compressor has to
compress more hydrogen during the HPL vehicle fuelling, due to the lower mass
ﬂow rate when fuelling from the bank. The pressures of the direct compression
system are shown in Figure 8.11. The most noticeable pressure diﬀerences
between the HPL and the LPL vehicle fuelling are the reduction across the
valve when fuelling from the bank and the pressure loss of the vehicle. The
pressure reduction across the valve is higher for the LPL vehicle fuelling because
the pressure loss in the vehicle is lower. For the HPL vehicle fuelling the
pressure loss in the valve is small, because the pressure loss of the vehicle
is high. Furthermore, the pressure out of the compressor is lower for the LPL
vehicle fuelling because it does not have to compensate as much for the pressure
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Figure 8.11: The pressures through a direct compression fuelling of both a high
pressure loss and the low pressure loss vehicle.
loss in the vehicle. This corresponds to the HPL and the LPL vehicle cascade
fuelling, as shown in Figure 8.5 where the pressure into the reduction valve
is close to the LPL vehicle pressure. The pressure at the exit of the direct
compression station does not follow the average pressure ramp rate, though
the pressure increase in the vehicle tank does not diﬀer much compared to the
pressure in the vehicle of the cascade fuelling. The direct compression system’s
pressure losses in the components are shown in Figure 8.12 The pressure loss
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Figure 8.12: The pressure losses of the components in a direct compression
fuelling of both a high pressure loss and the low pressure loss vehicle.
in the HPL vehicle exceeds 200 bar; where for a cascade fuelling with the same
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vehicle pressure loss, it is just under 200 bar. This is because the compressor
has a higher mass ﬂow rate than obtained using the average pressure ramp
rate. The same pressure loss constant is used to simulate the vehicle pressure
loss in both systems. For the LPL vehicle fuelling, the largest pressure loss is
in the station after the compressor (pressure loss 1). The temperatures of the
direct compression fuelling system are shown in Figure 8.13. The temperatures
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Figure 8.13: Temperatures across the direct compression fuelling system.
during a fuelling are similar to the ones in the cascade system. The temperature
of the vehicle does not exceed 80 ◦ C, though the temperature curve has a
small increase when the compressor starts ﬁlling. The temperature out of
the compressor is as expected and very similar to the cascade fuelling. The
temperature diﬀerence in the vehicle tank between a LPL and a HPL vehicle
fuelling is also present in the direct compression fuelling system, even though
the temperature diﬀerence is smaller than for the cascade system.

8.4.3

Direct compression with a small buﬀer

The direct compression system with a buﬀer is a mixture between the direct
compression system and the cascade system. It eliminates the pressure tanks
from the cascade system and uses a large compressor with a small high-pressure
buﬀer tank instead. In addition, the system is able to fuel according to the
fuelling protocol SAE J2601. The mass ﬂows of the system are shown in Figure 8.14; there are two mass ﬂows present: one from the compressor to the
buﬀer tank and one for the fuelling of the vehicle ﬁrst from the bank and later
from the buﬀer tank. The mass ﬂow rate to the vehicle is the same as in the
cascade system, as they both fuel according to the protocol and have the same
pressure losses. This is also explained in Chapter 6. The thermodynamics of
the fuelling proceeds in the same way for the direct compression system with
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Figure 8.14: Mass ﬂow rate and total mass in vehicle storage for a direct
compression fuelling.
the buﬀer as for a cascade system, from the vehicles point of view. The mass
ﬂow of the compressor varies with the pressure of the buﬀer tank, as shown
in Figure 8.15. The reason that the compressor’s mass ﬂow is not steady as
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Figure 8.15: The pressures through a direct compression system with a buﬀer
for both a high pressure loss and a low pressure loss vehicle fuelling.
in the direct compression fuelling is that the buﬀer tank ﬂuctuates in pressure
and the compressor’s mass ﬂow is a function of the volumetric eﬃciency and
thereby the pressure ratio. Considering the HPL vehicle fuelling, the compressor starts when there is a 20 bar pressure diﬀerence across the reduction valve.
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The compressor ﬁlls into the buﬀer tank which increases in pressure as the
mass ﬂow rate into it is higher than the mass ﬂow rate out of it. At some point
the pressure of the buﬀer tank is almost constant; this is because the mass ﬂow
rate of the vehicle fuelling increases to the same as the compressor’s mass ﬂow
rate. The pressure in the buﬀer tank then increase as the mass ﬂow rate of the
vehicle fuelling decreases. At the end the pressure in the buﬀer tank reaches
1000 bar which is the maximum pressure allowed. The compressor therefore
turns oﬀ. When the pressure across the reduction valve reaches 20 bar, the
compressor starts up. Considering the thermodynamics after the reduction
valve, the fuelling of the vehicle proceeds exactly as for the cascade system.
For the LPL vehicle fuelling, the pressure development in the buﬀer tank can
be explained similarly to the HPL vehicle fuelling,; However, in this case the
compressor delivers less mass ﬂow than needed for the vehicle fuelling in the
beginning, and the pressure of the buﬀer tank decreases. At some point the
mass ﬂow rate for the vehicle fuelling becomes lower than the mass ﬂow rate
of the compressor, and the pressure in the buﬀer tank increases. When the
pressure in the buﬀer tank reaches 1000 bar the compressor turns oﬀ, and the
last mass for the fuelling is drawn from the buﬀer tank. The buﬀer tank starts
at 950 bar in the HPL vehicle fuelling and 870 bar in the LPL vehicle fuelling.
This does not matter for the fuelling, as long as the pressure in the buﬀer tank
is above 800 bar, the fuelling will proceed as shown. The buﬀer tank will always
have a pressure above 800 bar as the pressure out of the reduction will exceed
800 bar at the end of the fuelling. The pressure losses in the components are
shown in Figure 8.16. The pressure losses in the components after the reduction
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Figure 8.16: The pressure losses in the components for a direct compressor
system with buﬀer.
valve are the same as in a cascade fuelling with the same vehicle pressure loss,
proving the statement that the thermodynamics of the vehicle is independent
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of the station design, as long as the fuelling complies with the SAE J2601. The
pressure loss across the reduction valve is very high when the system changes
from fuelling from the bank to the buﬀer tank. This is due to the very high
initial pressure in the buﬀer tank. The temperatures of the system are shown
in Figure 8.17. It is worth noticing the temperature of the buﬀer tank which
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Figure 8.17: The temperatures in a direct compressor system with buﬀer when
fuelling a vehicle.
ﬂuctuates between 20 ◦ C and -50 ◦ C. The sudden decrease in temperature is a
result of the decrease of pressure when the buﬀer tank is used for the fuelling of
the vehicle. The hydrogen temperature actually exceeds the lower safety limit
of -40◦ C. The temperature out of the compressor follows the pressure out and
peaks at the end with just over 160 ◦ C. The temperatures after heat exchanger
2 are the same as for the cascade system.

8.5

Energy analysis of the diﬀerent fuelling
systems

An energy analysis of the three diﬀerent systems is done showing the energy
consumption of each system and the exergy destruction. The exergy analysis
is used to point out the most exergy destructive components in each system
from a thermodynamic point of view.

8.5.1

Energy consumption of the three systems

The energy consumption for the three diﬀerent systems includes the compressor, the heat exchanger after the compressor (HEX1) and the heat exchanger
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Table 8.3: Energy consumption of the components in the three diﬀerent fuelling
station designs. All values are given in kilo watt hours [kWh].
System
Comp HEX1 HEX2 Total
Cascade HPL
3.13
1.31
1.17
5.61
Cascade LPL
2.23
0.94
1.17
4.34
Direct compression HPL
2.40
1.02
1.14
4.56
Direct compression LPL
1.59
0.68
1.16
3.44
Direct comp w. buﬀer HPL 3.30
1.38
1.23
5.91
Direct comp w. buﬀer LPL 2.14
0.91
1.17
4.22

at the exit of the station (HEX2). The temperatures of the heat exchangers
are the same for HEX1 in all three systems and HEX2 in all three systems.
The energy consumption used to cool the hydrogen in the heat exchangers has
been found using a COP = 2 for the heat exchanger after the compressor and
COP = 1.5 for the heat at the exit of the station. The results are partly
comparable to the results in Chapter 7, as the coeﬃcients of performances are
the same and the heat exchanger temperatures are the same. The diﬀerence is
the control of the fuelling; as the fuellings in Chapter 7 stop when the pressure
at the exit of the station reaches the target pressure, and in this analysis the
fuelling stops when the target density is reached in the tank. The diﬀerence
in the fuelling control can be seen when considering the total mass in the vehicle tank, shown in Figure 7.2 when the fuelling is pressure-controlled and in
Figure 8.4 for a density-controlled fuelling. The energy consumed by the refrigeration facilities and the compressor are shown in Table 8.3. The consumption
is shown for fuelling a HPL and a LPL vehicle. The energy consumption of
the cascade system and the direct compression system with a buﬀer tank is
very similar though the cascade system is better at HPL vehicle fuelling and
the direct compression with a buﬀer tank is better for LPL vehicle fuelling.
The direct compression system uses much less energy than the two other systems. The energy reduction using a direct compression system compared to
one of the two others is for a HPL vehicle fuelling approximately 18 % and for
a LPL vehicle fuelling approximately 18 % too. The large diﬀerence in energy
usage is directly related to the compressor. The compressor consumes 23 %
less energy for a direct compression system, and the energy needed to cool the
hydrogen after the compression is signiﬁcantly lower with a reduction of 22 %.
The reason for this is found in the design diﬀerences and thermodynamics of
the systems. The cascade system and the direct compression system with a
buﬀer tank both need a "hydrogen storage" at higher pressure than needed for
the fuelling, in order to satisfy the mass ﬂow demand. The direct compression
system delivers hydrogen at the needed pressure only. It compensates for the
pressure losses between itself and the vehicle tank, but it does not compress the
hydrogen to a higher pressure than needed. This can be seen in Figure 8.11.
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The compressor in the cascade system and the direct compression system with
buﬀer therefore require more energy as the hydrogen is compressed to a higher
pressure. This also results in a higher hydrogen temperature out of the compressor, which explains that the energy for cooling after the compressor is less
for the direct compression system. The direct compression system is one of
the most energy-eﬀective systems that can be designed for fuelling hydrogen
vehicles as the compressor only delivers the hydrogen at the required pressure.
An exergy analysis is conducted to identify the components where the ability
to perform work is lost. This will help to understand the diﬀerences in energy
consumption.

8.5.2

Exergy Analysis

The exergy analysis is done in three parts, one for each system considered.
The results for the cascade system, the direct compression and the direct compression with a buﬀer tank are shown in Tables 8.4, 8.5 and 8.6, respectively.
Each part consists of two steps. First, the components with the largest exergy
destructions are pointed out and suggestions for improvements are considered.
Second, the systems are considered in relation to the cascade system to point
out the diﬀerences in the systems from an exergy destruction point of view.
Cascade system
The exergy destruction and percentage of total exergy destruction in each component for the cascade system are shown in Table 8.4 for a HPL and a LPL
vehicle fuelling, respectively. The components with the largest exergy destruction in the HPL vehicle fuelling are the vehicle pressure loss (PL4) with almost
20 % of the total exergy destruction, the heat exchanger after the compressor
(HEX1) with 14.6 % of the total exergy destruction, the destruction inside the
vehicle tank with 12 % of the total destruction and the reduction valve (RV)
with 11.1 % of the total destruction. Considering the bank and the tanks in
the cascade system at the station, the exergy destruction corresponds to approximately 30 % of the total exergy destruction. The compressor’s exergy
destruction is 6.3 % of the total destruction. The pressure losses and mixers
at the station all have exergy destruction of less than 3 % of the total destruction. The exergy destruction in the vehicle tank and pressure loss 4 which is
also in the vehicle, cannot directly be improved from a station point of view.
The exergy destruction in all the tanks in the station are due to the pressure and temperature ﬂuctuation related to the fuelling of the vehicle and the
recovery afterwards of the cascade system. The exergy destruction could be
minimized by adding more tanks with pressures between the already existing
tanks. This would not only reduce the exergy destruction in the tanks, but
also aﬀect the compressor and the heat exchanger after the compressor. The
compressor’s exergy destruction is directly related to the pressure ratio and
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Table 8.4: Exergy destruction in the components of the hydrogen cascade fuelling system.
fuelling
HPL
LPL
Component [kW h]([%]) [kW h]([%])
Bank
0.41 (5.5)
0.41 (7.8)
Tank 1
0.46 (6.2) 0.55 (10.4)
Tank 2
0.62 (8.4)
0.50 (9.5)
Tank 3
0.75 (10.1) 0.25 (4.64)
Tank
0.89 (12.0) 0.91 (17.1)
Compressor
0.47 (6.3)
0.37 (7.0)
HEX 1
1.09 (14.6) 0.76 (14.3)
HEX 2
0.22 (3.0)
0.22 (4.1)
RV
0.83 (11.1) 0.91 (17.2)
PL1
0.01 (0.1)
0.01 (0.1)
PL2
0.05 (0.7)
0.14 (2.7)
PL3
0.13 (1.8)
0.06 (1.0)
PL4
1.43 (19.3)
0.12 (2.2)
Mixer 1
0.05 (0.6)
0.03 (0.6)
Mixer 2
0.03 (0.4)
0.03 (0.6)
Mixer 3
0.01 (0.2)
0.03 (0.6)
Total
5.95 (100)
5.31 (100)

the mass the compressor needs to move. Adding more tanks in the cascade
system would cause the compressor to deliver mass at lower pressure ratios.
The heat exchanger after the compressor (HEX1) would also reduce the exergy
destruction, as the temperature out of the compressor would be reduced due
to lower compression ratios; hence, considering eq. 3.46, it can be seen how
the cooling demand and the temperature are directly inﬂuencing the exergy
destruction of the components in terms of heat ﬂow. The reduction valve of
the system has increasing exergy destruction as the pressure ratio across the
valve increases. There are two ways of decreasing the exergy destruction in the
valve. Adding more tanks in the cascade system or installing a work producing
expander. Adding one more tank to the cascade system (total of four) results in
a reduction in exergy destruction in the tanks in the cascade system for a HPL
fuelling of 0.06 kWh in total, the compressor decreases with 0.02 kWh and the
exergy destruction in the heat exchanger after the compressor decreases with
0.06 kWh. The reduction valve exergy destruction decreases with 0.09 kWh.
This gives a total exergy savings on these components of 0.22 kWh or 3.7 %
compared to the reference system.
Considering the LPL vehicle fuelling, the overall exergy destruction is 11 %
lower compared to the high pressure loss vehicle fuelling. The critical compo-
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nents considering exergy destruction are in general the same as for the high
pressure loss vehicle fuelling, though there are two components which stand
out: the exergy destruction of the pressure loss in the vehicle (PL4) and the
reduction valve. The exergy destruction in the vehicle is only 8 % of the exergy
destruction in the HPL vehicle fuelling; this is due to the much lower pressure
loss in the vehicle. The exergy destruction in the reduction valve is higher for
the LPL vehicle fuelling. This is because the pressure loss is lower in the vehicle,
so the reduction valve does a higher pressure reduction. The exergy destruction
in the vehicle tank is higher in the LPL vehicle fuelling; this is because of the
lower pressure loss in the vehicle, compared to the HPL fuelling. For the LPL
vehicle fuelling the hydrogen is colder than for the HPL vehicle fuelling as the
pressure drop between the heat exchanger and the vehicle tank is lower; the
heat up of hydrogen due to the Joule-Thomson eﬀect is lower. The density of
the hydrogen entering the tank is therefore higher for a LPL vehicle fuelling.
In the HPL vehicle fuelling, a part of the heat up of the hydrogen has already
happened in the vehicle pressure loss, resulting in a lower density diﬀerence
between the hydrogen stream into the tank and the density in the tank. As the
total mass removed from the cascade system to the vehicle is the same for both
fuellings, one might wonder why there are exergy diﬀerences in the tanks in
the cascade system between the high and the low pressure loss vehicle fuelling.
This is because the low pressure loss fuelling takes most of the mass from the
lower tanks (bank and tank 1) and less from the upper tanks (tank 2 and tank
3), and therefore the exergy destruction in these tanks is larger compared to
a high pressure loss vehicle fuelling. Considering the high-pressure tank (tank
3), the exergy destruction is larger for the high pressure loss system as more
mass is removed and then ﬁlled to it. In order to reduce the exergy destruction
in the low pressure loss vehicle fuelling, the same initiatives as for the high
pressure loss vehicles are valid.
Direct compression
The exergy destruction and the percentage of the total destruction in each
component in the direct compression system is shown in table 8.5 for both a
HPL and a LPL vehicle fuelling. Considering the exergy destruction for a HPL
vehicle fuelling, the components with the largest exergy destructions are the
vehicle pressure loss with 32 % of the total exergy destruction, the vehicle tank
with 19 % of the total destruction, the heat exchanger after the compressor
with 18 % of the total destruction, the bank at the station with 9 % of the total destruction and the compressor with 9 % of the overall exergy destruction.
The exergy destruction in the vehicle is independent of the fuelling stations
design, and can therefore not directly be improved by changing the station.
The only way the station can directly inﬂuence the vehicle is by increasing
or decreasing the fuelling time, though improvement with respect to exergy
of the station also indirectly decreases the exergy destruction in the vehicle.
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Table 8.5: Exergy destruction in the components of the direct compression
system
Fuelling
HPL
LPL
Component [kW h]([%]) [kW h]([%])
Bank
0.42 (9.2) 0.42 (11.6)
Tank
0.91 (19.4) 0.91 (25.1)
Compressor
0.42 (9.1)
0.33 (9.1)
HEX 1
0.81 (17.8) 0.53 (14.6)
HEX 2
0.23 (5.0)
0.22 (6.2)
Valve
0.03 (0.8)
0.17 (4.6)
PL1
1.48 (1.8)
0.14 (2.4)
PL2
0.22 (4.8) 0.81 (22.4)
PL4
1.48 (32.3)
0.14 (4.0)
Total
4.59 (100)
3.44 (100)

By increasing the fuelling time, the exergy destruction in the vehicle tank will
decrease, and by decreasing the fuelling time, the exergy destruction increases
since the temperature inside the tank would be lower with increased fuelling
time as more heat would dissipate to the surroundings. The exergy destruction in the heat exchanger after the compressor is a result of the pressure and
the temperature out of the compressor. The exergy destruction in the bank is
unavoidable without changing the design of the system to consist of more than
one tank at the station.
The fuelling for a LPL vehicle has a 25 % lower overall exergy destruction
compared to the HPL vehicle fuelling. The components that are noticeably
aﬀected by the LPL vehicle compared to the HPL vehicle are the pressure loss
in the vehicle (PL4) and the pressure loss at the exit of the station (PL2). The
pressure loss in the vehicle is lower which results in a lower exergy destruction. The exergy destruction at the outlet of the station is 75 % higher for
the LPL vehicle fuelling than for the HPL vehicle fuelling. This is a result of
the lower pressure loss in the vehicle, creating a much higher mass ﬂow when
fuelling from the bank; see Figure 8.10. The higher mass ﬂow results in a larger
pressure loss (see ﬁg.8.12) and a higher increased temperature due to the JouleThomson eﬀect. That is what causes the increases in exergy destruction in the
pressure loss (PL2) at the exit of the station. Another point worth noting is
that the exergy destruction in the vehicle tank is not inﬂuenced by the kind of
vehicle being fuelled;both have an exergy destruction of 0.91 kWh per fuelling.
Comparing the direct compression system to the cascade system, one must
ﬁrst note the use of considerably fewer components, reducing the number of
potential places for exergy destruction. The second point to be aware of is
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that the cascade system has a reduction valve which is used during the whole
fuelling, and the direct compression system only has a valve when using the
bank for fuelling. The exergy destruction in the reduction valve (RV) is more
than four times larger than for the valve in the direct compression system.
Furthermore, the compressor for the direct compression system has an exergy
destruction that is 25 % lower than for the cascade system. This is because
the compressor does not have to compress to a higher pressure than needed for
the fuelling. In relation to the compressor, the heat exchanger after the compressor has a 25 % lower exergy destruction for the direct compression system
compared to the cascade system. This can be directly related to the lower temperature out of the compressor. The exergy destruction in the vehicle tank is
approximately the same. This is because the the total mass ﬁlled to the tank is
the same resulting in the same heat up of the hydrogen. Thus, the temperature
diﬀerence between the ambient and the hydrogen is the same. If the tank in
the vehicle was adiabatic, the heat up of the hydrogen would be independent
of time and only a result of the mass being ﬁlled to it, though the tank is not
adiabatic, resulting in heat dissipating through the wall lowering the temperature. Therefore, by increasing fuelling time, the exergy destruction could be
decreased. The tank is made of carbon ﬁbre to withstand the high pressures,
and carbon ﬁbre has very low conductivity; the time should therefore increase
a lot in order to lower the exergy destruction. This would compromise the time
set for a customer-acceptable fuelling according to the fuelling procedure [34].
The reduction in exergy destruction going from a fuelling time of 176 s to 440
s (time ratio of 2.5) is 2.5 %. Considering the diﬀerence in energy usage in
Table 8.3, the diﬀerences in exergy destruction can be related to the energy
usage of the component. It can be seen that the direct compression system
uses approximately 20 % less energy for a fuelling than the cascade system,
and the exergy destruction is approximately 23 % lower.
Direct compression system with a buﬀer tank
The exergy destruction and the percentage of the total destruction in each
component in the direct compression system with a buﬀer are shown in Table
8.6 for a HPL and a LPL vehicle fuelling. For the HPL vehicle fuelling the
largest exergy destruction is in the pressure loss in the vehicle (PL4) which
accounts for 25 % of the total exergy destruction; the heat exchanger after
the compressor (HEX1) accounts for 20 % of the destruction, the tank in the
vehicle accounts for 16 %, and the reduction valve accounts for 13 % of the
total exergy destruction. Furthermore, the exergy destruction in the compressor is approximately 9 % of the total destruction. The exergy destruction in
the vehicle can be indirectly improved by improving the fuelling station. The
exergy destruction in the heat exchanger after the compressor is a result of the
temperature out of the compressor which depends on the pressure inside the
buﬀer tank. Considering Figure 8.15 the pressure of the buﬀer tank has a large
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Table 8.6: Exergy destruction in the components of the hydrogen fuelling systems, fuelling a high pressure loss vehicle.
Fuelling
HPL
LPL
Component [kW h]([%]) [kW h]([%])
Bank
0.42 (7.5)
0.42 (9.9)
Buﬀer
0.02 (0.3)
0.00 (0)
Tank
0.89 (15.7) 0.91 (21.3)
Compressor
0.48 (8.6)
0.38 (8.9)
HEX 1
1.15 (20.3) 0.72 (17.0)
HEX 2
0.21 (3.7)
0.20(4.8)
RV
0.76 (13.4) 0.75 (17.7)
PL1
0.09 (1.7)
0.06 (1.4)
PL2
0.05 (0.9)
0.14 (3.4)
PL3
0.13 (2.4) 0.55 (13.0)
PL4
1.43 (25.46)
0.12 (2.7)
Total
5.63 (100)
4.22 (100)

diﬀerence down to the pressure out of the reduction valve, resulting in a larger
pressure reduction than needed across the reduction valve. The compressor
does not stop during a fuelling before the pressure in the buﬀer tank reaches
1000 bar. If a diﬀerent approach was taken, limiting the pressure diﬀerence
between the buﬀer tank and the outlet of the reduction valve to 80 bar, then
the compressor would stop and wait for the pressure in the buﬀer tank to decrease to a pressure diﬀerence of, e.g., 20 bar across the reduction valve before
starting again. This operational strategy results in a lower exergy destruction
of the whole system of 0.44 kWh, where the largest decreases in exergy destruction are found in the reduction valve (0.34 kWh), and the heat exchanger
after the compressor (0.15 kWh) though the exergy destruction in the pressure
losses increases with 0.04 kWh. In addition, the total energy consumption of
the compressor decreases with 0.37 kWh. This operation of the fuelling station
has not been analysed further, as it would not be very eﬀective in reality to
have a compressor that constantly starts and stops.
Considering the low pressure loss vehicle fuelling, the exergy destructions that
are diﬀerent from the high pressure loss vehicle fuelling are the exergy destruction in the heat exchanger after the compressor, the exergy destruction in the
compressor and the exergy destruction in the pressure loss at the outlet of
the station. The diﬀerence in exergy destruction in the compressor and in the
heat exchanger for the two systems is caused by two diﬀerent eﬀects. First,
the mass ﬂow rate of the low pressure loss system reveals that more is ﬁlled
from the bank to the vehicle tank, which means that the compressor has less
mass to pressurize for the fuelling. Second, the buﬀer tank has a lower pressure
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during the fuelling of a low pressure vehicle, decreasing the pressure out of the
compressor. Though it the might seem strange that the exergy destruction in
the reduction valve is the same, this is caused by the lower pressure loss in
the vehicle, resulting in the reduction valve reducing the pressure further down
than it would for a high pressure loss vehicle fuelling.

The total exergy destruction of the direct compression system with a buﬀer
is 4 % lower for a HPL vehicle fuelling and 20 % lower for a LPL vehicle fuelling, compared to the exergy destruction of the cascade system. The exergy
destruction in each component for the two systems is almost identical. This
could indicate that the exergy destruction in the components is related to the
fuelling method, since both use the average pressure ramp rate. The reason for
the overall lower exergy destruction in the direct compression system with a
buﬀer can be found when comparing the high-pressure tank of the cascade system to the buﬀer tank. The buﬀer tank has an exergy destruction of 0.02 kWh
where the three tanks in the cascade system have an overall exergy destruction
of more than 1.3 kWh. This shows that the buﬀer tank is an improvement over
the cascade system as the exergy destruction of the bank and the compressor
are the same for the two systems.

8.6

Summary

A comparison of the three diﬀerent hydrogen fuelling systems, the cascade system, the direct compression system and the direct compression system with
a buﬀer, has been carried out. Then a thermodynamic analysis for each system, and an energy and exergy analysis considering the performance of each
station was performed and the diﬀerent station compared by their energy usage and destruction. The thermodynamic analysis showed that when fuelling
hydrogen according to the average pressure ramp rate, the thermodynamics
and variation in state of the hydrogen after the reduction valve, are the same
for the cascade system and the direct compression system with a buﬀer. The
direct compression system with a buﬀer also showed that it is possible to do
a fuelling according to the fuelling protocol without using a cascade system,
reducing the overall number of components. However, the control of the system
needs to be very accurate, and in reality, tests should be made to see if the
direct compression system with buﬀer is possible. Furthermore, at some point
during the fuelling of a high pressure loss vehicle, the temperature exceeded the
lower safety limit of -40 ◦ C in the buﬀer tank by 7 ◦ C. The thermodynamics
of the direct compression system showed that it is possible to make a system
eliminating the average pressure ramp rate and instead use the mass ﬂow out
of the compressor directly. The system was at all times within the safety limits
of the fuelling protocol, and the pressure increase in the tank did not deviate
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much from an average pressure ramp rate. In addition, the direct compression
system requires the least components of the three systems, and the highest
pressure tank needed is the bank at 300 bar. A practical challenge is that the
compressor needs to be able to deliver the average mass ﬂow needed for the
fuelling. One large diﬀerence between the cascade system and the two other
systems is the recovery time of the station after a fuelling. The direct compression and the direct compression with a buﬀer can continuously fuel vehicles,
whereas the cascade system needs recovery time depending on the size of the
compressor.
The energy analysis of the three systems showed that the direct compression
system with a buﬀer and the cascade system consumed almost the same amount
of energy to perform a complete fuelling cycle. For the cascade system the energy consumption was 5.61 and 4.34 kWh for the high and the low pressure loss
vehicle fuelling respectively. For the direct compression system with a buﬀer,
the energy consumption for the low and the high pressure loss vehicle fuelling
were 5.91 and 4.22 kWh, respectively. The direct compression system used 18
% less energy than the cascade system for both kinds of fuellings, showing itself
to be the least energy-requiring system for fuelling a hydrogen vehicle. For all
the systems the largest energy consumer was the compressor.
The exergy analysis showed that the largest exergy destruction occurred in
the vehicle’s pressure loss and the vehicle tank. For all systems the exergy
destruction in the vehicle tank was approximately 0.9 kWh. This is because
the same mass is ﬁlled over approximately the same period of time resulting
in identical heat up of the tanks. In general the vehicle’s exergy destruction
cannot be reduced directly by the station manufacturers, though improvement
of the station might cause less exergy destruction in the vehicle. Furthermore,
the compressor and the heat exchanger after the compressor also have high
exergy destruction in all three systems. The destruction varies from 6 to 9 %
of the total exergy destruction of each system for the compressor and between
12 and 20 % for the heat exchanger in the systems. For the direct compression
system with a buﬀer tank, a diﬀerent control of the compressor or a diﬀerent
size of the buﬀer tank, could reduce the exergy destruction in the compressor
and heat exchanger after the compressor. For the cascade system the exergy
destruction of the compressor and heat exchanger after the compressor could
be reduced further by introducing more tanks at diﬀerent pressures in the cascade system. In general more tanks in the cascade system would reduce the
exergy destruction, lowering the energy demand as shown in Chapter 7.
The analysis of the three systems showed that considering energy usage and
exergy destruction of the station, the direct compression system has an 18 %
lower energy consumption and a 23 % lower exergy destruction, compared to
the cascade and the direct fuelling system with a buﬀer. Furthermore, the
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direct compression requires the smallest number of tanks and the control is
quite simple compared to the direct compression with a buﬀer. Although the
ramp rate is not followed, the deviation is within the allowance of the average
pressure ramp rate which will be published when the fuelling protocol SAE
TIR J2601 becomes a standard (expected in the spring of 2014).

Chapter

9

Concluding remarks

The aim of this study is to contribute to the understanding of hydrogen fuelling systems for fuelling hydrogen vehicles for personal
transportation. This includes exploring the thermodynamics of a
complete system and the optimization of fuelling systems. The
work deals with hydrogen fuelling in general with respect to the
fuelling protocol and the energy optimization of the fuelling process. Speciﬁc focus is kept on a cascade fuelling system as that is
the most common technology used.

9.1

Summary of ﬁndings

Based on a literature review, the area of hydrogen fuelling had not been explored from a system perspective. However, there are several papers with more
thorough studies of tanks for hydrogen storage and the thermodynamics of ﬁlling them, as well as experiments and numerical and CFD calculations of the
temperature distribution inside the tank. During the time of this study, there
has been attention to energy and exergy considerations of simple fuelling systems, though the systems studied do not comply with the fuelling protocol.
A thermodynamic library is made in Dymola, a dynamic simulation software
based on the Modelica language. The library is built up by separate component
models that all receive and pass on mass ﬂow, enthalpy and pressure. In this
way all the components can be connected together in any unspeciﬁed order to
design diﬀerent systems. The library is able to include components made by
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other developers using the same information as input and output. The models
from the library have successfully been compared to models made by industry.
Furthermore, the model has been compared to experimental data of a hydrogen
fuelling station showing the same trends.
Using the library for hydrogen fuelling, two diﬀerent models were made. The
ﬁrst model fuels a hydrogen vehicle using only one high-pressure tank. The second model fuels a hydrogen vehicle from a cascade system consisting of three
tanks at diﬀerent pressures. To analyse the thermodynamics of hydrogen fuelling, the ﬁrst model was used due to its simplicity. The analysis shows the
temperature, pressure and mass ﬂow development during a fuelling at strategic
places in the system. A parameter variation of the vehicle’s pressure loss shows
that the mass ﬂow rate of the fuelling changes as the pressure loss in the vehicle
changes. A low pressure loss results in a high early peak of mass ﬂow, whereas
a high pressure loss results in a lower peak later on in the fuelling. Following
the non-communicative protocol, a higher pressure loss in the vehicle results in
less mass fuelled, a lower cooling demand of up to 35 % and a higher ending
temperature in the vehicle tank. Comparing the one-tank system to the system
with three-tanks in cascade, one sees that the fuelling of the vehicle is independent of the station design as the outlet pressure and the temperature are
the same for both system designs. The vehicle fuelling is not inﬂuenced by the
station design, but the station and the fuelling process are inﬂuenced by the
pressure loss in the vehicle. Furthermore, the comparison shows that in general the cascade system performs better than the single-tank fuelling station, in
that it has a lower amount of total mass stored, lower energy consumption and
a faster recovery time. However, the peak cooling demand in the pre-cooler in
the dispenser is higher using the cascade system.
Considering the analysis comparing a single-tank fuelling station and the cascade system fuelling station, it was clear that more research should be done to
optimise the station design. A more general and detailed compressor model was
therefore implemented in the library along with the concept of stream which
enables the mass ﬂows in the system to be zero. With this improvement, the
model is able to do a simulation of a complete fuelling cycle; hence, the vehicle
fuelling section and the storage system of the station are in the same model
unlike previous studies (e.g. [32]) where they are calculated separately.
The library for hydrogen fuelling was used to build a model of a complete
fuelling station, including the storage section, a compressor and the cascade
fuelling system. The system was then used to perform three diﬀerent parameter variations of the cascade system. First, there are simulations increasing
the number of tanks in the cascade system from one to eight. Second, for
each simulation done in the tank variation, an optimization of the volume of
each tank was done. The volumes were speciﬁed by decreasing the size of the
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highest pressure tank to a minimum, and then the volume of the tank with
the second highest pressure was decreased and so on. Third, keeping the volume of the tanks in the ﬁrst analysis constant at 1 m3 each, the pressure in
the tanks was reduced by reducing the pressure of the highest pressure tank
to a minimum, keeping the lowest pressure tank constant. The other tanks
were distributed with an equal pressure ratio between them. The study shows
that by increasing the number of tanks, the energy consumption decreases approaching an exponential function. By going from a single tank to two tanks
in the cascade system, the energy consumption would be reduced by 18 %, and
when increasing the number of tanks to more than four, the energy savings
becomes less than 5 % for each extra tank. Furthermore, the study shows that
the compressor accounts for more than 50 % of the total energy consumption.
Decreasing the volumes of the tanks shows that the additional energy savings
would be less than 3 %. Though smaller tanks would also decrease the investment costs, even though the energy savings are low, the overall cost could be
reduced signiﬁcantly. The third analysis reducing the pressure in the tanks for
each of the systems from the tank variation, shows an additional energy savings of around 4-5 % for each system. In general, the analysis shows that the
design of the cascade system has a great inﬂuence on the energy consumption
of a complete fuelling cycle. Especially with less than four tanks in the cascade
system, additional energy savings can be made by an extra tank.
The high-pressure tanks in the cascade system are expensive, and other alternative fuelling systems could be considered in order to reduce the number of
tanks. From a system design perspective, fuelling directly from a compressor
is potentially the simplest fuelling and should require less energy as the hydrogen is only compressed to the needed pressure for the fuelling of the vehicle.
However, by using a compressor directly, the average pressure ramp cannot be
satisﬁed as the system becomes controlled by the mass ﬂow of the compressor
instead of the pressure rise at the exit. An alternative system has therefore
been proposed, where the compressor instead of fuelling directly into the vehicle, fuels into a small (0.025 m3 ) high-pressure buﬀer tank. The buﬀer tank
then delivers hydrogen for the vehicle fuelling enabling the average pressure
ramp rate to be satisﬁed at the exit of the station, while the compressor runs
at constant speed. The direct compression system and the direct compression
system with a buﬀer are compared to a cascade system with four tanks. First,
a thermodynamic analysis of each system is performed for vehicles with a high
and a low pressure loss. The analysis of the direct compression system shows
that it does not compress hydrogen to a higher pressure than needed, and the
temperature inside the vehicle tank does not exceed 85 %. The thermodynamic analysis of the direct compression system with a buﬀer shows that it
is possible to perform a fuelling according to the SAE J2601, without using
a cascade system. The compressor can run at a constant speed throughout
the fuelling, and the buﬀer tank secures that the average pressure ramp rate
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is satisﬁed. In addition, the thermodynamic properties of the hydrogen in the
vehicle are the same for the cascade fuelling and for the direct compression
with a buﬀer fuelling. This emphasizes the point from Chapter 6, that the
station does not inﬂuence the fuelling of the vehicle, but the vehicle inﬂuences
the station. Furthermore, the thermodynamic study reveals that it is possible
to do two alternative systems where large high pressure tanks are eliminated.
The energy analysis comparing the direct compression system, the direct compression system with a buﬀer and the cascade system shows that there is not
a large diﬀerence in energy usage between the direct compression system with
a buﬀer and the cascade system. The reason the direct compression system
with a buﬀer uses the same amount of energy as the cascade system is because
the compressor needs to compress to the pressure of the buﬀer tank, which
is at a higher pressure than needed for the fuelling. The direct compression
system has an energy savings of 18 % compared to the two other systems. The
energy savings of the compressor is more than 23 %, as the pressure out is
generally lower than for the two other systems, and the temperature out is
also lower resulting in an energy savings of 22 % for the cooling needed after
the compression. In order to see which components in the three diﬀerent fuelling systems have the largest inﬂuence on the energy consumption, an exergy
analysis is performed for each system, showing the exergy destruction in each
component. The exergy analysis shows that the largest exergy destruction for
all the systems is in the vehicle’s pressure loss and tank. The destruction in
the vehicle tank is for all three systems approximately 0.9 kWh. This indicates
that the destruction is related to the mass ﬁlled and heat of compression, and
therefore hard to improve. The compressor and the heat exchanger after the
compressor also have high exergy destructions with a total of between 20-29
% for each system. Furthermore, for the direct compression system with a
buﬀer tank, a more intelligent control could be implemented with more starts
and stops of the compressors assuring that the pressure reduction across the
reduction valve is minimized. Considering the reduction valve in the cascade
system and the direct compression system with a buﬀer, it accounts for 10-17
% of the total exergy destruction. This exergy destruction is not present in the
direct compression system as a result of using the mass ﬂow rate directly from
the compressor for fuelling instead of an average pressure ramp rate. The most
energy-eﬃcient system is without doubt the direct compression system, which
has an overall lower energy consumption and exergy destruction.

9.2

Recommendations for further work

The results in this study are based on numerical calculations. Even though the
models have been veriﬁed with another model and compared to test data from
a hydrogen fuelling station, further work lies in an extensive validation of the
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model. This could involve using an experimental setup where each component
can be tested separately with controlled mass ﬂow and pressures. Validation
of the heat transfer model could be done by placing thermocouples inside and
on the outside of a hydrogen cylinder in a controlled environment. The hydrogen and wall temperatures should be measured over time to estimate the heat
stored in the thermal mass of the tank and the heat transfer to the environment.
Furthermore, it could be interesting to extend the component library to include fuel cell and electrolysis equations and solid storage. In this way the
library could be a universal hydrogen library and be able to consider not only
fuelling stations, but also complete vehicle systems and solid storage technology.
For research within hydrogen fuelling stations, it could be interesting to investigate systems other than cascade fuelling systems and do life-time cost
analysis, to see which one is the best investment.
Another issue would be to optimize the fuelling stations according to the improved fuelling protocol that is to be released soon (end 2013). The new protocol has new temperature intervals for pre-cooling, and there has been discussion
about raising the temperature limit inside the vehicle tank.
Having multiple compressors at the station enables the possibility of diﬀerent operation strategies when fuelling the tanks in the cascade system. There
could be one compressor ﬁlling the lower pressure tanks and then one which fuels from the lower pressure tanks to the high-pressure tanks, using the tanks in
the cascade system as an intermediate step, similar to a two-stage compressor.
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A

Appendix

This appendix contains additional information on the components
modeled in Dymola. The primary intent is to give the reader an
understanding of how the models are composed.

A.1

System structure

The predeﬁned component models in the library can be dragged and dropped
into the templates or a new model. It is possible to connect the component
models by dragging a line between them. Each model has a user interface
that allows the user to change parameters. Changing the parameters in the
new system model allows each component to have diﬀerent values in diﬀerent
system models, hence the parameters are changed locally and speciﬁc for the
model in that system. This allows the same component model to be reused with
diﬀerent parameters in the same or diﬀerent systems, eliminating the need for
multiple models of the same component in the library. Figure A.1 shows the
parameter window for a tank.

A.1.1

Templates

Hydrogen fuelling is a complex process both with regards to the control of
the station but also when taking into account SAE J2601 [34]. A template,
in which larger systems can be made, containing global variables is therefore
necessary. Template retrieves the global variables from the control model and
the information about the fuelling process from the HRSInfo. Therefore both
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Figure A.1: The user interface of the tank models

a control model and the HRSInfo needs to be present, HRSInfo comes as standard in Template. The global variables which are accessible through the template are for the HRSInfo; Ambient temperature (T_amb), Ambient pressure
(P_amb) and starting pressure in vehicle (P_start). Parameters from the fuelling protocol are; Average pressure ramp rate (APRR), reference pressure for
fuelling (P_ref), target state of charge (SOC_target), ending pressure for fuelling (P_end) and hydrogen temperature out of the station (T_cool). These
are all parameters which are found in HRSInfo depending on the user input (see
information about HRSInfo for further explanation). The parameters which are
made global from the control models is; z1, z2, z3 and z4. They are integers
that, when triggered by an event, can change. The models that need control
are depending on these values. Figure A.2 shows a template with a control
model, the HRSInfo and a whole fuelling system. The template is the white
background on top of which the components lie. The principle of connecting
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Figure A.2: The template with the HRSInfo, a control model and ta whole
fuelling system

the components is also shown. Template2 is a template where the connections
to the control model have been eliminated, it can be used for simple systems
which do not require controls. The HRSInfo is integrated in the template in
a way which means it can be present without being used, unlike the control
models. If no models are added in Template2 it can lookup values from the
fuelling protocol J2601, based on the user’s inputs in HRSInfo.

A.1.2

Fueling protocol

The fuelling of hydrogen can be done according to the technical information
report from the society of automotive engineers J2601; Fueling protocol for light
duty gaseous hydrogen surface vehicle [34]. The model HRSInfo has integrated
the protocol and by typing the ambient temperature (T_amb), the starting
pressure in the vehicle tank (P_start) and choosing the fuelling protocol, the
model returns target pressure for the vehicle tank (P_end), target state of
charge (SOC_target), average pressure ramp rate (APRR), reference pressure
(P_ref) and temperature of hydrogen out of the station (T_cool). Another
parameter which can also be typed in by the user is ambient pressure which
is not used for the lookup, but by having it here it can be made accessible for
other models through the templates. The model can be used as a stand-alone
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for calling parameters, but it is integrated into both the templates so all returns
from the call are available for the models of other components..

A.1.3

Connectors

A connector is the outside link to a model that assures that data can be passed
on into or out of the model. For the hydrogen fuelling library there are three
diﬀerent connectors that are used; FlowPort, PressurePort and HeatFlow which
has 4 derivations. The ports have no user based options for changes and they are
designed for minimizing the number of diﬀerent ports needed in the library. The
FlowPort is the general port passing on information between the components.
All models have at least one FlowPort port. It passes on mass ﬂow, enthalpy
and pressure. The ﬂow port uses the concepts of ﬂow and stream for the
mass ﬂow and enthalpy, repectively. The HeatFlow port passes on information
between the heat transfer models. It passes on information of temperature,
pressure, area and heat ﬂow. There are four diﬀerent heat ports with minor
diﬀerences in which data is passed on. HeatFlow2 also passes on mass ﬂow,
HeatFlowTube is speciﬁcally designed for heat transfer through a tube wall and
TemperaturePort only passes on temperature. The PressurePort port passes
on information about pressure in the component, this is used for passing on
information from the component to the control model. The ports are collected
in the folder called Ports i the library and their symbol are shown in ﬁgure A.3.

flowPort

pressurePort

heatFlow

Figure A.3: The ports as they appear in Dymola. From left: ﬂowport, pressureport and heatﬂow

A.1.4

Tanks

The folder Tanks in the library includes 2 models. One for a tank with one
entrance and one for a tank with two entrances.
• Tanks
– Tank1 - Tank model with one entrance
– Tank2 - Tank model with two entrances
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The most common kind of tank for hydrogen storage has one entrance, but
in some systems 2 entrances are useful. The tank models are made with the
equations from section 3.4 using enthalpy. The tank models have the user
deﬁned parameters and choices:
• Parameters
– Volume (V ) - Volume of the tank
– Initial pressure (pInitial)
– Initial temperature (TInitial)
– Guess start mass ﬂow rate (m_ﬂowStart)
• Choices
– Adiabatic fuelling (Adiabatic) - true for adiabatic fuelling
– Fixed initial pressure (FixedInitialPressure) - True for ﬁxed pressure
The possibility of choosing an adiabatic tank enables the user to easily switch
between a tank with or without heat transfer without deleting models. The
option of ﬁxing the pressure or only using it as a guess value is useful when
a tank is placed between two other volumes, with unknown pressure losses inbetween, as the initial pressure in such case is unknown. The output of the Tank
models are the changes in thermodynamic properties such as pressure, enthalpy,
internal energy, entropy, exergy, temperature, density, thermal conductivity,
heat ﬂow rate etc. Other properties that can be seen are the change of total
mass, the mass ﬂow rate and the state of charge of the tank. For a tank used
as a vehicle tank, the state of charge is related to the protocol and for a storage
tank at the station the state of charge is related to the initial mass in the tank.
Figure A.4 shows the symbol of the tank in the library. The tank models have

Figure A.4: Tank1 to the left and tank2 to the right
besides the FlowPorts one HeatFlow and one PressurePort. The HeatFlow and
PressurePort are optional ports and if no connections are present the model will
still function. The PressurePort passes on the pressure to the control model
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and the HeatFlow port exchanges data with the heat transfer model, by not
connecting to a heat transfer model, the tank is per deﬁnition adiabatic.

A.1.5

Heat transfer

The heat transfer model is the the only model that uses sub models. The heat
transfer model is created by connecting several cells together. The structure in
the library is as follows:
• HeatTransfer
– HeatTranferTank - Heat transfer model for a tank
– HeatTranferTube - Heat transfer model for a tube
– WallPieces - Folder containing sub models
∗ InnerWallCell
∗ OuterWallCell
∗ LinerCell
∗ TankCell
∗ TubeCell
∗ Liner5Pieces
∗ Tank10Pieces
∗ Tube5Pieces
The two models which is used for simulations is HeatTranferTank and HeatTranferTube. The folder WallPieces contains submodels that are used in the
two main models in order to get unsteady 1-dimensional transient heat transfer
for the tank and tube walls as well as changing gas temperature in the length
dimension of the tube. The models named liner represent the ﬁrst layer of
material in a tank and the models named tank represent the wrapping around
the liner. The models named tube are speciﬁcally made for calculation of heat
transfer in a tube with a non-uniform temperature distribution of the hydrogen. The sub-models named "Cell" at the end represent one volume of the wall
and the sub-models named "Pieces" in the end contains a number of cells in
serial connection. The predeﬁned numbers of liner cells in a tank is 5 and for
tank cells it is 10 cells. The number of cells is chosen iteratively using several
simulations with diﬀerent numbers of liner and tank cells. It was found that
using more than 5 liner cells and 10 tank cells did not change the results but
increased the calculation time. For the tube there are 3 volumes through the
wall and 30 pieces, each containing the 3 volumes of the wall, in the lengthwise
direction of the wall.
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Tanks
The parameters that are user deﬁned for HeatTranferTank are:
• Parameters
– Charging heat transfer coeﬃcient (h_charging)
– Dicharging heat transfer coeﬃcient (h_discharging)
– Heat transfer coeﬃcient outside the tank (h_o)
– Thickness of liner (xLiner)
– Thickness of wrapping (xTank)
– Inside diameter of the tank (dInner)
– Inside length of the tank (LInner)
– Inside area of tank walls (AInner)
• Choices
– Tank type (tank) - Decides the tank type for property calls
– Calculation of area used (Area) - true for using the given tank dimension to calculate area, false to type own area
The choice of tank type is between the 4 diﬀerent tank types used for pressurized hydrogen; Type I, Type II, Type III and Type IV. Table A.1 shows
the main properties of the diﬀerent tank types used in the heat transfer model.
This enables the same model to be used for all the diﬀerent tank types. Further
Property/Tank
Tank
Speciﬁc heat [kJ/(kgK)]
Thermal conductivity [W/(mK)]
Density [kg/m3 ]
Liner
Speciﬁc heat [kJ/(kgK)]
Thermal conductivity [W/(mK)]
Density [kg/m3 ]

Type I
Steel
481
15
8050
-

Type II
Alumina
896
236
2700
-

Type III
Composite
1075
1.14
1374
Alumina
896
180
2700

Type IV
Composite
1075
1.14
1374
Plastic
1578
1.17
1287

Table A.1: Properties of the four diﬀerent tank types for storing of hydrogen
the geometry of the tank is user deﬁned, it is therefore possible to model most
hydrogen tanks within a good estimate. The properties of the tank materials are predeﬁned by standard, but it is possible to change them by changing
the external text document "Heatransferporperties.txt". The inside area of the
tank can either be calculated by the user deﬁned geometrical parameters or
given directly by the user. The area will in both cases increase throughout the
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wall with the thickness of the walls using radial coordinates. The model considers the mass ﬂow rate in the tank to decide which heat transfer coeﬃcient
to use, the tank can therefore both be charged and discharged within the same
simulation. A.5. The output of the model is the heat ﬂow rate through the
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Figure A.5: Sketch of the principal of the model in Dymola
wall which is used in the energy balance of the hydrogen inside the tank. The
change in thermodynamic properties of hydrogen in the tank is interdependent
with the heat ﬂow through the wall. Other outputs are the temperature distribution in the wall, the heat ﬂow through each layer etc. The principle of the
heat transfer through the wall in the tank is shown in ﬁg. A.5. The temperature distribution of the hydrogen inside the tank is uniform that results in a
uniform temperature distribution in the wall.
Tubes
For the tube model the parameters and choices that are user deﬁned in HeatTranferTube are:
• Parameters
– The inner diameter of the tube (d_i)
– The outer diameter of the tube (d_o)
– The Length of the tube (Length)
– The heat transfer coeﬃcient outside the tube h_o
The tube properties are the same as for stainless steel in table A.1. The change
of the hydrogen temperature through the tube is calculated in 30 steps in
the ﬂow direction. The output of the heat transfer model of the tube is the
temperature out. Though the temperature into, out of and through the wall
of each wall piece can be found. The principal of the heat transfer through a
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Figure A.6: The principal of the tube in Dymola

tube is shown in ﬁgure A.6. The tube consists of 30 pieces that each contain
a uniform temperature distribution of the hydrogen. Though, the hydrogen
temperature changes between each piece. Each tube piece can be considered
as a 1-dimensional unsteady heat ﬂow model. Though, between each piece the
temperature of the hydrogen changes, so the heat transfer is 2-dimensional as
the temperature both changes through the wall but also in the ﬂow direction.

A.1.6

Pressure losses

The pressure loss folder consists of 4 models with diﬀerent functions.
• PressureLosses
– ReductionValve - Reduction valve model
– AveragePressureRampRate - Sets an average pressure ramp rate
– PressureLoss - Pressure loss model containing 3 diﬀerent presure
losses
– TubeWithHeatTransfer - Tube model with heat transfer connections
All the pressure loss components consist of two ﬂow ports where one acts as an
entrance and the other as an exit, though the ports are not dedicated and the
ﬂow can go both ways through the model due to the ﬂow and stream concept.
The model symbols are shown in ﬁgure A.7. For all the ﬂow components the

Figure A.7: From the left. ReductionValve, AveragePressureRampRate, PressureLoss and TubeWithHeatTransfer
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pressure loss is formulated as a function of the volume ﬂow. This result in
the pressure loss is found as a square root. In order to avoid problems when
the volume ﬂow approaches or is equal to zero a square root function is used,
linearising the pressure drop when it becomes less than 10 P a. The outputs that
can be studied are the thermodynamic properties; the pressure drop, enthalpy,
exergy, temperature etc.
Reduction valve and average pressure ramp rate
The reduction valve and the average pressure ramp rate are closely connected
and if one is used the other one needs to be present. The average pressure ramp
rate sets the ramp rate in a system at the placement of it. This is the only
the place where the ramp rate is set and therefore not necessarily the same
place as where the pressure is regulated. The reduction valve regulates the
pressure so that the average pressure ramp rate is maintained in the average
pressure ramp rate model, thus compensating for pressure losoes that might
occur between them. The reduction valve has two pressure ports to measure
the pressures at the inlet and exit; these are used in the control for changing
tanks. The average pressure ramp rate has one pressure port which is also used
to measure the pressure. The reduction valve and the average pressure ramp
rate components have the following parameter inputs:
• Reduction valve
– Initial temperature in (TinitialIn)
– Initial pressure in (pIntialIn)
– Initial pressure out (pInitialOut)
• Average pressure ramp rate
– Initial temperature (TInitial)
– Initial pressure (pInitial)
– Alternative ramp rate (APRR2 )
– Choice between which ramp rate to use (SAEJ2601 )
The initial values are guess values and an approximate guess is enough. For
the reduction valve both the pressure into and out of it should be guessed as
the pressure diﬀerence often can be of signiﬁcant magnitude. For the average
pressure ramp rate, there is the possibility of using a user deﬁned ramp rate
instead of the predeﬁned ramp rates from the protocol SAE J2601 [34]. If
SAEJ2601 is false then the APRR2 is enabled. The output of the average
pressure ramp rate is a pressure rise equal to the ramp rate and for the reduction
valve the pressure out is decided to maintain the average pressure ramp rate.
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Pressure losses
The pressure loss model consists of the option to choose between the three
diﬀerent pressure losses described in chapter 3.6. the options are; pressure loss
through a valve with a given pressure loss constant (kv ), pressure loss through
a mass ﬂow meter or a ﬁlter with a given pressure loss constant kp and pressure
loss through a tube including length equivalent pressure losses. The inputs that
are given to the PressureLoss model are:
• Tube
– Inside diameter (Diameter)
– Length in ﬂow direction (Length)
– Roughness of tube (Roughness)
– Length equivalent (K_length)
• Valve
– Pressure loss constant (kv)
• Filter and mass ﬂow meter
– Pressure loss constant (kp)
• Common parameters for all pressure losses
– Initial temperature (TInitial)
– Initial pressure (pInitial)
When one of the three diﬀerent pressure loss calculations is chosen the parameters that need to be ﬁlled in become accessible in the software and it is
not possible to put in values for other parameters than the ones related to the
pressure loss. The initial state parameters are stating guess values and do not
need to be accurate.
Tube with heat transfer
The tube model with heat transfer consists of the same parameters as the tube
model in the PressureLoss model for deciding the pressure loss, but in addition
it has the outer diameter of the tube for calculation of the Biot number. Further
it has two heat transfer ports, which should be connected to the tube heat
transfer model. It also has more outputs as the coeﬃcient of heat transfer
for the hydrogen is calculated. The heat transfer ports pass on the relevant
information for calculating the temperature out to the heat transfer model and
it then receives the temperature out of the tube.
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Compressors

The Compressors folder contains one master compressor Compressor model
and a number of variations, made for speciﬁc systems, e.g. diﬀerent control,
volume instead of mass ﬂow based. The variations are not considered here as
they only deviate a little from the master compressor model and they do not
change the core compressor equations from 3.7. The inputs for the compressor
model are:
• Choice of eﬃciency calculation CompressorType
• Number of strokes per minute Strokes
• The volume of the cylinder
The output is the work done, the eﬃciency, the enthalpy, pressure and temperature out. The compressor is modelled without cooling, but a heat exchanger
can be placed after it in a system to obtain an estimate of the cooling demand
needed in the compressor for a speciﬁc outlet temperature. The symbol of the
compressor model is shown in ﬁg. A.8 There is a maximum pressure ratio of 5

Figure A.8: The compressor symbol in Dymola
limitation to the compressor model, see chapter 3.7.2

A.1.8

Heat exchangers

The HeatEchangers folder contains one model of a simple heat exchanger according to chapter 3.8. The model has the option of using the outlet temperature set by the protocol SAE J2601 [34] or to use a user deﬁned outlet
temperature. The heat exchanger works with ﬂow from either direction and
gives the outlet temperature set. The output is the cooling demand. Figure
A.9 shows the symbol of the heat exchanger model.

A.1.9

Mixers

The folder Mixers contains two models of mixers. One with a volume VolumeMixer and one without IdealMixing, see chapter 3.8 for further theoretical
explanation.
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Figure A.9: The heat exchanger symbol in Dymola

• Mixers
– VolumeMixer -Mixer with a volume
– IdelaMixer - Mixer without a volume
The ideal mixing without a volume has no inputs. The mixer with a volume
has the following inputs:
• Volume of the mixer (V )
• Fixing the pressure (FixedIntitalPressure)
• Initial pressure (pInital)
• Initial temperature (TInitial)
For the volume mixer the volume should be small so it does not inﬂuence the
system, if it is too large it will act as a tank with 3 entrances. The Fixed
initial pressure is an important parameter as the initial pressure either is ﬁxed
or just a guess value. With other volumes connected directly to the mixer
one of them has to be ﬁxed and the other one free. Both the VolumeMixer
and the IdelMixer models have a confusing way to show results. In the model
when simulated all the ports have the same pressure and enthalpy, even though
the ﬂows going into the mixer have diﬀerent enthalpies. This is because the
connectors are considered to be just inside the mixer and therefore take the
same values as the mixed ﬂow. For the energy balance the correctly values
for enthalpies are used through the stream concept. The mass ﬂow entering
or leaving the mixer is shown correct in the ports. The symbol of the mixer
component model is shown in ﬁg. A.10

A.1.10

Switches

The switch is used to choose which ﬂow to pass on to the rest of the system
choosing from more than one ﬂow. The switches folder contains switches with
entrances of between 2 to 10 ﬂows. The switches are components without any
mathematical description, as it they do not inﬂuence the properties of the ﬂow.
The switches are controlled by the control model and receive a signal through
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Figure A.10: The mixer symbol in Dymola

a global variable which it then uses to direct the ﬂows. There are two diﬀerent
kinds of switches, one with a stop (WithStop) and one without (WithOutStop).
The parameters of the model are:
• Switch control - compressor or vehicle (control)
• Stop control - Station or vehicle decided - only available in models with
stop)(control2 )
The Stop function terminates the simulation when either the vehicle tank is
ﬁlled up or when the tanks at the hydrogen fuelling station are ﬁlled up. Both
type of switches are controlled by either the pressure diﬀerence across the reduction valve or the pressure in the tank at the station. The option of controlling
it by the pressure across the reduction valve is used to direct the ﬂow of fuelling
a hydrogen vehicle. the option controlling it by the pressure in the tanks at
the station are used to direct the ﬂow from the compressor. The symbol for
the Switches is shown in ﬁg. A.11.

Figure A.11: The switch symbol in Dymola, for a switch choosing between 3
ﬂows

Appendix

B

Veriﬁcation of listed
component models

This appendix contains additional information on the components
modeled in Dymola. The primary intent is to show the the behavior of the thermodynamic component models.

Tank
The following ﬁgures show the temperature, pressure and mass development in
two tanks. One tank which is discharging through a valve into a charging tank,
see ﬁg. B.1. The volume of both tanks are 1m3 and they are adiabatic. The
valve is isenthalpic and does not inﬂuence the tanks but it assures a slower mass
ﬂow between the tanks in order to see the thermodynamics of the tanks better.
Figure B.2 shows the pressure and temperature development in the two tanks.

Figure B.1: The system considered for the veriﬁcation. Two tanks with a valve
in-between to lower the mass ﬂow rate between them (from left to right)
The pressure decreases in the tank that in discharged and increases in the tank
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charging. The ﬁnal pressure in the two tanks are the same. The temperature

Figure B.2: Temperature (right) and pressure (left) development in the tanks.
Tank1 is discharging and tank2 charging
decreases in the tank discharging due to mass leaving the tank and increases
rapidly in the ﬁrst 10 seconds of the tank being charged, this was expected as
the temperature increase depends on the ratio of the pressure increase in the
tank and it is largest in the ﬁrst period of time, hence heat of compression.
The temperature then levels out and in the end decreases. The decrease in
temperature is due to the lower temperature of the hydrogen entering the tank,
and expected when considering the temperature diﬀerence between the tanks.
Considering the internal energy of the two tanks in ﬁg. B.3 it decreases in
the tank discharging and increases equivalent in the charging tank, this was
expected as there should be energy balance in the system. Further the internal
energy of the two tanks added together is constant, proving the energy balance.
The right side of ﬁgure B.3 shows the mass in the two tanks, here the mass
decreases in the tank being discharged and it increases equivalent in the tank
charging, as expected there is mass balance in the system. The Total mass in
the system is constant proving the mass balance. As the tanks are 1m3 each,
the mass is equal to the density. The density in the tank discharging decreases
as mass is ﬂowing out of the tank and the density increases equivalent in the
tank charging as mass ﬂows in to it. This is very much as expected. Even
though the two tanks have the same pressure in the end, there is a density
diﬀerence, this is due to the large temperature diﬀerences between the tanks.
Hot gas has a lower density than cold gas, the density development of the
tanks therefore seem reasonable compared to each other. Figure B.4 shows the
enthalpy in the two tanks. The charging tank has an increase in enthalpy while
the discharging tanks enthalpy decreases.
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Figure B.3: Internal Energy (left) and mass development with energy including
total energy and mass in the system. Tank1 is discharging and tank2 charging

Figure B.4: Enthalpy development in the tanks. Tank1 is discharging and
tank2 charging

Heat transfer
This section contains simulations to show the behavior of the heat transfer
models. It is used for veriﬁcation of the tank and the tube. heat transfer
models.
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Heat transfer for tank model
The results when simulating the tank model of the heat transfer is shown for
both a charging and discharging tank. The system used is the same as for the
tank veriﬁcation, but with heat transfer added to the two tanks. Figure B.5
shows the system with mass ﬂow from left to right. The heat ﬂow between the

Figure B.5: Model used to for veriﬁcation of the tank heat transfer model
hydrogen and the wall and the temperature of the hydrogen in the tank for the
four diﬀerent tank types are shown in ﬁgure B.6 and B.7 for discharging and
charging, respectively.
The heat ﬂow from the hydrogen to the tank wall depends on the material of
the wall. It is shown that Tank II and Tank III which have alumina as the
contact surface with the hydrogen have the highest heat ﬂow in the beginning.
The Type I tank made of steel has similar properties of the type III, but does
not absorb the heat as fast. Considering the properties of the tanks shown in
table A.1 this was expected, as the conductivity of aluminum is the highest,
followed by steel, the plastic liner and carbon ﬁber wrapping. The temperature
of the hydrogen inside the tanks are noticeably diﬀerent comparing a tank
with heat transfer and an adiabatic tank. This was expected as energy is
either absorbed by the tank when charging or desorbed when discharging. The
discharging tank has the largest variation in temperature and heat ﬂow among
the diﬀerent tank types. This is because the heat transfer number is larger using
Daney’s correlation which increases inﬂuence of the tank materials on the heat
transfer. Considering the wall of the a charging tank ﬁg B.8 and B.9 shows
the temperature for the diﬀerent wall cells in the simulation with heat transfer
coeﬃcients of h = 150W/(m2 K) and h = 500W/(m2 K), respectively. Figure
B.8 shows that the aluminum liner almost has the same temperature all the way
through it and that the carbon ﬁber wrapping has a large temperature gradient.
This is due to the conductivity of the carbon ﬁber, which is low compared to
the aluminum conductivity. Further ﬁg. B.9 shows a comparison between the
heat transfer coeﬃcient, the temperature of the hydrogen and the temperature
of the liner. The heat transfer numbers compared are h = 150W/(m2 K) and
h = 5000W/(m2 K). It can be seen that with the high heat transfer number
the hydrogen is considerably colder and the temperature of the liner is almost
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Figure B.6: The heat transfer and temperature diﬀerence between the diﬀerent
tank types for a discharging tank. Top: The heat transfer between the hydrogen
and the wall. Bottom: The temperature of the hydrogen
the same. This shows that the limiting factor is the heat transfer number
and considering the ﬁg. B.8 also the carbon ﬁber wrapping. The heat ﬂow
through the tank wall corresponding to the temperatures in ﬁg B.8 is shown
in ﬁg B.10. The heat ﬂow is largest at the beginning where the hydrogen
is rapidly increasing in temperature, hence the largest temperature diﬀerence
between the hydrogen and the wall. The heat ﬂow from the hydrogen to the
walls results in a decreasing hydrogen temperature and thereby a lower heat
ﬂow. For discharging the temperature distribution and the heat ﬂow through
the wall are shown in ﬁg. B.11 and B.12, respectively. The heat ﬂow shows
the same relation to the temperature diﬀerence, the higher the temperature
diﬀerence the higher the heat ﬂow. This is as expected as the heat transfer is
a function of the temperature diﬀerence.
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Figure B.7: The heat transfer and temperature diﬀerence between the diﬀerent
tank types for a charging tank. Top: The heat transfer between the hydrogen
and the wall. Bottom: The temperature of the hydrogen

Heat transfer for tube model
The system simulated for heat transfer in tubes is shown in ﬁg B.13. The
system is similar to the one used for the veriﬁcation of the tank model, but a
piece of 12 meter tube has been added between the discharging tank and the
valve. The mass ﬂow in ﬁg B.13 goes from the right to the left. The tube
heat transfer model has similarities to the tank heat transfer model as the heat
transfer through the wall is calculated in the same way, although the wall is
build up by 3 wall pieces through the wall and 30 pieces in the ﬂow direction
that consist of 3 walls cells each. The temperature change of the hydrogen
ﬂowing through a tube is shown in ﬁgure B.14. The temperature is shown for
the entrance, the exit and for each 5 pieces of wall (each 1 meter of tube). The
temperature of the hydrogen into the tube is decreasing and is beneath the
ambient temperature, which is also the initial temperature of the tube. When
the hydrogen ﬂows through the tube it heats up as the tube is warmer than the
hydrogen. The heat up is dependent on the hydrogen and the thermal mass
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Figure B.8: Temperature distribution in the wall of a tank Type III with
h = 150W/(m2 K)

of the tube. Considering the tube at the entrance, the middle and at the exit.
The temperature of the hydrogen, the inner wall of the tube and the outer wall
of the tube is shown in ﬁg. B.15. The hydrogen temperature increases through
the tube and so also does the wall temperature of the tube. The wall inside
and outside temperatures are almost the same. The walls are cooled down to a
temperature close to the hydrogen and stays only a couple of degrees warmer
than the hydrogen through out the tube even though there is a temperature
diﬀerence to the ambient of 30◦ C. The reason for this can be found in the heat
transfer coeﬃcients, to the ambient there is natural convection and inside the
tube the ﬂow is turbulent causing forced convection. It is therefore as expected
that the tube has a temperature close to the hydrogen temperature. This point
is stated when considering the heat ﬂow for the middle piece of the tube, shown
in ﬁg. B.16. The heat transfer "inside the wall", is between the hydrogen and
the wall, the heat transfer in "tube wall" is heat transfer between the control
volumes of the wall and "out side tube wall" from the wall to the ambient. The
heat transfer from the hydrogen to the wall is much larger than from the wall
to the ambient which is consistent with the temperature of the tube walls.

Pressure losses
Considering the pressure losses the system shown in in ﬁgure B.17 has been
used. The system consists of two tanks, one discharging into the other one,
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Figure B.9: Temperature of the gas and the inner wall of a tank Type III for
h = 150W/(m2 K) and h = 5000W/(m2 K)

Figure B.10: Heat ﬂow through the cells in the tank wall of a Type III tank
using h = 150W/(m2 K)

the pressure loss component model, a reduction valve and an average pressure
ramp rate. The reduction valve and average pressure ramp rate has been used
for all the pressure loss models, as the ramp rate secures the same volume ﬂow,
hence the volume ﬂow is independent of the pressure loss model considered, see
chapter 6. The analysis can therefore be made with basis of the same volume
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Figure B.11: Temperature distribution in the wall of a tank Type III when
discharging

Figure B.12: heat ﬂow through the cells in the tank wall of a discharging tank

ﬂow which is an important parameter for the pressure losses.
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Figure B.13: Model used to for veriﬁcation of the tube heat transfer model

Figure B.14: Hydrogen temperature through a tube

Figure B.15: Hydrogen and tube temperature through a tube at 3 strategical
points; entrance, middle and exit. The ambient temperature is the straight line
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Figure B.16: Hydrogen and tube temperature through a tube at 3 strategical
points; entrance, middle and exit. The ambient temperature is the straight line

Figure B.17: The system used to analyse the pressure losses

Reduction valve and average pressure ramp rate
First the reduction valve and average pressure ramp rate are considered. The
two components are closely connected as one cannot function without the other.
The average pressure ramp rate, the pressure into and out of the reduction valve
are shown in ﬁg. B.18. As there are no pressure losses between the reduction
valve and the average pressure ramp rate in B.18 left side, the pressure out of
the reduction valve is the same as the average pressure ramp rate. The right
side of ﬁg. B.18 shows the pressures into and out of the reduction valve and
the average pressure ramp, when there is a pressure loss between the average
pressure ramp rate and the reduction valve. It is shown that the reduction valve
compensates for the pressure loss between the two components. The hydrogen
heats up when throttled through the reduction valve due to the Joule-Thomson
eﬀect. The rise in temperature is shown in ﬁg. B.19 for a throttling like B.18
left side. It can be seen when comparing the two ﬁgures that the temperature
increase is direct related to the pressure diﬀerence across the reduction valve.
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Figure B.18: Pressures into and out of the reduction valve and the average
pressure ramp rate. Left: No pressure losses between reduction valve and
ramp rate. Right: With a pressure loss between the reduction valve and the
ramp rate

Figure B.19: The temperature increase due to the Joule-Thomson eﬀect when
throttling hydrogen

Valve model
To show the functioning of the valve model, a parameter variation of the pressure loss constant kv has been done. The diﬀerent values of the pressure loss
constant are kv = 0.15, kv = 0.25 and kv = 0.4. Figure B.18 shows the pressures into and out of the valve with a slightly decreasing volume ﬂow rate,
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that is shown in ﬁg. B.21.

When the pressure loss constant increases the

Figure B.20: The pressure into the valve and out of the valve for diﬀerent
pressure loss constants

Figure B.21: The volume ﬂow through the valve is slightly decreasing

pressure loss decreases. This is as expected. Further there is a small decrease
in the volume ﬂow, which results in a higher pressure out of the valve, hence
a lower pressure loss. The pressure loss decreases as the ﬂow decreases, this
corresponds to eq. 3.30 in chapter 3.
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Mass ﬂow meter and ﬁlter model
The mass ﬂow meter and the ﬁlter model is shown by a parameter variation of
the pressure loss constant kp. The values used are kp = 0.01 =, kp = 0.02 and
kp = 0.1. The model for the ﬁlter and mass ﬂow meters pressure losses have
a pressure loss constant that inﬂuences the volume ﬂow inverted of the valve
model. An increase in the pressure loss constant results in an increase in the
pressure loss. Further a decrease in the volume ﬂow results in a decrease in the
pressure loss and an increase in the volume ﬂow results in a increased pressure
loss. Figure B.22 shows the pressures into and out of the component. Figure

Figure B.22: The pressure into and out of the mass ﬂow meter or ﬁlter as a
function of the pressure loss constant
B.23 shows the volume ﬂow.

Tube model
The tube model is a function of the tube material, the diameter and the length
of the tube. The inﬂuence of the roughness of the tube is not shown, but the
pressure loss as a function of diameter and length is shown. Figure B.24 shows
the pressure into and out of the tube with a diameter of 0.005 meters and 3
diﬀerent tube lengths (25, 50 and 75 meters). It shows that the increase in
pressure loss is proportional to the increase in length. Figure B.25 shows the
inﬂuence of the diameter of the tube. The length of the tube is 50 meters and
the diameters are d = 0.005, d = 0.0075 and d = 0.01 meters. Figure B.25
shows that by increasing the diameter with 50% the pressure drop is decreased
with with 80% and by doubling the diameter the pressure loss decreases with
95%. This is as expected considering the relation between diameter, cross
sectional area and pressure loss in equation 3.32 in chapter 3.6.
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Figure B.23: The volume ﬂow as a function of the pressure loss constant

Figure B.24: The pressure drop across the tube as a function of the length

Mixers
The system used to see how the mixer performs is shown in ﬁgure B.26: The
mixer system consists of three tanks at diﬀerent pressures (1, 15 and 20 bars)
and three pressure losses with diﬀerent kv values in order to isolate the mixer
from the tanks.
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Figure B.25: The pressure drop across the tube as a function of the diameter

Figure B.26: The system used to show the function of the mixers

Volume Mixer
The pressures of the tanks and the mixer are shown in ﬁg. B.27 together with
the mass ﬂows to/from the mixer . The pressure of tank 1 is at the beginning
larger than both tank 2 and tank 3, the mass ﬂow is therefore going from tank
1 to tank 2 and tank 3. At some point the pressure of tank 3 levels out with
the pressure in tank 1 and both are now ﬁlling into tank 1. The reason that the
pressures are not the same is because there is a pressure loss between them and
the mixer. It is clear that tank 2 changes direction of the mass ﬂow into the
mixer considering ﬁg. B.27. Figure B.28 shows the enthalpies into and out of
the mixer including the enthalpy of the mixed stream in the mixer. The energy
and mass balance of the system are shown in ﬁg. B.29. It is shown in ﬁg B.29
that there is both energy and mass balance in the system. The internal energy
is shown for the three tanks, the mixer and the sum of the internal energies.
The sum is to show the energy balance of the adiabatic system. The mass of
the tanks, in the mixer and the total mass is shown. The total mass of the
closed system is constant proving mass balance.
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Figure B.27: Top: The pressures of the tanks and the mixer. Bottom: The
mass ﬂows to/from the mixer.

Figure B.28: Top: The enthalpies at the entrances to the mixer and inside
the mixer. Bottom: Enthalpy shown in ports
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Figure B.29: Top: The internal energy of the tanks and the mixer. Bottom:
The masses of the tanks and the mixer.

Ideal mixer
For the IdealMixer the thermodynamics are very much like for the volume
mixer and the change in enthalpy, mass ﬂow, pressure etc are almost identical.
Therefore only the pressures and enthalpies into the mixer are shown here to
show that the ideal mixer acts in the same way as the volume mixer. The
pressure and enthalpies into/out of the mixer are shown in ﬁg. B.30
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Figure B.30: Left: The pressures of the tanks and the mixer. Right: The
enthalpies into/out of the mixer.

Compressor
The compressor is considered in a system with one tank at 1 bar and another
smaller tank at 1.1 bar. The compressor then draws mass from the 1 bar
tank to the 1.1 bar tank which then increase in pressure. The system used
can be seen in ﬁg. B.31. The inlet and outlet pressure and the mass ﬂow

Figure B.31: The volume ﬂow as a function of the pressure loss constant
through the compressor are shown in ﬁg. B.32. As the pressure increase the
mass ﬂow decreases proportional, this is due to the volumetric eﬃciency. The
temperature and enthalpy into and out of the compressor is shown in ﬁg. B.33.
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Figure B.32: Pressure into and out of the compressor (left) and the corresponding mass ﬂow rate (right)

Both the temperature and enthalpy increases, the slope of the ﬁgures are largest
in the beginning this is due to the isentropic eﬃciency, which can be seen in
ﬁgure B.33 together with the volumetric eﬀciency and the work required for
the compression. The work required for the compression is depending on both

Figure B.33: The temperature (left) and enthalpy (right) into and out of the
compressor
the volumetric and isotropic eﬃciency. The work is increasing as the pressure
ratio increases. This is expected as it requires more work for a larger pressure
lift done by the compressor.
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Figure B.34: The eﬃciencies of the compressor (Left) and the work required
for the speciﬁc mass ﬂow rate (Right)

Heat exchanger
The heat exchanger only calculates the required cooling for a given exit temperature. The system which has been used can be seen in ﬁg. B.35. It consists
of two tanks and a pressure loss to slow down the mass ﬂow between the two
tanks. The temperature out of the heat exchanger is ﬁxed to −40◦ C. The tem-

Figure B.35: The system used to see the performance of the heat exchanger
perature into and out of the heat exchanger is shown in ﬁg. B.36 together with
the mass ﬂow rate. The corresponding cooling demand and total energy usage
is shown in ﬁgure B.37. The cooling demand decreases with as the temperature
diﬀerence between inlet and outlet decreases and the mass ﬂow decreases. the
total energy consumption is the sum of the cooling demand over the period of
time.
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Figure B.36: The temperatures into and out of the heat exchanger (Left) and
the mass ﬂow rate (Right)

Figure B.37: The instant cooling demand (Left) and the total amount of energy
required (Right)

Appendix

C

Component model listing

This appendix contains additional information on all the codes for
the diﬀerent models. The models are very similar in structure and
for most models, text comments explaining the data are added.
Further the the SI unit options have been used. From that all
data can be determined. The components are shown in the same
structure as the in the library.
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HRSInfo
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VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH 
)RU62& VWDWHRIFKDUJH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'62&
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
WDEOH1DPH 62&B$
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV62&PDW
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VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH 
%NJ
)RUWKH$355 $YHUDJHSUHVVXUHUDPSUDWH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'V$355
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH
WDEOH1DPH $355B%
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV$355PDW 
)RU)3 ILQDOSUHVVXUH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH')3
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
WDEOH1DPH )3B%
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV)3PDW
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH 
)RU62& VWDWHRIFKDUJH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'62&
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
WDEOH1DPH 62&B%
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV62&PDW
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH 
%NJ
)RUWKH$355 $YHUDJHSUHVVXUHUDPSUDWH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'V$355
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH
WDEOH1DPH $355B%
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV$355PDW 
)RU)3 ILQDOSUHVVXUH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH')3
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
WDEOH1DPH )3B%
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV)3PDW
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH 
)RU62& VWDWHRIFKDUJH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'62&
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
WDEOH1DPH 62&B%
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV62&PDW
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH 
%
)RUWKH$355 $YHUDJHSUHVVXUHUDPSUDWH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'V$355
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH
WDEOH1DPH $355B%
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV$355PDW 
)RU)3 ILQDOSUHVVXUH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH')3
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
WDEOH1DPH )3B%
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV)3PDW
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH 
)RU62& VWDWHRIFKDUJH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'62&
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
WDEOH1DPH 62&B%
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV62&PDW
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VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH 
&
)RUWKH$355 $YHUDJHSUHVVXUHUDPSUDWH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'V$355
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH
WDEOH1DPH $355B&
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV$355PDW 
)RU)3 ILQDOSUHVVXUH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH')3
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
WDEOH1DPH )3B&
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV)3PDW
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH 
)RU62& VWDWHRIFKDUJH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'62&
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
WDEOH1DPH 62&B&
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV62&PDW
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH 
'
)RUWKH$355 $YHUDJHSUHVVXUHUDPSUDWH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'V$355
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH
WDEOH1DPH $355B'
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV$355PDW 
)RU)3 ILQDOSUHVVXUH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH')3
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
WDEOH1DPH )3B'
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV)3PDW
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH 
)RU62& VWDWHRIFKDUJH
0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'62&
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
WDEOH1DPH 62&B'
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV62&PDW
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV&RQWLQXRXV'HULYDWLYH 

 (TXDWLRQV 

HTXDWLRQ
)3X 7
)3X 3
)3\ )3B
62&X 7
62&X 3
62&\ 62&B
$355X 7
$355\>@ $355B
)3X 7
)3X 3
)3\ )3B
62&X 7
62&X 3
62&\ 62&B
$355X 7
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$355\>@ $355B
)3X 7
)3X 3
)3\ )3B
62&X 7
62&X 3
62&\ 62&B
$355X 7
$355\>@ $355B
)3X 7
)3X 3
)3\ )3B
62&X 7
62&X 3
62&\ 62&B
$355X 7
$355\>@ $355B
)3X 7
)3X 3
)3\ )3B
62&X 7
62&X 3
62&\ 62&B
$355X 7
$355\>@ $355B
)3X 7
)3X 3
)3\ )3B
62&X 7
62&X 3
62&\ 62&B
$355X 7
$355\>@ $355B
)3X 7
)3X 3
)3\ )3B
62&X 7
62&X 3
62&\ 62&B
$355X 7
$355\>@ $355B
)3X 7
)3X 3
)3\ )3B
62&X 7
62&X 3
62&\ 62&B
$355X 7
$355\>@ $355B

 'HFLGLQJRXWSXWYDOXHV 

LI)XHOLQJBSURWRFRO
$355 $355B
)3 )3B
62& 62&B
7BFRRO 7
3BUHI 3BUHI

WKHQ $NJ
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HOVHLI)XHOLQJBSURWRFRO
$355 $355B
)3 )3B
62& 62&B
7BFRRO 7
3BUHI 3BUHI
HOVHLI)XHOLQJBSURWRFRO
$355 $355B
)3 )3B
62& 62&B
7BFRRO 7
3BUHI 3BUHI
HOVHLI)XHOLQJBSURWRFRO
$355 $355B
)3 )3B
62& 62&B
7BFRRO 7
3BUHI 3BUHI
HOVHLI)XHOLQJBSURWRFRO
$355 $355B
)3 )3B
62& 62&B
7BFRRO 7
3BUHI 3BUHI
HOVHLI)XHOLQJBSURWRFRO
$355 $355B
)3 )3B
62& 62&B
7BFRRO 7
3BUHI 3BUHI
HOVHLI)XHOLQJBSURWRFRO
$355 $355B
)3 )3B
62& 62&B
7BFRRO 7
3BUHI 3BUHI
HOVHLI)XHOLQJBSURWRFRO
$355 $355B
)3 )3B
62& 62&B
7BFRRO 7
3BUHI 3BUHI
HOVH
$355 
)3 
62& 
7BFRRO 
3BUHI 
HQGLI

 &KHFNLQJLQSXWYDOXHV 


WKHQ $NJ

WKHQ $

WKHQ %NJ

WKHQ %NJ

WKHQ %

WKHQ &

WKHQ '




DOJRULWKP
DVVHUW )XHOLQJBSURWRFRO1RWDYDOLGIXHOLQJSURFHGXUH&KRRVHRQHEHWZHHQDQG
$NJ
$NJ
$
%NJ
%NJ
%
&
' 
DVVHUW LI)XHOLQJBSURWRFRO RU)XHOLQJBSURWRFRO RU
)XHOLQJBSURWRFRO RU)XHOLQJBSURWRFRO WKHQ3 H
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HOVH3 H
7KHLQLWLDO+66SUHVVXUHLVDERYHDOORZDQFHRIIXHOOLQJSURFHGXUH
1RQHHGIRUUHILOOLQJ+66LVDOUHDG\IXOO 

HQG+56,QIR
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Ports

All 6 ports are shown below, separated with connector and end.
FRQQHFWRU)ORZ3RUW
)ORZSRUWSDVVLQJRQPDVVIORZSUHVVXUHDQGHQWKDOS\
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV
6,$EVROXWH3UHVVXUHS3UHVVXUH
IORZ6,0DVV)ORZ5DWHPBIORZ0DVVIORZUDWH
VWUHDP6,6SHFLILF(QWKDOS\KBRXWIORZ6SHFLILFHQWKDOS\
 
HQG)ORZ3RUW
FRQQHFWRU3UHVVXUH3RUW3DVVHVRQSUHVVXUH
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV
6,3UHVVXUHS3UHVVXUH
 
HQG3UHVVXUH3RUW
FRQQHFWRU+HDW)ORZ
+HDWIORZSRUWSDVVLQJRQWHPSHUDWXUHKHDWIORZSUHVVXUHDQGDUHD
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV
6,7HPSHUDWXUH77HPSHUDWXUH
IORZ6,+HDW)ORZ5DWH4+HDWIORZ
6,3UHVVXUH33UHVVXUH
5HDO&RXQWHU&RXQWSLHFHVRIZDOOV
 
HQG+HDW)ORZ
FRQQHFWRU+HDW)ORZ
+HDWIORZSRUWSDVVLQJRQWHPSHUDWXUHKHDWIORZSUHVVXUHDQGDUHD
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV
6,7HPSHUDWXUH77HPSHUDWXUH
IORZ6,+HDW)ORZ5DWH4+HDWIORZ
6,3UHVVXUH33UHVVXUH
5HDO&RXQWHU&RXQWSLHFHVRIZDOOV
6,0DVV)ORZ5DWHPBIORZ
 
HQG+HDW)ORZ
FRQQHFWRU7HPSHUDWXUH3RUW
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV
6,7HPSHUDWXUH7
 
HQG7HPSHUDWXUH3RUW
FRQQHFWRU+HDW)ORZ7XEH
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV
6,7HPSHUDWXUH7
IORZ6,0DVV)ORZ5DWHPBIORZ
6,6SHFLILF+HDW&DSDFLW\FS
6,&RHIILFLHQW2I+HDW7UDQVIHUK
 
HQG+HDW)ORZ7XEH
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Tank1
PRGHO7DQN9ROXPHZLWKRQHHQWUDQFH
LPSRUW6,
0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV

7KHUPRG\QDPLFSURSHUW\FDOO
UHSODFHDEOHSDFNDJH0HGLXP
&RRO3URS0RGHOLFD,QWHUIDFHV([WHUQDO7ZR3KDVH0HGLXP




0HGLXP7KHUPRG\QDPLF6WDWHPHGLXP


&RQQHFWRUV



3RUWV)ORZ3RUWSRUW$SRUWFRQQHFWLRQFRPSRQHQWWRRWKHUFRPSRQHQWV
 
 PBIORZ ILQDOVWDUW PBIORZ6WDUW
3RUWV+HDW)ORZKHDW)ORZFRQQHFWLRQWRKHDWWUDQVIHUPRGHO
 
3RUWV3UHVVXUH3RUWSS&RQQHFWLRQIRUFRQWURORIV\VWHP
 


*HQHUDOSDUDPHWHUV

SDUDPHWHU%RROHDQ$GLDEDWLF IDOVH,IWUXHDGLDEDWLFWDQNPRGHO
SDUDPHWHU6,9ROXPH9 9ROXPHRIWKHWDQN 



,QLWLDODQGVWDUWYDOXHV





SDUDPHWHU6,3UHVVXUHS,QLWLDO H,QLWLDOSUHVVXUHLQWKHWDQN
 
SDUDPHWHU%RROHDQIL[HG,QLWLDO3UHVVXUH WUXH)L[HGLQWLDOSUHVVXUH
 
SDUDPHWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7,QLWLDO 7BDPE,QLWLDOWHPSHUDWXUHLQWKHWDQN
 
SDUDPHWHU6,0DVV)ORZ5DWHPBIORZ6WDUW ,QLWLDOPDVVIORZUDWH
 
RXWHUSDUDPHWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BDPE$PELHQWWHPSHUDWXUH


YDULDEOHV



6,0DVV0*DVPDVVLQFRQWUROYROXPH
5HDOGUKRGW
6,+HDW4
6,,QWHUQDO(QHUJ\8
6,3UHVVXUHS VWDUW S,QLWLDOIL[HG IL[HG,QLWLDO3UHVVXUH 
6,6SHFLILF(QWKDOS\K
5HDO+HDW2I&RPSUHVVLRQKHDWRIFRPSUHVVLRQ
FRQVWDQW5HDO&RXQWHU 

,QLWLDOHTXDWLRQV
LQLWLDOHTXDWLRQ
K 0HGLXPVSHFLILF(QWKDOS\BS7 S,QLWLDO7,QLWLDO 

HTXDWLRQ

HTXDWLRQV

PHGLXP 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK SK 
8 KS PHGLXPG 0
+HDW2I&RPSUHVVLRQ 9 GHU S 
LI$GLDEDWLF IDOVHWKHQ
GHU 4 KHDW)ORZ4
HOVH
GHU 4 
HQGLI
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GHU K  0 QR(YHQW DFWXDO6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ
9 GHU S GHU 4 (QHUJ\EDODQFH

SRUW$PBIORZSRUW$PBIORZ K

S SRUW$S
SRUW$KBRXWIORZ K
0 9 PHGLXPG0DVVLQFY
GUKRGW 0HGLXPGHQVLW\BGHUSBK PHGLXP
'HULYDWLYHRIGHQVLW\
GUKRGW 9 SRUW$PBIORZ0DVVEDODQFH
KHDW)ORZ4 GHU 4 
KHDW)ORZPBIORZ SRUW$PBIORZ
KHDW)ORZ7 PHGLXP7
KHDW)ORZ3 S
KHDW)ORZ&RXQWHU &RXQWHU
SSS S

HQG7DQN

GHU S 0HGLXPGHQVLW\BGHUKBS PHGLXP

GHU K 
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Tank2
PRGHO7DQN9ROXPHZLWKWZRHQWUDQFHV

*DV
UHSODFHDEOHSDFNDJH0HGLXP






3R



3R

3R

3R



SD
SD




SD


SD

SD


SD


RXWHUSDUDPHWHU0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV7HPSHUDWXUH7BDPE$PELHQWWHPSHUDWXUH


YDULDEOHV



0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV0DVV0*DVPDVVLQFRQWUROYROXPH
5HDOGUKRGW
0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV+HDW)ORZ5DWH4
0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV3UHVVXUHS VWDUW S,QLWLDOIL[HG IL[HG,QLWLDO3UHVVXUH 
0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV6SHFLILF(QWKDOS\K
5HDO+HDW2I&RPSUHVVLRQKHDWRIFRPSUHVVLRQ
FRQVWDQW5HDO&RXQWHU 

,QLWLDOHTXDWLRQV
LQLWLDOHTXDWLRQ
K 0HGLXPVSHFLILF(QWKDOS\BS7 S,QLWLDO7,QLWLDO 

HTXDWLRQ

HTXDWLRQV

PHGLXP 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK SK 
+HDW2I&RPSUHVVLRQ 9 GHU S 
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LI$GLDEDWLF IDOVHWKHQ
GHU 4 KHDW)ORZ4
HOVH
GHU 4 
HQGLI
GHU K  0 QR(YHQW DFWXDO6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ
SRUW$PBIORZSRUW$PBIORZ K
QR(YHQW DFWXDO6WUHDP SRUW%KBRXWIORZ
SRUW%PBIORZSRUW%PBIORZ K
9 GHU S GHU 4 
S SRUW$S
SRUW$KBRXWIORZ K
0 9 PHGLXPG0DVVLQFY
GUKRGW 0HGLXPGHQVLW\BGHUSBK PHGLXP
'HULYDWLYHRIGHQVLW\

GHU S 0HGLXPGHQVLW\BGHUKBS PHGLXP

GUKRGW 9 SRUW$PBIORZSRUW%PBIORZ0DVVEDODQFH
KHDW)ORZ4 GHU 4 
KHDW)ORZPBIORZ SRUW$PBIORZSRUW%PBIORZ
KHDW)ORZ7 PHGLXP7
KHDW)ORZ3 S
KHDW)ORZ&RXQWHU &RXQWHU
SSS S

HQG7DQN

GHU K 
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Heat Transfer
Heat Transfer Tank
model+HDW7UDQVIHU7DQN
LPSRUW6,
Modelica.SIunits;

&RQQHFWRUV
Ports.HeatFlow2KHDW)ORZ





SDUD
LQ

SD
FR

SD
FR

LQ



U

QVIHU

;

LQQ
LQQ
SDU
SDU
SDU

SDU

SURW
LQQ
LQQ
LQQ
LQQ
LQQ
LQQ
SXEO
LQQ
WKH
LQQ
HOV
LQQ
LQQ
0RG
Wa


Wa


Wa

Wa


HTXDWLRQV

HTXDWLRQ
'HFLGLQJZKLFKFDOOVWRPDNHLQORRNXSWDEOHVLQZDOOSLHFHVIRUWDQNSURSHUWLHV
LItank==1WKHQ
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\ 
\ 
HOVHLItank==2WKHQ
\ 
\ 
HOVHLItank==3WKHQ
\ 
\ 
HOVHLItank==4WKHQ
\ 
\ 
else
\ 
\ 
HQGLI;
connect ZDOOB&)53KHDW)ORZZDOOBOLQHUKHDW)ORZ  ;
connect ZDOOBOLQHUKHDW)ORZZDOO&HOOBGLVFKDUJLQJSRUW%  ;
connect ZDOOB&)53KHDW)ORZRXWHUBZDOOSRUW$  ;
connect ZDOO&HOOBGLVFKDUJLQJSRUW$KHDW)ORZ  ;
 ;
HQGHeatTransferTank;
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Heat Transfer Tube

PRGHO+HDW7UDQVIHU7XEH
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV

&RQQHFWRUV
3RUWV+HDW)ORZ7XEH+7,Q






SU


SX
LQ
LQ
LQ
LQ
LQ
SD
SD
SU
LQ
LQ













HT
+7
+7
+7
+7

*HQHUDOSDUDPHWHUV



DPE KBR

VWHHO&HOOV
VWHHO&HOOV
VWHHO&HOOV
VWHHO&HOOV
VWHHO&HOOV
VWHHO&HOOV
HTXDWLRQV








HQG+HDW7UDQVIHU7XEH
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Inner Wall Cell
PRGHO,QQHU:DOO&HOO



LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV
7KHUPRG\QDPLFSURSHUW\FDOO

UHSODFHDEOHSDFNDJH0HGLXP &RRO3URS0RGHOLFD0HGLD+\GURJHQ
RQH3KDVH WUXH FRQVWUDLQHGE\0RGHOLFD0HGLD,QWHUIDFHV3DUWLDO0HGLXP 
0HGLXP7KHUPRG\QDPLF6WDWHPHGLXP


&RQQHFWRUV

3RUWV+HDW)ORZSRUW$+HDWIORZLVSRVZKHQDGGHGWRWKHZDOO
 
3RUWV+HDW)ORZSRUW%+HDWIORZLVSRVZKHQVXEWUDFWHGIURPWKHZDOO
 



YDULDEOHV

6,7HPSHUDWXUH77HPSHUDWXUHRIWKHZDOOHOHPHQW
6,3UHVVXUHS3UHVVXUHRIWKHK\GURJHQ
6,7KHUPDO5HVLVWDQFH57KHUPDOUHVLVWDQFHRIOLQHU
6,&RHIILFLHQW2I+HDW7UDQVIHUK+HDWWUDQVIHUFRHIILFLHQW
6,7KHUPDO&RQGXFWLYLW\N7KHUPDOFRQGXFWLYLW\RIOLQHU
6,6SHFLILF+HDW&DSDFLW\FS6SHFLILFKHDWFDSDFLW\RIOLQHU
6,'HQVLW\UKR'HQVLW\RIOLQHU
5HDO7DX'LPHQDVLRQOHVVWLPH
5HDO5D'LPHQVLRQOHVVK\GURJHQSURSHUWLHVQXPEHU
5HDOEHWD7KHUPDOH[SDQVLRQFRHIILFLHQW
5HDOYNLQHPDWLFYLVFRVLW\
5HDODWKHUPDOGLIIXVLYLW\RIK\GURJHQ
5HDO1X'LPHQVLRQOHVVKHDWWUDQVIHUQXPEHU



*HQHUDOSDUDPHWHUV
FRQVWDQW5HDOJ DFFHODUDWLRQGXHWRJUDYLW\
6,/HQJWKG[ [



RXWHU6,/HQJWKGLQVLGHGLDPHWHURIF\OLQGHU
RXWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BDPE$PELHQWWHPSHUDWXUH
RXWHU5HDO\
RXWHU6,&RHIILFLHQW2I+HDW7UDQVIHUKBL
RXWHU6,$UHD$
RXWHU6,/HQJWK[

7DEOHV

0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'VWDQNBSURS
WDEOH1DPH SURSHUWLHV
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
WDEOH >@
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHVKHDWBWUDQVBSURS
 

LQLWLDOHTXDWLRQ
7 7BDPE

,QLWLDOHTXDWLRQV


HTXDWLRQV
HTXDWLRQ
PHGLXP 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBS7 S7 
WDQNBSURSX \
WDQNBSURS\>@ UKR
WDQNBSURS\>@ N
WDQNBSURS\>@ FS





SRUW$3 S
0HGLXPWKHUPDO&RQGXFWLYLW\ PHGLXP D
0HGLXPG\QDPLF9LVFRVLW\ PHGLXP 0HGLXPGHQVLW\ PHGLXP

Y

FDOFXODWLRQRIUD\OHLJKVQXPEHUWDNHQIURP 1DWXUDOFRQYHFWLRQFRROLQJRI
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UHFWDQJXODUDQGF\OLQGULFDOFRQWDLQHUV E\:HQ[LDQ/LQ6:$UPILHOG
5D J EHWD GA 0HGLXPVSHFLILF+HDW&DSDFLW\&S PHGLXP
0HGLXPGHQVLW\ PHGLXP A DEV SRUW$77  Y N 
EHWD SRUW$7
7DX WLPH GA D 5DA 

1X  5DA  
LISRUW$PBIORZWKHQ
K 1X NG
HOVHLISRUW$PBIORZ!WKHQ
K KBL
HOVH
K 
HQGLI
5 G[ $ N 
SRUW$4  SRUW$77   K $
SRUW%4  SRUW%77  5 



$ G[ UKR FS GHU 7  SRUW$4SRUW%4
SRUW$3 SRUW%3
SRUW$&RXQWHU SRUW%&RXQWHU

HQG,QQHU:DOO&HOO
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Outer Wall Cell

PRGHO2XWHU:DOO&HOO2XWHUZDOOZLWKQDWXUDOFRQYHFWLRQJLYHQE\KBR
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV


&RQQHFWRUV

3RUWV+HDW)ORZSRUW$+HDWIORZLVSRVZKHQDGGHGWRWKHZDOO
 



YDULDEOHV

6,7HPSHUDWXUH77HPSHUDWXUHRIWKHZDOOHOHPHQW
6,7KHUPDO5HVLVWDQFH5
6,7KHUPDO&RQGXFWLYLW\N
6,6SHFLILF+HDW&DSDFLW\FS
6,'HQVLW\UKR
6,$UHD$KHDWIORZVXUIDFHDUHDG] G\
6,/HQJWKG[ [
6,+HDW)ORZ5DWH4


*HQHUDOSDUDPHWHUV
RXWHUSDUDPHWHU6,&RHIILFLHQW2I+HDW7UDQVIHUKBR
RXWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BDPE
RXWHU5HDO\
RXWHU5HDO[
RXWHU6,/HQJWKG
RXWHU6,/HQJWK[/LQHU
RXWHU6,/HQJWK[&)53
RXWHU6,/HQJWK/




7DEOHV

0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'VWDQNBSURS
WDEOH1DPH SURSHUWLHV
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
WDEOH >@
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV
/RRNXSWDEOHVKHDWBWUDQVBSURSPDW
 

,QLWLDOHTXDWLRQV

LQLWLDOHTXDWLRQ
7 7BDPE

HTXDWLRQV

HTXDWLRQ
$ G[/LQHU[&)53  0RGHOLFD&RQVWDQWVSL /
G[/LQHU[&)53 A 0RGHOLFD&RQVWDQWVSL
WDQNBSURSX \
WDQNBSURS\>@ UKR
WDQNBSURS\>@ N
WDQNBSURS\>@ FS
5 G[ $ N 
SRUW$4  SRUW$77  5 
4 KBR 7BDPE7 $
$ G[ UKR FS GHU 7  SRUW$44

HQG2XWHU:DOO&HOO
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Component model listing

Liner Cell
PRGHO/LQHU&HOO
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV

&RQQHFWRUV

3RUWV+HDW)ORZSRUW$+HDWIORZLVSRVZKHQDGGHGWRWKHZDOO
 
3RUWV+HDW)ORZSRUW%+HDWIORZLVSRVZKHQVXEWUDFWHGIURPWKHZDOO
 




YDULDEOHV

6,7HPSHUDWXUH77HPSHUDWXUHRIWKHZDOOHOHPHQW
6,7KHUPDO5HVLVWDQFH5
6,7KHUPDO&RQGXFWLYLW\N
6,6SHFLILF+HDW&DSDFLW\FS
6,'HQVLW\UKR
6,$UHD$KHDWIORZVXUIDFHDUHDG] G\
6,/HQJWKG[ [
*HQHUDOSDUDPHWHUV
RXWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BDPE
RXWHU5HDO[
RXWHU5HDO\
RXWHU5HDOW
RXWHU6,/HQJWKG
RXWHU6,/HQJWK/




7DEOHV

0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'VWDQNBSURS
WDEOH1DPH SURSHUWLHV
WDEOH >
@
ILOH1DPH
&8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV/RRNXSWDEOHV
+HDW7UDQVIHU3URSHUWLHVW[W
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
 

,QLWLDOHTXDWLRQV

LQLWLDOHTXDWLRQ
7 7BDPE

HTXDWLRQV

HTXDWLRQ
$
SRUW$&RXQWHU [G 0RGHOLFD&RQVWDQWVSL  /
SRUW$&RXQWHU [G A 0RGHOLFD&RQVWDQWVSL
WDQNBSURSX \
WDQNBSURS\>@ UKR
WDQNBSURS\>@ N
WDQNBSURS\>@ FS
5 G[ $ N 
SRUW$4  SRUW$77  5 
SRUW%4  SRUW%77  5 
$ G[ UKR FS GHU 7  SRUW$4SRUW%4
LISRUW$&RXQWHU! WWKHQ
SRUW%&RXQWHU 
HOVH
SRUW$&RXQWHU SRUW%&RXQWHU
HQGLI
SRUW$3 SRUW%3

HQG/LQHU&HOO
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Tank Cell
PRGHO7DQN&HOO
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV

&RQQHFWRUV

3RUWV+HDW)ORZSRUW$+HDWIORZLVSRVZKHQDGGHGWRWKHZDOO
 
3RUWV+HDW)ORZSRUW%+HDWIORZLVSRVZKHQVXEWUDFWHGIURPWKHZDOO
 

YDULDEOHV

6,7HPSHUDWXUH77HPSHUDWXUHRIWKHZDOOHOHPHQW
6,7KHUPDO5HVLVWDQFH5
6,7KHUPDO&RQGXFWLYLW\N
6,6SHFLILF+HDW&DSDFLW\FS
6,'HQVLW\UKR
6,$UHD$KHDWIORZVXUIDFHDUHDG] G\
6,/HQJWKG[ [

*HQHUDOSDUDPHWHUV
RXWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BDPE
RXWHU6,/HQJWK[
RXWHU6,/HQJWK[
RXWHU5HDO\
RXWHU6,/HQJWKG
RXWHU6,/HQJWK/
RXWHU5HDOW
RXWHU5HDOW




7DEOHV

0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'VWDQNBSURS
WDEOH1DPH SURSHUWLHV
ILOH1DPH &8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV
/RRNXSWDEOHVKHDWBWUDQVBSURSPDW
VPRRWKQHVV 0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7\SHV6PRRWKQHVV/LQHDU6HJPHQWV
WDEOH >@
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
 

,QLWLDOHTXDWLRQV

LQLWLDOHTXDWLRQ
7 7BDPE

HTXDWLRQV

HTXDWLRQ
$
SRUW$&RXQWHU [[ WG 0RGHOLFD&RQVWDQWVSL  /
SRUW$&RXQWHU [[ WG A 0RGHOLFD&RQVWDQWVSL
WDQNBSURSX \
WDQNBSURS\>@ UKR
WDQNBSURS\>@ N
WDQNBSURS\>@ FS
5 G[ $ N 
SRUW$4  SRUW$77  5 
SRUW%4  SRUW%77  5 
$ G[ UKR FS GHU 7  SRUW$4SRUW%4
SRUW$3 SRUW%3
LISRUW$&RXQWHU! WWKHQ
SRUW%&RXQWHU 
HOVH
SRUW$&RXQWHU SRUW%&RXQWHU
HQGLI

HQG7DQN&HOO
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Component model listing

Tube Cell
PRGHO7XEH&HOO
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV
LPSRUW& 0RGHOLFD&RQVWDQWV

&RQQHFWRUV
3RUWV7HPSHUDWXUH3RUW+7
 
3RUWV7HPSHUDWXUH3RUW+7
 





*HQHUDOSDUDPHWHUV
RXWHU6,0DVV)ORZ5DWHPBIORZ
RXWHU6,6SHFLILF+HDW&DSDFLW\FSBK
RXWHU6,&RHIILFLHQW2I+HDW7UDQVIHUK
RXWHU6,&RHIILFLHQW2I+HDW7UDQVIHUKBDPE
RXWHUSDUDPHWHU6,/HQJWKGBL
RXWHUSDUDPHWHU6,/HQJWKGBR
RXWHUSDUDPHWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BDPE
RXWHU6,/HQJWK/
SDUDPHWHU6,/HQJWKG[ GBRGBL 

YDULDEOHV
IORZ6,+HDW)ORZ5DWH>@4
6,7HPSHUDWXUH>@7
5HDO5
6,6SHFLILF+HDW&DSDFLW\FS
6,'HQVLW\UKR
6,&RQGXFWLYLW\N






7DEOHV

0RGHOLFD%ORFNV7DEOHV&RPEL7DEOH'VWDQNBSURS
WDEOH1DPH SURSHUWLHV
WDEOH >
@
WDEOH2Q)LOH WUXH
ILOH1DPH
&8VHUVHGUR'RFXPHQWV'\PROD([WHUQDOILOHV
/RRNXSWDEOHV+HDW7UDQVIHU3URSHUWLHVW[W
 

,QLWLDOHTXDWLRQV

LQLWLDOHTXDWLRQ
7>@ 7BDPE
7>@ 7BDPE
7>@ 7BDPE
7>@ 7BDPE

HTXDWLRQ

HTXDWLRQV



WDQNBSURSX 
WDQNBSURS\>@ UKR
WDQNBSURS\>@ N
WDQNBSURS\>@ FS
5 G[ GBL &SL / N 
%HWZHHQK\GURJHQDQGLQQHUZDOO
4>@ +777>@   K GBL &SL /

4>@ 7>@7>@  5 
 GBL &SL / G[ UKR FS GHU 7>@  4>@4>@
%HWZHHQWZRZDOOYROXPHV
4>@ 4>@
4>@ 7>@7>@  5 
4>@ 7>@7>@  5 
 GBLG[   &SL /  G[ UKR FS GHU 7>@  4>@4>@
%HWZHHQWZRZDOOYROXPHV
4>@ 4>@
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4>@ 7>@7>@  5 
4>@ 7>@7>@  5 
 GBLG[   &SL /  G[ UKR FS GHU 7>@  4>@4>@
%HWZHHQRXWHUZDOOYROXPHDQGDPELHQW
4>@ 4>@
4>@ 7>@7>@  5 
4>@ KBDPE 7BDPE7>@
GBLG[   &SL / 
 GBLG[   &SL / G[ UKR FS GHU 7>@  4>@4>@
4>@ FSBK PBIORZ

HQG7XEH&HOO

+77+77 
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Component model listing

Liner 10 Pieces
PRGHO/LQHU3LHFHV
,PSRUWRIPRGHOV
/LQHU&HOO
OLQHU










3

HT




HQG/LQHU3LHFHV
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Tank 10 Pieces
PRGHO7DQN3LHFHV
LPSRUWPRGHOV
7DQN&HOO
F)53





















HT










HQG7DQN3LHFHV
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Component model listing

Tube 5 Pieces
PRGHO7XEH3LHFHV
7XEH&HOOWXEH+HDW7UDQVIHU7HVWLQJ









HT






HQG7XEH3LHFHV

W7UDQVIHU7HVWLQJ+7
W7UDQVIHU7HVWLQJ+7
W7UDQVIHU7HVWLQJ+7

DW7UDQVIHU7HVWLQJ+7
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Pressure Losses
Reduction Valve
PRGHO5HGXFWLRQ9DOYH
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV

7KHUPRG\QDPLFSURSHUWLHV
UHSODFHDEOHSDFNDJH0HGLXP
&RRO3URS0RGHOLFD,QWHUIDFHV([WHUQDO7ZR3KDVH0HGLXP

0HGLXP7KHUPRG\QDPLF6WDWHPHGLXP$
0HGLXP7KHUPRG\QDPLF6WDWHPHGLXP%

&RQQHFWRUV
SXEOLF
3RUWV)ORZ3RUWSRUW$
S ILQDOVWDUW S,QLWLDO,Q 
KBRXWIORZ ILQDOVWDUW K,QLWLDO 
PBIORZ ILQDOVWDUW PBIORZ,QLWLDO
 






3RUWV)ORZ3RUWSRUW%
S ILQDOVWDUW S,QLWLDO2XW 
KBRXWIORZ ILQDOVWDUW K,QLWLDO
 
3RUWV3UHVVXUH3RUWSS 
3RUWV3UHVVXUH3RUWSS 

SDUDPHWHUV

6,3UHVVXUHSUHVVXUH'URSFDOFXODWHGSUHVVXUHGURS
SDUDPHWHU6,3UHVVXUHS,QLWLDO,Q H 
SDUDPHWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7,QLWLDO,Q 7BDPE 
SDUDPHWHU6,3UHVVXUHS,QLWLDO2XW H 
RXWHUSDUDPHWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BDPE

6WDUWYDOXHV


SURWHFWHG
SDUDPHWHU6,6SHFLILF(QWKDOS\K,QLWLDO 0HGLXPVSHFLILF(QWKDOS\BS7 7 7,QLWLDO,Q
S S,QLWLDO,Q  
SDUDPHWHU6,0DVV)ORZ5DWHPBIORZ,QLWLDO  
HTXDWLRQ
3DVVLQJRQHQWKDOS\EHWZHHQWKHSRUWV
SRUW%KBRXWIORZ LQ6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ 
SRUW$KBRXWIORZ LQ6WUHDP SRUW%KBRXWIORZ 
SRUW$PBIORZSRUW%PBIORZ PDVVEDODQFH
SUHVVXUH'URS SRUW$SSRUW%S0RPHQWXPEDODQFH
'HFLGLQJSURSHWLHVGHSHQGLQJRQWKHIORZGLUHFWLRQ
LISRUW$S!SRUW%SWKHQ
PHGLXP$ 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK SRUW$SDFWXDO6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ 
PHGLXP% 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK SRUW%SSRUW%KBRXWIORZ 
HOVH
PHGLXP$ 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK SRUW%SDFWXDO6WUHDP SRUW%KBRXWIORZ 
PHGLXP% 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK SRUW$SSRUW$KBRXWIORZ 
HQGLI
SSS SRUW$S
SSS SRUW%S

HQG5HGXFWLRQ9DOYH
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Component model listing

Reduction Valve
PRGHO$YHUDJH3UHVVXUH5DPS5DWH
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV

7KHUPRG\QDPLFSURSHUWLHV
UHSODFHDEOHSDFNDJH0HGLXP





SX



















SU



HT


LI
HO
HQ
SR

LI

HO
GH
SR
SR
H

HQG$YHUDJH3UHVVXUH5DPS5DWH
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Pressure Loss
model3UHVVXUH/RVV
LPSRUW6, Modelica.SIunits;

7KHUPRG\QDPLFSURSHUWLHV
UHSODFHDEOHSDFNDJH0HGLXP
CoolProp2Modelica.Interfaces.ExternalTwoPhaseMedium
7KHOLEUDU\FDOOHGWRREWDLQSURSHUWLHVIRUWKHIOXLG;
//Modelica.Media.Interfaces.PartialMedium
Medium.ThermodynamicStatePHGLXP$
Medium.ThermodynamicStatePHGLXP%
0HGLXP%DVH3URSHUWLHVPHGLXP




&RQQHFWRUV



SXEOLF
Ports.FlowPortSRUW$
S ILQDOstart=pInitial),
KBRXWIORZ ILQDOstart=hInitial),
PBIORZ ILQDOstart=m_flowStart))

Po




SD
an
FK
SD

SDU

LQQ

LQQ

SD
SD

SI
SD
SD
RX

SURW
SD
Me
FR
SD


9DULDEOHV

SXEOLF
SI.Area$"Area";
SI.VelocityZ"Velocity";
SI.VolumeFlowRate9GRW9ROXPHIORZUDWH;
SI.DensityGBLQ"density";
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Component model listing

6,'\QDPLF9LVFRVLW\PXBLQ'\QDPLFYLVFRVLW\
5HDO5H\QROGV1XPEHU5H\QROGV1XPEHU
5HDO)ULFWLRQ)DFWRU)ULFWLRQIDFWRU
FRQVWDQW6,'HQVLW\UKRBZ 'HQVLW\IRUZDWHUDW&DQGEDUV

(TXDWXLRQV

HTXDWLRQ
$ 'LDPHWHU 'LDPHWHU 0RGHOLFD&RQVWDQWVSL&URVVVHFWLRQDODUHD
9GRW SRUW$PBIORZGBLQ9ROXPHIORZ
Z 9GRW$9HORFLW\
6HWWLQJWKHUPRG\QDPLFSURSHUWLHV
PHGLXP$ 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK; SRUW$SLQ6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ ; 
PHGLXP% 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK; SRUW%SLQ6WUHDP SRUW%KBRXWIORZ ; 
6HWWLQJWKHHQWKDOSLHVLQWKHFRQQHFWRUV
SRUW%KBRXWIORZ LQ6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ 
SRUW$KBRXWIORZ LQ6WUHDP SRUW%KBRXWIORZ 
PDVVDQGPRPHQWXPEDODQFH
SRUW$PBIORZSRUW%PBIORZ 
SUHVVXUH'URS SRUW$SSRUW%S
*LYLQJUH\QROGVQXPEHULIPDVVIORZ 
LI9GRW!WKHQ
5H\QROGV1XPEHU GBLQ DEV 9GRW$ 'LDPHWHUPXBLQ
HOVH
5H\QROGV1XPEHU 
HQGLI
&DOFXODWLRQRIWKHIULFWLRQIDFWRU
)ULFWLRQ)DFWRU   ORJ 5H\QROGV1XPEHU 
 5RXJKQHVV'LDPHWHU  A
A
'HFLGLQJSURSHUWLHVGHQGHQWRQWKHIORZGLUHFWLRQ
LISRUW$S!SRUW%SWKHQ
GBLQ PHGLXP$G
PXBLQ 0HGLXPG\QDPLF9LVFRVLW\ PHGLXP$ 
HOVH
GBLQ PHGLXP%G
PXBLQ 0HGLXPG\QDPLF9LVFRVLW\ PHGLXP% 
HQGLI
3UHVVXUHORVVHTXDWLRQV
LILQSXW&KRLFH 7XEHWKHQ
9GRW $ )XQFWLRQVVTXDUH5RRW)XQFWLRQ SUHVVXUH'URS 
VTUW  GBLQ .BOHQJWK)ULFWLRQ)DFWRU /HQJWK'LDPHWHU 
HOVHLILQSXW&KRLFH 9DOYHWKHQ
9GRW VTUW UKRBZ
NY VTUW GBLQ )XQFWLRQVVTXDUH5RRW)XQFWLRQ SUHVVXUH'URS
AH 
DEV 9GRW VTUW UKRBZ
NY VTUW GBLQ VTUW PD[ SUHVVXUH'URSA 
HOVH
9GRW )XQFWLRQVVTXDUH5RRW)XQFWLRQ SUHVVXUH'URSAH VTUW  NS GBLQ 
HQGLI

HQG3UHVVXUH/RVV
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Tube With Heat Transfer
PRGHO7XEH:LWKKHDW7UDQVIHU
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV
LPSRUW&RQVWDQW 0RGHOLFD&RQVWDQWV


7KHUPRG\QDPLFSURSHUW\FDOO
UHSODFHDEOHSDFNDJH0HGLXP &RRO3URS0RGHOLFD0HGLD+\GURJHQ

0HGL
0HGL


3R




3R


3R

3R


&RQQHFWRUV





SDU



SDU

SD
SURW
SDU
SDU
0HG
,Q
SXEO
SDU
SDUDPHWHU
B
RXWHUSDUDPHWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BDPE

YDULDEOHV

6,$UHD$BFURVV 'LDPHWHU,QQHU A &RQVWDQWSL
6,$UHD$BVXUIDFH 'LDPHWHU,QQHU &RQVWDQWSL /HQJWK
6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BLQ
6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BE
6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BRXW VWDUW 7BDPE 
6,'HQVLW\GBLQ
6,9ROXPH)ORZ5DWH9GRW
6,3UHVVXUHSUHVVXUH'URS
+HDW7UDQVIHUXQNQRZQV
6,&RHIILFLHQW2I+HDW7UDQVIHUK
6,'\QDPLF9LVFRVLW\PXBLQ
5HDO5H\QROGV1XPEHU
5HDO)ULFWLRQ)DFWRU
5HDO3U
5HDO1X
5HDO%LRW1XPEHU
6,6SHFLILF+HDW&DSDFLW\FS

PHWHURIWXEH
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Component model listing

6,+HDW)ORZ5DWH4BQHZ
6,6SHFLILF(QWKDOS\GK

HTXDWLRQV
HTXDWLRQ
SRUW$PBIORZSRUW%PBIORZ 
7BLQ +72XW7



9GRW SRUW$PBIORZGBLQ
+HDWWUDQVIHUHTXDWLRQV
LI9GRW!WKHQ
5H\QROGV1XPEHU GBLQ DEV 9GRW$BFURVV
HOVH
5H\QROGV1XPEHU 
HQGLI

'LDPHWHU,QQHUPXBLQ

%LRW1XPEHU K
'LDPHWHU2XWHU'LDPHWHU,QQHU  
)ULFWLRQ)DFWRU   ORJ 5H\QROGV1XPEHU 
 5RXJKQHVV'LDPHWHU,QQHU  A
A
1X  5H\QROGV1XPEHUA 

3UA  

LI9GRW! WKHQ
PHGLXP$ 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK SRUW$SLQ6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ 
PHGLXP% 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBS7 SRUW%S+7,Q7 
PHGLXP$7 7BLQ
GBLQ PHGLXP$G
PXBLQ 0HGLXPG\QDPLF9LVFRVLW\ PHGLXP$ 
3U PHGLXP$FS PXBLQPHGLXP$ODPEGD
K 1X PHGLXP$ODPEGD'LDPHWHU,QQHU
FS PHGLXP$FS
HOVH
PHGLXP% 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK SRUW%SLQ6WUHDP SRUW%KBRXWIORZ 
PHGLXP$ 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBS7 SRUW$S+7,Q7 
PHGLXP%7 7BLQ
GBLQ PHGLXP%G
PXBLQ 0HGLXPG\QDPLF9LVFRVLW\ PHGLXP% 
3U PHGLXP%FS PXBLQPHGLXP%ODPEGD
K 1X PHGLXP%ODPEGD'LDPHWHU,QQHU
FS PHGLXP%FS
HQGLI
LQ6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ SRUW$PBIORZSRUW%KBRXWIORZ SRUW$PBIORZ4BQHZ 
LQ6WUHDP SRUW%KBRXWIORZ SRUW$KBRXWIORZGK
LQ6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ SRUW%KBRXWIORZGK
GK 0HGLXPVSHFLILF(QWKDOS\ PHGLXP$ 0HGLXPVSHFLILF(QWKDOS\ PHGLXP% 
DFWXDO6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ SRUW$PBIORZ
DFWXDO6WUHDP SRUW%KBRXWIORZ SRUW$PBIORZ4BQHZ 
9GRW $BFURVV VTUW  'LDPHWHU,QQHU )ULFWLRQ)DFWRU GBLQ /HQJWK
7,/B+\GURJHQB&RRO3URS)XQFWLRQVVTXDUH5RRW)XQFWLRQ SUHVVXUH'URS 
SUHVVXUH'URS SRUW$SSRUW%S
+7,Q7 7BRXW
+72XWFS FS
+72XWK K
+72XWPBIORZ SRUW$PBIORZ

HQG7XEH:LWKKHDW7UDQVIHU
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Compressor
PRGHO&RPSUHVVRU
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV

7KHUPRG\QDPLFSURSHUWLHV
UHSODFHDEOHSDFNDJH0HGLXP
&RRO3URS0RGHOLFD,QWHUIDFHV([WHUQDO7ZR3KDVH0HGLXP




0HGLXP7KHUPRG\QDPLF6WDWHPHGLXP$
0HGLXP7KHUPRG\QDPLF6WDWHPHGLXP%
0HGLXP7KHUPRG\QDPLF6WDWHPHGLXP,6


3RUWV
3RUWV)ORZ3RUWSRUW$
 
3RUWV)ORZ3RUWSRUW%
 




SDUDPHWHUV
SDUDPHWHU6WULQJ&RPSUHVVRU7\SH ,VHQWURSLF _,QSXW_
SDUDPHWHU,QWHJHU6WURNHV 6WURNHVSUPLQXW
SDUDPHWHU6,9ROXPH9 9ROXPHRIF\OLQGHU









YDULDEOHV

6,(IILFLHQF\HWDBLV,VHQWURSLFHIILFLHQF\
6,(IILFLHQF\HWDBSRO\SRO\WURSLFHIILFLHQF\
6,(IILFLHQF\HWD(IILFLHQF\RIFRPSUHVVLRQHLWKHULVHQWURSLFRUSRO\WURSLF
5HDOU3UHVVXUHUDWLR
6,+HDW::RUNDGGHGWRWKHFRPSUHVVLRQ
6,(IILFLHQF\9ROXPHWULF(IILFLHQF\9ROXPHWULFHIILFLHQF\
6,9ROXPH)ORZ5DWH9GRWYROXPHIORZ
6,6SHFLILF(QWKDOS\GK&KDQJHRIHQWKDOS\DFURVVWKHFRPSUHVVRU
6,6SHFLILF(QWKDOS\KBRXW'LVFKDUJHHQWKDOS\RIWKHFRPSUHVVRU

(TXDWLRQV

HTXDWLRQ
'LPHQVLRQLQJWKHFRPSUHVVRUDQGILQGLQJWKHPDVVDQGYROXPHIORZ
9ROXPHWULF(IILFLHQF\  U 9ROXPHWULFHIILFLHQF\
SRUW$PBIORZ 9 PHGLXP$G 9ROXPHWULF(IILFLHQF\ 6WURNHV0DVVIORZUDWH
9GRW SRUW$PBIORZPHGLXP$G9ROXPHIORZUDWH
&KRRVHVEHWZHHQLVHQWURSLFDQGSRO\WURSLFHIILFLHQF\
GHSHQGLQJXVHUVLQSXWFKRLFH
LI&RPSUHVVRU7\SH ,VHQWURSLFWKHQ
HWD HWDBLV
HOVH
HWD HWDBSRO\
HQGLI
&RPSUHVVRUHTXDWLRQVWKHLVHQWURSLFHIILFLHQF\
HWDBLV  ORJ U A ORJ U A ORJ U 
9DOLGLQWKHUDQJHRIU
&RPSUHVVRUHTXDWLRQVWKHSRO\WURSLFHIILFLHQF\
HWDBSRO\  ORJ 9GRW 
U SRUW%SSRUW$S3UHVVXUHUDWLR
)LQGLQJWKHSURSHUWLHVRIWKHK\GURJHQLQDQGRXWRIWKHFRPSUHVVRU
PHGLXP$ 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK SRUW$SLQ6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ 
PHGLXP,6 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSV SRUW%S0HGLXPVSHFLILF(QWURS\ PHGLXP$
PHGLXP% 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK SRUW%SKBRXW 
&DOFXODWLQJWKHGLVFKDUJHHQWKDOS\
KBRXW 0HGLXPVSHFLILF(QWKDOS\ PHGLXP$  PHGLXP,6K
0HGLXPVSHFLILF(QWKDOS\ PHGLXP$ HWD
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Heat Exchanger

PRGHO+HDW([FKDQJHU)L[HG7HPSHUDWXUH
6LPSOHKHDWH[FKDQJHUVHWWLQJWKHRXWOHWWHPSHUDWXUH
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV
5HQHPDLQJWKHSDWKWRWKH6,XQLWVLQPRGHOLFDOLEUDU\

WKHUPRG\QDPLFSURSHUWLHV
UHSODFHDEOHSDFNDJH0HGLXP
&RRO3URS0RGHOLFD,QWHUIDFHV([WHUQDO7ZR3KDVH0HGLXP
0HGLXP7KHUPRG\QDPLF6WDWHPHGLXP%
0HGLXP7KHUPRG\QDPLF6WDWHPHGLXP$





&RQQHFWRUV



3RUWV)ORZ3RUWSRUW$
 
3RUWV)ORZ3RUWSRUW%
 


SDUDPHWHUV

%RROHDQ6$(- WUXH8VH6$( VRXWOHWWHPSHUDWXUH 
RXWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BFRRO
SDUDPHWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BKH[ 
7HPSHUDWXUHRXWRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU 
6,7HPSHUDWXUH7+(;  LI6$(- WUXHWKHQ7BFRROHOVH7BKH[ 

9DULDEOHV
6,+HDW4+HDWWUDQVIHU
6,3UHVVXUHGS&KDQJHLQSUHVVXUH
6,6SHFLILF(QWKDOS\GK&KDQJHLQHQWKDOS\




HTXDWLRQ



(TXDWLRQV

GS 3UHVVXUHORVV
LQ6WUHDP SRUW%KBRXWIORZ
LQ6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ

SRUW$KBRXWIORZGK(QWKDOS\GHILQLWLRQ
SRUW%KBRXWIORZGK(QWKDOS\GHILQLWLRQ

LISRUW$PBIORZ! WKHQ
PHGLXP% 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBS7 SRUW%S7+(; 
PHGLXP$ 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK SRUW$SLQ6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ 
SRUW$KBRXWIORZ SRUW$PBIORZLQ6WUHDP SRUW%KBRXWIORZ SRUW%PBIORZ
GHU 4  (QHUJ\EDODQFH
GK 0HGLXPVSHFLILF(QWKDOS\ PHGLXP$ 0HGLXPVSHFLILF(QWKDOS\ PHGLXP% 
&KDQJHLQHQWKDOS\
HOVH
PHGLXP$ 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBS7 SRUW%S7+(; 
PHGLXP% 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK SRUW$SLQ6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ 
LQ6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ SRUW$PBIORZSRUW%KBRXWIORZ SRUW%PBIORZ
GHU 4  (QHUJ\EDODQFH
GK 0HGLXPVSHFLILF(QWKDOS\ PHGLXP% 0HGLXPVSHFLILF(QWKDOS\ PHGLXP$ 
&KDQJHLQHQWKDOS\
HQGLI
SRUW$PBIORZSRUW%PBIORZ 0DVVEDODQFH
GS SRUW%SSRUW$SPRPHQWXPEDODQFH

HQG+HDW([FKDQJHU)L[HG7HPSHUDWXUH
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Mixers
Volume Mixer
PRGHO9ROXPH0L[HU0L[HVIORZVLQWRRQHRUVSOLWVIORZLQWRWZR
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV

&DOOWRJDVSURSHUWLHV

UHSODFHDEOHSDFNDJH0HGLXP
&RRO3URS0RGHOLFD,QWHUIDFHV([WHUQDO7ZR3KDVH0HGLXP 
0HGLXP7KHUPRG\QDPLF6WDWHPHGLXP


&RQQHFWRUV



3RUWV)ORZ3RUWSRUW$
PBIORZ ILQDOVWDUW PBIORZ,QLWLDO SRUW$
 
3RUWV)ORZ3RUWSRUW%
PBIORZ ILQDOVWDUW PBIORZ,QLWLDO SRUW%
 
3RUWV)ORZ3RUWSRUW&
PBIORZ ILQDOVWDUW PBIORZ,QLWLDO SRUW&
 

*HRPHWU\
SDUDPHWHU6,9ROXPH9 H9ROXPHRIPL[HU






,QLWLDOFRQGLWLRQV
SXEOLF
SDUDPHWHU%RROHDQIL[HG,QLWLDO3UHVVXUH WUXH
LIWUXHLQLWLDOSUHVVXUHLVIL[HG 



SDUDPHWHU6,3UHVVXUHS,QLWLDO H,QLWLDOYDOXHIRUDLUSUHVVXUH
 
SDUDPHWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7,QLWLDO 7BDPE,QLWLDOYDOXHIRUDLUWHPSHUDWXUH
 
RXWHUSDUDPHWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BDPE
SURWHFWHG
SDUDPHWHU6,6SHFLILF(QWKDOS\K,QLWLDO
0HGLXPVSHFLILF(QWKDOS\BS7 7 7,QLWLDOS S,QLWLDO ,QLWLDOHQWKDOS\
SDUDPHWHU6,0DVV)ORZ5DWHPBIORZ,QLWLDO 6WDUWYDOXHIRUPDVVIORZUDWH
 


9DULDEOHV



SXEOLF
6,6SHFLILF(QWKDOS\K6SHFLILFHQWKDOS\
6,3UHVVXUHS ILQDOVWDUW S,QLWLDOIL[HG IL[HG,QLWLDO3UHVVXUH 
6,0DVV0PDVVRIJDVLQPL[HU
5HDOGUKRGWGHULYDWLYHRIGHQVLW\
6,,QWHUQDO(QHUJ\8

(TXDWLRQV

LQLWLDOHTXDWLRQ
K K,QLWLDO
HTXDWLRQ
PHGLXP 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK SK 
8 KS PHGLXPG 0
LISRUW$PBIORZ! WKHQ
LQ6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ  K
HOVH
K K
HQGLI
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LISRUW%PBIORZ! WKHQ
LQ6WUHDP SRUW%KBRXWIORZ  K
HOVH
K K
HQGLI
LISRUW&PBIORZ! WKHQ
LQ6WUHDP SRUW&KBRXWIORZ  K
HOVH
K K
HQGLI
SRUW$S S
(QHUJ\EDODQFH
GHU K  0 SRUW$PBIORZ QR(YHQW DFWXDO6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ K 
SRUW%PBIORZ DFWXDO6WUHDP SRUW%KBRXWIORZ K 
SRUW&PBIORZ DFWXDO6WUHDP SRUW&KBRXWIORZ K
9 GHU S (QHUJ\EDODQFH
0 9 PHGLXPG0DVVLQFRQWUROYROXPH
GUKRGW 0HGLXPGHQVLW\BGHUSBK PHGLXP GHU S
0HGLXPGHQVLW\BGHUKBS PHGLXP GHU K 'HULYDWLYHRIGHQVLW\
GUKRGW 9 SRUW$PBIORZSRUW%PBIORZSRUW&PBIORZ0DVVEDODQFH
SRUW$SSRUW%S 0RPHQWXPEDODQFH
SRUW$SSRUW&S 0RPHQWXPEDODQFH
 
HQG9ROXPH0L[HU
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Ideal Mixer
PRGHO,GHDO0L[LQJ
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV

7KHUPRG\QDPLFSURSHUWLHV
UHSODFHDEOHSDFNDJH0HGLXP
&RRO3URS0RGHOLFD,QWHUIDFHV([WHUQDO7ZR3KDVH0HGLXP
0HGLXP7KHUPRG\QDPLF6WDWHPHGLXP






&RQQHFWRUV
3RUWV)ORZ3RUWSRUW$
 
3RUWV)ORZ3RUWSRUW%
 
3RUWV)ORZ3RUWSRUW&
 



9DULDEOHV
6,3UHVVXUHS
6,6SHFLILF(QWKDOS\K
6,6SHFLILF(QWKDOS\K$
6,6SHFLILF(QWKDOS\K%
6,6SHFLILF(QWKDOS\K&

HTXDWLRQ
SURSHUW\FDOO
PHGLXP 0HGLXPVHW6WDWHBSK SK 
LISRUW$PBIORZ! WKHQ
LQ6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ  K$
HOVH
K$ K
HQGLI
LISRUW%PBIORZ! WKHQ
LQ6WUHDP SRUW%KBRXWIORZ  K%
HOVH
K% K
HQGLI
LISRUW&PBIORZ! WKHQ
LQ6WUHDP SRUW&KBRXWIORZ  K&
HOVH
K& K
HQGLI
0DVV%DODQFH
SRUW$PBIORZSRUW%PBIORZSRUW&PBIORZ 
0RPHQWXPHTXDWLRQV
SRUW$S S
SSRUW%S 
SSRUW&S 
SRUW$KBRXWIORZ K
SRUW%KBRXWIORZ K
SRUW&KBRXWIORZ K
(QHUJ\EDODQFH
 SRUW$PBIORZ DFWXDO6WUHDP SRUW$KBRXWIORZ K 
SRUW%PBIORZ DFWXDO6WUHDP SRUW%KBRXWIORZ K 
SRUW&PBIORZ DFWXDO6WUHDP SRUW&KBRXWIORZ K 

HQG,GHDO0L[LQJ
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Control
PRGHO&RQWURO0XOWLSOHEDQNV
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV


&RQQHFWRUV



3RUWV3UHVVXUH3RUWSS

3R

3R

3R

3R

3R

3R

3R

3R

3R

3R

3R

3R


*HQHUDOSDUDPHWHUV

RXWH
SDUD
VVXUHDFURVV
UHGX
SDUDPHWHU6,3UHVVXUH6ZLWFKBSUHVVXUH VWDUW H 
SDU
SDU
SDU
SDU
SDU
SDU
SDU
SDU
SDU
SDUDPHWHU

,QWHJHU]
,QWHJHU]
,QWHJHU]
,QWHJHU]


YDULDEOHV
VWDUW  
VWDUW  
VWDUW  





HTXDWLRQV

DOJRULWKP
FRQWUROOLQJWDQNVKLIWV XSWRWDQNV
ZKHQSSSSSS 6ZLWFKBSUHVVXUHDQG] WKHQ
] 
HOVHZKHQSSSSSS 6ZLWFKBSUHVVXUHDQG] WKHQ
] 
HOVHZKHQSSSSSS 6ZLWFKBSUHVVXUHDQG] WKHQ
] 
HOVHZKHQSSSSSS 6ZLWFKBSUHVVXUHDQG] WKHQ
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Templates

Template 1

PRGHO7HPSODWH
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV


7KHUPRG\QDPLFSURSHUW\FDOO
UHSODFHDEOHSDFNDJH0HGLXP &RRO3URS0RGHOLFD0HGLD+\GURJHQ RQH3KDVH WUXH
FRQVWUDLQHGE\0RGHOLFD0HGLD,QWHUIDFHV3DUWLDO0HGLXP
 

*HQHUDOSDUDPHWHUV
LQQHUSDUDPHWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BDPE +56LQIR7BDPE
LQQHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BFRRO +56LQIR7BFRRO
LQQHU6,3UHVVXUH3BDPE
LQQHU6,3UHVVXUH3BVWDUW
LQQHU5HDO62&BWDUJHW
LQQHU6,3UHVVXUH3BHQG
LQQHU6,3UHVVXUH3BUHI
LQQHU5HDO$355
SDUDPHWHU%RROHDQFRQWUROBYDOYH WUXH
LQQHU,QWHJHU]
LQQHU,QWHJHU]
LQQHU,QWHJHU]
LQQHU,QWHJHU]
+56,QIR+56LQIR
 

HTXDWLRQ
FRQWURO] ]
FRQWURO] ]
FRQWURO] ]
FRQWURO] ]

HTXDWLRQV

+56LQIR3BDPE 3BDPE
+56LQIR3BVWDUW 3BVWDUW
+56LQIR)3 3BHQG
+56LQIR62& 62&BWDUJHW
+56LQIR$355 $355
+56LQIR3BUHI 3BUHI

HQG7HPSODWH
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Template 2
PRGHO7HPSODWH
LPSRUW6, 0RGHOLFD6,XQLWV


7KHUPRG\QDPLFSURSHUW\FDOO
UHSODFHDEOHSDFNDJH0HGLXP &RRO3URS0RGHOLFD0HGLD+\GURJHQ RQH3KDVH WUXH
FRQVWUDLQHGE\0RGHOLFD0HGLD,QWHUIDFHV3DUWLDO0HGLXP
 

*HQHUDOSDUDPHWHUV
LQQHUSDUDPHWHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BDPE +56LQIR7BDPE
LQQHU6,7HPSHUDWXUH7BFRRO +56LQIR7BFRRO
LQQHU6,3UHVVXUH3BDPE
LQQHU6,3UHVVXUH3BVWDUW
LQQHU5HDO62&BWDUJHW
LQQHU6,3UHVVXUH3BHQG
LQQHU6,3UHVVXUH3BUHI
LQQHU5HDO$355
SDUDPHWHU%RROHDQFRQWUROBYDOYH WUXH
+56,QIR+56LQIR
 

HTXDWLRQV
HTXDWLRQ
+56LQIR3BDPE 3BDPE
+56LQIR3BVWDUW 3BVWDUW
+56LQIR)3 3BHQG
+56LQIR62& 62&BWDUJHW
+56LQIR$355 $355
+56LQIR3BUHI 3BUHI

HQG7HPSODWH
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A dynamic model has been developed to analyze and optimize the thermodynamics and
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design of hydrogen refueling stations. The model is based on Dymola software and in-
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corporates discrete components. Two refueling station designs were simulated and com-
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pared. The modeling results indicate that pressure loss in the vehicle’s storage system is
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one of the main factors determining the mass ﬂow and peak cooling requirements of the

Available online xxx

refueling process. The design of the refueling station does not inﬂuence the refueling of the
vehicle when the requirements of the technical information report J2601 from Society of

Keywords:

Automotive Engineers are met. However, by using multiple pressure stages in the tanks at

Hydrogen refueling

the refueling station (instead of a single high-pressure tank), the total energy demand for

Optimization

cooling can be reduced by 12%, and the compressor power consumption can be reduced by

Design

17%. The time between refueling is reduced by 5%, and the total amount of stored hydrogen

SAE TIR J2601

at high pressure is reduced by 20%.

Dynamic simulation

Copyright ª 2013, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights
reserved.

1.

Introduction

During the last decade, technologies required to transition the
transportation sector from fossil-based fuels towards renewable energies, such as hydrogen, have emerged. In 2010, there
were 79 pilot projects for hydrogen refueling stations in
Europe, and today, there are more than 500 stations in use
worldwide. Moreover, commercial hydrogen refueling stations are available on the market from suppliers, including
H2Logic, Linde and Powertech Labs. Many of these stations are
limited to specialized suppliers because there were no performance guidelines when the stations were built. In 2010, the
Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) released the ﬁrst
Technical Information Report (TIR) describing fast hydrogen
vehicle refueling without exceeding storage-tank safety limits

[1]. Additionally, the SAE has created a TIR for on-board vehicle
systems. This procedure is used by all major car manufacturers, including Hyundai, Honda, and Daimler-Chrysler. The
TIRs are compatible: if car manufacturers build their vehicles
according to SAE TIR J2600 [2] and if the fueling stations are
built according to SAE TIR J2601, it will be possible to refuel any
car at any refueling station worldwide. Other initiatives towards standardizing hydrogen refueling include the ”H2
Mobility” program in Europe, which incorporates guidelines
for rating refueling stations with respect to their capacity. H2
Mobility and SAE TIR J2601 are complementary and consistent.
The SAE TIR J2601 primarily describes the process with respect
to safety, while H2 Mobility categorizes refueling stations according to capacity requirements (e.g., kg of H2 per day and
time between refuels).

* Corresponding author. Tel.: þ45 4525 4329; fax: þ45 4588 4325.
E-mail address: edro@mek.dtu.dk (E. Rothuizen).
0360-3199/$ e see front matter Copyright ª 2013, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ijhydene.2013.01.161
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The main research focus has been on describing the
behavior of the compressed hydrogen on board and the heat
transfer through both type-3 and type-4 tanks, which consist of
a carbon outer shell wrapped around an aluminum or plastic
liner, respectively. Some of the ﬁrst comprehensive studies on
compressed hydrogen refueling were performed by Dicken and
Mérida, who placed 63 thermocouples in a type-3 tank while
refueling to 350 bars [3]. The study showed a non-uniform
temperature distribution with a temperature variation of up
to 6  C. Furthermore the study showed that the main contributor to heat development in the tank was compression, rather
than the Joule-Thomson effect. Although the study showed
a non-uniform temperature distribution during refueling, it is
generally accepted that the temperature can be assumed uniform in mathematical models (new tanks have a distributor at
the inlet to ensure a more uniform temperature distribution)
[4e6]. Different analytical and numerical models have been
developed to study transient heat transfer from the hydrogen
through the tank wall to the ambient air. Depending on the
nozzle design in the tank (e.g., advanced or straight nozzles),
the average local hydrogen heat transfer number inside the
tank during a refueling can vary between 150 and 500 W/(m2K)
[4] [7]. For discharging vessels, Daney’s relation has been
shown to be valid for a large range of Rayleigh numbers [7]. The
thermodynamics of ﬁlling a hydrogen tank has been investigated through exergy analysis, and it has been shown that
increasing the initial pressure increases the exergy efﬁciency
and lowers the ﬁnal temperature in the hydrogen tank [8].
In this study, we concentrated on the overall process of
hydrogen refueling through a hydrogen refueling station. The
effect of pressure losses on the system is analyzed, and an
optimization of a system is shown. Table 1 brieﬂy summarizes
the work performed by other research groups and the differences from the work presented here.

1.1.

the protocol SAE TIR J2601 [1]. The main safety consideration is
that the hydrogen temperature inside the tank to be maintained above 40  C and below 85  C to avoid thermal stress
damage to the tanks. The protocol prescribes the temperature
at which the hydrogen should leave the refueling station, and
there are 4 possible temperature ratings (A, B, C and D) and two
pressure ratings 35 MPa and 70 MPa. The ratings are are shown
in Table 2. Rating A corresponds to cooling to 40  C, B to
20  C, C to 0  C and D has no cooling. Furthemore the protocol
describes refueling for both 35 MPa and 70 MPa tanks. Refueling stations are rated in order of their cooling and highest
possible fueling pressure, e.g., an A70 station cools to 40  C
and delivers at 70 MPa. The goal when refueling is to reach the
target density of 40.2 kg/m3 inside the tank when refueling is
ﬁnished (corresponding to a pressure of 700 bars at 15  C). The
relationship between the target density and the real density is
referred to as the tanks state of charge (SOC). The lower limits
are given by the protocol SAE TIR J2601. Refueling is controlled
by an average pressure ramp rate (APRR), which is determined
using the ambient temperature and the initial pressure in the
tank. The average pressure ramp rates are designed so that if
the cooling demand is satisﬁed, then the temperature of the
hydrogen inside the tank during ﬁlling will not exceed 85  C.
Refueling is aborted at a given pressure inside the tank that
depends on initial pressure and ambient temperature, so the
SOC is not necessarily 100% when the refueling cycle is completed. All the relevant data can be found in SAE TIR J2601 with
tables for ﬁnal pressure, minimum SOC and APRR depending
on the ambient temperature, initial pressure and the temperature of the hydrogen when it leaves the station. The protocol
is in the process of being evaluated to become a standard. With
such a standard, all vehicle manufacturers will be able to
produce hydrogen vehicles following the corresponding protocols to enable refueling at any station worldwide.

Safety when refueling hydrogen

The refueling protocol SAE TIR J2601 has been developed from
various tests of refueling conditions at PowerTech Labs in
British Columbia, Canada. The German engineering company
Wenger Engineering has performed simulations using these
tests to verify and validate their models. The work by PowerTech Labs and Wenger has been collected and synthesized into

2.

Theory

2.1.

Governing equations for thermodynamic model

With reference to Fig. 1, the system for hydrogen refueling of
a tank can be divided into three main components: the tank at
the station, the tank in the vehicle, and the control valve.

Table 1 e Work comparison.
Authors
Dicken and Mérida [3]
Woodﬁeld and Monde [4e7]

Sung Chan kim; Lei Zhao;
M. Cristina Galassi [9e11]

M. Hosseini [8]

Work
Comprehensive study of temperature distribution
inside a type-3 tank
Thorough study of heat transfer in hydrogen tanks
during refueling; Suggested heat transfer number for
the hydrogen in the tank while refueling;
Conductivity study of the materials used for liner and
wrapping
CFD modeling and numerical modeling of
temperature distribution fueling of a hydrogen tank;
the effect of mass ﬂow on temperature rise in tank
was analyzed
Thermodynamics analyses inside the tank using
exergy analysis

Current study

Thermodynamic analysis of a whole refueling
system; from tank at refueling station to tank in
vehicle taking SAE TIR J2601 into account; Analyzing
and optimizing the cooling demand; Analyzing the
effect of pressure losses in the system on mass ﬂow
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Table 2 e Hydrogen refueling station ratings.
Type

Pressure [bar]

Temperature [C]

700
350
700
350
350
350

40
40
20
20
0
Ambient

A70
A35
B70
B35
C35
D35

dU
dm dQ
¼h
þ
dt
dt
dt

(1)

where dU/dt is the change in internal energy of the system, h is
the enthalpy leaving or entering the tank, dm/dt is the mass
ﬂow rate and dQ/dt is the heat rate entering or leaving the
system. Introducing u ¼ hpv, the internal energy inside the
tank can be described through the derivatives of enthalpy and
pressure [12]:


dU
dh
dr dP
¼v r
þh

dt
dt
dt dt

(2)

where h and P are the enthalpy and the pressure in the tank, r
is the gas density and v is the volume of the tank. The time
derivative of r can be expressed through the derivative of
enthalpy and pressure:
dr vr  dP vr  dh
$ þ
$
¼
dt vP h dt vh P dt

or entering the tank inﬂuences the temperature and pressure.
Heat transfer equations can be added to the system to create
a more detailed model.

2.2.

These components determine how the refueling process
will take place. The tank at the fueling station has mass
leaving from it while the vehicle tank is receiving mass. Due to
mass conservation, the mass leaving is the same as the mass
received. The thermodynamics of the tanks can be determined from the ﬁrst law of thermodynamics for an open
system without any work added:

(3)

The controlling equation of the system can either be deﬁned
as a function of the mass ﬂow change or a function of the
pressure change. The two different possibilities can be
described as
dP
¼ f ðPÞ
dt

(4)

dm
_
¼ gðmÞ
dt

(5)

4223

Heat transfer equations

The heat transfer through the tank is assumed to be 1dimensional unsteady heat conduction (the temperature of
the gas changes when gas is leaving or entering the tank). The
general heat equation and the boundary conditions are given
in eqs. (6)e(8):
v2 Ts 1 vTs
¼
vx2
a vt

(6)

k




dTw 
¼ ag Tg  Tw jx¼0
dx x¼0

(7)

k


dTw 
¼ aa ðTw jx¼L  Ta Þ
dx x¼L

(8)

where Tw is the wall temperature, Tg is the gas temperature
in the tank and Ta is the air temperature outside the tank, k
is the thermal conductivity, and ag and aa are the heat
transfer coefﬁcients of the gas inside and outside the tank,
respectively.
A numerical solution to eq. (6) can be obtained with the
capacitance resistance method, which corresponds to a ﬁnite
small-volume analysis [13]. A node system can be deﬁned
with ”i” as the subscript identifying a node where the heat
transfer occurs (see Fig. 2). Assuming a uniform temperature
distribution and that the wall acts like a plain wall, the
resistance capacitance method can be applied to the hydrogen
tank using eqs. (9) and (10):
QA;i ¼

X

Qk;ij ¼ ðQk Þi;i1 þ ðQk Þi;iþ1

and
QA;i ¼ ðrcDVÞi

dTi
þ s_ i DVi
dt

(10)

where the subscript “i” is the node where the temperature is
calculated and s_ i is the rate of surface energy conversion. The
resistance capacitance method simpliﬁes the partial differential equation eq. (6) into the ordinary differential equation

For an adiabatic thermodynamic model, eqs. (1) and (2) and
either 4 or 5 need to be present; hence, only the mass leaving

Fig. 1 e The 3 main components; the tank (s) at the
refueling station, the reduction valve and the tank (s) in the
vehicle.

(9)

j

Fig. 2 e Diagram of heat transfer through wall piece.
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eq. (10). The heat transfers Qk,i1 and Qk,iþ1 can be found from
eqs. (11) and (12).
Qk;i1 ¼

Ti  Ti1
Ri;i1

(11)

Qk;iþ1 ¼

Ti  Tiþ1
Ri;iþ1

(12)

The boundary conditions in eqs. (9) and (10) are given by


ag 
dTi 
¼
Tg  Ti jx¼0
k
dx x¼0

(13)


dTi 
aa
¼ ðTi jx¼L  Ta Þ
dx x¼L
k

(14)

(15)

The Rayleigh number is given by eq. (16)
Ra ¼



gbd3 cr2 Tw  Tg
mk

(16)

where g is gravity, b is the thermal expansion coefﬁcient, d is
the inside diameter of the tank, c is the speciﬁc heat capacity
at constant pressure, and m is the dynamic viscosity of the gas.

2.3.

Pressure losses

Other pressure losses in the system can be calculated using
real gas equations. For valves, the pressure at the exit of the
valve is found from eq. (17)

Pout ¼

Pin 

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P2in  4K
2

(17)

where K is
K¼

rTin
_
ð514kv =vÞ

2

(18)

kv is a pressure loss constant given by the manufacturer and
v_ is the volume ﬂow rate of the gas through the valve. The
pressure loss in the mass ﬂow meter, the ﬁlter and the
hydrogen storage system is given by eq. (19):

_ 2
m
Ar


Ploss ¼ 0:5kp r

(19)

where kp is a dimensionless pressure loss coefﬁcient given by
the component manufacturer.

2.4.

Other equations

The cooling demand for the hydrogen in the heat exchanger is
found from eq. (20):
_ in  hout Þ
Q ¼ mðh

2.5.

(20)

Software used for model

The simulation software used for deployment of the model is
Dymola, which is a fronteend interface for the free simulation
software Modelica. The language is a uniﬁed object-oriented
language for physical system modeling. The approach is
non-causal and uses true ordinary differential and algebraic
equations. The software is capable of solving large complex
systems using different solvers such as a Dassl, Euler, Lsoder
or one of the many other solvers included.

2.6.

The heat transfer coefﬁcient ag depends on the tank design
and varies between 150 W/(m2K) and 500 W/(m2K) when
increasing pressure in a tank [4] [7]. For decreasing pressure in
a tank, Daney’s correlation is used for the Nusselt’s number,
as shown in eq. (15) [14]
Nu ¼ 0:104Ra0:352

where hin and hout are the enthalpies into and out of the heat
exchanger, respectively.

Limitations of the model

The model does not take into account the thermal mass in the
system between the two vessels. High pressure tubing will
have an effect on the hydrogen temperature in the station
before the heat exchanger. The hydrogen will be cooler when
it enters the heat exchanger, which will lower the cooling
capacity and decrease the peak demand. The model has not
yet been validated with real data; such validation is the focus
of current efforts. The pressure losses throughout the system
have to be revised for every station and new kv and kp values
should be obtained for the different components.

2.7.
Combination of thermodynamic and heat transfer
equations into a model
The model of the refueling station is built by objects (each
component in the system is treated as an individual object,
including the tanks, valves, etc.) The objects can be connected
in any order because all of them receive and convey on information about the current states (mass ﬂow, temperature,
pressure and enthalpy). The state properties needed in each
component, such as density, speciﬁc heat capacity, and viscosity are retrieved for each object using the Refprop library
from the US National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST). The object uses the input and the equations given for
changes in pressure, temperature or enthalpy to evaluate the
property states at the exit. Exergy calculations are performed
for each object to calculate its exergy efﬁciency. Such objectoriented language with standardized inputs and outputs
makes it possible to change the placement of objects and
immediately observe the effects on the overall system.

3.

Analysis and discussion

This section will analyze the thermodynamics of the hydrogen refueling station and the on board hydrogen storage system. Refueling is simulated in accordance with SAE TIR J2601.
An optimization analysis using multiple tanks at the hydrogen
refueling station is compared to implementations that use
only a single tank. Information about all parameters for the
different simulations can be found in A.1. The most important
parameters are given here. The vessel has a volume of
0.172 m3, corresponding to a 7 kg tank. The ambient temperature is assumed to be 25  C, and the initial pressure in the
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tank is 2 MPa. The APRR for these conditions is 28.2 MPa/min,
and it decreases as the ambient temperature increases from
25  C.

3.1.

Thermodynamics of the system

A hydrogen refueling station is a high-pressure system in
which the pressure and temperature of the hydrogen changes
over time in the different components. A diagram for a conceptual hydrogen refueling station is shown in Fig. 3. It is
a simpliﬁed model designed to show the thermodynamic
evolution over time.
The model has one hydrogen tank with a pressure of
90 MPa at the hydrogen refueling station. The APRR is controlled at the station outlet. However, the pressure reduction
valve is placed before the heat exchanger; hence, the reduction valve compensates for the pressure losses between itself
and the nozzle. The pressure loss in the hydrogen storage
system is given by the same equation as the pressure loss in
the mass ﬂow meter, eq. (19). Because pressure loss in the
hydrogen storage system is different for different vehicle
models, it is impossible to predict it in general, though it is not
allowed to exceed 20 MPa at any time [1]. The thermodynamics of a full refueling event according to SAE TIR J2601 are
shown in Fig. 4. The temperature and pressure at different
locations are plotted and correspond to the numbers in Fig. 3:
the tank outlet of the hydrogen refueling station (1), before
and after the reduction valve (2 and 3), after the heat
exchanger (4), at the inlet to the tank in the hydrogen storage
system (5) and in the tank in the hydrogen storage system (6).
These points were identiﬁed as critical locations in the overall
system.
Fig. 4 (a) shows the temperatures throughout the system.
The temperature at the outlet of the tank (1) at the hydrogen
refueling station decreases as mass is removed. The temperature increases across components where there are pressure
losses present these increases are due to the negative JouleThomson coefﬁcient of hydrogen and are especially signiﬁcant across the reduction valve (point 2-3). The temperature
rise (point 4e5) is parabolic because the pressure drop is
a function of the mass ﬂow; the temperature rise is therefore
due to the Joule-Thomson coefﬁcient. The hydrogen gas
temperature coming into the tank at the hydrogen storage
system is much lower than the hydrogen gas temperature
inside the tank; this is due to the heat of compression inside
the tank. Fig. 4 (b) shows the pressures through the system.
The pressure out of the tank at the hydrogen refueling station
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decreases as mass leaves the tank. Conversely, the pressure
increases in the hydrogen storage system tank due to mass
being transferred to it. Fig. 4 (c) shows the mass ﬂow of the
hydrogen and the demand for cooling the hydrogen to 40  C.
Because the system is fueled with an APRR, the mass ﬂow
varies depending on the back pressure in the hydrogen storage system; this will be explained in more detail in section 3.2.
The cooling demand is a function of the mass ﬂow and
enthalpy. It is very similar to the mass ﬂow curve, although it
peaks earlier due to a higher enthalpy. The enthalpy is highest
at the start and decreases during the refueling because mass is
leaving the tank at the hydrogen refueling station, reducing
the pressure and decreasing the temperature. Fig. 4 shows the
gas temperature development in both the tank at the hydrogen refueling station and the tank in the hydrogen storage
system over a period of an hour, starting with a refueling. The
temperature either increases or decreases rapidly during the
refueling. The thermal conductivity of the carbon ﬁber wrapping is low [4], and therefore, it takes a long time before the
tanks come back to ambient conditions after refueling (with
no mass leaving or entering).

3.2.
Effect of pressure loss in hydrogen storage system
on the hydrogen refueling station
As shown in Fig. 3, the system consists of the hydrogen
refueling station and the hydrogen storage system. SAE TIR
J2601 prescribes the outlet conditions of the hydrogen at the
hydrogen refueling station: the pressure increase should be
the APRR, 28.2 MPa/min and the temperature should be 40  C
for an A70 station at an ambient temperature of 25  C ﬁlling
from 2 MPa to 70 MPa. This means that the pressure losses in
the hydrogen refueling station do not inﬂuence the refueling
of the hydrogen storage system. The pressure losses of the
hydrogen storage system, however, do have an inﬂuence on
the hydrogen refueling station.
The tank in the vehicle and the pressure losses between
the hydrogen refueling station and the tank in the hydrogen
storage system determine the mass ﬂow rate and the fueling
time. Fig. 5 shows the pressure, temperature, mass ﬂow and
cooling demand for 4 different pressure losses in the hydrogen storage system. The pressure loss is calculated from eq.
(19), where kp values have been chosen to show almost no
pressure loss across the components (kp,1) and to illustrate
the highest allowed pressure loss of 20 MPa (kp,4) in the
hydrogen storage system (according to SAE TIR J2601). The
values are kp,1 ¼ 25, kp,2 ¼ 100, kp,3 ¼ 200, and kp,4 ¼ 300. Fig. 5

Fig. 3 e Simple hydrogen refueling station, reference model.
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Fig. 4 e The thermodynamics of hydrogen refueling. (a) Temperatures in the system. (b) Pressures in the system. (c) Mass
ﬂow and cooling demand. (d) Temperature development in tanks with a refueling and 1 h afterwards.

(c) shows the mass ﬂow for different pressure losses in the
hydrogen storage system. The ﬁgure shows that the peak
mass ﬂow is lower at high pressure losses, and the total mass
when fueling to the same pressure is slightly less than
refueling with low pressure loss (not shown here). This is
because of the temperature inside the hydrogen storage
system tank, as shown in Fig. 5 (a); it increases relative to the
pressure loss increase shown in Fig. 5 (b). Because fueling
ends at the same pressure, the density of the warmer
hydrogen will be lower, resulting in a lower total mass. The
fueling time also increases with increased pressure loss in
the hydrogen storage system. Intuitively, this should be the
same because the APRR is the same. However, due to the
increased pressure loss in the hydrogen storage system, the
pressure rise in the tank is lower, as shown in Fig. 5 (d). The
APRR is set at the nozzle, so the pressure loss in the hydrogen
storage system will affect the pressure rise in the hydrogen
storage system tank. Fig. 5 shows the cooling demand as
a function of the pressure loss; it is worth noting that the
peak cooling demand is lower as the peak mass ﬂow rate
decreases. In this example, the peak cooling demand is 35%
lower for the highest pressure loss. Such a change is

signiﬁcant because it can lower the refrigeration requirements in a facility for high pressure loss vehicles
(though it most likely will also service vehicles with lower
pressure losses as well). The pressure drop in the hydrogen
refueling station only affects the tank at the hydrogen refueling station. The pressure and the volume of the tank at the
hydrogen refueling station have to be dimensioned so that
the pressure is always higher before the reduction valve. The
pressure at the end of a refueling has to be high enough to
overcome the back pressures in the system.

3.3.

Effects of using cascade ﬁlling

The following section will describe how the model can be used
for energy and time optimization for refueling a hydrogen
vehicle. The two systems that are used to show the optimization can be observed in Figs. 3 and 6. The only difference
between the two systems is the number of tanks at the
hydrogen refueling station. In the system in Fig. 3, there is
a single tank at 90 MPa; in the refueling station in Fig. 6, there
are three tanks at 45, 65 and 91 MPa. The second system is
generally known as a cascade ﬁlling system.
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Fig. 5 e Effects of the pressure loss in the hydrogen storage system on the hydrogen refueling. (a) Higher kp results in a larger
temperature rise in the hydrogen storage system tank. (b) Higher kp results in longer ﬁlling times before the pressure has
reached the target pressure in the tank. (c) Higher kp results in lower peak mass ﬂow and the mass ﬂow peaks later.
(d) Higher kp values results in lower peak cooling demand.

The thermodynamics of the cascade ﬁlling system can be
observed in Fig. 7. Fig. 7 (b) shows the pressures in the system. The pressures out of the tanks at the hydrogen refueling
station are lower for the two ﬁrst tanks in the cascade ﬁlling,
which naturally results in a lower pressure decrease across
the reduction valve. Compared to Fig. 4 (b), it can be observed
that the pressures after the reduction valve are the same for
both a single tank and three tanks. Because the pressure
difference between the tank at the hydrogen refueling station
and the hydrogen storage system tank is lower, the heating
up of the hydrogen due to the Joule-Thompson effect is lower
(shown in Fig. 7 (a)). By comparing the pressures, temperatures and mass ﬂows in the hydrogen storage system with
the ones in Fig. 4, it can be observed that cascade ﬁlling has
no effect on the hydrogen storage system, which proves the
point from section 3.1 that the design of the hydrogen refueling station does not inﬂuence the hydrogen storage system.
Fig. 7 generally shows cascade ﬁlling and its thermodynamics, demonstrating that multiple tanks lower the

pressure losses and the heating up of the hydrogen without
compromising the refueling of the tank in the hydrogen
storage system.
Fig. 7 (c) shows the mass ﬂow and cooling demand for the
cascade ﬁlling. Compared to Fig. 4 (c), the size of the peak
cooling demand is the same for both ﬁllings, but peaks later
for the cascade fueling than for the single tank ﬁlling, even
though the mass ﬂow is the same. The reason is that the
pressure and temperature when shifting to the last tank in the
cascade ﬁlling are higher at that time than for the single tank.
The enthalpy is therefore higher, and a higher cooling demand
is required.

3.4.

Optimization using cascade ﬁlling

Replenishing the high-pressure tanks at the hydrogen refueling station is typical achieved using a booster drawing from
low-pressure tanks at 20 MPa. Fig. 8 (a) and (b) show the two
different scenarios.
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Fig. 6 e Cascade fueling station.

system. Table 3 shows the differences in energy consumption
of a booster (high-pressure compressor), the running time of
the compressor and the cooling demand.
The total mass that needs to be stored to perform a 7-kg
refueling of a vehicle is 138.85 kg in a single tank at 90 MPa or
112.3 kg distributed across three tanks of 45 MPa, 65 MPa and
91 MPa. Thus, the fueling only requires approximately 6 kg
which means that the rest of the hydrogen only has the

The replenishing of the tanks implies receiving the same
mass as the refueling required, so the total mass ﬁlled back
into the three tanks and the single tank are the same. The
compared parameters are the energy consumption of the
booster and the refueling time. The refueling of the tanks
begins when the refueling of the vehicle has ﬁnished. The
total volume of stored hydrogen is the same for both systems
as 3 m3 is distributed with 1 m3 in each tank for the three tank
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Fig. 7 e The thermodynamics of a cascade ﬁlling. (a) Temperature development. (b) Pressure development. (c) Mass ﬂow and
cooling demand.
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Fig. 8 e Sketch of the refueling set ups of the tanks at the
hydrogen refueling station. (a) Refueling from low pressure
tanks at the hydrogen refueling station to a single high
pressure tank. (b) Refueling from low pressure tanks at the
hydrogen refueling station to the three high pressure
tanks.

Table 3 e Comparison between energy and time
consumption.

Total mass [kg]
Power [kWh]
Time [s]
Total Cooling [kWh]
Peak cooling [kW]

1 Tank

3 Tanks

Savings

138.85
1.22
508
1.93
61.7

112.3
1.01
485
1.70
65.1

26.6
0.21
23
0.23
3.1

function of keeping the pressure up in the tanks and can
therefore not be used for refueling. The savings in the total
hydrogen mass between a single and three tanks at the
hydrogen refueling station is 26.6 kg, approximately 20% of the
total mass stored in the single tank system. The power needed
to run the compressor for refueling the three tanks instead of
a single tank is approximately 17% lower. The time difference
for refueling a single tank or three tanks is 23s, corresponding
to a 5% saving when refueling using the three tank system. The
refrigeration facility is also inﬂuenced by the number of and
pressure in the tanks at the hydrogen refueling station. Using
three tanks gives a savings of 12% of the cooling capacity
needed for the single tank system, though the peak cooling
demand is approximately 5% higher using the cascade ﬁlling.
From a cooling perspective, the lower total cooling capacity is
notable. It is difﬁcult to compare the peak cooling demand
because this demand depends on the back pressure in the
hydrogen storage system (as shown in Fig. 5 (d)) and therefore
depends on the vehicle.

4.

Conclusion

Dynamic models of the main components of a hydrogen
refueling station and a vehicle storage system have been
created using Dymola software. The models can be connected
to simulate a complete hydrogen refueling station. The model
has been used to show the thermodynamics of a simple system for refueling a vehicle. Pressure, temperature and mass
ﬂow have been analyzed, and it has been shown that the
pressure loss in the hydrogen storage system has a signiﬁcant
impact on the hydrogen refueling process in terms of mass
ﬂow, cooling demand and storage dimensioning. The cooling
demand is 35% lower for a high pressure loss hydrogen storage system than for a system with almost no pressure loss.
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The pressure losses and the design of the station do not inﬂuence refueling into the hydrogen storage system as long as
the station fulﬁlls the SAE TIR J2601. The differences between
refueling from the single tank and three tanks designs at the
hydrogen refueling station have been shown from a thermodynamic perspective. The time required for a whole cycle at
the refueling station, i.e., refueling a vehicle and then refueling the high-pressure tanks at the hydrogen refueling station,
is 5% lower under a cascade ﬁlling system. Furthermore,
cascade ﬁlling used 12% less energy for cooling and 17% less
energy for compression according to the given compressor
equations. Additional components can be added to the model
to simulate and predict a complete refueling event (e.g., heat
transfer and pressure losses from the interconnecting tubing
and components). The current model can be used for design
optimization of hydrogen refueling stations.
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Nomenclature

s
T
t
U
V
x

Area of tank, m2
Speciﬁc heat capacity, J/(kgK)
Exergy, J/kg
Gravity, m/s2
Enthalpy, J/kg
Conductivity, W/(mK)
Pressure loss constant, m3/h
Pressure loss constant
Mass ﬂow rate, kg/s
Mass, kg
Nusselt number
Pressure, Pa
Heat loss, J
Resistance, J/K
Rayleigh number
Surface energy conversion, J
Entropy, J/kg
Temperature, K or  C
Time, s
Internal energy, J
Volume, m3
Thickness, m

Greek
a
b
m
r

Heat transfer coefﬁcient, W/(m2K)
Thermal expansion coefﬁcient, T1
Dynamic viscosity, kg/(sm)
Density, kg/m3

A
c
e
g
h
k
kv
kp
_
m
M
Nu
P
Q
R
Ra
s_

Subscript
0
Reference properties
a
Ambient
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Gas
Node number
Into component
Conductivity
Total thickness
Out of component
Pressure
Solid
Temperature
Wall

(continued )
General settings

Abbreviations
APRR
Average pressure ramp rate
SAE
Society of Automotive Engineers
SOC
State of charge
TIR
Technical information report

Appendix A. Input data used for the simulations.
Appendix A.1. Reference system
General settings
APRR
T ambient
P ambient
Hydrogen refueling station inputs
V of tank
A of inside tank wall
ag
aa
x liner
x cfrp
P initial tank
T initial tank
kv of valves
kp of ﬁlter
kp of mass ﬂow meter
T heat exchanger
Hydrogen storage system inputs
V of tank
A of inside tank wall
ag
aa
x liner
x cfrp
P initial
P target

28.2 MPa/min
25  C
0.101 MPa
3 m3
4 m2
150 W/(m2K)
8 W/(m2K)
0.003 m
0.022 m
90 Mpa
25  C
0.75 m3/h
100 m3/h
2.8 m3/h
40  C
0.173 m3
2 m2
150 W/(m2K)
8 W/(m2K)
0.003 m
0.022 m
2 Mpa
72 MPa

150 W/(m2K)
8 W/(m2K)
0.003 m
0.022 m
45 Mpa

ag
aa
x liner
x cfrp
P initial tank
Tank 2
V of tank
A of inside tank wall
ag
aa
x liner
x cfrp
P initial tank
Tank 3
V of tank
A of inside tank wall
ag
aa
x liner
x cfrp
P initial tank
Other values
T initial tank
kv of valves
kp of ﬁlter
kp of mass ﬂow meter
T heat exchanger
Hydrogen storage system inputs
V of tank
A of inside tank wall
ag
aa
x liner
x cfrp
P initial
P target
Low pressure tank
V of tank
P initial
T initial

1 m3
2 m2
150 W/(m2K)
8 W/(m2K)
0.003 m
0.022 m
65 Mpa
1 m3
2 m2
150 W/(m2K)
8 W/(m2K)
0.003 m
0.022 m
90 Mpa
25  C
0.75 m3/h
100 m3/h
2.8 m3/h
40  C
0.173 m3
2 m2
150 W/(m2K)
8 W/(m2K)
0.003 m
0.022 m
2 Mpa
72 MPa
100 m3
20 Mpa
25  C

Appendix A.3. Compressor equation
Mass ﬂow equation for the compressor. Made from experimental results delivered by the manufacture. The valid range
is varying between an inlet pressure of 150e200 bar and an
outlet pressure between 200 and 1000 bar.
_ ¼
m





Pout
P2  Pin
P2  Pin
$ c1 
ðc1  c2Þ $exp d1 
ðd1  d2Þ
4
10
P2  P1
P2  P1

Appendix A.2. Cascade system

(A1)
6

Where P1 ¼ 15,10 Pa and P1 ¼ 20,10 Pa and the coefﬁcients
are c1 ¼ 0.013834957, c2 ¼ 0.010681871, d1 ¼ 0.000174506 and
d2 ¼ 0.000236707.

General settings
APRR
T ambient
P ambient
Hydrogen refueling station inputs
Tank 1
V of tank
A of inside tank wall

6

28.2 MPa/min
25  C
0.101 MPa

1 m3
2 m2
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1.

Introduction

Hydrogen refueling stations are emerging in and around the
larger cities in Europe and The United States. The investors in
Europe are primarily municipals or public funding who buys
the stations to run with a set of hydrogen vehicles in the
municipal service department. The latest example is Copenhagen municipality who bought a H2Logic 700 bar station to
run with 15 Hyundai hydrogen vehicles. The reason to spend
such huge investment was to promote hydrogen in the
transport sector. In order for the public to accept hydrogen
vehicles they need to be introduced into the market at platforms where they are highly visible and people slowly get used
to the idea and the sight of them. Even though many stations
are bought by municipalities to use with a number of
hydrogen vehicles, the stations are often public and placed

like any other common petrol station with public access. The
new stations follows the protocol from society of automotive
engineers for high speed hydrogen refueling within the safety
limits of the storage tank in the vehicle, SAE J2601 [1]. In
addition, the society of automotive engineers has made a
protocol for an on-board vehicle system, SAE J2600 [2]. The two
protocols allows the vehicle manufactures to build vehicles
which can be refueled at any station and station manufactures to build station that can refuel any vehicle, as long as
both complies with SAE J2600 and SAE J2601. The two protocols are developed in close cooperation with both vehicle
and refueling station manufactures in order to secure a high
implementation rate from the start. This is seen as the same
vehicles are used in demonstrations worldwide with different
refueling stations. The refueling procedure of vehicles is
stated in the protocol, where the stated parameters are the

* Corresponding author. Tel.: þ45 4525 4329; fax: þ45 4588 4325.
E-mail address: edro@mek.dtu.dk (E. Rothuizen).
0360-3199/$ e see front matter Copyright ª 2013, Hydrogen Energy Publications, LLC. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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outlet temperature, the pressure ramp rate and the ﬁnal
pressure at which the refueling should end. These conditions
depend on the ambient conditions and the type of tank in the
vehicle. The protocol does not dictate or suggest how to reach
the outlet conditions of the refueling station or what should
happen after the refueling. Therefore the different hydrogen
refueling station manufactures have different station designs.
Though there are some similarities in the design of the refueling stations. First, they all cool the hydrogen before the exit.
Second, the refueling is done using a cascade tank setup at the
station. The cascade system consist of two to four different
pressure levels, with the lowest starting from 350500 bar the
medium 500700 bar and the highest typically above 900 bar.
Third, there is a low pressure hydrogen bank at the station,
200350 bar that can be used for recovering of the tanks in the
cascade system. The pressures are typically chosen by the
physical limitations of the tanks and the price. The high
pressure tanks usually have a smaller volume than the low
pressure tanks and a larger price tag. It is therefore beneﬁcial
with small high pressure tanks from an investment cost
perspective, but the energy consumption of refueling the
tanks in the cascade system is not known. The refueling of the
cascade system at the refueling station is done using compressors. Different types of compressors used in the system
are reciprocating compressors which also is the most common one, as well as ionic liquid compressors and membrane
compressors. They are typically compressing in two or more
stages and the hydrogen needs to be cooled down during, or
after the compression. The whole process of refueling a
vehicle and afterward bringing the used tanks in the cascade
system back to starting pressure for a new refueling, is
referred to as a complete refueling cycle. A complete refueling
cycle is yet unexplored with regards to deciding number of
tanks in the cascade system and the pressure and sizes of
them. Farzaneh-Gord et al. have done research in entropy
generation and entropy optimization between using on buffer
tank and a three tank cascade system and found that a
cascade fueling had the least exergy destruction but it also
had the longest fueling time [3]. Hosseini et al. have done a
similar exergy analysis of using one buffer tank for refueling
compared to a cascade system, they also concluded that the
cascade system had the least exergy destruction [4]. This
paper considers the trade-off between number of tanks, sizes
of the tanks and the pressure levels in the tanks, from an
energy consumption point of view. It includes the total energy
consumption from all the major components in a refueling
station, the compressor and the refrigeration facilities. The
thermodynamic model used for simulation of the refuelings
uses ﬁrst law equations and the tanks are modeled accounting
for heat loss. The hydrogen gas is considered as a real gas and
the compression is adiabatic, giving the worst case scenario
with regards to the temperature development of hydrogen
due to the compression.

2.

Theory

The following section describes the theory used for the model
of a hydrogen refueling station. The section consist of four
parts; Governing equations for the tanks, governing

583

equations for isotropic adiabatic compression, heat transfer
and pressure loss equations and at the end a model
description. The theory which is different from the previous
paper on “Optimization of hydrogen vehicle refueling via
dynamic simulation” [5] is mainly the two ﬁrst parts about
the tank and the compression. The third part covers; heat
transfer equations, pressure loss equations and calculation of
cooling demand.

2.1.

Governing equation for the tanks

Moving hydrogen from a low pressure tank to a higher pressure requires mechanical work which in this case is a piston
compressor. Further two tanks in which the hydrogen is
stored needs to be present. The system can be split up into
three main components; the compressor, the tank at the
suction side and the tank at the discharge side. For deciding
the properties inside the tanks during a complete cycle, both
discharging and charging, the energy balance is done using
ﬁrst law analysis and using the equations for enthalpy instead
of internal energy. This is necessary for the model to be able to
both discharge and charge the tank within the same simulation. The energy balance in terms of internal energy for the
tanks is:
dU
dm dQ
¼h
þ
dt
dt
dt

(1)

where dU/dt is the change in internal energy, h is the enthalpy,
dm/dt is the change in mass and dQ/dt is the heat rate entering
or leaving the tank. The internal energy is U ¼ H  pV which is
the enthalpy (H), the pressure (p) and the volume (V).
Rewriting and substituting internal energy with enthalpy into
eq. (1) gives:


dh
1
dP dQ
_  h$m
_ þV
¼ $ hout $m
þ
dt M
dt
dt

(2)

This gives the energy balance expressed through change in
enthalpy. The mass ﬂow is expressed through the change in
density in the volume, eq. (3).
dm dr
¼
V
dt
dt

(3)

where dr/dt is expressed through differentials of enthalpy and
pressure [6].


dr vr  dP vr  dh
¼  $ þ  $
dt dP h dt dh P dt

(4)

The total mass in the system can be found from
M ¼ V$r

(5)

For an adiabatic thermodynamic model of a tank which
describes the energy change through enthalpy, eqs. (2)e(5)
are needed to be in present. The heat leaving or entering
the tank is not necessary, but it is of importance as it inﬂuences the properties of the hydrogen in the tank. A more
detailed model with the heat transfer is thus preferred. For
the system to be dynamic a controlling equation describing
the ﬂows between the tanks should also be present. The
controlling equation can either be a function of mass ﬂow
change or pressure change.
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dP
¼ f ðPÞ
dt

(6)

dm
_
¼ gðmÞ
dt

(7)

For hydrogen refueling systems following the protocol SAE
J2601 the mass ﬂow rate to the vehicle tank is described
through a pressure ramp rate found from the tables of SAE
J2601, eq. (6) must therefore be used. The mass ﬂow from the
compressor is described through a mass ﬂow equation, hence
eq. (7).

2.2.
Governing equations for an isotropic adiabatic
compressor
The mass ﬂow of the compressor is calculated deﬁning the
volume of the cylinders (Vcyl), piston strokes pr. second (n) and
a deﬁned function for the volumetric efﬁciency hv.
_ ¼ Vcyl $rin $hv $n
m

(8)

The volumetric efﬁciency is highest at a low pressure ratio
in the compressor and decreases almost proportionally as the
pressure ratio increases. For this model the volumetric efﬁciency has the highest possible efﬁciency of 90% and is
decreasing with 5% pr. pressure ratio. The energy balance of
the compressor is the energy ﬂow into the compressor, the
energy ﬂow out of the compressor and the work added in the
compressor.
_ out þ W ¼ 0
_ in  m$h
m$h

(9)

The enthalpy out of the compressor is found using the
isentropic efﬁciency. The compressor is assumed to be a
reciprocating compressor where an estimate of the isentropic
efﬁciency can be found using eq. (10) [7]:

his ¼ 0:1091$log

Pout
Pin

3

pressure loss have been added, though they are general
equations which can be found in any teaching book and has
no critical inﬂuence on the model, therefore they are only
shown in Table 2.

2.3.1.

Heat transfer

The heat transfer equations are explained in detail by Kaviany
[8], the equations is listed in Table 1 and cited to original
literature. The ﬂow inside the cylinder does not correspond to
the ﬂow through a tube because when the hydrogen hits the
back wall it bounces backwards again, to ﬁnd the heat transfer
coefﬁcient in such cases a CFD model can be created or
experimental data can be used. Dicken and Mrida [12] carried
out the ﬁrst test on temperature development inside a cylinder and compared the results with CFD calculations. It was
shown that a uniform temperature distribution could be
assumed. In this study the heat transfer coefﬁcient used for
charging a tank, has been determined experimentally by
Monde and Woodﬁeld [9].

2.3.2.

Pressure losses

The pressure loss equations used in the model can be seen in
Table 2.
The new pressure loss model of a tube is standard equations for calculating pressure loss at turbulent ﬂow through a
tube.

Table 1 e Equations for heat transfer.
Model

Reference

Equations

[8]

Qi ¼ ðr$cDVÞi $

Energy balance

[8]

Qi ¼ Qi1 þ Qiþ1

(13)

Qi1 ¼

Ti  Ti1
Ri1

(14)

Qiþ1 ¼

Ti  Tiþ1
Riþ1

(15)



2

Pout
Pout
 0:5247$log
þ 0:8577$log
Pin
Pin

þ 0:3727
(10)
where Pin is the suction pressure and Pout is the discharge
pressure. Equation (10) is valid in the range 1.1 < Pout/Pin < 5. The
enthalpy at the discharge of the compressor found by eq. (11)
hout ¼

hout;is  hin
 hin
his

2.3.

Boundary
conditions

[5]

W
m2 K

Charging heat
transfer
coefﬁcient

[9,10]

150  500

Discharging heat
transfer
coefﬁcient

[11]

a¼

Nusselt’s number

[11]

Nu ¼ 0:104Ra0:352

Rayleigh’s number

[11]

Ra ¼

Nu$k
d

Other components

The equations for the other components used in the model
can be found in Tables 1 and 2. The equations have partly been
described in Ref. [5]. Some new equation for calculation of

(12)


 
ag 
dTi 
(16)
Tg  Ti x¼0
¼
dx x¼0
k

dTi 
aa
¼ ðTi jx¼L  Ta Þ
dx x¼L
k

(11)

For simulating the refueling of the tanks at the station, the
outlet temperature of the compressor is important as temperatures over 85  C should be avoided for safety reasons. The
temperature out of the compressor is found using state
equations were T(p,h). Is has been assumed that there is no
heat loss from the compressor as this is a worst case scenario
of the energy transferred to the hydrogen during compression.

dTi
dt

Heat Transfer
differential
equation



gbd3 cp r2 Tw  Tg
mk

(17)

(18)

(19)
(20)

(21)
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Table 2 e Equations for pressure losses.
Model

Reference

Valves

[13]

Filter and Mass ﬂow meter

[14]

Tubing

[15]

Friction factor

[15]

Reynolds number

2.3.3.

Pout


DP ¼ 0:5kp r

DP ¼ f

[15]

Cooling demand

(27)

where Q is the cooling demand, Dh the enthalpy difference
_ the mass ﬂow. The energy consumption which the
and m
refrigeration facility requires to deliver the cooling demand is
found from:
W¼

Q
COP

(28)

where COP is the coefﬁcient of performance for the refrigeration facility; power to cooling ratio.

2.4.

Software used for model

The model has been implemented into the software Dymola,
which is an extension of the free simulation software Modelica. The programming language is uniﬁed object-oriented
for physical modeling and the approach is non casual and it
uses true ordinary differential equations and algebraic equations. The software is capable of solving large dynamic complex systems using the build in solvers.

2.5.

Equations
2
kv
 r1
water
_
V  3600

_
m
Ar

(23)

L rv2
d 2

Changes made in the model

To analyze the energy consumption a thermodynamic model
has been made in Dymola. A similar model has been used to
show the thermodynamic properties of hydrogen refueling
and how the pressure losses in the system affect the refueling
[5]. The new model enables the possibility to mix streams. It
improved and accounts for more generalized compressor
equations of a piston compressor as well as improved pressure loss equations enabling a more precise pressure loss
calculation that can be related to industrial pressure loss
values for the component. Further the model is able to have
reverse and zero mass ﬂow in any part of the system while

f¼

 1:8log

Re ¼

rvd
m

(22)

2

(24)


The cooling demand in the model is calculated using the energy balance in the heat exchanger.
_
Q ¼ Dhm


¼ Pin  r$

 
1:11 !!2
6:9
3:7r
þ
Re
d

(25)

(26)

other parts are running simultaneously. These changes
enable the possibility to do a vehicle refueling while the
compressor is running and when the refueling has ﬁnished
the refueling part can be “shut down” while the compressor
refuels the tanks in the cascade system through the same
tubing as the refueling was using.

2.6.

Hydrogen refueling system description

The model used for simulation of hydrogen refueling complies
with the protocol by Society of Automotive Engineers, TIR
J2601. The refueling system that is modeled is shown in Fig. 1.
The system is separated into two main sections, the refueling
station and the hydrogen vehicle. The hydrogen refueling
station is divided into two, the refueling system used for
refueling the vehicle and the compressor system used to
refuel the tanks at the station. The main refueling system
consists of a number of high pressure tanks setup in a cascade
system for refueling the vehicle and the components used to
assure the refueling comply with J2601. The compressor system consists of a medium pressure bank of tanks, a
compressor and a heat exchanger that removes the heat after
the compression. A short walk through of a refueling follows
here. The vehicle pulls up to the station and is connected at
the nozzle. The refueling station measures the pressure of the
hydrogen in the vehicle before it sends in a pulse were the
mass is known, the pressure in the vehicle is measured again,
by knowing the pressure rise and the mass which was in the
pulse, the size of the tank can be decided. The pressure in the
tank and the ambient temperature is then used to set the
average pressure ramp rate that is to be used for the refueling.
The volume of the tank indicates how much the reduction
valve should be opened when the refueling starts. The system
now opens for tank 1 and let the hydrogen ﬂow to the vehicle
tank. At the same time the compressor starts up and deliver
hydrogen to the stream going from tank 1 to the vehicle, if the
mass ﬂow from the compressor is larger than needed for the
refueling, then the excess hydrogen is stored in the tank.
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Fig. 1 e Sketch of a hydrogen refueling station with three tanks in a cascade setup and a compressor section to refuel the
station.

When the pressure across the reduction valve reaches a
certain limit, the station changes to tank 2 which is at higher
pressure than tank 1 and the refueling continues. The
compressor ﬁlls tank 1 back to starting mass/pressure before
it start ﬁlling tank 2. When the pressure in tank 2 becomes to
low to keep up the average pressure ramp rate the station
changes to tank 3 which is at a higher pressure than tank 2.
When the outlet of the station reaches the ﬁnal pressure, the
refueling of the vehicle is aborted. The compressor keeps
running until all the tanks at the station are back to starting
mass/pressure. The process of refueling the vehicle and
bringing the tanks at the station back to starting pressure, is
referred to as; a complete refueling cycle. As one may have
noticed the pressure losses in the systems are collected at four
different strategically selected places. There is a pressure loss
before the reduction valve (pressure loss 1) which takes into
account tubing and valves together. This pressure loss inﬂuences the pressure into the reduction valve and thereby
when to change the tank in the cascade system. Decreasing
the pressure loss before the reduction valve increases the time
before shifting from the ﬁrst tank. The second pressure loss
(pressure loss 2) is between the reduction valve and the
average pressure ramp rate (APRR). This takes into account
the pressure loss in the heat exchanger and some valves. This
is also the pressure loss the reduction valve needs to adjust for
in order to have the average pressure ramp rate at the nozzle.
The third pressure loss (pressure loss 3) is the pressure loss in
the vehicle. Pressure loss 3 inﬂuences the mass ﬂow of the
refueling; low pressure loss gives an earlier and higher peak in
mass ﬂow. When increasing the pressure loss in the vehicle
the peak mass ﬂow rate is decreased and will peak later in the
refueling. This has a large inﬂuence on the station as an early

mass ﬂow peak results in more mass is drawn from the tanks
at lower pressures and with a late mass ﬂow peak more mass
is drawn from the tanks with higher pressure. The last pressure loss (pressure loss 4) accounts for the pressure losses
between the compressor and the mixer. The compressor has
to make up such loss while delivering hydrogen. The mixers
are ideal mixers where the ﬂow from the compressor is mixed
with the mass ﬂow for the refueling of the vehicle. The ﬂow
distributor controls the ﬂow, only one ﬂow can pass through
at a time. The heat exchanger at the outlet of the refueling
system cools the hydrogen to the desired temperature set by
the fueling protocol J2601. The heat exchanger after the
compressor cools the hydrogen to the same temperature as
ambient. For the model the station can have up to 8 tanks in
the cascade system. The extra tanks are connected like tank 1,
2, and 3 in Fig. 1.

3.

Analysis and discussion

The following section presents and discusses the results obtained from the energy optimization of the cascade system at
the hydrogen refueling station. Table 3 contains the volumes
used for the tanks and Table 4 contains the pressures used.
For the parameter variation of the tank sizes and pressures,
the given volumes and pressures are the ones at which it was
not possible to go further down in volume or pressure.

3.1.

Simulation comparisons

The three different scenarios that are compared in this section
are; ﬁrst, the effect of adding more tanks to the cascade
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Table 3 e Volumes of the tanks.
Number Scenario Tank 1 (m3) Tank 2 (m3) Tank 3 (m3) Tank 4 (m3) Tank 5 (m3) Tank 6 (m3) Tank 7 (m3) Tank 8 (m3)
of tanks
at station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1,3
2
1,3
2
1,3
2
1,3
2
1,3
2
1,3
2
1,3
2
1,3
2

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0.25
1
0.25

1
0.75
1
0.75
1
1
1
1
1
0.50
1
0.25
1
0.25

1
0.50
1
0.75
1
0.75
1
0.25
1
0.25
1
0.25

system at the station is analyzed. This is done for both the
maximum allowed pressure loss in the vehicle and for a low
pressure loss in the vehicle. Second, the volume of the tanks is
changed decreasing the volume as the pressure increases.
Third, a variation of the pressures in the tanks is done by
lowering the pressures to a minimum in order for the refueling to take place. The ﬁrst parameter variation shows the effect of adding another tank to the cascade system, the second
parameter variation shows the effect of decreasing the volume of the tanks and the third parameter variation shows the
gain by having the minimum required pressures in the tanks.
The trade-off between power consumption, tank size and tank
pressures are interesting both from an energy point of view,
but also from an economical point of view as the investment
cost of the tanks increases with increasing volume and pressure. Though, it is up to the manufacture to judge where the
best trade of is between energy consumption and investment

1
0.5
1
0.25
1
0.25
1
0.25
1
0.25

1
0.25
1
0.25
1
0.25
1
0.25

1
0.25
1
0.25
1
0.25

1
0.25
1
0.25

1
0.25

costs of tanks. This paper shows the trends and can therefore
not be used as a ﬁnal dimension of refueling stations to be
used for manufacturing. The pressures and sizes reached in
this paper are speciﬁc for the pressure losses used at this
particular station and all other stations should be evaluated
individually to ﬁnd the best tank size/pressure setup. Though
the energy savings should be of the same magnitude, for all
stations with a similar layout. When adding more tanks to the
refueling station the volume of each tank is 1 m3 and the
pressures are as follows, when only 1 tank is present it is
950 bars for two tanks it is 400 and 900 bars and for more than
two tanks the pressure is distributed in between 400 and
900 bars with equal pressure rise between each tank, this is
shown i Table 4. The parameter variation of the tank sizes
allows 4 different sizes to be used 0.25 m3, 0.50 m3, 0.75 m3 and
1 m3. The variation is done by decreasing the tank volumes to
a minimum starting with the highest pressure tank, then

Table 4 e The pressures used for the comparisons.
Number Scenario Tank 1 (bar) Tank 2 (bar) Tank 3 (bar) Tank 4 (bar) Tank 5 (bar) Tank 6 (bar) Tank 7 (bar) Tank 8 (bar)
of tanks
at station
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1,2
3
1,2
3
1,2
3
1,2
3
1,2
3
1,2
3
1,2
3
1,2
3

950
925
400
550
400
350
400
350
400
350
400
350
400
350
400
350

950
925
675
650
583
551
538
503
510
475
492
455
479
441

950
875
767
712
675
630
620
582
583
548
557
522

950
840
813
737
730
674
675
629
635
594

950
825
840
753
767
699
714
658

950
820
858
761
793
715

950
815
871
765

950
810
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Fig. 2 e The mass ﬂows and total mass for a refueling of a
vehicle with both low pressure loss (LPL) and high pressure
loss (HPL).

Other system assumptions

The hydrogen fueling station considered is for refueling of
hydrogen vehicles without communication. The pressure loss
in the vehicle is the highest allowed which peaks at 200 bars
during the refueling. This pressure loss gives the most
demanding refueling of the vehicle for the station in terms of
pressures and sizes of the tanks. Using a lower pressure loss
will ﬁll a larger mass to the vehicle, but the mass ﬂow will
peak earlier and be lower towards the end of the refueling.
This result in more mass is drawn in the beginning of the
refueling, from the tanks at lower stages in the cascade system. Thereby does the high pressure tank get a lower demand
and decrease less in pressure, hence less mass is drawn from
them. It means that if the station is able to fulﬁll this refueling
of a vehicle with high pressure loss it can also satisfy all
refueling; this will be explained further in Section 3.2. The two
heat exchangers in the system are connected to a refrigeration
facility, which for the heat exchanger after the compressor
(HEX2) has a COP ¼ 2 and after the reduction valve (HEX1) has a
COP ¼ 1.5. The compressor has a peak mass ﬂow capacity of
0.015 kg/s, which is obtained when the pressure ratio are close
to one. The peak mass ﬂow corresponds to the largest
hydrogen compressors which is present available.

3.2.

0.07

Mass [kg]

moving down gradually decreasing the volumes until the
refueling of the vehicle just succeeds, the ﬁnal volumes can be
seen in Table 3. The third parameter variation with constant
volume of the tanks of 1 m3 allows the pressures to be set
between 350 and 950 bars. The main constrain is that the
pressure when the refueling of the vehicle is ﬁnished is between 10 and 20 bars across the reduction valve. Further all
the tanks in the cascade system have to be used. The pressures for this variation were tested both using the same
pressure difference between each tank and then with the
same pressure ratio between each tank in the cascade system
instead. By having the same pressure ratio, a decrease in
pressure difference between each tank step in the cascade
system can be provided. It was found that using the same
pressure ratio between tanks next to each other, gave the
lowest energy consumption. Therefore all results shown here
are with the equal pressure ratio.

Mass flow rate [kg/s]
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when considering the pressures in the tanks at the station, it
becomes clear why the higher pressure loss refueling is of
larger importance. Fig. 3 shows the pressures in the system at
the reduction valve, out of the compressor and at the nozzle
(the average pressure ramp rate). The pressures into the
reduction valve have two changes in pressure (the steep lines),
which is due to change of tank in the cascade system.
Considering the pressure into the reduction valve, the low
pressure tank in the cascade system ﬁnishes at lower pressure
for refueling a low pressure loss vehicle compared to a high
pressure loss vehicle. A lower ﬁnishing pressure means that
more mass has been drawn from the low pressure tank in the
cascade system. It therefore changes earlier to the second
tank in the cascade system. The medium pressure tank delivers approximately the same amount of mass as they end at
the same pressure, Fig. 3. The high pressure in the cascade
system ends at a higher pressure for the low pressure loss
vehicle refueling than for the high pressure loss vehicle
refueling. This shows that less mass has been drawn from the
higher pressure for a low pressure loss vehicle refueling than
for a higher pressure loss vehicle refueling. When deciding the

General thermodynamics of the system

To explain the properties of the system further, a complete
cycle for a three tanks cascade refueling station is used as
example. Fig. 2 shows the mass ﬂows for a refueling with a
high pressure loss (HPL) and for a low pressure loss (LPL)
refueling. It is clear that the mass ﬂow peak later when a large
pressure loss is present in the vehicle. Further the total mass
refueled is less with a high pressure loss than with a low
pressure loss, this is because the refueling ﬁnishes when the
pressure at the outlet of the station reaches a certain value.
Therefore the pressure is higher in the tanks when the pressure loss in the vehicle is lower. The mass ﬂow through the
compressor decreases as it shifts tank to refuel. For the station
to recover after refueling a low pressure loss vehicle it takes
longer time as more mass has been fueled to the vehicle. It
may seems contradictory to consider the high pressure loss
refueling as more mass is refueled with low pressure loss, but
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Fig. 3 e The pressures for a refueling of a vehicle with both
low pressure loss (LPL) and high pressure loss (HPL).
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pressures in the tanks at the refueling station, it is most energy efﬁcient if the pressure into the reduction valve is close to
the outlet of the reduction valve when the fueling ﬁnishes,
hence the compressor has not used work to compress
hydrogen to a higher pressure than necessary. Fig. 4 shows the
pressure losses in the system shown in Fig. 1. The pressure
loss; pressure loss 3 HPL is uses the second y-axes in Fig. 4. The
suddenly changes in pressure loss 2 is due to change of tank at
the station for the refueling. After 152 s the only place there is
a pressure loss, is between the compressor and the tank it is
refueling, as the refueling of the vehicle has ﬁnished. The
refueling in Fig. 3 is therefore not the most energy effective,
because there are more than 100 bars differences between the
reduction valve, the average pressure ramp rate and the
pressure loss between the reduction valve and the nozzle is
only 17 bars.

3.3.

Results

The ﬁrst simulation has a constant volume of the tanks of 1 m3
and a variation of number of tanks is done from 1 to 8 tanks.
This is the reference case for further comparisons with variable tanks size and with variable pressure. The energy consumption of a complete cycle is shown in Fig. 5(a) for a
refueling done to a vehicle with a low pressure loss and a high
pressure loss. The energy consumption is decreasing
approaching an exponential function as one more tanks is
added to the refueling station. It is clear that using a cascade
system compared to one tank is favorable from an energy
consumption point of view. The hydrogen which is fueled to
the vehicle has an energy content of approximately 240 kWh
and the largest amount of energy used for a full cycle with a
high pressure loss vehicle is 5.97 kWh, which is 2.5% of the
energy fueled. Fig. 5(a) also shows that the energy consumption for a complete refueling cycle with a low pressure loss
vehicle changes from being more energy consuming at 3 tanks
to being less at 4 tanks. This fact proofs the point that even
though more mass is fueled, it is taken from the lower pressure tanks. The distribution of the energy consumption between the components is shown in Fig. 5(b). The compressor
account for more than 50% and the refrigeration facility for
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Fig. 4 e The pressure losses for a refueling of a vehicle with
high pressure loss (HPL) and the pressure loss for a vehicle
with low pressure loss (LPL).
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the heat exchanger after the compressor for approximately
30%, the lowest energy consumption is for the cooling of the
hydrogen at the exit of the station accounting for approximately 20%. Fig. 6 shows the energy saving when adding more
tanks to the cascade system, the savings are showed for each
component and the total saving. The saving from going from
one to two tanks is 18% and the saving for the compressor
which accounts for more than 50% of the total energy used is
20%. The energy savings by adding another tank to the
cascade system are approaching exponential. Fig. 6 shows
that the energy saving is signiﬁcant until three tanks are
present in the cascade system. From four to ﬁve tanks the
saving is app. 5% and after going from four to ﬁve tanks the
energy saving by adding an extra tank is less than 3% for each
additional tank. It should be noted that for the cascade system
using 6, 7 and 8 tanks, the high pressure tank of 950 bars were
not in use for the vehicle refueling, as the other tanks could
satisfy the demand. This will be examined further when
studying the effect of reducing the tank sizes and changing
the pressures so that the pressure difference in the cascade
system does not necessarily has even pressure difference
between them. Decreasing the sizes of the tanks will have an
effect on the energy consumption of the refueling. First, by
lowering the volume the ﬁnal pressure in the tanks will be
lowered after having refueled the vehicle; this gives a lower
pressure ratio for the compressor at the beginning of refueling
the cascade system. Second, by decreasing the volume of the
tanks and thereby decreasing the pressure faster during
refueling of a vehicle, the cascade system will change tank in
earlier stage. This results in that more mass is taken from the
higher pressure tanks, which increases the energy consumption when the compressor has to refuel the station. The
minimum size of tanks which can be obtained with the given
pressures can be seen in Table 3. For four and ﬁve tanks, the
second tank has to be 1 m3 which might seem strange
comparing to 3 tanks where the medium tank is 0.75 m3, but
that is because the pressure is lower in the medium range tank
compared to 3 tanks and the high pressure tanks are smaller,
see Tables 3 and 4. Fig. 7 shows the energy saving compared to
the corresponding system with 1 m3 tanks. For cascade systems up to 5 tanks the energy saving is between 1% and 2.7%,
when having more than 5 tanks in the cascade system, the
energy consumption increases. This is a results of not all of
the tanks were used in the reference case with a constant
volume and linear pressure distribution. The compressor
never had to refuel up to 950 bars but by decreasing the volumes all the tanks are taken into use, which in return results
in an energy increase between 1% and 1.6%. The third
parameter variation is the pressures in the tanks. This is done
for tanks with constant volume of 1 m3. Fig. 8 shows the energy saving compared to the reference scenario. The energy
savings are for all the cascade systems between 4% and 5%, for
a single tank the saving is lower 2.5%. It is obvious that the
largest saving is gained from the compressor section; this is
because the pressures have been lowered. It results in lower
compression ratio and a decreased temperature out of the
compressor which means that less energy is required for
compression as well as a lower cooling demand. The pressures in the tanks was both lowered using the same pressure
difference between each tank but with different boundary
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Fig. 5 e The thermodynamics of hydrogen refueling (a) Energy consumption as a function of tanks in the cascade system,
both shown for a low pressure loss (LPL) and a high pressure loss (HPL) in the vehicle (b) Energy distribution between the
compressor and the cooling facilities.

pressures and by having the same pressure ratio between
each step with different boundary pressures. It was found that
using 350 bars as lower pressure when there are 3 tanks or
more in the cascade system and having the same pressure
ratio between each step in the cascade system, gave the
lowest energy consumption.

3.4.

General considerations

The results show that the design of the hydrogen refueling
station inﬂuences the energy consumption and thereby the
operation costs but it also inﬂuences the investment costs, as
the high pressure tanks are expensive if the volume of the
high pressure tanks are decreased the investment cost decreases. The trade-off between tank volumes, pressures and
costs must be considered for the speciﬁc station taking into
account for the daily demand. With small tanks at the station,
the mass stored is low and the possibility of doing another
refueling before the station has completed the cycle is
nonexistent. The larger tanks allows for more ﬂexible use and
the possibility to set the pressure in the tanks to cover more

20
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Tank step

Fig. 6 e Energy saving by adding an extra tank to the
refueling station.

than one refueling before recovery is necessary or the pressure can be lower for decreasing energy consumption. The
number of tanks at the station should be selected carefully, as
the energy consumption is approaching an exponential
function, too few tanks will result in high energy consumption
by the station and too many tanks do not have a signiﬁcant
energy saving compared to the investment costs of adding
more tanks. It is therefore important to consider each station
individually with respect to number of tanks, the volumes of
the tanks and the pressure in the tanks. Having 3 or 4 tanks at
the station in a cascade setup optimizing the pressures is
probably the best solution. The energy saving by increasing
the volume of the high pressure tanks to 1 m3 is app. 2.5%, but
it also allows for more ﬂexible use. Going from 3 to 4 tanks has
an energy saving of 5% and it should be considered if a fourth
tank is worth it.

4.

Conclusion

A thermodynamic model based on the ﬁrst principles has
been made in the modeling software Dymola. The model takes
into account heat transfer from the tanks, pressure loses in
the system, cooling demands, compressor work and it complies with the protocol for refueling hydrogen vehicle for
personal transportation. The analysis was done in 3 steps.
First the effect of numbers of tanks in the cascade system was
studied with respect to the energy consumption of the individual component and the overall consumption. When going
from one tank at the refueling station to eight tanks the energy consumption decreased approaching an exponential
function with the largest energy saving between having one
and two tanks at the station of 18% per complete refueling
cycle. The energy consumption starts leveling out when more
than 4 tanks are present in the cascade system. The second
analysis with varying tank volumes showed that decreasing
the volume of the tanks, with the largest decrease in the high
pressure tanks gave a small reduction in energy consumption
when 5 tanks or less was used for the vehicle refueling. By
lowering the volumes in the lower pressure tanks more mass
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the lower pressure tanks at the station. This in turn results in
that every refueling station that can handle a vehicle with a
high pressure loss, will also be able to handle a vehicle with a
lower pressure loss. The results from this analysis can be
conducted to refueling stations, but the values set as pressures and volumes are only valid with the pressure losses of
this speciﬁc case. Therefore all hydrogen refueling stations
should be examined individually in order to obtain the
optimal pressure and volumes of the tanks in the cascade
system.
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Fig. 7 e The energy difference for decreasing the tank
volume.

was drawn from the higher pressure tanks, which in principle
means higher pressure ratio for the compressor. However,
because the volumes were decreased, the pressure ratio was
also decreased and the overall energy consumption lowered
with 2.5%. The third analysis showed that by having a constant volume of 1 m3 in all the tanks and then changing the
pressures in the tanks, starting from 350 bars and then
increasing with equal pressure ratio between tanks next to
each other and then ending a pressure difference across the
reduction valve on 10 to 20 bars lowered the energy consumption with approximately 5% compared to have ﬁxed
pressures between 400 and 950 bars. The analysis shows that
an optimal number of tanks in a cascade refueling system is
3e4 tanks and that it is important to consider the pressure loss
in the station in order to determine the pressures that are used
in the tanks. Further the hydrogen refueling station should be
designed according to refuel a vehicle with a high pressure
loss even though the mass refueled is considerable lower than
when refueling a vehicle with a low pressure loss. This is
because the mass ﬂow curve is dependent on the vehicles
pressure loss. A lower pressure loss means that the mass ﬂow
peaks earlier and the extra mass that is fueled is taken from
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Fig. 8 e The energy difference when optimizing the
pressure in the tanks.
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Nomenclature

v
W
x

area of tank, m2
speciﬁc heat capacity, J/(kg K)
diameter, m
friction factor, e
gravity, m/s2
enthalpy, J/kg
conductivity, W/(m K)
pressure loss constant, m3/h
pressure loss constant, e
length, m
mass ﬂow rate, kg/s
mass, kg
number of strokes, strokes/s
Nusselt number, e
pressure, Pa
heat loss, J/s
resistance, (J/K)
roughness, mm
Rayleigh number, e
temperature, K
time, s
internal energy, J
volume, m3
volume ﬂow, m3/s
velocity, m/s
work, J/s
thickness, m

Greek
a
b
h
g
m
r

heat transfer coefﬁcient, W/(m2 K)
thermal expansion coefﬁcient, T1
efﬁciency, e
heat capacity ratio, e
dynamic viscosity, kg/(sm)
density, kg/m3

A
c
d
f
g
h
k
kv
kp
L
_
m
M
n
Nu
P
Q
R
r
Ra
T
t
U
V
V_

Subscript
a
ambient
cyl
cylinder
g
gas
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i
in
is
k
L
out
P
v
w
water
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node number
into component
isentropic
conductivity
total thickness
out of component
pressure
volumetric
wall
water properties at 15  C

Abbreviations
APRR
average pressure ramp rate
HPL
high pressure loss
LPL
low pressure loss
SAE
Society of Automotive Engineers
TIR
technical information report
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,QRUGHUWRIXHOK\GURJHQZLWKDWHPSHUDWXUHEHORZWKHDPELHQWWHPSHUDWXUHHQHUJ\QHHGVWREHUHPRYHGIURP
WKH K\GURJHQ 7KLV FDQ RQO\ EH GRQH E\ FRROLQJ WKH K\GURJHQ GXH WR K\GURJHQ¶V -RXOH7KRPVRQ LQYHUVLRQ
WHPSHUDWXUHZKLFKQHYHUH[FHHGV. 03D DQGLVQRQH[LVWLQJDERYH03DSUHVVXUH'XHWRWKLVWKH
WHPSHUDWXUH RI K\GURJHQ ZLOO DOZD\V LQFUHDVH GXULQJ H[SDQVLRQ DW WKH K\GURJHQ ILOOLQJ VWDWLRQ 7KH FRROLQJ
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EHWZHHQ  DQG  PLQXWHV GHSHQGLQJ RQ WKH LQLWLDO FRQGLWLRQV 7KH FRROLQJ VKRXOG RSHUDWH LQVWDQWO\ DV WKH
YHKLFOHFRQQHFWV7KHK\GURJHQLVVWRUHGDWDSUHVVXUHRI03DDWWKHIXHOOLQJVWDWLRQDQGWKHYHKLFOHLVILOOHG
WRDURXQG03DWKLVRXWOLQHVWKHOLPLWLQJRSHUDWLQJSUHVVXUHRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHUZKLFKFRROVWKHK\GURJHQ
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7KH WXEHV IRU WKH K\GURJHQ VKRXOG EH FHUWLILHG IRU  03D SUHVVXUH LQ RUGHU WR FDUU\ WKH KLJK SUHVVXUH
K\GURJHQ


)LJXUH±6NHWFKRIUHIULJHUDWLRQV\VWHPIRUDK\GURJHQILOOLQJVWDWLRQ
7KLV SDSHU ZLOO ILUVWO\ GHVFULEH WKH LPSRUWDQW IDFWRUV ZKLFK LQIOXHQFH WKH FRROLQJ GHPDQG RI WKH K\GURJHQ
6HFRQGO\ WKH XVH RI EULQH IRU FRROLQJ K\GURJHQ LV GHVFULEHG DQG ILQDOO\ LV DQ DQDO\VLV RI WKH SURWRW\SH KHDW
H[FKDQJHUIRUK\GURJHQ7KHKHDWH[FKDQJHUSHUIRUPDQFHLVFRPSDUHGWRWKHRU\LQRUGHUWRDVVHVVDQGYHULI\WKH
SHUIRUPDQFHFDOFXODWLRQVRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU
 0(7+2'6
 &RROLQJGHPDQGDQGSURSHUWLHVRIK\GURJHQ
,Q RUGHU WR GHWHUPLQH WKH FRROLQJ GHPDQG D G\QDPLF PRGHO RI D K\GURJHQ ILOOLQJ V\VWHP ZDV XVHG IRU
FDOFXODWLQJWKHFRROLQJGHPDQGDQGWKHWHPSHUDWXUHSURILOHDFURVVWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU7KHILOOLQJVLPXODWHGZDV
DQ$ FRROLQJWR&DQGDWDUJHWSUHVVXUHRI03D DWDQDPELHQWWHPSHUDWXUHRI&7KHWHPSHUDWXUH
LQWKHVWRUDJHWDQNDWWKHILOOLQJVWDWLRQ 7BIE WKHWHPSHUDWXUHDWWKHLQOHWRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU 7BKL WKHPDVV
IORZRIK\GURJHQ PBGRW DWDFRQVWDQWDYHUDJHSUHVVXUHUDPSUDWH $355 DQGWKHFRROLQJGHPDQG 4BGRW DUH
VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  7KH PRVW LPSRUWDQW SDUDPHWHUV IRU WKH FRROLQJ GHPDQG DUH WKH WHPSHUDWXUH DIWHU WKH
H[SDQVLRQYDOYHDQGWKHPDVVIORZDVWKHFRROLQJGHPDQGLVDGLUHFWIXQFWLRQRIWKHWZRDQGWKHWHPSHUDWXUHRXW
RIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU)LJXUHVKRZVWKHLPSRUWDQWG\QDPLFSDUDPHWHUVIRUDIXHOOLQJDVDIXQFWLRQRIIXHOOLQJ
WLPH7KHFRROLQJGHPDQGUHDFKHVDSHDNEHIRUHWKHPDVVIORZGRHV7KLVLVGXHWRKLJKHULQOHWWHPSHUDWXUHDW
WKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU


)LJXUH7HPSHUDWXUHVPDVVIORZDQGFRROLQJGHPDQGGXULQJDILOOLQJ
$W ILUVW WKH WHPSHUDWXUH DW WKH KHDW H[FKDQJHU LQOHW 7BKL  LV KLJK FRPSDUHG WR WKH WHPSHUDWXUH RXW RI WKH
K\GURJHQEDQN 7BIE DWWKHILOOLQJVWDWLRQDVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH7KLVLVGXHWRWKHUHYHUVH-RXOH7KRPVRQHIIHFW
RIK\GURJHQDWWHPSHUDWXUHVDERXW.DQGDWSUHVVXUHVKLJKHUWKDQ03D7KHMRXOH7KRPVRQHIIHFWRFFXUV
ZKHQDJDVLVWKURWWOHGDVLVWKHFDVHIRUUHIULJHUDQWVWKHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQUHIULJHUDQWVDQGK\GURJHQLVWKDW
UHIULJHUDQWVFRROVGRZQZKHUHK\GURJHQKHDWVXS7KH-RXOH7KRPVRQHIIHFWKDVDSRVLWLYHLPSDFWRQWKHKHDW
H[FKDQJHUVDUHDDVWKHWHPSHUDWXUHLQFUHDVHVZLWKXSWR.GXULQJWKHWKURWWOLQJRIWKHK\GURJHQ/HDYLQJWKH
FRROLQJGHPDQGXQFKDQJHGGXHWR FRQVWDQW HQWKDOS\ZKHQ WKURWWOHG WKH ODUJHUWHPSHUDWXUH GLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQ
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Appendix F

KRWDQGFROGIOXLGGHFUHDVHVWKHVL]HRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU:LWKQR-RXOH7KRPVRQHIIHFWWKHWHPSHUDWXUHRXWRI
WKHK\GURJHQVWRUDJHDQGDIWHUWKHWKURWWOLQJZRXOGEHWKHVDPH7KH-RXOH7KRPVRQFRHIILFLHQWIRUK\GURJHQDW
GLIIHUHQWSUHVVXUHVLVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH7KHWKURWWOLQJRIWKHK\GURJHQLVDWWKHODUJHVW03DFRUUHVSRQGLQJ
WRDWHPSHUDWXUHLQFUHDVHRIDSS.
WƌĞƐƐƵƌĞDWĂ


)LJXUH7KH-RXOH7KRPVRQFRHIILFLHQWIRUK\GURJHQDVDIXQFWLRQRISUHVVXUHDQGWHPSHUDWXUH
 7KHUHIULJHUDWLRQV\VWHPIRUFRROLQJWKHK\GURJHQ
7KHUHIULJHUDWLRQIDFLOLW\IRUFRROLQJWKHK\GURJHQFRQVLVWHGRIDSULPDU\UHIULJHUDWLRQV\VWHPDQGDVHFRQGDU\
F\FOHDVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH7KHSULPDU\UHIULJHUDWLRQV\VWHPZDVXVHGWRFRROWKHVHFRQGDU\UHIULJHUDQWLQWKH
VHFRQGDU\F\FOH7KHVHFRQGDU\UHIULJHUDQWZDVDSRWDVVLXPDFHWDWHVROXWLRQ7KHV\VWHPZDVFKRVHQGXHWRWKH
DGYDQWDJHVRIEULQH%ULQHLVDIOXLGFRQVLVWLQJRIZDWHUPL[HGZLWKVDOWVRUFKHPLFDOVWRORZHUWKHWHPSHUDWXUHDW
ZKLFK WKH ZDWHU IUHH]HV %ULQH LV QRW SUHVVXULVHG DQG LW ZDV WKHUHIRUH LQWHUHVWLQJ WR WHVW LW IRU XVH ZLWK KLJK
SUHVVXUHK\GURJHQDVWKHK\GURJHQKDVWRIORZLQWKHLQQHUWXEHVKRZQLQ)LJXUH$QRUPDOHYDSRUDWRUXVXDO
FRROVIURPWKHLQVLGHRXWRQWRWKHPHGLDZKLFKVKRXOGEHFRROHG7KHEULQHFDQEHXVHGWRFRROIURPWKHRXWVLGH
LQWRWKHK\GURJHQ%ULQHLVDYHU\VLPSOHV\VWHPFRQVLVWLQJRIWKHEULQHDVHQHUJ\FDUULHUWZRKHDWH[FKDQJHUV
DQGDSXPSWRFLUFXODWHWKHEULQHDVVKRZQLQ)LJXUH7KHQHJDWLYHDVSHFWRIEULQHLVLWVSRRUSURSHUWLHVRIKHDW
WUDQVIHUDQGWKHQHHGIRUWKHZKROHUHIULJHUDWLRQV\VWHPWREHUXQQLQJFRQVWDQWO\LQRUGHUWRDVVXUHDVXIILFLHQW
EULQHWHPSHUDWXUHLQVWDQWO\IRUDILOOLQJ7KHHQHUJ\FRQVXPSWLRQLVWKHUHIRUHODUJH
%ULQHVFDQERWKEHXVHGDWODPLQDUDQGWXUEXOHQWIORZ:KHQLWUHFHLYHVKHDWLWXQOLNHHJEXWDQHDQGVOXUU\LFH
GHFUHDVHVLQWHPSHUDWXUHSURSRUWLRQDOWRWKHKHDWUHFHLYHG%XWDQHDQGVOXUU\LFHXVHVDSKDVHFKDQJHZKLFKLV
EHWWHUDWWUDQVIHUULQJKHDWDQGWKHWHPSHUDWXUHLVFRQVWDQWXQWLODOOUHIULJHUDQWKDVFRPSOHWHGWKHSKDVHFKDQJH,W
FRXOGEHRILQWHUHVWWRFRPSDUHWKHSHUIRUPDQFHRIEULQHVZLWKWKHRQHIRUVOXUU\LFH6OXUU\LFHKDVDKLJKHUORFDO
KHDWWUDQVIHUFRHIILFLHQWDQGWKHDGYDQWDJHZRXOGEHDVPDOOHUVHFRQGDU\V\VWHPIRUWKHVDPHFRROLQJGHPDQG
 7KHKHDWH[FKDQJHUIRUFRROLQJWKHK\GURJHQ
$KHDWH[FKDQJHUIRUWHVWLQJSXUSRVHZDVGHVLJQHGDQGFRQVWUXFWHG7KHKHDWH[FKDQJHUFRQVLVWVRIPHWHUV
ORQJKLJKSUHVVXUHWXEHV PDGHRXWRIVWDLQOHVVVWHHOZKLFKHDFKDUHFRQQHFWHGLQSDUDOOHOWKURXJKDPDQLIROG
7KHWXEHVKDYHWKUHHGHJUHHEHQGVDQGVWUDLJKWVHFWLRQV7KHWXEHVZHUHSODFHGRQWRSRIHDFKRWKHULQ
SDUDOOHODVVKRZQLQ)LJXUHZKHUHWKHGLPHQVLRQVIRUWKHEULQHVKHOODURXQGHDFKK\GURJHQWXEHDUHDOVRJLYHQ
7KHVKHOODQGWXEHKHDWH[FKDQJHUKDVDWRWDOKHLJKWRIPHWHUVDQGHDFKFKDQQHOKDVDZLGWKRIP7KH
K\GURJHQWXEHXVHGLVLQFK P 
7KHGHVLJQRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHUZDVPDGHIURPHVWLPDWHVEXLOWRQOLPLWHGNQRZOHGJHRIKHDWWUDQVIHUDWODPLQDU
IORZ)XOO\GHYHORSHGODPLQDUIORZKDVSRRUKHDWWUDQVIHUSURSHUWLHVDVWKHIOXLGGRHVQRWPL[DQGWKHERXQGDU\
OD\HUGRHVQRWFKDQJHWKHUHIRUHODUJHWHPSHUDWXUHGLIIHUHQFHFDQRFFXUDFURVVWKHIORZ7KHEHQGVDUHPDGHLQ
RUGHUWRPL[WKHIORZDQGWKHUHE\UHVWDUWWKHWKHUPDOGHYHORSPHQWDQGLQFUHDVHWKHKHDWWUDQVIHUFRHIILFLHQW7KH
GHVLJQHGKHDWH[FKDQJHUZDVIRUWHVWLQJSXUSRVHRQO\DQGWKHGLPHQVLRQVZHUHGHFLGHGGXHWRWKHVLPSOLFLW\RI
WKH FRQVWUXFWLRQ UDWKHU WKDQ IRU WKH EHVW KHDW WUDQVIHU FDVH 7KH SULPDU\SXUSRVH RI WKH KHDW H[FKDQJHU ZDV WR
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LQYHVWLJDWH KRZ LW EHKDYHG FRPSDUHG WR WKHRU\ LQ RUGHU WR EH DEOH WR GLPHQVLRQ IXWXUH KHDW H[FKDQJHUV IRU
K\GURJHQILOOLQJVWDWLRQVXVLQJDSRWDVVLXPDFHWDWHVROXWLRQWRFRRORQKLJKSUHVVXUHK\GURJHQ


)LJXUH7KHGHVLJQDQGGLPHQVLRQVRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU


+HDWWUDQVIHUFDOFXODWLRQV

7KHEULQHIORZWKURXJKWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHULVODPLQDUZLWKGHYHORSLQJIORZLQWKHHQWUDQFHUHJLRQ(DFKEHQGLV
FRQVLGHUHGWRUHVWDUWWKHWKHUPDOGHYHORSPHQWKHQFHWKHUHLVDQHQWUDQFHOHQJWKHYHU\WLPHDIWHUHDFKEHQG,Q
JHQHUDOWKHRU\RQKHDWWUDQVIHULVYHU\ZHOOGHVFULEHGLQWKHKHDWWUDQVIHUWH[WERRNVKRZHYHUWKHXVHRIODPLQDU
IORZLQDQQXOXVWXEHV LVRIWHQ OHVVGHVFULEHGZKHQWKHHQWUDQFH UHJLRQLVFRQVLGHUHG7KHWKHRU\ RQDODPLQDU
IORZ LQ D VLQJOH WXEH LV ZHOO GHVFULEHG IRU WKH GHYHORSLQJ IORZ DW WKH HQWUDQFH UHJLRQ DV ZHOO DV IRU IXOO\
GHYHORSHGIORZ%RWKWKH1XVVHOWQXPEHUIRUDQQXOXVWXEHVDQGIRUDVLQJOHWXEHKDVEHHQFRPSDUHGLQRUGHUWR
LQYHVWLJDWH ZKLFK PHWKRGV VXLW EHVW IRU WKH K\GURJHQEULQH KHDW H[FKDQJHU GLPHQVLRQLQJ 'HYHORSLQJ ODPLQDU
IORZPD\EHFDWHJRUL]HGE\KHDWWUDQVIHUPRGH7KHILUVWLVIRUFRQVWDQWKHDWIOX[ZKLFKLVPRVWOLNHO\WRRFFXULQ
FRXQWHUIORZKHDWH[FKDQJHUVWKHVHFRQGLVIRUFRQVWDQWZDOOWHPSHUDWXUHZKLFKLVPRVWOLNHO\WRRFFXULQFR
IORZKHDWH[FKDQJHUV7KHWKLUGRQHLVIRUDPL[WXUHRIFRQVWDQWKHDWIOX[DQGFRQVWDQWZDOOWHPSHUDWXUHZKLFKLQ
WKHPRVWFDVHVPD\EHWKHEHVWDVVXPSWLRQ7KHYDOXHVRI1XVVHOWQXPEHUIRUDGHYHORSLQJIORZDWWKHHQWUDQFH
UHJLRQ KDV D ORZHU OLPLW ZKLFK LV WKH 1XVVHOW QXPEHU IRU FRQVWDQW ZDOO WHPSHUDWXUH DQG WKH XSSHU OLPLW LV WKH
1XVVHOWQXPEHUIRUFRQVWDQWKHDWIOX[ ,QFURSHUD'HZLWW%HUJPDQ /DYLQH 7KLVSDSHURQO\FRQVLGHUV
FRQVWDQWKHDWIOX[DV WKH V\VWHP LVDFRXQWHUIORZKHDWH[FKDQJHU7KHVROXWLRQSUHVHQWHGE\ 1HOOLVDQG.OHLQ
1HOOLV .OHLQ ZKLFKLVEDVHGRQWKHUHVXOWVIURP/RQGRQDQG6KDK¶V 6KDKDQG/RQGRQ ODPLQDU
IORZWKURXJKDQQXOXVGXFWVLVIRUFRQVWDQWKHDWIOX[JLYHQE\WKHWZRIROORZLQJHTXDWLRQV

:KHUH1XKIG LVWKHFRQWULEXWLRQIURPWKHIXOO\GHYHORSHGODPLQDUIORZ1X'+ LVWKHFRQWULEXWLRQGXHWRWKHUPDOO\
GHYHORSLQJIORZZLWKUHVSHFWWRFRQVWDQWKHDWIOX[1X'ULVDFRUUHFWLRQIDFWRUIRU3UDQGWOQXPEHUVGLIIHUHQWIURP
)RUODPLQDUIORZLQDWXEH1HOOLVDQG.OHLQVXJJHVWHTXDWLRQIRUFRQVWDQWKHDWIOX[

:KHUH'>P@LV WKHK\GUDXOLF GLDPHWHU/ >P@ WKH OHQJWKRI WKH VHFWLRQ5H LV 5H\QROGVQXPEHU DQG 3U LV WKH
3UDQGWOQXPEHU7KLVHTXDWLRQLVVLPLODUWRRWKHUHTXDWLRQVIRUGHYHORSLQJODPLQDUIORZZLWKFRQVWDQWKHDWIOX[
LQDWXEHSUHVHQWHGE\+DXVHQ +DXVHQ+ .D\V .D\V DQG6KDK 6KDK 
7KHRXWSXWRIWKHWHVWUHVXOWVZDVWKHLQOHWDQGRXWOHWWHPSHUDWXUHVRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHUIRUERWKK\GURJHQDQG
EULQH 7KH PDVV IORZV RI EULQH DQG K\GURJHQ ZDV DOVR PHDVXUHG DQG K\GURJHQ IOXLG SURSHUW\ GDWD ZDV IRXQG
IURP WKH 1DWLRQDO ,QVWLWXWH RI 6WDQGDUGL]DWLRQ 1,67  1,67   7KH SURSHUWLHV RI WKH EULQH ZHUH IRXQG
XVLQJ6HF&RRO '(6,. 7KHPRVWLPSRUWDQWUHVXOWZDVZKHWKHUWKHFDSDFLW\RIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHUZDV
VXIILFLHQW VR LW FRXOG WUDQVIHU HQRXJK KHDW WR FRRO WKH K\GURJHQ GRZQ WR WKH SUHVFULEHG WHPSHUDWXUH LQWHUYDO
JLYHQE\WKHVWDQGDUG6$(7,5-7KHRXWOHWWHPSHUDWXUHZDVPHDVXUHGDQGLQRUGHUWRFRPSDUHLWZLWKWKH
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Appendix F

FDOFXODWHGRXWOHWWHPSHUDWXUHWKHRYHUDOOKHDWWUDQVIHUFRHIILFLHQWZDVIRXQGXVLQJHTXDWLRQDQGIRU1XVVHOW
QXPEHU7KHİ178PHWKRGZDVXVHGWRFDOFXODWHWKHRXWOHWWHPSHUDWXUHIURPWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU7KHLQSXWIRU
WKH FDOFXODWLRQV ZDV WKH PHDVXUHG LQOHW WHPSHUDWXUH SUHVVXUH DQG PDVV IORZ DQG WKH RXWSXW ZDV WKH RXWOHW
WHPSHUDWXUHZKLFKZDVXVHGWRFDOFXODWHWKHKHDWWUDQVIHUFDSDFLW\RIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU7KHKHDWWUDQVIHUUHG
IURPWKHK\GURJHQZDVIRXQGWKURXJKHQWKDOS\GLIIHUHQFHVDWWKHLQOHWDQGRXWOHWRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU7KHWHVW
FDUULHGRXWGLGQRWIROORZWKH$355DFFRUGLQJWRWKHVWDQGDUG6$(7,5-DVWKHWHVWZDVGRQHZLWKRXWD
UHFHLYLQJK\GURJHQSUHVVXUHYHVVHO,QVWHDGWKHWHVWZDVPDGHZLWKFRQVWDQWPDVVIORZDWGLIIHUHQWIORZUDWHVDQG
WKHK\GURJHQZDVUHOHDVHGWRWKHDPELHQWDIWHUWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU7KHKHDWH[FKDQJHUZDVWHVWHGXVLQJGLIIHUHQW
QXPEHURIK\GURJHQWXEHV7KLVZDVGRQHE\SK\VLFDOO\EORFNLQJRXWVRPHRIWKHWXEHV,WKDVEHHQDVVXPHGWKDW
WKHPDVVIORZRIWKHK\GURJHQLVHYHQO\GLVWULEXWHGLQWKHWXEHVDQGWKDWWKHFRROLQJLQHDFKWXEHLVWKHVDPH$OO
DQDO\VHVDUHPDGHRQRQHWXEHKHQFHWKHDPRXQWRIFRQQHFWHGWXEHVLVHOLPLQDWHGIRUWKLVFRPSDULVRQEHWZHHQ
PHDVXUHGGDWDDQGFDOFXODWHGUHVXOWV
 5(68/76
7KHSUREOHP ZDVDSSURDFKHGDVDFDOFXODWLRQRILQGLYLGXDOKHDWH[FKDQJHUV LQDVHULDOFRQQHFWLRQ7KH ILUVW
LQSXW IRU WKH ILUVW FDOFXODWLRQ ZDV WKH PHDVXUHG LQOHW WHPSHUDWXUH LQWR WKH KHDW H[FKDQJHU DQG WKH IROORZLQJ
FDOFXODWLRQV XVHG WKH RXWSXW WHPSHUDWXUH IURP WKH SUHYLRXV FDOFXODWLRQ 7KLV LV DVVXPHG WR EH YDOLG DV WKH
WKHUPDO GHYHORSPHQW UHVWDUWV DW WKH HQWUDQFH DQG H[LW RI WKH EHQGV LQ WKH KHDW H[FKDQJHU $Q H[DPSOH RI D
FDOFXODWLRQ XVLQJ HTXDWLRQ  IRU WKH KHDW H[FKDQJHU LV VKRZQ LQ )LJXUH  7KH HQWUDQFH WHPSHUDWXUH 7KL  LV
PHDVXUHGWKHWHPSHUDWXUHVVWDWHG7VDUHDIWHUDVWUDLJKWVHFWLRQDQGWKHWHPSHUDWXUHV7EDUHDIWHUDEHQG7KHODVW
7V DUH WKH FDOFXODWHG RXWOHW WHPSHUDWXUH )RU FRPSDULVRQ WKH PHDVXUHG RXWOHW WHPSHUDWXUH KDV EHHQ SORWWHG DV
7KR


)LJXUH&DOFXODWHGK\GURJHQWHPSHUDWXUHDIWHUHDFKVHFWLRQLQWKH+(;DQGLQOHWDQGRXWOHWWHPSHUDWXUH
PHDVXUHG 7KLDQG7KR IRUDIXOOWHVW
7VWUDLJKW LV WKH WHPSHUDWXUH RXW RI WKH KHDW H[FKDQJHU LI WKH WKHUPDO GHYHORSPHQW LV QRW UHVWDUWHG DW WKH EHQGV
KHQFHWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHULVFDOFXODWHGDVRQHORQJWXEH,QWKHWHVWUHVXOWVVKRZQLQ)LJXUHWKHFDOFXODWHGRXWOHW
WHPSHUDWXUHILWVWKHPHDVXUHGWHVWLQ7DEOHEXWWKLVLVQRWDJHQHUDOWHQGHQF\7KHUHVXOWVIURPDVHULHVRI
WHVWVFRPSDUHGWRWKHPHDVXUHGGDWDIURPWKHLQOHWDQGRXWOHWRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHUFDQEHVHHQLQ7DEOH7KH
UHVXOWVKDYHEHHQDUUDQJHGVRWKDWWKHK\GURJHQPDVVIORZLQFUHDVHVIURPWRSWRWKHERWWRPRIWKHWDEOH
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7KH WDEOH VKRZV WKH K\GURJHQ PDVV IORZ SHU WXEH PBGRW  WKH KHDW WUDQVIHUUHG 4BU  WKH GHYLDWLRQ EHWZHHQ
FDOFXODWHGDQGPHDVXUHGKHDWWUDQVIHUXVLQJERWKHTXDWLRQ G DQG G 7KH8$YDOXHRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU
WKHWHPSHUDWXUHDWWKHLQOHWDQGRXWOHWRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHUDVZHOODVWKHWHPSHUDWXUHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQLQOHW
DQGRXWOHWRIK\GURJHQDQGODVWWKHHIIHFWLYHQHVV  ܭRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU


)LJXUH7KH8$YDOXHVIRUWKH+(;FDOFXODWHGDQGPHDVXUHGDVDIXQFWLRQRIWKHK\GURJHQPDVVIORZ
)LJXUHVKRZVWKH8$YDOXHVIRUWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU8$BGHVLUHGLVWKHORZHVW8$YDOXHZKLFKLVQHHGHGLQ
RUGHUWRFRPSO\ZLWK6$(8$BH[SLVWKH8$QXPEHUREWDLQHGIURPWKHH[SHULPHQWDOGDWD8$BLVWKH
WKHRUHWLFDO8$QXPEHUIRXQGIRUEULQHIORZLQDQQXOXVWXEHVXVLQJHTXDWLRQWRILQG1XVVHOWQXPEHUDQG8$
LV WKH WKHRUHWLFDO 8$ QXPEHU LI FRUUHODWLRQV IRU IORZ LQ D WXEH DUH VXSSOLHG HTXDWLRQ  )LJXUH  VKRZV WKH
FRUUHVSRQGLQJKHDWWUDQVIHUUHGIRUWKHGLIIHUHQWWHVWV7KHDEEUHYLDWLRQVDUHWKHVDPHDVDERYHVR4BGHVLUHGLV
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Appendix F

WKHQHHGHGKHDWWUDQVIHUUHGWRFRPSO\ZLWK-4BH[SLVWKHKHDWWUDQVIHUUHGIRUWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU4BLV
IRU FDOFXODWLRQV IRU ODPLQDU IORZ LQ DQQXOXV WXEHV HTXDWLRQ   DQG 4B LV IRU ODPLQDU IORZ WKURXJK D WXEH
HTXDWLRQ 



)LJXUH7KHKHDWWUDQVIHUUHGEHWZHHQEULQHDQGK\GURJHQLQWKH+(;DVDIXQFWLRQRIWKHPDVVIORZWKURXJK
RQHK\GURJHQWXEH
 ',6&866,21
)LJXUHVKRZVWKHWHPSHUDWXUHGLIIHUHQFHDIWHUHDFKVHFWLRQLQWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHU7KHWHPSHUDWXUHGHFUHDVHLQ
HDFK VHFWLRQ GHFUHDVHV DV WKH K\GURJHQ WHPSHUDWXUH DSSURDFKHV WKH EULQH WHPSHUDWXUH 7KLV ZDV H[SHFWHG WKH
ORZHUWKHWHPSHUDWXUHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQKRWDQGFROGIOXLGWKHODUJHUWKHDUHDRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHUQHHGVWR
EH
7KHFRPSDULVRQEHWZHHQHTXDWLRQDQGIRUFDOFXODWLQJ1XVVHOWQXPEHUVKRZVVLJQLILFDQWGLIIHUHQFHV8VLQJ
HTXDWLRQ  WKH ORZHVW GHYLDWLRQ LV   DQG LW LQFUHDVHV DV WKH PDVV IORZ LQFUHDVHV 7KH GHYLDWLRQ UHDFKHV
XVLQJHTXDWLRQIRUFDOFXODWLQJWKH1XVVHOWQXPEHU$WPDVVIORZVOHVVWKDQJVWKHFDOFXODWHGKHDW
WUDQVIHULVODUJHUWKDQWKHPHDVXUHGDQGWKHGHYLDWLRQLVEHORZ$WKLJKHUPDVVIORZVEHWZHHQJVDQG
 WKH GHYLDWLRQ LV EHWZHHQ   DQG   $V WKH PDVV IORZ LQFUHDVHV DERYH  JV WKH GHYLDWLRQ
EHWZHHQWKHFDOFXODWHGDQGPHDVXUHGKHDWWUDQVIHULQFUHDVHV
)LJXUH  VKRZV WKH FDOFXODWHG UHVXOWV FRPSDUHG WR WKH H[SHULPHQWDO UHVXOWV DQG WKH GHVLUHG 8$ YDOXH $V
H[SHFWHGWKH8$YDOXHGRHVLQFUHDVHDVWKHPDVVIORZLQFUHDVHVLQERWKWHVWVDQGFDOFXODWLRQV7KHFDOFXODWHG
DQGPHDVXUHG8$YDOXHVDUHDWORZPDVVIORZVKLJKHUWKDQWKHORZHVW8$YDOXHGHVLUHG7KLVFDQDOVREHVHHQLQ
7DEOHDVWKHRXWOHWWHPSHUDWXUHLVORZHUWKDQ.7KHGHVLUHG8$YDOXHLQFUHDVHVSURSRUWLRQDOO\WRWKHPDVV
IORZ $W PDVV IORZV KLJKHU WKDQ  JV WKH KHDW H[FKDQJHUV FDQQRW WUDQVIHU WKH KHDW UHTXLUHG EHWZHHQ WKH
K\GURJHQDQGWKHEULQH7KHKLJKHVWPDVVIORZIRUDILOOLQJZLOOEHDURXQGJV7KHSURWRW\SHKHDWH[FKDQJHU
KDG  WXEHV ZLWK D PDVV IORZ IRU HDFK WXEH RI  JV ,W FDQ EH VHHQ IURP WKH WHVW WKDW WKH 8$ YDOXH IRU D
K\GURJHQ PDVV IORZ RI  JV LV DSSUR[LPDWHO\ KDOI RI WKH GHVLUHG 8$ YDOXH 7KLV LV DOVR H[SUHVVHG LQ WKH
HIIHFWLYHQHVV LQ 7DEOH ZKLFK VKRZV KRZ FORVH WKH WHPSHUDWXUH RI WKH RXWOHW RI WKH K\GURJHQ LV WR WKH EULQH
WHPSHUDWXUH)LJXUHVKRZVWKHKHDWWUDQVIHUUHGEHWZHHQWKHK\GURJHQDQGWKHEULQH,WLVVLPLODUWR)LJXUHEXW
WKHUHODWLYHGLIIHUHQFHVEHWZHHQWKHFDOFXODWHGPHDVXUHGDQGGHVLUHGKHDWWUDQVIHUDUHVPDOOHUWKDQIRUWKH8$
YDOXHV 7KLV LV EHFDXVH RI WKH GHFUHDVLQJ WHPSHUDWXUH GLIIHUHQFH EHWZHHQ WKH K\GURJHQ DQG WKH EULQH DV WKH
K\GURJHQIORZVWKURXJKWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHUDVVHHQLQ)LJXUH7KHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQWKHGHVLUHGKHDWWUDQVIHU
DQGWKHDFWXDOKHDWWUDQVIHULVLQWHVWVDQGDERXWEXWWKHGLIIHUHQFHLQWKH8$YDOXHVLVDURXQG
7KHODVWKHDWZKLFKVKRXOGEHUHPRYHGUHTXLUHVDODUJHUDUHDDVWKHWHPSHUDWXUHGLIIHUHQFHEHWZHHQWKHK\GURJHQ
DQGEULQHGHFUHDVHV$VWKHPDVVIORZLQFUHDVHVLWVHHPVOLNHWKH8$BH[SVWDELOLVHVDURXQG:.WKLVVKRXOG
WKHQEHWKHPD[LPXP8$YDOXHSRVVLEOHXQGHUWKHJLYHQFRQGLWLRQV
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7KH IORZ FRQVLGHUHG LV ODPLQDU DQG LW ZRXOG EH RI LQWHUHVW WR WU\ WR FKDQJH LW WR WXUEXOHQW IORZ DV WKH KHDW
WUDQVIHUSURSHUWLHVLQFUHDVHVIRUWXUEXOHQWIORZ 0HOLQGHU 
,W VKRXOG EH QRWHG WKDW WKLV KHDW H[FKDQJHU KDV EHHQ WHVWHG GXULQJ 'DQLVK VXPPHU FRQGLWLRQV DQG FRQWURO WKH
WHPSHUDWXUHRIWKHK\GURJHQDWWKHLQOHWWRWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHUZDVQRWSRVVLEOH,WZRXOGEHRILQWHUHVWWRSHUIRUP
WHVWVZLWKFRQWUROOHGWHPSHUDWXUHEHWZHHQK\GURJHQLQOHWDQGEULQH7KLVZRXOGJLYHDEHWWHUXQGHUVWDQGLQJRI
WKHEHKDYLRXURIWKLVNLQGRIKHDWH[FKDQJHUV
 &21&/86,21
7KHUHIULJHUDWLRQIDFLOLW\IRUWKHK\GURJHQUHIXHOOLQJVWDWLRQLVGHVLJQHGZLWKUHIULJHUDWLRQV\VWHPFRROLQJRQD
EULQHLQWKHVHFRQGDU\V\VWHP7KHVHFRQGDU\V\VWHPXVHVDSRWDVVLXPDFHWDWHVROXWLRQZKLFKFRROVDWODPLQDU
IORZZLWKRXWSKDVHFKDQJH7KLVKDVDQHJDWLYHLPSDFWRQWKHVL]HRIWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHUGXHWRORZKHDWWUDQVIHU
SURSHUWLHV ,I LW LV SRVVLEOH WR PDNH WKH IORZ WXUEXOHQW LW ZRXOG HQKDQFH WKH KHDW WUDQVIHU WKRXJK D SKDVH
FKDQJLQJUHIULJHUDQWZRXOGVWLOOKDYHEHWWHUSHUIRUPDQFH
7KHSURWRW\SHKHDWH[FKDQJHUZDVEXLOWIRUWHVWLQJSXUSRVHVDQGIRULQYHVWLJDWLQJLWVKHDWWUDQVIHUSURSHUWLHVIRU
FRROLQJK\GURJHQZLWK EULQH DW ODPLQDUIORZ (TXDWLRQ IRU1XVVHOWQXPEHU DW ODPLQDU IORZLQ DQQXOXVWXEHV
ZDVPRVWDFFXUDWHRIWKHWZRFDOFXODWLRQVPHWKRGVFRPSDUHG$WORZPDVVIORZVWKHKHDWWUDQVIHUFDOFXODWHGLV
ODUJHUWKDQPHDVXUHGDQGIRUKLJKPDVVIORZLWLVXSWRORZHUWKDQPHDVXUHG,WLVDFFHSWDEOHDVIRUORZ
PDVVIORZWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHUSHUIRUPHGEHWWHUWKDQWKHPLQLPXPUHTXLUHPHQWWRFRPSO\ZLWK6$(-)RU
KLJKHUPDVVIORZZKHUHWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHUGLGQRWKDYHHQRXJKFDSDFLW\WKHSUHGLFWHGKHDWWUDQVIHUZDVVPDOOHU
WKDQWKHDFWXDOKHDWWUDQVIHUDVWKHHTXDWLRQXVHGWRFDOFXODWH1XVVHOWQXPEHUZDVQRWSUHFLVHHQRXJK7KXVXVLQJ
HTXDWLRQZRXOGLQWKLVFDVHEHDZRUVWFDVHFDOFXODWLRQDQGDVVXUHWKDWWKHKHDWH[FKDQJHULVODUJHHQRXJKIRU
FRROLQJWKHK\GURJHQDWSHDNPDVVIORZ,QFRQFOXVLRQZHILQGWKDWLWZRXOGEHSUHIHUUHGWRILQGDPRUHSUHFLVH
ZD\ WR GHWHUPLQH WKH VL]H RI WKH EULQHK\GURJHQ KHDW H[FKDQJHU EXW WKDW WKH GHVFULEHG DSSURDFK JLYHV D
UHDVRQDEO\DFFXUDWHFDOFXODWLRQIRUIXUWKHULQYHVWLJDWLRQVRIWKHFRROLQJV\VWHPRIWKHK\GURJHQILOOLQJVWDWLRQ

5()(5(1&(6
'(6,.  6HF&RRO  &RSHQKDJHQ'HQPDUN
+DXVHQ+  1HXH*OHLFKXQJHQIUGLH:lUPHEHUWUDJXQJEHLIUHLHUXQGHU]ZXQJHQHU6WU|PXQJ$OOJ
:DUPWHFKQLN
,QFURSHUD)3'HZLWW'3%HUJPDQ7/ /DYLQH$6  ,QWURGXFWLRQWR+HDW7UDQVIHU )LIWKHG 
:LOH\
.D\V:0  7UDQV$60(
0HOLQGHUc  8SGDWHRQ6HFRQGDU\5HIULJHUDQWVIRU,QGLUHFW6\VWHPV7KH5R\DO,QVWLWXWRI7HFKQRORJ\
.7+ 6ZHGHQ
1HOOLV* .OHLQ6  +HDW7UDQVIHU&DPEULGJH8QLYHUVLW\3UHVV
1,67  1DWLRQDO,QVWLWXWHRI6WDQGDUGL]WLRQ5HWULHYHGIURP1,67KWWSZHEERRNQLVWJRY
6$(  )XHOLQJSURWRFROVIRUOLJKWGXW\JDVHRXVK\GURJHQVXUIDFHYHKLFOHV7HFKQLFDO5HSRUW-
6RFLHW\RIDXWRPRWLYH(QJLQHHUV)XHOFHOO6WDQGDUG&RPPLWWHH
6KDK5.  7KHUPDOHQWU\OHQJWKVROXWLRQVIRUWKHFLUFXODUWXEHDQGSDUDOOHOSODWHV3URFUG1DWLRQDO
+HDW0DVV7UDQVIHU&RQIHUHQFH
6KDK5. /RQGRQ$/  ODPLQDU)ORZ)RUFHG&RQYHFWLRQ,Q'XFWV$FHGHPLF3UHVV
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Appendix G

6((3





$$$ %&%($)**$&$)+,%&-  .%& 
,/)%+$&)$-$*.&+  .%&0,/$-$**.&+
,/)%+$&($.*$
$1/1)!23  1)45
 'HSDUWPHQWRI0HFKDQLFDO(QJLQHHULQJ6HFWLRQIRU7KHUPDO(QHUJ\7HFKQLFDO8QLYHUVLW\
RI'HQPDUN'HQPDUNHPDLOHGUR#PHNGWXGN
 'HSDUWPHQWRI0HFKDQLFDO(QJLQHHULQJ6HFWLRQIRU7KHUPDO(QHUJ\7HFKQLFDO8QLYHUVLW\
RI'HQPDUN'HQPDUNHPDLOPU#PHNGWXGN
0 )
+\GURJHQ YHKLFOHV DUH SUHGLFWHG WR EHFRPH DQ LPSRUWDQW SDUW RI WKH WUDQVLWLRQ IRU WKH IXWXUH
VXVWDLQDEOHHQHUJ\VXSSO\6HYHUDOFDUPDQXIDFWXUHVKDYHVLJQHGDVWDWHPHQWRILQWHQWVHFXULQJ
K\GURJHQ YHKLFOHV RQ WKH PDUNHW IURP \HDU  6RFLHW\ RI $XWRPRWLYH (QJLQHHUV KDV PDGH
SURWRFROVIRUWKHUHIXHOOLQJSURFHVVLQRUGHUWRGHYHORSVWDQGDUGL]DWLRQIRUVDIHW\DQGFRXSOLQJV
8QWLO QRZ PDLQ FRQFHUQV KDYH EHHQ IRFXVHG RQ YHKLFOH UHIXHOOLQJ DQG OHVV DWWHQWLRQ KDV EHHQ
SDLGWRWKHK\GURJHQUHIXHOOLQJVWDWLRQV7KLVVWXG\FRQVLGHUVWKHUHIXHOLQJRIWKHKLJKSUHVVXUH
FDVFDGH V\VWHP DW WKH K\GURJHQ UHIXHOLQJ VWDWLRQ 7KLV LV LPSRUWDQW IRU WKH GHVLJQ RI WKH
UHIXHOOLQJVWDWLRQVZKHQFRQVLGHULQJHQHUJ\VDYLQJVFRROLQJDIWHUFRPSUHVVLRQUHFRYHULQJWLPH
EHWZHHQUHIXHOOLQJDQGVDIHW\DWWKHVWDWLRQV,QRUGHUWRGRWKHDQDO\VLVDG\QDPLFPRGHOKDV
EHHQGHYHORSHGLQ'\PRODEDVHGRQILUVWSULQFLSOHDQGWDNLQJLQWRDFFRXQWSUHVVXUHORVVHVDQG
KHDW WUDQVIHU 7KH VLPXODWLRQV VKRZ WKDW DGGLQJ H[WUD WDQNV DW WKH VWDWLRQ GHFUHDVHV WKH HQHUJ\
GHPDQGIRUDUHIXHOOLQJF\FOHDSSURDFKLQJDQH[SRQHQWLDOFRUUHODWLRQ7KHODUJHVWHQHUJ\VDYLQJ
LH    LV REWDLQHG ZKHQ JRLQJ IURP RQH WR WZR WDQNV 7KH \HDUO\ VDYLQJ IRU 
UHIXHOOLQJ¶VZLOOEHN:K
<ĞǇǁŽƌĚƐ͗,ǇĚƌŽŐĞŶƌĞĨƵĞůůŝŶŐƐƚĂƚŝŽŶ͕ĂƐĐĂĚĞƐǇƐƚĞŵ͕dŚĞƌŵŽĚǇŶĂŵŝĐƐ͕KƉƚŝŵŝǌĂƚŝŽŶ
3 .& )%/- .%&
+\GURJHQ YHKLFOHV KDYH EHHQ SURQRXQFHG WR
EH RQH RI WKH EHVW DOWHUQDWLYHV WR YHKLFOHV
GULYLQJRQIRVVLOIXHOV7KLVZDVPDGHFOHDULQ
 ZKHQ VHYHUDO RI WKH ZRUOG¶V ODUJHVW FDU
PDQXIDFWXUHV VLJQHG D VWDWHPHQW RI LQWHQW WR
SURGXFHDWRWDORIK\GURJHQYHKLFOHV
WR HQWHU WKH PDUNHW E\  8QIRUWXQDWHO\
QRW DOO RI WKH PDQXIDFWXUHV FDQ PHHW WKH
GHDGOLQH E\  EXW DUH LQVWHDG DLPLQJ WR
KDYH WKHLU VKDUH RI K\GURJHQ YHKLFOHV RXW E\
 )XUWKHU LQ  WKH ILUVW SURWRFRO IRU
UHIXHOOLQJ RI K\GURJHQ YHKLFOHV ZDV UHOHDVHG
E\6RFLHW\RI$XWRPRWLYH(QJLQHHUV)XHOOLQJ
SURWRFROV IRU OLJKW GXW\ JDVHRXV K\GURJHQ
VXUIDFH YHKLFOH -  >@ 7KH SURWRFRO
GHVFULEHV D VDIH FRQYHQLHQW DQG IDVW
UHIXHOOLQJ RI K\GURJHQ YHKLFOHV WDNLQJ LQWR
DFFRXQW WDQN W\SH DPELHQW FRQGLWLRQV DQG
W\SH RI UHIXHOOLQJ VWDWLRQ 7KH SULPDU\ LQWHQW
LV WR GHVFULEH WKH K\GURJHQ SURSHUWLHV DW WKH

RXWOHW RI WKH VWDWLRQ DLPLQJ WR GHSLFW
WHPSHUDWXUH ULVH DQG SUHVVXUH FKDQJHV $
UHIXHOOLQJZKHUHWKHK\GURJHQLVFRROHGGRZQ
WR ±q& DQG WKH SUHVVXUH ULVHV ZLWK D
FRQVWDQWUDPSUDWHRIEDUSHUPLQXWHFDQ
ILOO D YHKLFOH WDQN IURP  EDU WR  EDU LQ
 PLQXWHV &RROLQJ LV QHHGHG LQ RUGHU WR
NHHS WKH WHPSHUDWXUH LQVLGH WKH YHKLFOH WDQN
EHQHDWK q& DW DOOWLPH DYRLGLQJ VWUHVVLQJ
WKH PDWHULDOV LQ WKH WDQN 7KH DGYDQWDJH RI
NQRZLQJ WKH H[DFW RXWOHW FRQGLWLRQV RI WKH
UHIXHOOLQJSURFHVVLVWKDWWKHUHIXHOOLQJVWDWLRQ
LV QRW DIIHFWHG E\ WKH VWDWLRQ EXW RQO\ E\ WKH
YHKLFOHV SUHVVXUH ORVV 7KLV PHDQV WKDW D
YHKLFOH IURP D UHIXHOOLQJ SRLQW RI YLHZ ZLOO
EHKDYHLQWKHH[DFWVDPHZD\DWHYHU\VWDWLRQ
IROORZLQJ WKH SURWRFRO %HVLGH WKH SURWRFRO
IRU UHIXHOOLQJ VWDWLRQV D SURWRFRO IRU WKH
FRXSOLQJ EHWZHHQ WKH UHIXHOOLQJ VWDWLRQ DQG
WKHYHKLFOHZDVUHOHDVHGLQ>@7KHWZR
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6((3

SURWRFROV DVVXUH WKDW DQ\ K\GURJHQ YHKLFOHV
FDQ EH UHIXHOOHG DW DQ\ VWDWLRQ ZRUOGZLGH
8QWLO QRZ WKH UHVHDUFK ZLWKLQ UHIXHOOLQJ RI
K\GURJHQ KDV SULPDULO\ EHHQ IRFXVHG RQ WKH
YHKLFOHV V\VWHP DQG YHU\ OLWWOH UHVHDUFK KDV
EHHQ GRQH RQ WKH UHIXHOOLQJ VWDWLRQ ,W KDV
SUHYLRXVO\ EHHQ VKRZQ WKDW WKH K\GURJHQ
UHIXHOOLQJVWDWLRQGRHVQRWDIIHFWWKHUHIXHOOLQJ
>@ DV ORQJ DV LW FRPSOLHV ZLWK - 7KH
SUHVVXUHORVVLQWKHYHKLFOHLVGHFLVLYHIRUWKH
PDVV IORZ UDWH DQG WKH ILQDO SUHVVXUH LQ WKH
WDQN KHQFH IRU WKH WRWDO IXHOOHG PDVV $ ORZ
SUHVVXUH ORVV UHVXOWV LQ D KLJKHU PDVV IORZ
SHDN DQG LQ D KLJKHU ILQDO SUHVVXUH DQG WRWDO
PDVV LQ WKH YHKLFOH WDQN :LWK LQFUHDVHG
SUHVVXUH ORVV LQ WKH YHKLFOHV VWRUDJH V\VWHP
WKH ILQDO SUHVVXUH DQG WRWDO PDVV GHFUHDVHV
7KH UHDVRQ IRU WKLV EHKDYLRXU LV WKDW WKH
UHIXHOOLQJ ILQLVKHV ZKHQ D FHUWDLQ SUHVVXUH LV
UHDFK DW WKH RXWOHW RI WKH VWDWLRQ 7KH HQHUJ\
XVDJH DW WKH K\GURJHQ UHIXHOOLQJ VWDWLRQ KDV
QRWEHHQRIDQ\FRQFHUQXQWLOQRZDVWKHDLP
ZDVWRPDNHWKHVWDWLRQVFRPSO\ZLWK-
,W KDV EHHQ VKRZQ WKDW FDVFDGH UHIXHOOLQJ
ORZHUV ERWK FRROLQJ GHPDQG DQG FRPSUHVVRU
HQHUJ\ WR UHIXHO WKH K\GURJHQ UHIXHOOLQJ
VWDWLRQ >@ DQG WKDW WKH H[HUJ\ GHVWUXFWLRQ
GHFUHDVHV FRPSDUHG WR XVLQJ D VLQJOH KLJKHU
SUHVVXUH WDQN >@ 7KLV SDSHU VWXGLHV WKH
DFWXDO HQHUJ\ FRQVXPSWLRQ IRU K\GURJHQ

UHIXHOOLQJ DQG DQ RSWLPL]DWLRQ RI WKH FDVFDGH
V\VWHP FRQVLGHULQJ WKH QXPEHU RI WDQNV
ZKLFKLVXVHGWKHWRWDOFRROLQJGHPDQGERWK
IRU WKH FRROLQJ GXULQJ YHKLFOH UHIXHOOLQJ DQG
DIWHUWKHFRPSUHVVRUWKDWUHIXHOVWKHK\GURJHQ
UHIXHOOLQJVWDWLRQ
5 $ %/
7KLV VHFWLRQ FRQWDLQV WKH EDVLF LQIRUPDWLRQ
DERXW WKH V\VWHPV WKH FDOFXODWLRQV DQG WKH
SURJUDPXVHG
513 ! 
7KHV\VWHPWKDWLVFRQVLGHUHGLQWKLVSDSHULV
D VLPSOH V\VWHP VKRZQ LQ )LJ  7KH WDQN
IRU UHIXHOOLQJ LV VLWXDWHG LQ WKH OHIW VLGH WKH
FRPSUHVVRU VHFWLRQ DW WKH ERWWRP WKH
UHGXFWLRQ YDOYH DQG KHDW H[FKDQJHU
FRQWUROOLQJWKHRXWOHWFRQGLWLRQV DFFRUGLQJWR
WKHVWDQGDUG LQWKHPLGGOHZKLOHLQWKHULJKW
VLGH RI )LJ  WKH YHKLFOH LV SODFHG 7DEOH 
H[SODLQV WKH GLIIHUHQW FRPSRQHQWV 7KH GDUN
JUH\ OLQHV UHSUHVHQWV WKH VWUHDP RI K\GURJHQ
IURP WKH FRPSUHVVRU WKH EODFN OLQH GHSLFWV
WKH VWUHDP RI K\GURJHQ IRU WKH UHIXHOOLQJ RI
WKH YHKLFOH DQG WKH OLJKW JUH\ OLQH VKRZV
ZKHUH WKH K\GURJHQ IORZ FDQ JR GHSHQGLQJ
RQ KRZ WKH VWDWLRQ LV RSHUDWHG 7KH SUHVVXUH
ORVVHV IRU HDFK SDUW RI WKH V\VWHP KDYH EHHQ
DGGHG WRJHWKHU DQG DUH DW WKH VWDWLRQ SODFHG

&ůŽǁĚŝƐƚƌŝďƵƚŽƌ

dĂŶŬϭ

dĂŶŬϮ

dĂŶŬϯ

DŝǆĞƌ

ZĞĚƵĐƚŝŽŶ
ǀĂůǀĞ

DŝǆĞƌ

WƌĞƐƐƵƌĞ
ůŽƐƐϭ

DŝǆĞƌ
&ůŽǁĚŝƐƚƌŝďƵƚŽƌ

,yϭ

WZZ

EŽǌǌůĞͬ
ƌĞĐĞƉƚĂĐůĞ

dĂŶŬ
WƌĞƐƐƵƌĞ
ůŽƐƐϮ

WƌĞƐƐƵƌĞ
ůŽƐƐϯ

,yϮ
ĂŶŬ
WƌĞƐƐƵƌĞ
ůŽƐƐϰ

ŽŵƉƌĞƐƐŽƌ

)LJXUH5HIHUHQFHVNHWFKRIDK\GURJHQUHIXHOOLQJVWDWLRQZLWKFDVFDGHUHIXHOOLQJ
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Appendix G

6((3

EHIRUH WKH UHGXFWLRQ YDOYH DQG EHIRUH WKH
RXWOHW QR]]OH  WDNLQJ LQWR DFFRXQW WKH KHDW
H[FKDQJHUWXELQJDQGYDOYHV 7KHYHKLFOHKDV
SUHVVXUH ORVVHV GXH WR WXELQJ YDOYHV DQG
VDIHW\ HTXLSPHQW 7KH PD[LPXP DOORZHG
SUHVVXUHORVVLQWKHYHKLFOHLVEDUV7KHUH
LV DOVR D VPDOO SUHVVXUH ORVV DIWHU WKH KHDW
H[FKDQJHU LQ WKH FRPSUHVVRU VHFWLRQ WR
DFFRXQW IRU WKH KHDW H[FKDQJHU WXELQJ DQG
YDOYHV 7KH K\GURJHQ LV VWRUHG DW WKH
UHIXHOOLQJ VWDWLRQ DW GLIIHUHQW SUHVVXUHV DQG
WKH UHIXHOOLQJ SURFHHGV VWDUWLQJ ZLWK IXHOOLQJ
IURP WKH WDQN ZLWK WKH ORZHVW SUHVVXUH LH
7DQN  $W WKH VDPH WLPH WKH FRPSUHVVRU
VWDUWV GHOLYHULQJ K\GURJHQ WR WKH PL[HU 7KH
K\GURJHQIURPWKHFRPSUHVVRUPL[HVZLWKWKH
K\GURJHQIURPWKHWDQNLQWRWKHVWUHDPJRLQJ
WRWKHUHIXHOOLQJRIWKHYHKLFOH
7DEOH([SODQDWLRQRIWKHFRPSRQHQWV
LQILJXUH
&RPSRQHQW
7DQN

%DQN
0L[HU
)ORZGLVWULEXWRU
3UHVVXUHORVV
5HGXFWLRQYDOYH

+(;
$355
1R]]OHUHFHSWDFOH





)XQFWLRQ

6WRUDJH WDQN IRU
K\GURJHQ
 EDU LQILQLWH
K\GURJHQVWRUDJH
&DQPL[IORZVIURP
GLIIHUHQWGLUHFWLRQV
'LVWULEXWHVWKHIORZ
RQO\ RQH IORZ FDQ
3DVVDWDWLPH
'LIIHUHQW SUHVVXUH
ORVVHV
&RQWUROV WKH IORZ
DQG DVVXUH WKH
FRQVWDQW SUHVVXUH
UDPSUDWH
+HDWH[FKDQJHU
7KHSODFHZKHUHWKH
FRQVWDQW SUHVVXUH
UDPSUDWHLVGHILQHG
&RXSOLQJ EHWZHHQ
UHIXHOOLQJ
VWDWLRQ
DQGYHKLFOH

,I WKH PDVV IORZ RXW RI WKH FRPSUHVVRU
EHFRPHV ODUJHU WKDQ ZKDW LV QHHGHG IRU WKH
UHIXHOOLQJ WKH H[FHVV K\GURJHQ LV ILOOHG LQWR
WKH WDQN DW WKH VWDWLRQ :KHQ WKH SUHVVXUH
GURSDFURVVWKHUHGXFWLRQYDOYHLVEDUVWKH
VWDWLRQ VZLWFKHV WR WKH QH[W WDQN LQ WKH

V\VWHPLH7DQN7KHFRPSUHVVRUVZLWFKHV
WDQN ZKHQ WKH ILUVW WDQN LV EDFN DW VWDUW
SUHVVXUH7KHYDULDWLRQRIWKHQXPEHURIWDQNV
LQWKHFDVFDGHUHIXHOOLQJVHWXSDWWKHVWDWLRQLV
VLPSO\GRQHE\DGGLQJDWDQNDQGFRQQHFWLQJ
LWWRWKHFRPSUHVVRUDQGWKHUHIXHOOLQJV\VWHP
515  6 ##  
#7!
7KH WKHUPRG\QDPLF HTXDWLRQV RI WKH V\VWHP
DUH GHVFULEHG LQQ 2SWLPL]DWLRQ RI K\GURJHQ
YHKLFOHUHIXHOOLQJYLDG\QDPLFVLPXODWLRQ>@
7KH FRPSUHVVRU LV PRGHOOHG DV DQ LVHQWURSLF
FRPSUHVVRU ZLWK WKH LVHQWURSLF HIILFLHQF\
JLYHQE\HTXDWLRQ>@
ܲ௨௧ ଶ
ܲ௨௧ ଷ
൰ െ ͲǤͷʹͶ  ൬
൰
ߟ௦ ൌ ͲǤͳͲͻͳ  ൬
ܲ
ܲ
ܲ௨௧
൰
 ͲǤͺͷ  ൬
ܲ
 ͲǤ͵ʹሺͳሻ

7KH HQWKDOS\ RXW RI WKH FRPSUHVVRU LV IRXQG
E\HTXDWLRQ
݄௨௧ ൌ

݄௨௧ǡ௦ െ ݄
െ ݄ ሺʹሻ
ߟ௦

7KHWHPSHUDWXUHRXWRIWKHFRPSUHVVRUFDQEH
GHWHUPLQHG ZLWK VWDWH HTXDWLRQV E\
LPSOHPHQWLQJ FRROSURS >@ LQ '\PROD
ܶ௨௧ ሺܲ௨௧ ǡ ݄௨௧ ሻǤ
7KH FRPSUHVVLRQ LV DGLDEDWLF ZKLFK LV WKH
ZRUVW FDVH VFHQDULR IRU WKH K\GURJHQ
WHPSHUDWXUHRXWRIWKHFRPSUHVVRU7KHZRUN
SHUIRUPHGE\WKHFRPSUHVVRULVJLYHQE\(T

ܹ ൌ ݉ሶሺ݄௨௧ െ ݄ ሻሺ͵ሻ

:HUHWKHPDVVIORZRXWRIWKHFRPSUHVVRULV
IRXQGE\
݉ሶ ൌ ܸ௬ ߟ כ ߩ כ௩ ݊ כሺͶሻ

:HUH ߩLVWKHGHQVLW\DWWKHLQOHWQLVQXPEHU
RI VWURNHVܸ௬  LV WKH YROXPH RI WKH F\OLQGHU
DQG ߟ௩  LV WKH YROXPHWULF HIILFLHQF\ 7KH
YROXPHWULFHIILFLHQF\KDVDPD[LPXPRI
DQG LW GHFUHDVHV E\  SHU VLQJOH LQFUHPHQW
LQWKHSUHVVXUHUDWLRYDOXH
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7KH ZRUN UHTXLUHG WR VDWLVI\ WKH FRROLQJ
GHPDQGDIWHUWKHFRPSUHVVRUDQGDWWKHRXWOHW
RIWKHVWDWLRQLVIRXQGE\
ܹൌ
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7!7 7 #1 !
  7!! 8#! 
  789  !! 
77 
: ࢎ࢛࢚ ሺࢀ࢛࢚ ǡ ࡼ࢛࢚ ሻ1 ! 
# 77
!!7 
76$:1;1
ܹ௧௧ ൌ ܹ  ܹ௫ଵ  ܹ௫ଶ ሺሻ

51< ! 
7KH PRGHO LV GHYHORSHG LQ '\PROD VRIWZDUH
ZKLFK LV D G\QDPLF VLPXODWLRQ SURJUDPPH
7KH ODQJXDJH LV XQLILHG REMHFWRULHQWDWHG IRU
SK\VLFDO V\VWHP PRGHOOLQJ 7KH VRIWZDUH LV
FDSDEOH RI VROYLQJ ODUJH G\QDPLF FRPSOH[
V\VWHPVXVLQJRUGLQDU\GLIIHUHQWLDOHTXDWLRQV
7KH PRGHO LV EXLOG XS E\ REMHFWV ZKLFK FDQ
EHFRQQHFWHGLQDQ\RUGHUDVWKH\DOOUHFHLYH
DQG SDVV RQ WKH VDPH LQIRUPDWLRQ (DFK
REMHFWUHSUHVHQWVDV\VWHPREMHFWOLNHDYDOYH
KHDWH[FKDQJHUWDQNHWF

XQWLO ͻͷͲDUHUHDFKHG$OOWKHWDQNVKDYH
DVL]HRIͳଷ 7KHORZSUHVVXUHWDQNDWZKLFK
WKH FRPSUHVVRU GUDZV WKH K\GURJHQ LV
DVVXPHG WR EH ODUJH HQRXJK ZLWK  EDUV
7KH YDOXH RI  EDUV KDV EHHQ FKRVHQ
EHFDXVH VWHHO WDQNV FDQ ZLWKVWDQG WKLV
SUHVVXUH 7KH FRHIILFLHQW RI SHUIRUPDQFH
&23 IRU+H[DQG+H[ )LJ LVVHWWR
DQG  UHVSHFWLYHO\ 7KHVH YDOXHV DUH LQ WKH
ORZHU HQG RI WKH H[SHFWHG YDOXHV IRU WKH
UHIULJHUDWLRQ IDFLOLWLHV >@ 7KH SUHVVXUH GURS
DIWHUWKHUHGXFWLRQYDOYH SUHVVXUHORVV DQG
LQ WKH YHKLFOH SUHVVXUH ORVV   DUH WKH VDPH
LQDOOVFHQDULRV7KHSUHVVXUHGURSEHIRUHWKH
UHGXFWLRQYDOYH SUHVVXUHORVV DQGDIWHUWKH
FRPSUHVVRU SUHVVXUH ORVV   ZLOO GHSHQG RQ
WKH VSHFLILF V\VWHP 7KH SUHVVXUH GURSV FDQ
EH VHHQ LQ )LJ  ZHUH SUHVVXUH ORVV  DQG 
DUH IRU D WKUHH WDQNV FDVFDGH V\VWHP 7KH
FRPSUHVVRU KDV D PD[LPXP PDVV IORZ RI
 NJV ZKLOH WKH PD[LPXP PDVV IORZ WR
WKH YHKLFOH IRU WKLV UHIXHOOLQJ LV  NJV
7KH PDVV IORZV FDQ EH VHHQ LQ )LJ  YDOLG
IRU WKH FRPSUHVVRU ZLWK D WKUHH WDQN FDVFDGH
V\VWHP

< )$-* 
7KLV VHFWLRQ ILUVW H[SODLQV WKH FRQGLWLRQV IRU
WKH V\VWHP XVHG IRU WKH VLPXODWLRQ 7KHQ WKH
UHVXOWV RI WKH VLPXODWLRQ DUH VKRZQ DQG
DQDO\VHG
<13 .9 
7KH FRQVLGHUHG UHIXHOOLQJ LV WKH PRVW
GHPDQGLQJ IRU YHKLFOHV DVVLJQHG DV SHUVRQDO
WUDQVSRUWDWLRQ ,W LV D ݇݃ UHIXHOLQJ ZLWKLQ
PLQXWHV7KHK\GURJHQLVFRROHGGRZQWR
q& LQ WKH KHDW H[FKDQJHU DIWHU WKH
FRPSUHVVRU DQG WKH RXWOHW WHPSHUDWXUH RI WKH
K\GURJHQ OHDYLQJ WKH VWDWLRQ LV ±q& 7KH
YHKLFOHVWDQNLVDWʹͲZKHQVWDUWLQJDQG
WKH UHIXHOOLQJ HQG ZKHQ WKH SUHVVXUH RXW RI
WKH VWDWLRQ UHDFKHV  EDUV 7KH FDVFDGH
V\VWHPVDQDO\VHGKDVͻͷͲDVWKHKLJKHVW
SUHVVXUH ZKLOH WKH SUHVVXUH IRU WKH RWKHU
WDQNVVWDUWVDWͶͲͲDQGHTXDOO\LQFUHDVHV

)LJXUH7KHSUHVVXUHORVVHVLQWKH
V\VWHP
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Appendix G





FDVFDGH V\VWHP GHFUHDVHV WKH HQHUJ\
FRQVXPSWLRQRIDOOWKUHHFRPSRQHQWV

)LJXUH0DVVIORZVIRUUHIXHOOLQJDQG
WKHFRPSUHVVRU
7KH GURSV LQ SUHVVXUH ORVV  DUH GXH WR WDQN
VZLWFK DW WKH VWDWLRQ GXULQJ UHIXHOOLQJ ZKLOH
WKH GURSV LQ WKH FRPSUHVVRUV PDVV IORZ DUH
GXH WR WKH VZLWFK DPRQJ WKH WDQNV DW WKH
VWDWLRQEHLQJIXHOOHG
<15 $# 
)RUWKHHQHUJ\RSWLPL]DWLRQDV\VWHPOLNHWKH
RQH SUHVHQWHG LQ )LJ  LV XVHG 7KH RQO\
FKDQJH LV WKDW WKH QXPEHU RI WDQNV DW WKH
VWDWLRQ YDULHV IURP  WR  7KH HQHUJ\
FRQVXPSWLRQ LV WKH WRWDO RI FRROLQJ DQG
FRPSUHVVLRQ GXULQJ D IXOO F\FOH DW WKH
UHIXHOOLQJ VWDWLRQ 7KH HOHFWURQLF HTXLSPHQW
DQGWKHILOOLQJRIWKHODUJHEDUVEDQNDUH
QRW LQFOXGHG DV WKLV LV WKH VDPH IRU DOO WKH
GLIIHUHQWGHVLJQV7KHHQHUJ\FRQVXPSWLRQRI
WKH V\VWHP FDQ EH VHHQ LQ )LJ  7KH
FRQVXPSWLRQRIHQHUJ\LVKLJKHVWZKHQXVLQJ
D VLQJOH WDQN DW WKH VWDWLRQ DQG WKHQ LW
GHFUHDVHV H[SRQHQWLDOO\ DV PRUH WDQNV DUH
DGGHG7KHKLJKHVWHQHUJ\FRQVXPSWLRQLV
N:K IRU RQH UHIXHOOLQJ F\FOH ZKLFK LV
DSSUR[LPDWHO\   RI WKH HQHUJ\ RI WKH
K\GURJHQ IXHOOHG WR D  NJ FDSDFLW\ YHKLFOH
WDQNZKLFKFRQWDLQVN:KZKHQIXOO7KH
ODUJHVW FRQWULEXWLRQ WR WKH RYHUDOO HQHUJ\
FRQVXPSWLRQ LV JLYHQ E\ K\GURJHQ
FRPSUHVVLRQDQGLWUHSUHVHQWVPRUHWKDQ KDOI
RI WKH WRWDO HQHUJ\ FRQVXPSWLRQ 7KH VHFRQG
KLJKHVW HQHUJ\ FRQVXPSWLRQ FRPHV IURP WKH
FRROLQJQHHGHGDIWHUWKHFRPSUHVVRUZKLOHWKH
ORZHVW HQHUJ\ FRQVXPSWLRQ FRPHV IURP WKH
FRROLQJ QHHGHG GXULQJ WKH UHIXHOOLQJ RI WKH
YHKLFOH,QFUHDVLQJWKHQXPEHURIWDQNVLQWKH

ŶĞƌŐǇĐŽŶƐƵŵƉƚŝŽŶŬtŚ

ϲ

dŽƚĂů

ϱ

ŽŵƉƌĞƐƐŽƌ

,yϭ

,yϮ

ϰ
ϯ
Ϯ
ϭ
Ϭ

ϭ

Ϯ

ϯ

ϰ

ϱ

ϲ

EƵŵďĞƌŽĨƚĂŶŬƐŝŶƚŚĞĐĂƐĐĂĚĞƐǇƐƚĞŵ

)LJXUH(QHUJ\XVDJHDWWKHUHIXHOOLQJ
VWDWLRQIRUDIXOOK\GURJHQUHIXHOOLQJF\FOH
7KHHQHUJ\VDYLQJRIXVLQJPRUHWDQNVLQWKH
FDVFDGH V\VWHP FDQ EH VHHQ LQ )LJ  ZKHUH
³HQHUJ\VDYLQJV´VWDQGVIRUWKHHQHUJ\VDYLQJ
REWDLQHG E\ DGGLQJ DQ H[WUD WDQN WR WKH
V\VWHP HJ IURP RQH WR WZR WDQNV RU IURP
WKUHH WR IRXU WDQNV  7KH HQHUJ\ VDYLQJ LV
ODUJHU IRU WKH FRPSUHVVRU DW DOO WLPHV DV LW
XVHVPRUHHQHUJ\WKDQUHIULJHUDWLRQIDFLOLWLHV
WKRXJK WKH GLIIHUHQFH EHWZHHQ WZR DQG WKUHH
WDQNV LV WKH UHIULJHUDWLRQ IDFLOLW\ DIWHU WKH
FRPSUHVVRU ZKLFK KDV WKH ODUJHVW UHODWLYH
HQHUJ\ VDYLQJ RI   RI LWV RZQ XVH 7KH
HQHUJ\ VDYLQJ LV ORZHU WKDQ   IRU HDFK
H[WUDWDQNDGGHGZKHQDWOHDVWWKUHHWDQNVDUH
SUHVHQW LQ WKH V\VWHP 7KRXJK WKH HQHUJ\
VDYLQJ IRU WKH FRPSUHVVRU DQG WKH
UHIULJHUDWLRQ IDFLOLW\ DIWHU WKH FRPSUHVVRU DUH
ERWKPRUHWKDQ7KLVLVILUVWZKHQJRLQJ
IURPIRXUWRILYHWDQNVWKDWWKHHQHUJ\VDYLQJ
IRUHDFKFRPSRQHQWLVXQGHU
,I D K\GURJHQ UHIXHOOLQJ VWDWLRQ \HDUO\
VHUYLFHV  YHKLFOHV D GD\ WKHQ WKH HQHUJ\
VDYLQJ E\ KDYLQJ PXOWLSOH WDQNV LV DW OHDVW
 N:K )LJXUH  VKRZV WKH \HDUO\
VDYLQJV RI KDYLQJ PRUH WKDQ D VLQJOH WDQN LQ
WKHFDVFDGHV\VWHP
6XPPLQJXSLQ)LJWKHVDYLQJRIKDYLQJ
WDQNV LQVWHDG RI  LV DSS  N:K SHU
\HDU
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ŶĞƌŐǇƐĂǀŝŶŐй

Ϯϱ
dŽƚĂů

ϮϬ

ŽŵƉƌĞƐƐŽƌ

,yϭ

,yϮ

ϭϱ
ϭϬ
ϱ
Ϭ

ϭƚŽϮ ϮƚŽϯ ϯƚŽϰ ϰƚŽϱ ϱƚŽϲ
ƐƚĞƉďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚĂŶŬƐŝŶƚŚĞĐĂƐĐĂĚĞ
ƐǇƐƚĞŵ

)LJXUH6DYLQJJDLQHGZKHQLQWURGXFLQJ
DQDGGLWLRQDOWDQNWRWKHV\VWHP
ŶĞƌŐǇƐĂǀŝŶŐƐŬtŚͬǇĞĂƌ

ϮϱϬϬϬ

dŽƚĂůǇĞĂƌůǇƐĂǀŝŶŐ

ϮϬϬϬϬ
ϭϱϬϬϬ
ϭϬϬϬϬ
ϱϬϬϬ
Ϭ

ϭƚŽϮ ϮƚŽϯ ϯƚŽϰ ϰƚŽϱ ϱƚŽϲ
^ĂǀŝŶŐďĞƚǁĞĞŶǁŚĞŶĂĚĚŝŶŐĂŶĞǆƚƌĂ
ƚĂŶŬŝŶƚŚĞĐĂƐĐĂĚĞƐǇƐƚĞŵ

)LJXUH<HDUO\HQHUJ\VDYLQJIRU
DSSUR[LPDWHO\UHIXHOOLQJ¶V
= %&*-.%&
8VLQJ WKHUPRG\QDPLF VLPXODWLRQ IRU
SUHGLFWLQJ WKH SURFHVV HQDEOHV WR RSWLPL]H
V\VWHPV ZLWKRXW KDYLQJ WR EXLOG D SK\VLFDO
WHVW VWDWLRQ 7KLV VWXG\ XVHG WKH PRVW
GHPDQGLQJ K\GURJHQ UHIXHOOLQJ SURFHVV
IXHOOLQJ  NJ RI K\GURJHQ DW  EDUV LQ WKH
YHKLFOH 7KH HQHUJ\ FRQVXPSWLRQ RI 
UHIXHOOLQJF\FOHFDQEHUHGXFHGIURPN:K
XVLQJWDQNWRN:KXVLQJWDQNVDWWKH
VWDWLRQ 7KH HQHUJ\ VDYLQJ LV DSSURDFKLQJ DQ
H[SRQHQWLDO IXQFWLRQ DQG WKH ODUJHVW VDYLQJV
DUH UHWULHYHG ZKHQ WKH UHIXHOOLQJ VWDWLRQ
H[SDQGV IURP RQH WDQN WR WZR WDQNV 7KH
ODUJHVWFRQWULEXWRUWRWKHHQHUJ\FRQVXPSWLRQ
LV WKH FRPSUHVVRU ZKLFK XVHV KDOI RI WKH
HQHUJ\ GXULQJ D UHIXHOOLQJ F\FOH EXW WKH
FRPSUHVVRU LV DOVR WKH FRPSRQHQW ZLWK WKH

ODUJHVW SHUFHQWDJH RI HQHUJ\ VDYLQJ ZKHQ
DGGLQJDGGLWLRQDOWDQNV
,WLVEHQHILFLDOWREXLOGUHIXHOOLQJVWDWLRQVZLWK
DWOHDVWWDQNVLQDFDVFDGHV\VWHPEXWDOVR
DGGLQJ PRUH WKDQ WKUHH WDQNV VKRXOG EH
FRQVLGHUHG ZLWK UHVSHFW WR WKH WUDGHRII
EHWZHHQ WKH LQFUHDVH RI V\VWHPV FDSLWDO
LQYHVWPHQW DQG WKH WRWDO VDYLQJ RYHU LWV
OLIHWLPH 6LQFH WRGD\ D UHIXHOOLQJ VWDWLRQ
W\SLFDOO\ VHUYLFHV RQO\ D OLPLWHG QXPEHU RI
YHKLFOHV WKH RSWLPXP WDQN QXPEHU WR EH
LQWURGXFHG LQ WKH V\VWHP ZRXOG EH DURXQG 
:KHQ PRUH K\GURJHQ YHKLFOHV HQWHU WKH
PDUNHW DGGLQJ PRUH WDQNV FRXOG EH
EHQHILFLDO
$&.12:/('*(0(176
7KH DXWKRUV ZRXOG OLNH WR WKDQN WKH 'DQLVK
(QHUJ\ $JHQF\ IRU ILQDQFLDO VXSSRUW DQG WKH
LQGXVWULDO SDUWQHU +/RJLF IRU WKH
FROODERUDWLRQ
5()(5(1&(6
>@ 6RFLHW\ RI DXWRPRWLYH HQJLQHHUV )XHOLQJ
SURWRFROV IRU OLJKW GXW\ JDVHRXV K\GURJHQ
VXUIDFH YHKLFOH 7HFQLFDO LQIRUPDWLRQ UHSRUW
-
>@ 6RFLHW\ RI DXWRPRWLYH HQJLQHHUV )XHOLQJ
SURWRFROV IRU OLJKW GXW\ JDVHRXV K\GURJHQ
VXUIDFH YHKLFOH 7HFQLFDO LQIRUPDWLRQ UHSRUW
-
>@ ( 5RWKXL]HQ : 0HULGD DQG 0 5RNQL
2SWLPL]DWLRQ RI K\GURJHQ YHKLFOH UHIXHOOLQJ
YLD G\QDPLF VLPXODWLRQ ,QW - +\GURJHQ
(QHUJ\ 9ROSS
>@ 0 +RVVHLQL 7KHUPRG\QDPLF DQDO\VLV RI
ILOOLQJFRPSUHVVHGJDVHRXVK\GURJHQVWRUDJH
,QW - +\GURJHQ (QHUJ\ 9RO  SS 

>@ 5 6PLWK &KHPLFDO SURFHVV GHVLJQ DQG
LQWHJUDWLRQ-RKQ:LOH\ 
>@ ,DQ + %HOO 6\OYDLQ 4XRLOOLQ -RUULW
:URQVNL 9LQFHQW /HPRUW &RROSURS $Q
RSHQVRXUFHUHIHUHQFHTXDOLW\WKHUPRSK\VLFDO
SURSHUW\ OLEUDU\ QG ,QWHUQDWLRQDO 6HPLQDU
RQ25&3RZHU6\VWHPV
>@ - . -HQVHQK\GURJHQ FRROLQJ VSHFLDOLVW
SHUVRQDO FRQYHUVDWLRQ 7HFKQLFDO 8QLYHUVLW\
RI'HQPDUN-XQH
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